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This overview of the Ukrainian free legal aid system was prepared within the framework of the Canadian-

Ukrainian project Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine (QALA) funded by Global Affairs Canada and 

implemented by the Canadian Bureau for International Education in partnership with the Coordination 

Centre for Legal Aid Provision. 

 

This Overview is the result of the efforts of QALA Project Team in close cooperation with the Project 

partner, the Coordination Centre for Legal Aid Provision. First Overview was developed in 2014 and then 

updated in 2017 and 2018. This publication describes the key elements and main performance indicators 

of the Ukrainian free legal aid system as of July 1st, 2019. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Until recently, legal advice, defense, and representation services were out of reach for many citizens of 
Ukraine. Many Ukrainians, particularly vulnerable population groups, simply could not afford the services of 
a lawyer or had no access to legal aid, which made their representation in court by a qualified professional 
impossible. Such a situation created an uneven playing field and did not help public confidence in government 
institutions in general and judicial fairness in particular, which is crucial for developing effective democratic 
mechanisms. 

The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe Resolution 1466 (2005) on the honoring of obligations 
and commitments by Ukraine established the obligation to improve access to justice by implementing a free 
legal aid system in line with the Council of Europe standards and the case law of the European Court of Human 
Rights. 

Establishing a free legal aid system in Ukraine is the Ukrainian government’s constructive response to the 
public’s actual needs and criticisms from the international community. Moreover, this signals a new and 
critical approach to meeting the needs of vulnerable population groups in Ukraine. Free legal aid is the basis 
for wider access to justice and exercising the right to a fair trial enshrined in Article 6 of the European 
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. 

By adopting the Law On Free Legal Aid in June 2011, Ukraine made the commitment to ensure legal protection 
of vulnerable population groups and improve access to justice by offering free legal aid. The Law was 
implemented in stages. Starting from its effective date of 8 July, 2011, all persons under Ukraine’s 
jurisdictions, including foreigners and stateless persons, were able to exercise their right to free primary legal 
aid (FPLA). Starting January 1, 2013, free secondary legal aid (FSLA) became available to persons detained, 
arrested, suspected, or convicted, and to certain categories of persons sentenced to restriction or 
deprivation of liberty. Since 1 July, 2015, FSLA has been available to all eligible persons specified by the Law 
in administrative and civil cases. 

The system has been in place for about seven years, which means that it is in its initial stage of development, 
but at the same time, it has been developing dynamically and making considerable progress. Its recognition 
by international organizations and Ukrainian NGOs is a very important testament to the LA system’s effective 
performance. For example, commenting on the findings of the 2015 review of human rights organizations, 
director of the Kharkiv Human Rights Group Mr. Yevhen ZAKHAROV noted: “The availability of free legal aid 
lawyers is the second most important factor, after the decrease in the number of detentions, in reducing the 
number of instances of unlawful violence by law-enforcement officers.”1 In late 2016, the Reanimation Package 
of Reforms included the development of the LA system in their top 10 of Ukraine’s real reform achievements. 

Establishing an institutional and legal framework for provision of legal aid (LA), and ensuring adequate 
funding and consistent operation of the system are all important steps towards safeguarding human rights 
in Ukraine. The Revolution of Dignity was a powerful catalyst in the development of an independent system. 
At the same time, the practical application of the Law revealed that it was somewhat inconsistent with the 
actual current situation in Ukraine. The occupation of parts of Ukraine’s territory by the Russian Federation, 
and the combat action involved, pose a serious challenge to the nation. Another factor is the lack of resources 
and experience, as well as low awareness among the public and stakeholders about the new system and 
potentially available services. Because of that, the LA system is constantly improving its performance in view 

                                                           
1 Law and Business, Nov 2015. 

http://zib.com.ua/ua/print/119828-direktor_harkivskoi_pravozahisnoi_grupi_evgen_zaharov_zasudz.html 
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of the new challenges, possibilities, and opportunities. It is open to developing quality and effective tools to 
detect and meet the actual needs of vulnerable population groups for free legal aid. 

This overview of Ukraine’s legal aid system was prepared within the framework of the Quality and Accessible 
Legal Aid in Ukraine Project. It is the result of the efforts of the Project team in partnership with the 
Coordination Centre for Legal Aid Provision (CCLAP). The Project team would like to express its sincere 
gratitude to the Coordination Centre management for their openness and cooperation in the preparation of 
this overview and facilitating access to the system’s key stakeholders during the entire preparation of this 
publication. 

This document presents the key elements of the LA system in Ukraine and the system’s major 
accomplishments up to July 2019. 
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1. GENERAL OVERVIEW OF THE LEGAL AID SYSTEM IN UKRAINE 

MISSION 

Safeguarding human rights by ensuring equal access to legal information and justice, and strengthening legal 

opportunities and legal capacities of members of vulnerable social groups and territorial communities. 

VISION 

The people in Ukraine use legal instruments to resolve their everyday issues and have equal access to justice. 

The network of independent free legal aid providers meets the legal needs of the public. Territorial 

communities and the state recognize the importance and need for free legal aid as social security guarantees 

and provide continuous funding through the state and local budgets. 

VALUES 

DIGNITY AND HUMAN RIGHTS 

The key pillar of our efforts is respect for human dignity and willingness to facilitate equal access of all people 

to law and justice irrespective of their financial standing or social vulnerability. 

We work as a team, based on mutual respect and mutual responsibility. We act in good faith, focus on our 

clients, and promote equal treatment of all. 

We believe that dignified living is directly linked to how well a person knows his/her rights and is willing and 

capable of exercising them. We offer people the means to solve their everyday problems in a legal manner 

as opposed to corrupt practices engrained in society. 

TRUST AND PARTNERSHIP 

We value the trust of our clients and partners. People tend to only rely on help from those they trust. Public 

trust is a prerequisite for the development of the free legal aid system. The quality of services that we provide 

depends on the level of mutual trust underlying our partnerships with communities, lawyers, non-

governmental organizations, and donors. 

We are open to cooperation with all interested parties and actively promote partnerships, mainly at the 

territorial community level. 

TRANSPARENCY AND ACCOUNTABILITY 

As a publicly-funded organization, we are accountable to the public for everything we do. We welcome 

independent external assessment of our work. We regularly publish the latest updates on all our activities 

and expenses, particularly the wages of every one of our employees, the distribution of cases among lawyers 

and fees for their services, statistical data on our performance, and audit reports. 

We hold open competitions to vacant staff positions. We support the electronic public procurement system 

PROZORRO and started using it four months earlier than required by law for all procurement transactions 

valued at more than UAH 3,000. 

INDEPENDENCE 

We are an independent component of the justice system. The Ministry of Justice does not interfere with our 

operations. Decisions to provide free legal aid are made pursuant to law irrespective of political or other 

influence. 

We do not interfere with practice of law and respect the independence of the legal profession. To ensure 

quality legal aid, we promote free competition among legal aid providers. 
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We promote networking among independent providers of legal information and advice and encourage local 

self-government agencies to mainly commission non-governmental organizations to provide them. 

INNOVATION AND STRIVING FOR PERFECTION  

We continuously strive to improve our performance. We are aware of changes in the environment and are 

quick to respond. We seek new and unconventional approaches to problem resolution. 

We are constantly learning through exchange of experiences and best practices. 

PRIORITY OBJECTIVES OF SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

▪ refocusing the free legal aid system from 
providing such aid to individuals to strengthening 
legal capacities and legal capabilities of territorial 
communities; 

▪ creating an effective legal knowledge 
management system and building HR capacity of the 
free legal aid system, legal professional community, 
and partner free legal aid networks; 

▪ decentralizing free legal aid in civil and 
administrative cases, as well as piloting model public 
defender offices in criminal cases; 

▪ building the integrated information/analytical 
support system for provision of free legal aid and 
introducing other state-of-the-art information 
technologies. 
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1.1. Legal Framework 

“Legal aid is a fundamental human right and an essential element of a fair, humane and efficient justice system 
that is based on the rule of law.” “It is a foundation for realization of other rights, including the right to a fair 
trial, and an important safeguard that ensures fundamental fairness and public trust in the justice process.”2  

The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe Resolution 1466 (2005) on the honoring of obligations 
and commitments by Ukraine pointed out the need “to improve the conditions of access to a court by 
establishing a system of free legal aid in line with Council of Europe standards and the case law of the European 
Court of Human Rights” (paragraph 13.13). 

The Constitution of Ukraine 

Pursuant to Article 59 of the Constitution of Ukraine, “Everyone has the right to assistance from a professional 
lawyer. Such assistance is provided free of charge in cases envisaged by law. Everyone is free to choose the 
defender of his or her rights.” 

It should be noted that, pursuant to the amendments introduced to the Constitution of Ukraine in June 2016, 
Articles 29 and 59 now use the term ‘assistance from a lawyer’ instead of the term ‘legal assistance’ that was 
used previously. 

The Constitution of Ukraine, as adopted by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine on 28 June, 1996, outlined the 
general principles for provision of free legal aid. The provisions of the Constitutions specifically guarantee 
provision of LA3 in case of detention or arrest, as well as other cases specified by law. As a matter of fact, the 
Constitution provided for adoption of a special law that would define the concept of the right to LA, 
procedures for exercising this right, grounds and procedures for providing LA, and government guarantees 
of provision of LA. 

The constitutional provisions also outlined one of the missions of the bar in Ukraine, namely to safeguard the 
right to defense against charges and provide legal aid in cases heard in courts and other government agencies 
without prejudice to the ability to use the services of another defender to defend his/her rights or do so 
him/herself. The amendments introduced by the Law of Ukraine On Amendments to the Constitution of 
Ukraine with Regard to Justice of 2 June, 2016 aimed to give the bar a constitutional status and adequate 
constitutional guarantees of its independence. The state thus established the legal requirements for access 
to legal profession and guaranteed that legal aid would be provided by lawyers with adequate qualifications, 
acting in compliance with the rules of professional conduct, and bearing responsibility for inadequate 
delivery of their professional duties. 

The right to professional legal aid means a person’s ability to receive high-quality services of a legal 
professional as guaranteed by the national constitution, which only a trained professional lawyer and no 
other person can provide. Notably, the proposed formula is without prejudice of the right to professional 
legal aid in general, including free legal aid which can be provided by legal professionals other than 
professional lawyers. However, the emphasis is specifically on receiving guaranteed professional aid. 

 

                                                           
2Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Article 11, paragraph 1. 

3 Since 30 September, 2016 the terminology in Ukrainian has changed a bit ( instead of “pravova” (legal) it is used the word 

“pravnytcha”(legal) 
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According to Article 1312, “Professional legal aid in Ukraine is provided by the bar. The bar’s independence is 
guaranteed. The organizational and operating principle of the bar and the practice of law are established by 
law. Only a lawyer may represent another person in court and defend against criminal charges. The law may 
grant exceptions with regard to representation in labor disputes, civil rights-related disputes, disputes 
involving elections and referenda, minor disputes, and representation of minors/underage persons and 
persons recognized by court as incapable or having limited capacity.” 

With that in mind, lawyers have been providing representation exclusively in the Supreme Court and court of 
cassation since 1 January, 2017, courts of appeal since 1 January, 2018, and courts of first instance since 1 
January, 2019. 

Government and local self-government agencies will be represented in courts exclusively by lawyers starting 
1 January, 2020. 

The rules of representation effective before the entry into force of the Law of Ukraine On Amendments to 
the Constitution of Ukraine with Regard to Justice will apply to court proceedings that commenced before 
the entry into force of that Law until the passing of final, non-appealable court judgments in respective cases. 

Law of Ukraine On Free Legal Aid 

The Law On Free Legal Aid of 2 June, 2011 (hereinafter – the Law) defines the following: 

▪ the concept of the right to free legal aid (hereinafter – the legal aid/ LA),  

▪ the procedures for the exercise of this right, and grounds and procedures for provision of free legal 
aid, and  

▪ government guarantees of provision of free legal aid. 

The Law governs legal relations in the area of LA provided to FPLA and FSLA grantees as specified by the 
Law4. 

The Law lays the intuitional basis for further exercise of the right to LA. 

According to the provisions of Article 1 of the Law, free legal aid means legal aid guaranteed by the state and 
fully or partially funded from the State Budget of Ukraine, local budgets, and other sources. The Law defines 
legal aid as provision of legal services to safeguard human and civil rights and freedoms, protect such rights 
and freedoms, and restore them if violated. The legal services include provision of legal information, advice, 
and clarifications on legal issues; preparing appeals, complaints, and procedural and other legal documents; 
representation of persons before courts, other government agencies, local self-government agencies, and 
other persons; defense against charges; and facilitating a person’s access to secondary legal aid and 
mediation. 

Pursuant to the Law, the government policy on LA is based on the following principles: 

▪ rule of law; 

▪ legality; 

▪ accessibility of free legal aid; 

                                                           
4 The procedures for provision of free legal aid to individuals on a pro-bono basis by individuals and legal entities doing their own 

charity work or jointly with relevant charity organizations are governed by relevant legislation and charters of such 
organizations. 
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▪ guaranteed quality of free legal aid; and 

▪ guaranteed public funding. 

The Law defines the right to LA as a constitutionally-guaranteed opportunity for citizens of Ukraine, 
foreigners, and stateless persons, including refugees or persons in need of subsidiary protection, to receive 
the full scope of free primary legal aid services, as well as an opportunity for certain vulnerable groups to 
receive free secondary legal aid in cases specified by the Law. 

The Law On Free Legal Aid was implemented in three main phases: 

▪ On 9 July, 2011, provision of free primary legal aid was launched. 

▪ On 1 January, 2013, provision of free secondary legal aid in case of detention or arrest and in criminal 
proceedings was launched.  

▪ Since 1 July, 2015, the full scope of free legal aid services has been available to all eligible persons.  

Free primary legal aid (FPLA) means a type of government guarantee that involves providing information 
about a person’s rights and freedoms, procedures for their exercise, restoration if violated, and appeals 
against decisions, actions, or omissions by government and local-self-government agencies, officials, and 
officers. 

Free secondary legal aid (FSLA) means a type of government guarantee that involves providing equal 
opportunities for access of persons to justice. 

The key characteristics of FPLA and FSLA are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. Key characteristics of primary and secondary legal aid in Ukraine 

 FREE PRIMARY LEGAL AID 
(access to legislation) 

FREE SECONDARY LEGAL AID  
(access to justice) 

Legal 
services 

▪ provision of legal information 

▪ advice and clarifications on legal 
issues  

▪ assistance in preparing appeals, 
complaints, and other legal 
documents (except procedural 
documents)  

▪ facilitating a person’s access to 
secondary legal aid and mediation 

▪ defense 

▪ representation of a person before courts, 
other government agencies, local self-
government agencies, and other persons  

▪ preparing procedural documents 

 

 

 

LA 
provider
s 

▪ executive agencies 

▪ local self-government agencies 

▪ individuals and legal entities under 
private law engaged by local self-
government agencies 

▪ specialized institutions established 
by local self-government agencies 

▪ FSLA centres 

▪ centers for provision of free secondary legal 
aid (FSLA centers) 

▪ lawyers registered as FSLA providers  

 

LA 
funding 

▪ State Budget expenditure for 
support of relevant government 
agencies, local budgets, and other 
sources 

▪ exclusively earmarked State Budget 
expenditure 
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A separate chapter of the Law is dedicated to the LA system management. The Cabinet of Ministers of 
Ukraine and the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine have powers with regard to the system administration, 
particularly by adopting laws and regulations (see Chapter 1.2). 

The Law defines the free legal aid system which comprises the following: 

▪ the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision5; 

▪ free primary legal aid providers; and 

▪ free secondary legal aid providers. 

Eligibility for FPLA: 

▪ All persons under the jurisdiction of Ukraine, including citizens of Ukraine, and foreigners and 
stateless persons legally staying in Ukraine, are eligible for all types of legal services. 

Eligibility for FSLA: 

▪ Persons under the jurisdiction of Ukraine with average monthly income at or below double living 
wage applicable to major social and demographic population groups as calculated and approved 
pursuant to law, as well as persons with disabilities receiving pension or benefits in lieu of pension at 
or below double living wage applicable to disabled persons, are eligible for all types of legal services. 

▪ Till the end of 2017 - orphaned children, children without parental care, children in difficult 
circumstances, and child victims of war and armed conflicts are eligible for all types of legal services; 
since 2018 children regardless of their status have got the right for LA 6. 

▪ Internally displaced persons are eligible for all types of legal services. 

▪ Citizens of Ukraine who have applied for the internally displaced person status are eligible for 
representation and preparation of procedural documents in matters relating to obtaining an IDP 
status certificate until receipt of an IPD status certificate.  

▪ Persons in administrative detention are eligible for representation and preparation of procedural 
documents. 

▪ Persons under administrative arrest are eligible for representation and preparation of procedural 
documents. 

▪ Persons considered detained under provisions of the criminal law are eligible for defense and 
preparation of procedural documents. 

▪ Persons in preventive custody are eligible for defense and preparation of procedural documents. 

▪ Persons in criminal proceedings where, pursuant to the provisions of the Criminal Procedure Code of 
Ukraine, a defense lawyer was appointed by an investigator, public prosecutor, investigating judge, 
or court to participate by designation or in a single procedure, as well as persons sentenced to 
imprisonment, service in a penal military unit, or restriction of liberty, are eligible for all types of legal 
services. 

▪ Persons to whom the Law of Ukraine On Refugees and Persons in Need of Subsidiary or Temporary 
Protection applies are eligible for all types of legal services starting from the application for the status 
of a refugee or person in need of subsidiary protection of Ukraine until the final decision on the 
application.  

                                                           
5 The CMU Regulation of 06/06/2012, no. 504, On Establishing the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision and Dissolution of the 

Center for Legal Reform and Legal Drafting under the Ministry of Justice, was instrumental in ensuring institutional support to the 
LA system. Pursuant to the Regulation, the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision (CCLAP) was established and its Regulations 
were enacted. 

6 Law № 2229-VIII dated 07.12.2017  
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▪ Foreigners and stateless persons detained for identification and enforced removal are eligible for all 
types of legal services from the outset of detention.  

▪ War veterans, persons to whom the Law of Ukraine On the Status of War Veterans and Their Social 
Security Guarantees applies, persons who have rendered exceptionally meritorious service, including 
meritorious labor, to the Fatherland, and victims of Nazi persecution are eligible for all types of legal 
services. 

▪ Persons under the jurisdiction of Ukraine who have applied for the status of a person to whom the 
Law of Ukraine On the Status of War Veterans and Their Social Security Guarantees applies are eligible 
for all types of legal services until the decision granting such status. 

▪ Persons whose cases involving restriction of their individual civil capacity, declaring them incapable, 
or restoring their individual civil capacity are pending in court for are eligible for representation and 
preparation of procedural documents for the duration of the court trial. 

▪ Persons whose cases involving compulsory psychiatric treatment are pending in court are eligible for 
representation and preparation of procedural documents for the duration of the court trial. 

▪ Persons rehabilitated pursuant to the legislation of Ukraine are eligible for representation and 
preparation of procedural documents in matters relating to their rehabilitation. 

▪ Persons, who suffer from family violence or gender based violence7 

FSLA is available to citizens of states that are parties to relevant international treaties with Ukraine on legal 
aid, recognized by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine as binding, as well as foreigners and stateless persons 
pursuant to international treaties of Ukraine provided that such treaties oblige their party states to provide 
free legal aid to certain categories of persons. 

Since the adoption of the Law on 2 June, 2011, its provisions were amended seventeen times. In 2014–2016, a 
number of amendments were introduced to the Law that promoted the development of an independent 
institutional framework for the free legal aid system and improved access to legal aid. 

Pursuant to the amendments introduced by the Law On Public Prosecutor’s Offices of 14 October, 2014, No. 
1697-VII, starting from 1 July, 2015, provision of the entire scope of FSLA services was launched for all 
categories of persons specified in Article 14 of the Law. That way, the LA system has effectively taken over 
the function of representation of individuals in courts from public prosecutor’s offices.  

Another key addition was extending the right to FSLA to persons sentenced to imprisonment, service in penal 
military units, or restriction of liberty. The decision was preceded by a history of application, including by the 
courts, of the provisions of the Criminal Procedure Code, the Criminal Executive Code, and the Law On Free 
Legal Aid. Based on the provisions these laws, it was ultimately acknowledged that convicts in criminal 
proceedings, considering that they already had all the rights of suspects and the accused, should also be 
eligible for FSLA services, particularly defense against charges. Following the entry into force of the 
amendments to the Law, persons sentenced to imprisonment or restriction of freedom became eligible for 
the entire scope of FSLA services which served as a major safeguard for them in matters relating to appeals 
against actions, decisions, or omissions by officers, reviews of cases initiated based on new evidence, 
consideration of release on parole, inheritance and divorce matters, etc. 

The amendments to the Law also institutionalized the mechanism for provision of FSLA in response to 
notifications of detention received by FSLA centers from detainees or their families that was previously 
introduced by the order of the Coordination Center and the Cabinet of Ministers Regulation. The mechanism 
was introduced to prevent cases of illicit detention where law-enforcement agencies effectively detain a 
person without granting a procedural status of a detainee and without notifying, or allowing the detainee to 

                                                           
7 According the Law On Prevention and Counteracting Domestic Violence” № 2229 dated 07.12.2017 
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notify his/her family. This mechanism, in combination with the efforts of the Ombudsperson, helped provide 
the minimum safeguards in the criminal process for detainees during the events of the Revolution of Dignity. 

Another very important factor in preventing cases of illicit detention was a modified definition of one of the 
categories of persons eligible for FSLA. The term used previously, ‘persons detained on suspicion of 
committing a crime,’ was replaced in the Law with the term, ‘persons recognized as detainees under the 
provisions of the criminal procedure legislation.’ The relevant safeguards were also strengthened as a result 
of clarifying the types of FSLA services offered to persons in detention and under arrest, and duration of 
delivery of such services, based on the experience of their provision. All detainees, as well as suspects in 
preventive custody, were guaranteed continuous provision of FSLA services until the completion of criminal 
proceedings as opposed to only the first 72 hours after the moment of detention as was previously the case. 
This has helped to minimize the impact of other parties to the criminal process responsible for enforcement 
of the right to counsel on the effectiveness of the right to counsel8. 

The Law of 26 January, 2016, No. 936-VIII, On Amendments to Certain Legislative Acts of Ukraine to Strengthen 
Social Protection for Children and Support for Families with Children, granted children in difficult life 
circumstances and child victims of war and armed conflicts the right to the entire scope of FSLA services. 
Previously, such services had already been offered to orphaned children and children without parental care. 

Pursuant to the Law of 19 May, 2016, No. 1379-VIII, On Amendments to Certain Legislative Acts of Ukraine to 
Improve the Provisions on Judicial Protection of Foreigners and Stateless Persons, and Regulate Certain 
Matters Relating to Prevention of Illegal Migration, it was established that a person to whom the Law of 
Ukraine On Refugees and Persons in Need of Subsidiary or Temporary Protection applies were eligible for the 
entire scope of FSLA services starting from the moment of applying for the status of a refugee or a person in 
need of subsidiary protection of Ukraine until the final decision on the application. Pursuant to the same law, 
the same scope of services became available to foreigners and stateless persons from the outset of their 
detention for identification and enforced removal. 

The same Law introduced amendments to the Code of Administrative Offenses establishing the universal 
rule of access to FSLA for persons in administrative detention, pursuant to which agencies (officials) 
authorized to enforce the administrative detention were obliged to report every case of administrative 
detention of persons to free secondary legal aid centers under the procedure established by the Cabinet of 
Ministers of Ukraine, except cases where persons defend themselves or commission a defender. 

On 21 December, 2016, the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine adopted the Law No. 1798-VIII On the Supreme Council 
of Justice which introduced amendments to the Law On Free Legal Aid to broaden the range of persons 
eligible for FSLA services9. 

                                                           
8 As far as the institutional aspect is concerned, the amendments introduced by the Law On the Public Prosecutor’s Office defined 

the system for provision of free legal aid, set the task for the Ministry of Justice to establish centers for provision of FSLA (in 
view of the need to ensure provision of FSLA to all entitled persons as specified by the Law, the existing network of regional 
centers was further expanded with another 100 local FSLA centers), as well as transferred the register management function to 
the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision. 
9 The adoption of this Law was preceded by two other attempts by the CCLAP to initiate amendments to the Law On LA. After 

the Cabinet was dismissed and every draft law submitted by the Cabinet that had not yet passed its first reading was returned 

by the Parliament, the CCLAP, via the Ministry of Justice, again submitted for approval by the Cabinet and consideration by the 

Verkhovna Rada the draft law that mirrored the provisions of the draft Law On Amendments to Certain Laws of Ukraine to 

Streamline Access to Free Legal Aid and Improve Service Delivery (reg. no. 3044 of 07/09/2015). The new Cabinet endorsed the 

CCLAP’s initiative but pursuant to the requirements of the Rules of Procedure of the Verkhovna Rada, the draft law was returned 

to the Cabinet as by that time, another draft law submitted by members of parliament and previously considered an alternative 

to the draft law submitted by the Cabinet had become priority. Besides, in addition to the proposals for the draft Law On the 

Supreme Council of Justice, the CCLAP was preparing a draft law along the same lines. In December 2016, that draft law was 

approved by the two relevant ministries but not submitted for consideration by the Cabinet due to the adoption of the Law On 

the Supreme Council of Justice. 
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FSLA services were made available to internally displaced persons (approximately 1,400,000 as of July, 201910) 
and persons seeking the IDP status, as well as persons seeking war veteran status, particularly the former 
combatant status. The same social guarantees were provided to persons seeking the former combatant 
status, while pursuant to the amendments to the Law, war veterans, including former combatants (totaling 
approximately 370,000 as of July, 201911), and other persons to whom the Law of Ukraine On the Status of 
War Veterans and Their Social Security Guarantees applied were offered FSLA services in all matters without 
being limited to their social protection as before the adoption of the amendments referred to above. 

The above Law also introduced substantial changes in the approach to determining the poverty rate which 
serves as the eligibility criteria for FSLA services to approximately 12.5 million persons (as of January 1, 201912). 
From that point on, it was based only on the personal income (as opposed to the average monthly household 
income) provided that it did not exceed double the living wage applicable to major social and demographic 
population groups (particularly children under the age of six, children aged six to eighteen, working-age 
persons, and disabled persons) as calculated and approved pursuant to law. The proposed amendments 
reflected the actual need to ensure access to free legal aid for persons with income at or even above the 
living-wage level that is nevertheless insufficient to afford legal services. Also, pursuant to the proposed 
amendments, the income of other family members is no longer a factor in a person’s eligibility for free legal 
aid. This made such aid available for persons whose legitimate interests and rights are violated in their 
families. 

On 03 July, 2018 the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine adopted the Law No. 2475-VIII On Amendments to Certain 
Legislative Acts of Ukraine on Creation of Economic Pre-Conditions for Strengthening the Right of Children for 
Proper Support. 

Pursuant to this Law the possibility of receiving FLA in civil and administrative cases for several eligible groups 
was limited to six times during the fiscal year. The logic of this decision was to prevent cases of misuse of the 
right for legal aid by some individuals who applied and received FLA dozens of times during a year. 

At the same time, the above Law regulated the function of FSLA centre to authorize its jurists to represent 
interests of clients in labor disputes, civil rights-related disputes, disputes involving elections and referenda, 
minor disputes, and representation of minors/underage persons and persons recognized by court as 
incapable or having limited capacity. 

Also, the Law updated norms on grounds and order for: termination of FLA provision; replacement of lawyers 
or jurists of FSLA centre providing FSLA. 

The Law On the Bar and the Practice of Law  

The Law of July 5, 2012, No. 5076-VI, On the Bar and the Practice of Law, is another key legislative act on the 
provision of free legal aid that legally establishes the organizational and operating principles of the bar and 
the practice of law in Ukraine, particularly the requirements for becoming a lawyer, the responsibility of 
lawyers, types of practice of law, the system of lawyers’ self-governance, etc. 

Pursuant to this Law, lawyer’s self-governance agencies must facilitate the functioning of the LA system. For 
example, the quality, completeness, and timeliness of secondary legal aid services provided by lawyers are 
evaluated at the request from FSLA centers by commissions specifically set up for that purpose by regional 
councils of the Bar. In addition, the same councils appoint members of the Bar to commissions selecting 
lawyers to provide FSLA services. 

 

                                                           
10 Data provided by the Ministry of Social Policy of Ukraine (https://www.msp.gov.ua/news/17326.html) 
11 Data provided by the State Service of Ukraine for War Veterans and ATO Combatants (http://dsvv.gov.ua/dostup-

do-publichnoji-informatsiji/informatsiya-schodo-nadannya-statusu-uchasnyka-bojovyh-dij.html) 
12 Data provided by the State Statistics Service of Ukraine 
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The Criminal Procedure Code 

The Criminal Procedure Code 13 April, 2012, No. 4651-VI (CPC) came into effect on 20 November, 2012. Being 
one of the key legislative acts on provision of FSLA, the CPC establishes the rules of criminal procedure in 
Ukraine. The aim of criminal processes is to protect individuals, society, and the state from criminal offenses, 
protect the rights, freedoms, and legitimate interests of parties to criminal proceedings, and ensure prompt, 
comprehensive, and unbiased investigation and court trial, punishment for every criminal offense that is 
proportional to the degree of guilt, no charges or conviction against the innocent, no undue procedural 
coercion, and due process applicable to every participant in the criminal proceedings. The CPC establishes 
the rights and obligations of suspects and defendants and their defenders, and victims and their 
representatives, the general rules of participation of defenders and representatives in criminal proceedings, 
the procedure for participation of a defender by designation or in a single procedure, applicable 
requirements for compulsory participation of a defender, the procedures for reporting cases of detention of 
individuals to FSLA centers, etc. 

The Civil Procedure Code 

The majority of persons eligible for FSLA exercise their right for legal aid through access to civil justice. 

The goal of civil justice is fair, unbiased, and prompt consideration and resolution of civil cases to protect the 
rights, freedoms, or interests of individuals, the rights and interests of legal entities, or the interests of the 
state that have been violated, disregarded, or disputed. Civil justice is administered on the basis of the Civil 
Procedure Code of 18 March, 2004, No. 1618-IV (CPC). 

The CPC guarantees that every person (including every person eligible for FSLA) may seek protection of 
his/her violated, disregarded, or disputed rights, freedoms, or interests through court under the procedure 
established by this Code. Parties, third parties, persons defending the rights, freedoms, or interests of other 
persons pursuant to law, as well as complainants and other stakeholders in separate cases (except adoption 
cases) may participate in civil cases personally or through their representatives. Personal participation in a 
case does not waive a person’s right to have a representative in the case. 

A court representative may be a lawyer or other person aged eighteen or over who has civil procedural 
capacity and duly certified powers of court representation. Certain exceptions from this rule exist that are 
intended to prevent conflict of interests. 

The powers of a representative of an individual eligible for FSLA who has applied for and been granted such 
aid can be certified by a FSLA center official. 

The Code of Administrative Justice 

Pursuant to Article 2 of the Code of Administrative Justice of 6 July, 2005, No. 2747-IV (CAJ), the goal of 
administrative justice is to ensure protection of the rights, freedoms, and interests of individuals, and the 
rights and interests of legal entities in the area of public law against violations by government agencies, local 
self-government agencies, their officials and officers, and other entities when discharging government 
functions pursuant to law, including discharge of delegated functions, through fair, unbiased, and prompt 
review of administrative cases.  

All persons eligible for FSLA may appeal to administrative courts. Administrative courts can review appeals 
against any decisions, actions, or omissions by government agencies except cases where, pursuant to the 
Constitution of the laws of Ukraine, a different court procedure applies to such decisions, actions, or 
omissions. Every person has the right to appeal to an administrative court under the procedure established 
by this Code if he/she believes that his/her rights, freedoms, or interests were violated by a decision, action, 
or omission by a government agency. Parties and third parties in administrative cases may participate in the 
administrative process either personally and/or through their representatives. A representative may be an 
individual of the age of majority not recognized by court as incapable. 
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With the exception of a possibility of certification of a representative by a FSLA center official, the CAJ, like 
the CPC, does not establish any special procedures for provision of FSLA. According to Article 16 of the CAJ, 
the grounds and procedures for provision of free legal aid in cases heard by administrative courts are 
established by the law governing provision of free legal aid. 

The Code of Administrative Offenses 

The goal of the Code of Administrative Offenses enacted by the Decree of the Verkhovna Rada of the 
Ukrainian SSR of 7 December, 1984, No. 8074-10 (CoAO), is to protect the rights and freedoms of individuals, 
the property and the constitutional order of Ukraine, the rights and legitimate interests of enterprises, 
institutions, and organizations, and the established legal order, as well as strengthen the rule of law, prevent 
offenses, and publicly promote faithful and strict observance of the Constitution and the laws of Ukraine, 
respect for the rights, honor, and dignity of other individuals, the rules of coexistence, diligent performance 
of duties, and responsibility to society. 

Persons under administrative detention or arrest constitute a separate category of persons eligible for FSLA. 

Bylaws on LA 

The Government Targeted Program for the Development of the Free Legal Aid System in 2013−2017 approved 

by the Regulation of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of 13 February, 2013, No. 39413, is a strategic 

document that establishes the main objectives for the development and implementation of a package of 

legal, organizational, and economic activities to ensure access to free legal aid. It sets the main program 

activities, performance indicators, budget targets, and sources of funding for the period from 2013 to 2017. 

The Program’s main objectives include the following: 

▪ Improving the legal framework that governs the operation of the LA system 

▪ Running awareness-raising campaigns for persons eligible for LA, lawyers, agencies authorized to 

detain, arrest, or hold individuals in custody, local self-government agencies, and civic associations  

▪ Building the integrated information/analytical support system for provision of FSLA 

▪ Introducing a mechanism for continuous training, including professional and advanced training of 

lawyers providing FSLA services and staff of FSLA centers. 

The following documents were instrumental for the institutional support of the LA system: 

▪ The Regulation of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of 6 June, 2012, No. 504, On Establishing the 

Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision and Dissolution of the Center for Legal Reform and Legal 

Drafting under the Ministry of Justice. Pursuant to this Regulation of the Cabinet of Ministers, the 

Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision (CCLAP) was established and its Regulations were 

enacted.  

▪ The Regulation of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of 11 February, 2016, No. 99, On the Reform of 

Territorial Agencies of the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine and the Development of the Free Legal Aid 

System, pursuant to which, a decision was made to dissolve territorial agencies of the Ministry of 

                                                           
13 In 2016, the CCLAP developed a draft Regulation of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine On Amendments to Annexes 1-3 to the 

Government Targeted Program for the Development of the Free Legal Aid System for 2013 – 2017. The purpose of the Regulation 

was to confirm the amounts of funding allocated for implementation of the program’s objectives and activities, implementation 

deadlines based on the actual amounts of funding and achieved results, and the actual availability of public financial resources for 

their implementation. 
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Justice at the city and district levels and establish legal aid bureaus within local FSLA centers. (More 

than 400 legal aid bureaus launched their operations starting 1 September, 2016.) 

▪ The Regulation of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of 21 December, 2016, No. 989, On 

Amendments to Paragraph 17 of the Regulations on the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision, 

etc. 

Pursuant to Article 27 of the Law, the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine (CMU) adopted the Regulation of 28 

December 2011, No. 1363, enacting the Procedure for Reporting Cases of Detention, Administrative Arrest, 

or Preventive Custody to FSLA Centers. The mechanism detailed in the Regulation is described in Chapter 

3.2. 

The Regulation of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of 28 December, 2011, No. 1362, enacted the 

Procedures and Conditions of Competitive Selection of Lawyers for Provision of Free Secondary Legal Aid. 

The Procedures and Conditions establish the mechanism for competitive selection of lawyers for provision 

of secondary legal aid and requirements for their professional level. The competition mechanism is described 

in Chapter 3.3. 

Lawyer’s service fees and compensation of expenses related to provision of free secondary legal aid on a full-

time or contractual basis are paid in compliance with the Regulation of the CMU of 17 September, 2014, No. 

465, On Service Fees and Compensation of Expenses of Lawyers Providing Free Secondary Legal Aid. The 

Procedures for Payment of Service Fees and Compensation of Expenses of Lawyers Providing FSLA, and the 

Methodology for Calculating the Amount for Fees for Lawyers Providing FSLA, approved by this Regulation 

of the CMU, establish the mechanism for payment of fees and compensation of expenses related to provision 

of free secondary legal aid to lawyers providing FSLA, as well as the mechanism for calculating the fee 

amount14. 

To ensure proper implementation of the Law On Free Legal Aid, which fully entered into force on 1 July, 2015, 

the Coordination Center did significant work to improve the new institutional framework and ensure its 

effectiveness. That task required proper planning, drafting a significant number of administrative acts, 

finding additional resources, strengthening cooperation with all stakeholders, and coordinating the efforts 

of existing FSLA centers which were given a broad scope of new powers and functions. 

While previously the main focus of such centers was on provision of FSLA, in July 2015, they also started 

providing support to subordinate local FSLA centers and overseeing the entire regions. 

On 11 March, 2015, the CMU adopted the Regulation No. 110, On Amendments to Certain Regulations of the 

Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine to Ensure Protection of Human Rights by Improving Access to Free Secondary 

Legal Aid and Its Quality.  

The Regulation introduced amendments to the following documents: 

▪ The Regulation of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of 28 December, 2011, No. 1362, On Approval of 

the Procedures and Conditions of Competitive Selection of Lawyers for Provision of Free Secondary Legal 

Aid. This section detailed the requirements for applicants for a competition and procedures for taking 

a test examination assignment, as well as regulated the procedures for transfer of information and 

compiling the Register of lawyers providing free secondary legal aid. 

                                                           
14 For more details about service fees and compensation of expenses, see Chapter 3.4. 
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▪ The Regulation of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of 28 December, 2011, No. 1363, On Approval of 

the Procedures for Reporting Cases of Detention of Individuals to FSLA Centers. The Procedures were 

revised. They established the general requirements and the mechanism for notifying FSLA centers of 

cases of detention on suspicion of a crime, cases of detention pursuant to bench warrants issued by 

an investigative judge or court, cases of administrative detention, administrative arrest, or preventive 

custody (detention) by, respectively, agencies (officials) authorized to effect administrative 

detention, pretrial investigation agencies, investigators, public prosecutors, officers in charge of the 

detainees, and other competent officers (providers of information), as well as persons detained on 

suspicion of a crime or pursuant to a bench warrant issued by an investigative judge or court, persons 

under administrative detention, administrative arrest, or preventive custody, and their family 

members as specified by the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine (appellants). 

▪ The Procedures and Conditions for Contracts with Lawyers Providing FSLA on a Full-Time Basis and 

Agreements with Lawyers Providing FSLA on a Part-Time Basis, approved by the Regulation of the 

Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of 11 January, 2012, No. 8. Based on past experience, the amendments 

introduced new types of contracts and agreements with better detailed obligations of the parties, as 

well as set strict criteria for contracting lawyers: 

▪ Reasonable necessity for a lawyer’s participation to provide FSLA based on the needs of the 

respective administrative territory, ensure access to FSLA for individuals, and continuously improve 

its quality; 

▪ Absence of any disciplinary sanctions against the lawyer during the last year; 

▪ The lawyer’s participation in advanced training events held during the current or previous budget 

periods by the Coordination Center or the hiring center (not applicable to lawyers hired for the first 

time); 

▪ Absence of substantiated complaints against the lawyer’s actions received and reviewed by the hiring 

center within its competence during the last year (not applicable to lawyers hired for the first time); 

▪ The Regulations on the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision approved by the Regulation of the 

Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of 6, No. 504. The Regulations were amended by giving the 

Coordination Center new powers pursuant to the amendments to the Law On Free Legal Aid. Also, an 

exhaustive list of requirements was introduced for candidates to the office of the Coordination 

Center manager; 

▪ The Regulation of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of 17 September, 2014, No. 465, On Service Fees 

and Compensation of Expenses of Lawyers Providing Free Secondary Legal Aid. The amendments 

clarified the grounds for compensation of expenses related to provision of FSLA, and the 

methodology for calculation of the amount of fees for provision of FSLA in different types of cases. 

Notably, in order to improve financial discipline of lawyers and budget planning of legal aid centers, 

the amendment introduced the timely reporting index the value of which is based on the timeliness 

of submission of a certificate of delivery of FSLA services by a lawyer and affects the total amount of 

the lawyer’s fees. 

▪ The Regulation of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of 04 June, 2015, No. 364, On Amendments to 

the Annex to the Regulation of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of 1 March, 2014, No. 65, introduced 

an exemption from the general rule of government austerity for the purchase of furniture and 

renovation of offices of local FSLA centers.  

The Regulation of the Cabinet of Ministers of 24 June, 2016, No. 401, On the Use of Interpreters (Sign 

Language Interpreters) for Providing Free Secondary Legal Aid has strengthened the guarantees for 

persons who are not proficient in the language of court proceedings in Ukraine and persons with disabilities. 

To that end, amendments were introduced to the Procedures for spending of public funds allocated for fees 

and compensation of expenses of lawyers providing FSLA. Pursuant to this Regulation of the Cabinet of 
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Ministers, to ensure provision of FSLA services to individuals who, pursuant to the Law, are eligible for FSLA 

but are not proficient in the official language and/or are deaf, mute, or deaf-mute, FSLA centers commission 

interpreters (sign language interpreters) on a contractual basis to provide interpretation services under the 

requirements of the civil law.  

The Regulation of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of 21 December, 2016, No. 1048, On Amendments to 

the Regulation of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of 17 September, 2014, No. 465, introduced the revised 

Procedure for payment of fees and compensation of expenses of lawyers providing FSLA and the 

Methodology for calculating the amount of fees of lawyers providing FSLA. 

In view of the branching of the LA system, the question arose as to its decentralization and, accordingly, 
deconcentration of powers of the CCLAP and RCs. The task was achieved by adopting the Regulation of the 
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of 21 December, 2016, No. 989, On Amendments to Paragraph 17 of the 
Regulations on the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision, and issuing the order of the Ministry of 
Justice of 22 December, 2016, No. 3752/5, On Approval of Amendments to the Regulations on the Coordination 
Center for Legal Aid Provision. RCs were given discretionary powers with regard to approving staffing tables 
and cost estimates of local free secondary legal aid centers as well as monitoring and assessing the 
performance of the core tasks by local LCs. LCs were also given more discretion in signing contracts with 
lawyers and giving them FSLA assignments. RCs and LCs were authorized to certify legal representatives, 
accept certificates of delivery of FSLA services from their partner lawyers, verify them, and pay fees and 
compensate expenses of lawyers. 

Several orders of the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine were also essential to the LA system, such as the orders 
of the Ministry of Justice On Approval of Quality Standards for Free Secondary Legal Aid in Criminal Proceedings 
(No. 368/5 of 25/02/2014)15, On Approval of Quality Standards for Free Secondary Legal Aid in Civil and 
Administrative Proceedings and Representation in Criminal Proceedings (No. 4125/5 of 21/12/2017)16 and other.  

Also, several regulations were adopted on the procedures for provision of free legal aid addressing provision 
of free primary legal aid in local communities across Ukraine, including the following: 

▪ The Order of the Ministry of Justice On Approval of the Procedures and Criteria for Local Self-
Government Agencies to Engage Legal Entities under Private Law in Providing Free Primary Legal Aid, 
No. 891/5 of 14 June, 2012; 

▪ The Order of the Ministry of Justice On Approval of the Standard Regulations on a Free Primary Legal 
Aid Provider, No. 483/5 of 28 September, 2012;  

▪ The Order of the Ministry of Justice On Approval of the Operating Procedures of Public Reception 
Offices17 for Free Primary Legal Aid, No. 2047/5 of 21 September, 2011. 

In addition to that, in 2015, the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine issued a series of orders establishing a new 
institutional framework for the LA system, setting new tasks for legal aid centers, and addressing 
cooperation between regional and local FSLA centers, as well as taking steps to improve the quality of FSLA 
services, introducing new approaches to calculating the amount of lawyers’ fees and payment procedures 
for their FSLA services, etc. These included the following orders of the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine: 

▪ On Amendments to the Regulations on Free Secondary Legal Aid Centers of 10 March, 2015, No. 329/5; 
22 December, 2016, No. 3752/5; 10 November, 2017, No. 3540/5; 03 July, 2018, No. 2260/5. Pursuant to 

                                                           
15 As amended by the orders of the Ministry of Justice of 13/06/2014, No. 920/5; 13/10/2015, No. 1960/5; 21/08/2018, No. 2745/5; 

21/12/2018, No. 4054/5. 

16 As amended by the order of the MoJ No. 2745/5 of 21/08/2018. 
17 A public reception office means a department established by an executive agency of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, 

territorial agency of a central executive agency, or local executive agency, whose staff members meet visitors according to the 
set schedule and provide FSLA services within their competence. 
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these amendments, the Regulations on FSLA centers were revised to define the powers of regional 
and local FSLA centers; 

▪ On Approval of the Procedures for Managing the Register of Lawyers Providing Free Secondary Legal Aid 
by the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision of 30 April, 2015, No. 633/5; 

▪ On Amendments to Standard Form Certificates of Delivery of Free Secondary Legal Aid Services and 
Annexes Thereto of 30 April, 2015, No. 634/5, and On Amendments to Paragraph 2, Subparagraph 2.1 of 
Annex 1 to the Standard Form Certificate of Delivery of Free Secondary Legal Aid Services of 10 August, 
2015, No. 1461/5; 

▪ On Amendments to Quality Standards for Free Secondary Legal Aid in Criminal Proceedings of 13 
October, 2015, No. 1960/5 and numerous others. 

It is also worth mentioning the two orders of the Ministry of Justice that were administrative rather than 
regulatory but were also instrumental in the institutional development of the LA system, namely the 
following: 

▪ On the Development of the Free Secondary Legal Aid System of 10 March, 2015, No. 331/5. Pursuant to 
this order, local FSLA centers were established and FSLA centers in Kyiv and Kyiv Oblast were 
renamed due to changes in work organization and focus; 

▪ On the Restructuring of Territorial Agencies of the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine and the Development 
of the Free Legal Aid System of 25 December, 2015, No. 2748/5. This order enacted the action plan 
providing for the dissolution of territorial agencies of the Ministry of Justice and the district and city 
levels and establishment of legal aid bureaus within local FSLA centers responsible for providing FPLA 
and FSLA services as well as access to online services of the Ministry of Justice. To clarify the functions 
and responsibilities of regional and local FSLA centers, the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine issued the 
order of 24 May, 2016, No. 1487/5, On Amendments to the Regulations on Free Secondary Legal Aid 
Centers, enacting the revised regulations on free secondary legal aid centers which particularly 
established the functions and responsibilities of legal aid centers following the launch of legal aid 
bureaus. 

A significant number of issues relating to modeling and organizational support of the updated LA system18 
were addressed in 2015 by the orders of the Coordination Center. What was crucial for further development 
were the changes in the approach to statistical monitoring of provided FSLA services19, the testing of the 
competitive selection procedure for candidates for the manager positions in newly established centers20, 
implementing the tools for monitoring the quality of FSLA services in criminal proceedings21, establishing and 
fine-tuning the operation of the call-center22, further development of the call-centre23, etc.  

On a separate note, it is worth mentioning that the Methodological Recommendations on provision of free 
secondary legal aid services by local free secondary legal aid centers were enacted24. Considering that the 
procedures for provision of FSLA services as established by the Law were not exhaustive, the Methodological 
Recommendations provided a framework for the operations of newly established centers allowing the latter 
to work more consistently and start collecting data which was necessary for adjusting the LA system’s 
policies. 

                                                           
18 Orders of the CCLAP of 01/04/2015, No. 130; of 01/05/2015, No. 132; of 12/05/2015, No. 150; of 12/05/2015, No. 151; of 

20/05/2015, No. 152; of 21/05/2015, No. 153; of 11/06/2015, No. 154; of 25/06/2015, No. 158; and of 27/07/2015, No. 189. 

19 Order of the CCLAP of 03/02/2015, No. 4.  

20 Order of the CCLAP of 13/03/2015, No. 8. 

21 Orders of the CCLAP of 01/04/2015, No. 135; and of 06/04/2015, No. 136.  
22 Orders of the CCLAP of 17/09/2015, No. 198; of 17/09/2015, No. 199; and of 29/09/2015, No. 201. 

23 Order of the CCLAP of 13/04/2017, No. 142. 
24 Order of the CCLAP of 26/06/2015, No. 160. Revised by the Order of the CCLAP No. 60 19/07/2019. 
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To put an end to all doubts about the transparency in the distribution of assignments by FSLA centers among 
lawyers and guaranteed payments for services provided, a bold and crucial decision was made, pursuant to 
the order of the CCLAP of 31 December, 2015, No. 308, to update the public on assignments given to lawyers 
providing FSLA services, their fees, and compensation of expenses. Such updates are published on the CCLAP 
website every Monday. 

Another interesting experience for the LA system was its participation in the pilot project on state 
registration of civic associations pursuant to the order of the Ministry of Justice of 17 June, 2016, No. 1717/5. 
LCs were assigned an additional task of managing reception and provision of documents during state 
registration of community/civil associations (like NGOs) as front offices of main territorial division of justice. In 
pursuance of the order, the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision in cooperation with main territorial 
divisions of justice in oblasts and the city of Kyiv, as well as the state-owned enterprise National Information 
Systems, arranged trainings for staff of local FSLACs on proper reception and provision of documents during 
state registration of community/civil associations, and also gave them access to the software for managing 
the Integrated State Register of legal entities, self-employed individuals, and community associations, etc. 
Based on the outcomes of this pilot project, consideration will be given to implementing such procedures 
permanently and making amendments to the relevant legislation. 

Some of the most important orders issued by the CCLAP in 2016 were those relating to establishment and 
management of legal aid bureaus, ensuring access to e-services of the Ministry of Justice25, and enacting the 
rules of procedure of the executive board of regional and relevant local FSLA centers whose main tasks as a 
permanent advisory agency comprising managers of all centers in the region include joint planning of their 
activities, making cost estimates, implementing innovations, and addressing some of current operational 
issues26. The orders can be found on the CCLAP website.  

                                                           
25 Orders of the CCLAP of 31/03/2016, No. 25; of 31/03/2016, No. 26; and of 31/03/2016, No. 27.  

26 Order of the CCLAP of 03/06/2016, No. 44. 
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1.2. Institutional Structure of the Legal Aid System 
 

1.2.1. Key Stakeholders 

The LA system includes the CCLAP, FPLA providers, and FSLA providers. FPLA providers include government 
agencies, local self-government agencies, individuals and legal entities under private law, specialized 
institutions, and FSLA centers. FSLA providers include FSLA centers and lawyers registered as FSLA providers. 

The institutional structure of the LA system was designed with the geographical area of Ukraine, its 
administrative/territorial division, and size and density of its population in mind to ensure the best possible 
access to the entire scope of LA services across the entire territory of Ukraine and their quality, coordination 
with other stakeholders (including lawyers, government agencies, local self-government agencies, and 
community associations), and exchange and dissemination of information. The institutional structure is 
presented in more detail in diagram 1. It comprises the CCLAP and its territorial offices, namely RCs, including 
the contact center established within the Chernivtsi RC, and LCs. The diagram 2 also shows legal aid bureaus 
which are structural units of LCs that started operation on 1 September, 2016, and the second branch of the 
contact center established within Sumy RC on 17 July, 2017. To facilitate continuous development of lawyers 
and the LA system staff as well as to promote a discussion forum for other stakeholders, such as the police, 
public prosecutor’s offices, courts, human rights organizations, local self-government agencies, etc. within 
the framework of cooperation with the Project, the International Renaissance Foundation and the U.S. 
Embassy established five interregional resource and communication platforms (known as PRAVOKATOR 
legal clubs) as structural units of the CCLAP in Kyiv, Odesa, L’viv, Dnipro, and Kharkiv. 

According to the Law on LA, the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine: 

▪ Approves the procedures and conditions for competitive selection and professional qualifications 
requirements for lawyers engaged in provision of FSLA services 

▪ Establishes the procedures and conditions for signing contracts and agreements with lawyers 
providing free secondary legal aid on a full-time or part-time basis  

▪ Establishes the procedures for reporting cases of detention of individuals to FSLA centers  

▪ Establishes the amounts of fees and payment procedures for FSLA providers  

▪ Approves the regulations on the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision.  

 

The Ministry of Justice of Ukraine: 

▪ Coordinates the activities of central executive agencies to implement the government policy on 
provision of free legal aid 

▪ Is responsible for overall management of provision of FPLA and FSLA  

▪ Is responsible for implementation and operation of the FSLA system  

▪ Establishes FSLA centers 

▪ Submits draft laws and regulations on provision of free legal aid to the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine 

▪ Provides methodological support in matters relating to provision of FSLA to executive agencies and 
local self-government agencies  

▪ Establishes the procedures for management of the Register of lawyers providing FSLA services by 
the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision  

▪ Manages competitive selection of lawyers to provide FSLA services  

▪ Analyzes precedents in the application of this Law 

▪ Approves the quality standards for free legal aid  
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▪ Cooperates with central executive agencies on implementation of this Law  

▪ Approves the Standard Regulations on FPLA Providers  

▪ Approves the procedures and criteria for local self-government agencies to engage legal entities 
under private law in providing FPLA services  

▪ Approves the Regulations on FSLA Centers  

▪ Performs other functions in connection with provision of free legal aid as established by the laws and 
international treaties of Ukraine recognized by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine as binding. 

 

 

1.2.2. Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision 

The CCLAP was established27 by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine as a public institution managed by the 
MoJ to perform the functions of the MoJ in connection with provision of free legal aid, particularly to design 
and implement an effective system for provision of free primary and secondary legal aid in Ukraine, and 
ensure its quality and accessibility. 

The CCLAP is a legal entity that has its own seal with an imprint of the Coat of Arms of Ukraine and its name, 
its own financial budget with the Treasury agencies. 

The property of the Coordination Center is made up of: 

▪ Property transferred to it under the established procedure by the MoJ, as well as enterprises, 
institutions, and organizations regardless of ownership  

▪ Public funds allocated for their operating costs  

▪ Proceeds under civil law contracts  

▪ Property and funds received under international technical assistance projects and programs. 

The main tasks of the CCLAP include the following: 

▪ organizational, expert/analytical, informational, and logistic support of operations of the MoJ in 
connection with provision of LA 

▪ analysis of precedents of application of the laws on LA  

▪ submitting proposals for development and implementation of the government policy in the 
relevant field for consideration by the Minister of Justice 

▪ developing quality standards for LA and submitting them to the MoJ for approval  

▪ managing the FSLA system 

▪ coordinating the work of specialized FPLA providers  

▪ forming and managing the Register of Lawyers, under the established procedure 

▪ managing the operation and upgrading of the integrated information/analytical system for 
support of LA; 

▪ arranging for advanced training of lawyers providing FSLA services. 

The CCLAP owns, uses, and administers its property by right of operations management pursuant to law. The 
CCLAP’s property and funds are used to support the performance of its functions and cover the operating 

                                                           
27 Regulation of the CMU of 06/06/2012, No. 504. 
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expenses. The CCLAP is financially responsible for its obligations to the extent of the value of its property 
pursuant to law. The staffing table and cost estimates of the Coordination Center are subject to approval by 
the Ministry of Justice within the appropriated budget. 

The pay rates for staff of the Coordination Center are subject to approval by the Cabinet of Ministers of 
Ukraine28. 

 

 

Diagram 1. Organizational structure of the LA system in Ukraine (as of 2015) 

 

                                                           
28 Regulation of the CMU of 20/06/2012, No. 552. 
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         Diagram 2. Institutional Structure of Legal Aid System in Ukraine (as of 01.01.19) 
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For the purpose of performing its tasks, the CCLAP may: 

▪ carry out its own activities in compliance with the plans and cost estimated approved under the 
established procedure; 

▪ obtain required information, documents and materials from executive agencies and local self-
government agencies under the legally established procedure, free of charge; 

▪ set up work teams and ad-hoc research and creative teams, particularly including representatives of 
government and local self-government agencies, subject to approval by their superiors; 

▪ invite experts of executive agencies, enterprises, institutions, and organizations (subject to approval 
by their superiors), researchers, and representatives of non-governmental organizations (subject to 
their consent) to participate in the discussion of matters within its competence; 

▪ hire advisors, experts, including from abroad, research institutions, lawyers, bar association, legal and 
consulting firms, and other economic entities to perform its activities under civil law and employment 
contracts; 

▪ purchase goods, works, and services for the Coordination Center and its territorial offices under the 
legally established procedure; 

▪ receive grant aid and other international technical assistance from donor countries and international 
organizations under the legally established procedure; 

▪ be a beneficiary of international technical assistance projects and programs; 

▪ develop draft laws and regulations, practical comments, and methodological recommendations on 
issues within its competence, particularly at the request from local-self government agencies, 
enterprises, institutions, and organizations. 

The Coordination Center may issue orders and manage and oversee their implementation within the scope 
of its powers and on the basis and in pursuance of the Constitution and the laws of Ukraine, Presidential 
Decrees of Ukraine, decrees of the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine adopted in compliance with the Constitution 
and the laws of Ukraine, enactments of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine, and instructions from the Prime 
Minister of Ukraine and the Minister of Justice. 

The Coordination Center is managed by a director who is appointed and dismissed by the State Secretary of 
the MoJ (earlier – by the Minister of Justice). To be eligible for the director position at the Coordination 
Center, a person must have a degree in Law or Economics, of majoring in Public Administration or 
Management and Administration, and at least five years management experience, including at least two 
years management experience at free secondary legal aid institutions. 

The director of the Coordination Center: 

▪ heads the Coordination Center and manages its activities and the free secondary legal aid system; 

▪ is personally responsible for accomplishing the tasks of the Coordination Center; 

▪ sets priority and strategic objectives, and approves action plans of the Coordination Center and its 
territorial offices; 

▪ represents the Coordination Center in its relations with government agencies, local self-government 
agencies, individuals, and legal entities; 

▪ submits proposals of the Coordination Center for development and implementation of the 
government policy on provision of free legal aid, particularly draft laws and regulations, for 
consideration by the Minister of Justice; 

▪ administers the property and funds of the Coordination Center pursuant to law; 

▪ approves the structure of the Coordination Center and standard structure of its territorial offices, the 
regulations on its structural units and territorial offices pursuant to the Regulations on free secondary 
legal aid centers, standard regulations on structural units of such centers, and qualifications 
requirements for staff of the Coordination Center and its territorial offices; 
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▪ submits draft staffing tables and cost estimates of the Coordination Center for consideration by the 
Minister of Justice, and approves staffing tables and cost estimates of regional free secondary legal 
aid centers; 

▪ issues binding orders and instructions to staff of the Coordination Center and its territorial offices; 

▪ appoints and removes staff of the Coordination Center, and managers of its territorial offices and 
their deputies, and assign their responsibilities; 

▪ administers payment of salaries to staff of the Coordination Center pursuant to law; 

▪ performs other functions pursuant to law. 

 

Five (5) Interregional Resource and Information Platforms (now referred to as Legal Clubs – PRAVOKATOR) 

have started to work since 2018. Platforms are the structural units of CCLAP. The legal clubs are strategically 

located in the five largest cities of Ukraine, namely Kyiv, L’viv, Dnipro, Odesa and Kharkiv. Platforms are 

working with 5 surrounding oblasts each. Platforms will serve as strategic capacity building hubs, focal point 

for sharing of experience and dissemination of best practices supporting training and development of the LA 

staff and community legal empowerment, building network and promoting dialogue with key stakeholders 

(incl. police, prosecutors, courts, etc.) to promote improvement and innovations in the field of justice, etc29. 

Currently, there are 88 staff employed at CCLAP. 

 

Diagram 3. The CCLAP staff by age  Diagram 4. The CCLAP staff by gender 

  

 

 

                                                           
29 The preparatory work was initiated in 2015, when the premises were bought in all localities (funded from the state budget). 

Essential support have been provided from the donor community to launch the work of Legal Clubs. For example, IRF supported 
renovation of premises; American Embassy – purchase of technical equipment, The QALA Project supports capacity development 
of the Platforms, which include, for example, delivery of trainings for the personnel and supporting the 1st learning needs 
assessment mission (conducted in April-July of 2017, when the Platforms’ employees visited more than 125 LA access points and 
conducted about 900 interviews with the LA system staff).  
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Diagram 5. The CCLAP staff by types of positions30 

 

 

Below is the organizational chart of the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision. The numbers in circles 
represent the maximum number of staff allowed in structural units and the CCLAP overall (220 persons, see 
diagram 6). 

Following the departure of the CCLAP Director in the spring of 2017 a new procedure for the appointment of 
a director was developed, engaging the international donor community and using the previous CCLAP and 
QALA project experience of conducting competency based competition31. Based on the results of the 
competition a new Director was appointed on January 31, 2018 (he had been acting director since July 13, 
201732). Following the appointment, changes to a few key positions took place (incl. 2 deputy directors, 3 
heads of divisions – on communication, ensuring FSLA quality and developing HR and information resources). 
With the appointment of 2 women as a deputy directors the gender balance of top positions has changed. 
(The draft of LA system Gender Strategy was approved by CCLAP Order dated 22/11/2018 # 95). Lines of 
subordination have also changed which are not reflected in diagram 6. 

Significant amendments to the Regulation of the CCLAP were made recently by the CMU Regulation as of 
March 20, 2019, No. 247. Pursuant to this act, in order to ensure independence and transparency of 
management of the FLA system, MoJ should establish the Supervisory board of the CCLAP with the following 
functions: 

▪ approval of proposals submitted by the Director of the CCLAP: 

- on strategic and priority directions of the FLA system development, and improvement of its 
structure; 

- annual plans and reports of the CCLAP; 

▪ advisory support to the Director of the CCLAP on strategic issues of functioning of the CCLAP and its 
territorial sub-divisions; 

▪ risks identification and mitigation (political, financial, etc.), provision of recommendations to the 
Director of the CCLAP on possible ways of risks management, and proposals on minimization of their 
possible negative consequences; 

                                                           
30The types of positions at the CCLAP are shown in the organizational structure diagram. 

31 The new regulation On the competition procedure for the position of the CCLAP Director is approved by the Order of the 
Ministry of Justice dated 06/09/2017 No. 2823/5 - http://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/z1101-17 

32 https://www.pravda.com.ua/news/2017/06/13/7146808/ and 
http://old.kmu.gov.ua/kmu/control/uk/publish/article?art_id=250559041&cat_id=244276429 
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▪ assessment of the Director of the CCLAP’s managerial activities by hearing of annual report of the 
functioning of the FLA system, including financial one; 

▪ oversight under the FLA system activities; 

▪ execution of other functions, provided by the Regulation on the Supervisory board of the CCLAP, 
approved by the MoJ. 

The Supervisory Board consists of 9 members which should be selected via open competition. Meetings of 
the Supervisory Board are eligible if not less than 2/3 of its members are present. Decisions on appointment 
/ dismissal of the Director of the CCLAP shall be made by at least 2/3 of its members. Members of the 
Supervisory Board execute their functions on a voluntary basis. 

Order on competition to select members of the Supervisory Board shall be approved by the MoJ. 

The competition commission will consist of eight members: four members represent MoJ’s or recommended 
by the MoJ, and another four members shall be delegated by international partners cooperating with the 
CCLAP for a considerable period of time. 

Organizational and technical support of the Supervisory Board’s activities shall be provided by the CCLAP. 

The Regulation defines that the CCLAP is headed by the Director, who is appointed or dismissed by the State 
Secretary of the MoJ on the reasonable submission of the Supervisory Board. 

According to the mentioned-above Regulation, the following functions of the Director of the CCLAP were 
added: 

▪ takes part in the meetings of the Supervisory Board with a right of consultative voice; 

▪ submits proposals to the Supervisory Board’s agenda, provides the Supervisory Board with necessary 
materials on the examined matters; 

▪ convenes, if needed, extra meetings of the Supervisory Board on strategic issues of the FLA system 
functioning; 

▪ reports to the Supervisory Board on functioning of the FLA system. 
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Diagram 6. Organizational structure of the CCLAP 
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1.2.3. Regional Free Secondary Legal Aid Centers 

In July 2012, 27 regional FSLA centers were established, one in each oblast, the Autonomous Republic of 

Crimea, and the cities of Kyiv and Sevastopol. Currently, due to the temporary occupation of part of the 

territory of Ukraine by the Russian Federation, the RCs in the Autonomous Republic of Crimea and Sevastopol 

are not operational. In early 2016, pursuant to the order of the Ministry of Justice of 19 February, 2016, No. 

479, the RCs in Luhansk and Kharkiv Oblasts were dissolved, and before the end of the same year, the RCs in 

Donetsk and Zaporizhzhia Oblasts were also dissolved33. (In both instances, single RCs with jurisdiction over 

two regions were established.) 

Pursuant to their tasks, RCs have the following functions: 

▪ arrange for participation of a defense lawyer in pretrial investigations and court trials in cases where, 

pursuant to the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine, a defense lawyer is appointed by an investigator, 

public prosecutor, investigating judge, or court to participate by designation or in a single procedure, 

in cases of detention or preventive custody of an individual, during hearings of cases on 

administrative offenses, as well as in cases where FSLA is provided to a person in criminal proceedings 

pursuant to a court order to extend, modify, or revoke a compulsory medical treatment order, 

proceedings in connection with turnover (extradition) of individuals, or in court hearings during 

execution of sentences pursuant to Article 537 of the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine; 

▪ provide defense services to persons sentenced to imprisonment, service in a penal military unit, or 

restriction of liberty, at the request of such persons or pursuant to a court order; 

▪ sign contracts with lawyers registered as FSLA providers; 

▪ receive information about FSLA services provided from lawyers providing such services by 

assignment from the RC; 

▪ receive and register reports of cases of detention of individuals, and orders/interim orders by an 

investigator, public prosecutor, investigating judge, or court to appoint a defense lawyer to 

participate by designation or in a single procedure pursuant to the provisions of the Criminal 

Procedure Code of Ukraine; 

▪ decide whether to provide or refuse provision of free secondary legal aid services; 

▪ give and revoke assignments to lawyers to provide FSLA services to eligible persons as specified by 

paragraphs 3-7 of part one and part two of Article 14 of the Law; 

▪ make decisions to substitute lawyers assigned by the RS, or terminate provision of FSLA services 

altogether in cases specified by the Law and the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine, if assignments 

were issued by such centres; 

▪ assign, under the established procedure, commission interpreters (sign language interpreters) to 

ensure provision of FSLA services to eligible persons specified in paragraphs 3-7 of part one and part 

two of Article 14 of the Law if the persons referred to above are not proficient in the state language 

and/or are deaf, mute, or deaf-mute; 

▪ administer payment of fees and compensation of expenses of lawyers providing FSLA services; 

▪ monitor and assess the following activities of local centers: 

legal awareness raising campaigns; 

provision of FPLA and FSLA services and access to e-services of the MoJ; 

                                                           
33 Order of the MoJ of 22/12/2016, No. 3753/5. 
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▪ monitor lawyers for compliance with quality standards for LA services and, subject to consent by an 

eligible FSLA client, assess the quality of the services; 

▪ arrange for advanced training, including through LCs, of lawyers providing FSLA services; 

▪ request that the CCLAP remove a lawyer from the Register of FSLA providers; 

▪ consolidate, analyze, and disseminate the best practices in provision of FSLA services; 

▪ provide subordinate LCs with advisory and methodological assistance in matters relating to provision 

of FPLA services in criminal proceedings; 

▪ arrange for assessment of the needs and satisfaction of FSLA applicants and clients; 

▪ submit quarterly and yearly reports on their activities and activities of relevant LCs to the CCLAP; 

▪ collect, consolidate, and analyze statistical data on FSLA services provided; 

▪ arrange and hold awareness raising activities on provision of LA services; 

▪ direct, coordinate, and supervise activities of LCs; 

▪ carry out audits of activities of LCs; 

▪ develop, approve, and supervise implementation of regional plans for provision of LA services. 

 
Diagram 7. Map of LA access points (as of July 1st, 2019)  

Legal Clubs PRAVOKATOR (5) 

Regional Legal Aid Centres (23) 

Local Legal Aid Centres (94) 
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Diagram 8. Standard organizational structure of a FSLAC (as of July 1st 2019) 

 

Currently, there are 467 staff employed at RCs. 33 percent of RC staff have direct contact with their clients 

(standby staff / operators and call center staff). 

The organizational structure of a RC is presented on diagram 8. 

The staff at regional centers comprises people of different age groups. 54 percent of all RC staff are people 

under 40 (25 percent are under 30 and 29 percent are 31 to 40), 18 percent are 41 to 50, and 28 percent are 

over 51. 58 percent of RC staff are women. 50 percent of RC staff are employed as chief specialists. See 

diagrams 9−11. 
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Diagram 9. FSLACs staff by age  Diagram 10. FSLACs staff by gender  

   

Diagram 11. RC staff by type of position 
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Contact Center 

On 3 October 2015, the Ukrainian National Contact 
Center for the LA system was established within the 
FSLAC in Chernivtsi oblast that offers the following 
services: 

▪ providing advice on matters relating to 
provision of free legal aid; 

▪ providing information about hotlines on 
provision of social services and human rights 
protection (the scope of services is being 
gradually extended); 

▪ receiving reports about cases of detention of individuals pursuant to the criminal procedure 
legislation and legislation on administrative offenses for the purpose of assigning government 
funded lawyers to such individuals; 

▪ establishing contacts with all free secondary legal aid centers, providing information about their 
location, contact phone numbers, and other means of communication; 

▪ receiving feedback on free secondary legal aid services provided, including complaints against 
centers and lawyers; 

▪ providing information about options for receiving legal aid from other organizations, including non-
governmental organizations that are partners with free secondary legal aid centers. 

The contact center in Chernivtsi employs 18 persons, including a manager, a deputy manager, and 16 
operators, 63 percent of whom are men. 

In 2017 the second contact center was established as a structural unit of Sumy regional FSLAC. Currently there 
are 9 employees (4 of them are women). Contact center in Sumy provides not only legal information, but 
also legal consultations to all callers. Employees of contract center in Sumy are lawyers. 

 

1.2.4. Local Free Secondary Legal Aid Centers 

There are 96 local centers operating across Ukraine that have been providing legal aid in civil and 
administrative cases since 1 July, 2015. Each center provides legal services to persons in need, covering areas 
with a population of 250,000 to 600,000 people. In February 2016, the Ministry of Justice decided to dissolve 
7 LCs in Luhansk and Kharkiv Oblasts and instead establish another 4 LCs (one in Luhansk Oblast and three in 
Kharkiv Oblast). 

In February 2019, in order to optimize administrative expenses, the MoJ decided to re-organize 12 LC (in cities 
/ towns with more than one LC: Kyiv, Zaporizhzhia, Mykolaiv, Lviv, Dnipro, Kryvyi Rih, Poltava, Odesa, and 
Kharkiv) by merging with other LC in respective city / town. In these cases, merged LC were substituted by 
legal aid bureaus (as sub-divisions of LC), mobile access points or legal clinics, co-operating with the LA 
system. Thus, currently there are 84 LC operating throughout Ukraine. 
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Pursuant to their tasks, LCs have the following functions: 

▪ disseminate information on protection of civil rights, freedoms, and legitimate interests, and 
provision of LA; 

▪ hold topical seminars and lectures, particularly at educational institutions, afterschool education 
institutions, postgraduate education institutions, and educational institutions for orphaned children 
and children without parental care, as well as for select population groups, particularly retirees, 
persons with disabilities, the anti-terrorist operation veterans, youths, civic activists, teachers and 
educational staff, health professionals, and other vulnerable social groups to increase the level of 
legal awareness, culture, and education of the public, and prevent crime; 

▪ personally meet and register persons applying to LCs for FPLA and FSLA services, and explain the 
provisions of the legislation on LA and procedures for receiving such aid; 

▪ review applications for FPLA within ten days from the day of receipt of such applications; 

▪ provide legal information, advice, and explanations on legal matters; 

▪ assist in preparation of appeals, complaints, and other legal documents; 

▪ support operations of legal aid bureaus; 

▪ support operations of mobile clinics; 

▪ arrange visits to individuals, particularly single, elderly, and disabled, to provide LA services at their 
places of residence, and to individuals who suffered from domestic and / or gender violence, to 
provide LA services in general and special victims supporting institutions; 

▪ manage development of a network of remote LA access points and their operation on a permanent 
basis; 

▪ represent persons who have applied for FSLA services, pursuant to a letter of attorney, and/or 
prepare procedural documents; 

▪ assign, under the established procedure, commission interpreters (sign language interpreters) to 
ensure provision of FSLA services to eligible persons if such persons are not proficient in the state 
language and/or are deaf, mute, or deaf-mute; 

▪ sign contracts with lawyers registered as FSLA providers; 

▪ provide access to e-services of the MoJ, particularly by providing access to computers with relevant 
software installed; provide advice, explain the search process, and procedure for retrieving 
information from the services referred to above; 

▪ analyze applicant queries to the LC and prepare relevant guidance materials; 

▪ consider applications for FSLA services and verify their eligibility; 

▪ decide on whether to provide or refuse provision of FSLA services; 

▪ decide to terminate provision of FSLA services; 

▪ give and revoke assignments to lawyers to provide FSLA services; 

▪ decide to substitute lawyers in cases specified by the Law on Legal Aid; 

▪ administer payment of fees and compensation of expenses of lawyers providing FSLA services; 

▪ certify letters of attorney issued to lawyers/local center staff by persons eligible for FSLA services; 

▪ receive information about FSLA services provided from lawyers providing such services; 

▪ cooperate with other FPLA providers, coordinate their activities in respective territories, provide 
advice and methodological support to local self-government agencies in relation to setting up 
specialized FPLA institutions and engaging legal entities under private law and individuals in providing 
FPLA services; 
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▪ arrange for advanced training of lawyers providing FSLA services; 

▪ request that the CCLAP remove a lawyer from the Register of FSLA providers; 

▪ cooperate with other institutions in the area of domestic violence prevention, pursuant to Law of 
Ukraine “On Prevention and Countering Domestic Violence; 

▪ consolidate, analyze, and disseminate the best practices in provision of LA services; 

▪ using a standard form, collect statistical data on LA services provided, particularly in terms of the 
number of applicants and population groups they represent, as well as users of e-services provided 
by the MoJ; 

▪ arrange for assessment of the needs and satisfaction of FPLA and FSLA applicants and clients, 
including analysis of applicant queries to LCs, and prepare relevant guidance materials; 

▪ develop proposals to regional plans for provision of LA and supervise their implementation within 
the scope of powers of LCs. 

Currently, local FSLA centers employ 1,925 staff34. A standard organizational structure of a local FSLA center 

is presented in diagram 12. 

Diagram 12. Standard organizational structure of a local FSLA center  
 

 

 

                                                           
34Data for all LCs as of 01/01/2017. 
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The majority of staff at local centers are under 40 years of age (31 percent are under 30, 38 percent are from 

31 to 40 ). 70% of LC staff are women. 44% of LC staff are employed as chief specialists. 26% of LC staff are 

involved in receiving applicants. See diagrams 13−15. 

Diagram 13. LA Local centers staff by type of position 

 

Diagram 14. LC staff by age Diagram    Diagram 15. LC staff by gender 

  

 

1.2.5. Legal Aid Bureaus 
 

The findings of the review of performance of local centers since their launch in 2015 carried out by the CCLAP 
revealed four systemic issues: 

▪ first, the lack of LA access points in remote areas. Notably, 90 percent of clients of local centers were 
residents of the same district where the centers were located, and only 10 percent of clients were 
from neighboring districts under the same jurisdiction; 

▪ second, the lack of capacity of local centers to provide FPLA services, whereas 80 percent of their 
clients mainly needed legal information and advice and only 20 percent of clients needed FSLA 
services such as representation before court; 
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▪ third, inability to provide services to individuals in remote areas who did need representation before 
court due to the lack of available lawyers in such areas; 

▪ fourth, low level of legal culture among communities, and the tradition of settling legal matters in an 
unlawful manner which fosters corrupt practices. 

To address these problems, it was decided to use some of the resources that had become available following 
the structural reform of the MoJ and the dissolution of more than 600 Soviet-style district directorates of 
justice35 and set up additional access points to LA services and add new features to the LA system to meet 
the needs of territorial communities. 

In December 2015, the MoJ issued the order of 25 December, 2015, No. 2748/5, On the Reform of Territorial 
Agencies of the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine and Development of the Free Legal Aid System. The Action Plan 
approved by this order of the MoJ set the tasks to develop a relevant resolution of the CMU, provide the 
funding and set up the infrastructure of bureaus, select staff, etc. 

The Cabinet accepted the MoJ’s proposal to establish legal aid bureaus as structural units of LCs and adopted 
the Regulation of 11 February, 2016, No. 99, On the Reform of Territorial Agencies of the Ministry of Justice of 
Ukraine and Development of the Free Legal Aid System 36 (see diagram 16). 

Diagram 16. Framework for legal aid bureaus 

 

Accordingly, 429 legal aid bureaus were established within LCs and launched their operations on 
1 September, 2016, across the territory of Ukraine providing both primary legal aid such as legal information 

                                                           
35 Pursuant to the Regulation of the CMU of 11/02/2016, No. 99, district and city-level territorial agencies of the MoJ were 

dissolved. 

36 Other documents that are essential to the operation of bureaus include orders of the CCLAP of 31/03/2016, No. 25, of 

31/03/2016, No. 26, and of 31/03/2016, No. 27. 
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and advice, and secondary legal aid such as representation before courts and legal awareness raising 
activities at the community level. 

Legal aid bureaus are standalone units within LCs. 

The main tasks of bureaus are the following: 

▪ running legal awareness raising activities in territorial communities; 

▪ providing FPLA services; 

▪ providing access to FSLA services; 

▪ providing FSLA services (except defense services); 

▪ providing access to the e-services provided by the MoJ. 

Pursuant to their tasks, bureaus perform the following functions: 

▪ disseminate information on protection of civil rights, freedoms, and legitimate interests of individuals; 

▪ hold topical seminars and lectures, particularly at educational institutions, afterschool education 
institutions, postgraduate education institutions, and educational institutions for orphaned children 
and children without parental care, as well as for select population groups, particularly retirees, 
persons with disabilities, the anti-terrorist operation veterans, youths, civic activists, teachers and 
educational staff, health professionals, and other vulnerable social groups to increase the level of legal 
awareness, culture, and education of the public, and prevent crime; 

▪ personally meet and register persons applying to LCs for FPLA and FSLA services, and explain the 
provisions of the legislation on LA and procedures for receiving such aid; 

▪ register applications from individuals for LA services; 

▪ review: 

o applications from individuals for FPLA services within five days from the date of receipt of such 
applications; 

o applications from individuals for FSLA services within ten days from the date of receipt of such 
applications, and assist in preparing such applications, if necessary; 

o appeals, complaints, and requests for public information on issues within the competence of 
bureaus; 

▪ accept all the required documents confirming the vulnerable status of individuals as specified by the 
Law and redirect them to LCs for verification of their eligibility for FSLA services and deciding whether 
to provide or refuse provision of FSLA services; 

▪ provide legal information, advice, and clarifications on legal issues, particularly explain the procedures 
for filing claims to relevant international judicial institutions or relevant international organizations 
which Ukraine is a member of; 

▪ support operations of mobile clinics; 

▪ arrange visits to individuals, particularly single, elderly, and disabled, to provide LA services at their 
places of residence; 

▪ manage the development of a network of remote LA access points and their operation on a 
permanent basis; 

▪ assist in preparation of appeals, complaints, and other legal documents, including procedural 
documents; 

▪ certify letters of attorney issued to LC staff and lawyers by FSLA grantees; 

▪ represent persons specified in paragraphs 1, 22, 8 – 12 of part one and part two of Article 14 of the Law 
before courts, other government agencies, local self-government agencies, and other persons, and/or 
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prepare procedural documents pursuant to an order from a relevant LC and a letter of attorney issued 
by an applicant for FSLA services;  

▪ provide access to computers with relevant software installed allowing individuals to access the e-
services provided by the MoJ; provide advice, explain the search process, and procedure for retrieving 
information from the services referred to above; 

▪ analyze the needs and satisfaction of LA applicants and/or clients and submit the information to LCs; 

▪ generate content for the WikiLegalAid legal advice reference platform; 

▪ using a standard form, collect statistical data on LA services provided, particularly in terms of the 
number of applicants and population groups they represent, as well as users of e-services provided by 
the MoJ, and refer the data to LCs; 

▪ develop proposals for draft action plans of LCs and their implementation, within the scope of 
competences of bureaus; 

▪ participate in development of reference, informational, analytical, statistical, reporting, and other 
materials on issues within the scope of competences of bureaus; 

▪ participate in the development of draft laws and regulations on LA; 

▪ analyze applicant queries to bureaus and prepare relevant guidance materials; 

▪ cooperate with other legal aid bureaus and units of LCs. 
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1.3. Lawyers Providing FSLA Services  

According to the Ukrainian National Bar Association, there are approximately 30,000 lawyers in Ukraine. The 

Register of lawyers engaged in providing FSLA services lists 6,761 lawyers who have been selected, through 

a competitive process, and authorized to provide FSLA services (as of July 2019). 3,326 lawyers (or 49 % of 

those included in the Register) had contracts with FSLA centers to provide legal aid in criminal and civil cases. 

These lawyers are not FSLA center employees and provide their services on a contractual (full-time and/or 

part-time) basis, and can still work as private sector lawyers. Their work, as well as the work of private sector 

lawyers, is governed by the Law On the Bar and the Practice of Law. 

Diagram 17. Lawyers providing FSLA services as a percentage of the entire lawyer community of Ukraine  

 

 

 

As can be seen on the map (diagram 18), the number of lawyers differs significantly between oblasts due to 

variance in population. Currently, the fewest number of lawyers providing FSLA services is in Luhansk Oblast 

(26 persons), and the greatest is in Dnipropetrovsk Oblast (249 persons). The majority of lawyers are men; 

in 60 percent of regions (14 oblasts and the city of Kyiv), men make up 61−70 percent of contracted lawyers 

in the region. In six oblasts, male lawyers make up 51−60 percent, while in another four oblasts, the figure is 

above 71 percent (71−78). 

 
 

 
 

 
3,326 lawyers that have 

contracts with FSLA 
centers  

 
6,761 lawyers registered as 
individual FSLA providers 

 
approx. 30,000 lawyers 

total in Ukraine 22% 

11% 

100% 
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Diagram 18. Distribution of lawyers providing FSLA services across the territory of Ukraine and their breakdown by 
gender37 

 

                                                           
37Data as of 01/01/2017. 
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1.4. The Right to Legal Aid and Clients of the LA System  

Below is the list of the eligibility criteria for primary and secondary legal aid as established by the legislation 
of Ukraine. 

Free primary legal aid:  

Pursuant to the Constitution of Ukraine (Article 59) and the Law On Free Legal Aid, every person under the 
jurisdiction of Ukraine is eligible for free primary legal aid, including all citizens of Ukraine as well as 
foreigners, stateless persons, and refugees (regardless of their social / financial standing). 

Free secondary legal aid in criminal proceedings: 

Pursuant to the Law On Free Legal Aid, the following categories of persons are eligible for free secondary 
legal aid in criminal proceedings (regardless of their social / financial standing): 

▪ persons under administrative detention or arrest; 

▪ detainees who are suspected of and charged with a crime; 

▪ persons in preventive custody;  

▪ persons in criminal proceedings where, pursuant to the provisions of the Criminal Procedure Code of 
Ukraine, a defense lawyer was appointed by an investigator, public prosecutor, investigating judge, 
or court to participate by designation or in a single procedure; 

▪ persons sentenced to imprisonment, service in a penal military unit, or restriction of liberty. 

Pursuant to Article 52 of the Criminal Procedure Code, participation of defense lawyers in criminal 
proceedings involving especially grave crimes is compulsory. In such cases, a defense lawyer is provided from 
the grant of the status of a suspect to the person. This applies to the following categories of persons: 

▪ persons under the age of 18 suspected of or charged with a criminal offense; 

▪ persons subject to enforced correctional measures; 

▪ persons incapable of fully exercising their rights due to mental or physical disabilities (muteness, 
deafness, visual impairments etc.); 

▪ persons not proficient in the language of the criminal proceedings; 

▪ persons under or pending a compulsory medical treatment order, after a person has been found to 
have a mental illness or other information has been revealed calling into question a person’s sanity;  

▪ rehabilitation of deceased persons. 

Table 2 shows statistical data on FSLA services provided in criminal proceedings since the system launch in 
January 2013. 
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Table 2. Statistical data on FSLA services provided by RCs from 2013−2017 

Type of access to legal aid 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 
June 
2019 

Early access to legal aid of all persons under detention / arrest 
Detention of a person 

suspected of a crime 
22433 18040 17309 15644 19236 20229 8947 

Administrative detention 4849 1956 6902 7302 7454 5138 1517 

Administrative arrest 5108 5650 4575 3812 2027 1140 330 

Access to legal aid of suspects / defendants pursuant to an order of an investigator or public prosecutor and / or 
an interim order by an investigating judge or court 

Participation of FSLA lawyers 
by designation 

42129 39110 38685 39374 45852 45986 19124 

Participation of FSLA lawyers 
in single procedures 

2171 2677 3113 4637 7177 8542 3435 

Participation of FSLA lawyers 
in cases involving decisions to 
extend, modify, or revoke a 
compulsory medical treatment 
order 

n/a n/a 3743 4219 4163 4108 1698 

Participation of FSLA lawyers 
in turnover (extradition) 
proceedings 

n/a n/a 101 185 170 158 96 

Participation of FSLA lawyers 
in court hearings in connection 
with execution of sentences 

n/a n/a 604 2060 1944 2444 1098 

Participation in cases involving 
persons sentenced to 
imprisonment, service in a penal 
military unit, or restriction of 
liberty 

n/a 45 1185 3943 2545 2258 764 

Total 76690 67478 76217 81176 90568 90003 37009 

 

 
It should be pointed out that the system’s development has gradually led to an increase in the number of 

not-guilty verdicts. Notably, the percentage of not-guilty verdicts in cases handled by lawyers participating 

by designation, i.e. contracted by RCs to provide FSLA services, is currently approximately one third of all not-

guilty verdicts in criminal cases (see diagram 19). 
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Diagram 19. Not-guilty verdicts and guilty verdicts overturned by courts of appeal and cassation in 2013−2016, broken 

down by lawyers providing FSLA services and (private sector) lawyers providing defense services on a contractual basis  

 

 

In 2017 as a result of defense by LA lawyers there were 316 not-guilty verdicts or closed cases. 

Some data of successful defense is also presented in the table below:  

  2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 
June 
2019 

Cases receiving less sanction than those 
pleaded by prosecution 

623 1445 1 750 1 805 2 051 464 

Releases from serving punishment with 
a period of probation 

2999 6840 7 107 6 396 6 809 1 250 

Cases with lowered charges 760 1156 1 332 946 894 202 

Closures of criminal proceedings 235 274 375 159 127 34 

Cases with minimal or less sanction than 
provided by law 

500 2417 2 409 2 748 3 343 1 096 

Verdicts of acquittal 142 193 174 157 153 34 

 

The events of the Revolution of Dignity (from November 2013 to February 2014) were a major test for the LA 

system in Ukraine and offered a unique opportunity to raise public awareness and build public trust in the LA 

system. During the Maidan events, “multiple cases of unlawful detention and arrests, kidnapping of protesters, 

torture and cruel treatment by law-enforcement agencies and their affiliated criminal groups were reported,” 

as well as violations of the right to a fair trial, including violations of the principle of judicial impartiality, the 

territorial principle, the right to a public trial, the principle of presumption of innocence, and the right to 

counsel (in many cases, “defendants were not given an opportunity to communicate directly with their defense 
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lawyer,” and “the exact number of detainees was impossible to establish due to deliberate violation of the 

proper registration procedure”38.  

Despite the numerous instances of law-enforcement agencies failing to report cases of detention of 

individuals, or report them in due time, FSLA centers received reports of detention of 389 persons and 

provided FSLA lawyers. After FSLA center lawyers arrived on location, 112 persons (or 29 percent of all 

detainees) refused their services. Legal aid was provided to 277 detained protesters. The system had proven 

its political neutrality, high level of professionalism, and capacity to promptly provide its services to detainees 

and ensure due process. 

 

Diagram 20. FSLA services provided during the events of the Revolution of Dignity 

 
 

 
 

 

FSLA services in civil and administrative cases. FSLA services in civil and administrative cases were launched 

on 1 July, 2015. As in the majority of criminal cases, FSLA in civil and administrative cases is provided to 

vulnerable population groups in Ukraine estimated at 15.3 million people (or approximately 36% of the total 

population of Ukraine39). The list of categories of persons eligible for FSLA in civil and administrative cases, 

as specified in the Law On Free Legal Aid, as well as the approximate number of people in each category are 

presented in table 3. 

 

 

                                                           
38 The Price of Freedom. The report by human rights organization on crimes against humanity committed during the Euromaidan 

events (from November 2013 to February 2014): 

http://www.irf.ua/knowledgebase/publications/zvit_pravozakhisnikh_organizatsiy_pro_zlochini_proti_lyudyanosti_skoeni_pid_cha

s_evromaydanu/ 
39As of January 2019, the population of Ukraine was 42.2 million people. 
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Table 3. Persons eligible for FSLA in civil and administrative cases (since July 2015-2019) 

Category of eligible persons 

Approximate 
number of 

people in the 
category 

Persons under the jurisdiction of Ukraine with average monthly income at or below double 
the living wage (UAH 3,842 per month or less for able-bodied persons; UAH 2,994 for 
disabled persons; UAH 3,252 for children under 6 y.o.; UAH 4,054 for children from 6 to 18 
y.o. as of December 2018) 12,500,00040 

Persons with disabilities receiving pension or benefits in lieu of pension at or below double 
the living wage applicable to disabled persons (UAH 2,994 or less as of December 2018) 

Orphaned children, children without parental care, children in difficult circumstances, and 
child victims of war and armed conflicts 

100,00041 

Persons to whom the Law of Ukraine On Refugees and Persons in Need of Subsidiary or 
Temporary Protection applies 

3,000 

War veterans, persons to whom the Law of Ukraine On the Status of War Veterans and Their 
Social Security Guarantees applies, persons who have rendered exceptionally meritorious 
service, including meritorious labor, to the Fatherland, and victims of Nazi persecution 

1,080,000  

Persons whose cases involving restriction of their individual civil capacity, declaring them 
incapable, or restoring their individual civil capacity are pending in court  

6,000 

Persons whose cases involving compulsory psychiatric treatment are pending in court  5,000 

Persons rehabilitated pursuant to the legislation of Ukraine 1,100 

Persons seeking the anti-terrorist operation veteran status 100,000 

Internally displaced persons and persons seeking the IDP status 1,400,000 

Persons suffered from domestic or gender-based violence 150,000 

Total 15,345,100 

On 21 December, 2016, the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine adopted the Law No. 1798-VIII On the Supreme 
Council of Justice introducing amendments to the Law On Free Legal Aid to broaden the range of persons 
eligible for FSLA services 42. 

                                                           
40 This number is based upon the data provided by the State Statistics Service, http://ukrstat.gov.ua/  
41 Since 2018 children regardless of their status have the right for LA. There are 8,4 mil of children in Ukraine. 

42 The adoption of this Law was preceded by two other attempts by the CCLAP to initiate amendments to the Law On LA. After 

the Cabinet was dismissed and every draft law submitted by the Cabinet that had not yet passed its first reading was returned 

by the Parliament, the CCLAP, via the Ministry of Justice, again submitted for approval by the Cabinet and consideration by the 

Verkhovna Rada the draft law that mirrored the provisions of the draft Law On Amendments to Certain Laws of Ukraine to 

Streamline Access to Free Legal Aid and Improve Service Delivery (reg. no. 3044 of 07/09/2015). The new Cabinet endorsed the 

CCLAP’s initiative but pursuant to the requirements of the Rules of Procedure of the Verkhovna Rada, the draft law was returned 

to the Cabinet as by that time, another draft law submitted by members of parliament and previously considered an alternative 

to the draft law submitted by the Cabinet had become priority. Besides, in addition to the proposals for the draft Law On the 

Supreme Council of Justice, the CCLAP was preparing a draft law along the same lines. In December 2016, that draft law was 

approved by the two relevant ministries but not submitted for consideration by the Cabinet due to the adoption of the Law On 

the Supreme Council of Justice.  
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FSLA services were made available to internally displaced persons (approximately 1,400,000) and persons 
seeking the IDP status, as well as persons seeking the war veteran status, particularly the former combatant 
status. The same social guarantees were provided to persons seeking the former combatant status, while 
pursuant to the amendments to the Law, war veterans, including former combatants (totaling 
approximately 370,000 at the time), and other persons to whom the Law of Ukraine On the Status of War 
Veterans and Their Social Security Guarantees applied were offered FSLA services in all matters without being 
limited to their social protection as before the adoption of the amendments referred to above. 

The above Law also introduced substantial changes in the approach to determining the poverty rate which 
serves as the eligibility criteria for FSLA services to approximately 12.5 million persons. From that point on, it 
was based only on the personal income (as opposed to the average monthly household income) provided that 
it did not exceed double the living wage applicable to major social and demographic population groups 
(particularly children under the age of six, children aged six to eighteen, working-age persons, and disabled 
persons) as calculated and approved pursuant to law. The proposed amendments reflected the actual need 
to ensure access to free legal aid for persons with income at or even above the living-wage level that is 
nevertheless insufficient to afford legal services. Also, pursuant to the proposed amendments, the income 
of other family members is no longer a factor in a person’s eligibility for free legal aid. This allows aid to be 
available for persons whose legitimate interests and rights are violated in their families. 

In the end of 2017 the legislation was amended and all children regardless of their status got the right to LA 
(8,4 mil), as well as the persons, who suffer from domestic violence or gender based violence43 (in 2017 there 
were 150, 000 registered cases of domestic violence44). 

Table 4. Statistical data on FSLA services provided by LCs 45 

Data on applications for FSLA services and 
decisions of LCs to provide them 

2015 2016 2017 2018 
June 
2019 

Number of registered client applications 41309 
27503

9 
56734

0 
62384

2 
28924

4 

Number of explanations and legal advices 
provided by LC staff 

2844
4 

239164 501786 553301 250365 

Number of persons redirected by LCs to 
partner institutions/organizations 
providing legal aid in relevant matters 

6042 6700 1590 489 83 

Number of accepted written applications 
for FSLA services 

11756 38466 73001 76653 31829 

Number of decisions to provide FSLA 
services 

8911 34126 69457 72800 27175 

Number of assignments given to lawyers 
by LCs 

8876 30720 52266 38040 10365 

Number of assignments given to 
employees by LCs 

0 3297 18461 37271 13904 

 

 

                                                           
43 According the Law On Prevention and Counteracting Domestic Violence” № 2229 dated 07.12.2017 

44 There is a believe that the number of those who suffer from family violence is much higher – that only 10% call appeal to 
police. According to the UN data, about 1,1 mil of women in Ukraine face sexual aggression and pressure in their families. 600 
women die every year because of domestic violence. https://www.unian.ua/society/2233774-schoroku-v-ukrajini-vid-
domashnogo-nasilstva-ginut-600-jinok-infografika.html  

45 https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1zdG_Sdww7-
WiwWA_AV2zVRCMZoHz1dYhrJvWU8ixSAI/edit?pref=2&pli=1#gid=904525845 
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Diagram 21. Sources of information about clients of FSLA centers (2016)  

 

According to a client survey, 48 percent of clients consult LCs on the recommendation of other persons, and 
19 percent are redirected by government and local self-government agencies (see diagram 21). 

 

Diagram 22. Local Centers clients profile in 2016
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In 2016, the majority of clients of LCs were women (58 percent). 

50 percent of clients of LCs were ages 35 to 60, and approximately 27 percent were over 60. 

More than 40 per cent of clients were low-income; more that 25 percent of clients were persons with 

disabilities; more than 30 percent were war veterans. In most instances, clients were seeking aid in matters 

relating to social security (18 percent), family (11 percent), inheritance (11 percent), land (8.5 percent), and 

housing (8 percent) law (see diagram 22). 

Table 4-1. LC client’s profile in June, 2019 

Category name % 

Gender 

Female 62,58% 

Male 37,42% 

Eligibility Group 

People with low income 59,96% 

People with disabilities 13,39% 

Internally replaced people 11,69% 

War veterans, including ATO combatants 9,24% 

Children 2,11% 

Persons who suffered from home violence 1,09% 

Other 2,52% 

Age 

1. <18 0,43% 

2. 18-29 9,74% 

3. 30-39 18,15% 

4. 40-49 17,32% 

5. 50-59 19,07% 

6. 60-69 21,00% 

7. 70-79 10,18% 

8. 80-89 3,91% 

9. >90 0,21% 

Subject matter 

Civil law 20,54% 

Family law 17,64% 

Housing law 10,27% 

Inheritance law 9,36% 

Land law 5,98% 

Administrative law 5,57% 

Labor law 4,05% 

Pension law 3,85% 

Criminal law 2,64% 

Other issues 19,41% 
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Contact center 

During the first year, following the launch of the Ukrainian national LA contact center in October 2015, advice 
was provided on various matters to 130,438 people. Overall, the call center received 142,109 incoming phone 
calls, of which 11,671 got cut off (8 percent). 

The monitoring of special data had not yet been automated by 2015, and data was collected from operator 
logs. Almost one third (28 percent) of incoming phone calls (5,918 persons) received by the contact center 
contained requests for contact information of regional and local FSLA centers, and another 11 percent were 
redirected to RCs by lawyers, investigators etc. In addition to that, approximately 16 percent of all calls (3,319 
persons) were regarding reports of cases of detention of individuals and orders / interim orders to appoint 
defense lawyers to participate by designation; such calls were redirected to relevant regional FSLA centers. 
As well, 59 calls were received from lawyers concerning various issues related to LA and 86 calls were 
received from convicts and their family members asking questions such as, can they file an application, how 
do they file an application, how long does it take a RC to review an application, how do they substitute a 
lawyer, etc. 

In 2016, the tracking of phone calls to the contact center was automated. According to monthly statistical 
reports, 19 percent of all calls (21,161 persons) involved reports of cases of detention and orders / interim 
orders, 41 percent of callers (45,319 persons) requested contact information for legal aid bureaus, LCs, and 
RCs, 4 percent (4,626 persons) sought advice and clarifications on LA. Also, 0.2 percent (266 persons) 
requested aid for convicts. 2.8 percent (3,164 persons) called to ask questions about social security, pension 
security, including benefits for veterans of the Anti-Terrorist Operation, subsidies, and alimony payments. 
Overall, 1,175 calls received concerned the ATO veterans and IDPs. 9 percent of callers (10,116 persons) 
received information about the government hotline, hotlines for IDPs, members of the military, the MoI, the 
MoJ, the social policy department, and contact information for the enforcement service and the UHHRU. 
Matters relating to land and banking were the subject of approximately one percent of all calls. 
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1.5. LA System Funding 

Earmarked public funding is one of the principles underlying provision of FSLA pursuant to law. 

In pursuance of the Law On Free Legal Aid, approximately UAH 70 million in public funds were earmarked in 
2013 for the development and implementation of the FSLA system in its first year of operation, and 
approximately UAH 94 million in 2014. It should be noted, however, that in 2013, the FSLA system actually 
received UAH 39.8 million, or only 54 percent of the earmarked funds. 

In 2014, the system received UAH 79.1 million, or 84 percent of the funds earmarked for 2014. In 2015, the 
system received UAH 242.3 million in funding, or 84.1 percent of the funds earmarked for 2015. 

The increase in expenditure for 2015 was due to extending the functions of the FSLA system to include 
provision of legal aid to clients in civil and administrative cases and the launch of local FSLA centers which 
required renting 100 offices and paying salaries to approximately 1,600 new staff members. 

In 2016, the funding for the system amounted to UAH 284.9 million. The increase in the amount of funding 
was due to the LA system assuming new functions, such as providing legal information and advice (FPLA), 
legal awareness raising at the territorial community level, providing access to the e-services of the MoJ, as 
well as expanding the network of LA access points by establishing more than 400 legal aid bureaus in small 
town. This required renting more than 400 offices paying salaries to approximately 1,400 new staff. 

Overall, as can be seen in diagram 23 and table 5, the funding for the LA system was increasing every year, so 
that in 2018, the amount was 17.3 times greater than in 2013. 

In 2017, the LA system received UAH 415.2 million in public funding. The increase in the amount of funding 
was due to the fact that in 2016, the newly established legal aid bureaus had only been operating since 
September, i.e. for four months, while in 2017, they operated for a full 12 months a year. 

In 2018, the level of public funding increased significantly up to UAH 689.9 million, or by 66% as compared to 
2017. Mainly, it was caused by the increased level of remuneration for lawyers who provide FSLA since 
January 1, 2018. 

Diagram 23. The State Budget funds received and spent for support of operation of the LA system from 2012 
to 2018 (UAH, millions) 

 

Worthy of special mention is the funding of the following initiatives that were crucial for the development 
of the LA system: 

1) Development of the integrated information/analytical system (IIAS). This area of work does not 
receive sufficient public funding. It has to be pointed out that between 2013 and 2014, the funding for 
the development of the LA system, including the development of the IIAS, was cut in half (see 
diagram 5). The public funding allocated to the IIAS in 2014 was used to cover the outstanding 
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payments from 2013. In 2015, the funding for the development of the IIAS was renewed due to the 
launch of 100 local FSLA centers but the amounts allocated by the government were not sufficient to 
sustain the most basic development of the IIAS. To fund the development of a special software 
module for newly established local FSLA centers, donor funding was secured from the QALA project. 
Public funding from the development of the LA system was not provided since 2016, therefore all the 
development work on the IIAS was funded exclusively by foreign partners. 

2) A crucial step towards the development of the LA system was the launch of five interregional legal 
awareness raising resource/communication platforms in 2017 that became opened to all interested 
parties as the network of “Pravokator” legal clubs in 2018. The offices were purchased with public 
funds in late 2015. Since 2017 the State Budget provides for expenditures for staff salaries and public 
utilities payments. All office renovation works and purchases of necessary equipment are funded by 
donors, the International Renaissance Foundation and the U.S. Embassy in Ukraine. Considerable part 
of training, legal awareness raising and other activities conducted in the legal clubs are co-financed 
by donors as well. 

3) In addition, from 2013−2016, no public funding was provided for a public awareness campaign on the 
LA system. From 2013-2015, no public funding was provided for advanced training of lawyers 
providing FSLA services, as well as training and development of staff of the CCLAP and FSLA centers. 
During that period, the funding for any such needs for training and public awareness raising activities 
was provided by international donors. Since 2016, the FLA system’s need in financing of such activities 
has been partly covered by public funds, but the level of financing remains insufficient. Thus, donors’ 
support in implementation of activities in area of public awareness and, especially, training and 
development of human resources activities is vital for further improvement of the FLA system. 

Payments for services of lawyers providing FSLA 

As can be seen in table 5, there has clearly been a trend towards increasing the amount of funding 
appropriations for payments of services of lawyers providing FSLA under contracts with centers. Overall, the 
funding in this area has increased 12.8 times during the last six years (2013 – 2018). The increase in the amount 
of funding is both due to the increase in services provided by lawyers and the service fee increase, as well as 
the increase in the minimum wage which serves as a basis for calculating the fee amounts. 

Between 2013 and 2014, the amount of such appropriations increased 128 percent. Between 2014 and 2015, it 
increased another 54 percent, and another 30 percent between 2015 and 2016. Between 2016 and 2017 it 
increased 45%. 

Pursuant to the Regulation of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of 21 December, 2016, No. 1048, starting 
from 1 January, 2018, a lawyer’s hourly fee was doubled from 2.5 percent to 5 percent of the living wage 
applicable to working-age persons effective as of the time of submission of a report by a lawyer. Thus, 
between 2017 and 2018 the level of remuneration for lawyers providing FSLA increased 93%. 

The level of administrative expenses of the LA system  

An important indicator of financial efficiency of the LA system is the ratio of current service costs to 
administrative expenses (see table 6). Administrative expenses were at their highest (71 percent) in 2012 
when the institutionalization of the LA system was taking place and the CCLAP and 27 FSLA RCs were in the 
process of being established. During the next two years, the percentage decreased and by 2014, it dropped 
to 21.8 percent. In 2015 and 2016, the share of administrative expenses was again higher at 32.3 and 
30.7 percent, respectively, which was due to the launch of 100 local FSLA centers and more than 400 legal 
aid bureaus, respectively. In 2017, the percentage decreased to 25.5%, and in 2018 to 24.8%. 

Local legal aid programs 

In view of the transfer of the FPLA provision function to the territorial community level in the medium-term, 
the cooperation between local FSLA centers and local self-government agencies on the development and 
implementation of local legal aid programs is very important. 104 such programs were developed and 
approved in 2016 for total funding of UAH 1.6 million, or 0.56 percent of the LA system funding. 
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Table 5. Public expenditure (current costs and capital investments) structure for the LA system in 2012−2018 

 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

UAH, 
thousands 

% 
UAH, 

thousands 
% 

UAH, 
thousands 

% 
UAH, 

thousands 
% 

UAH, 
thousands 

% 
UAH, 

thousands 
% 

UAH, 
thousands 

% 

ANNUAL BUDGET 9,884.4 100% 39,841.5 100% 79,114.2 100% 242,368.8 100% 284,884.8 100% 415,228,7 100% 689,927.4 100% 

LA SERVICES, including: 1,160.6* 11.7% 27,456.6 68.9% 58,894.3 74.4% 118,742.7 49.0% 197,546.1 69.3% 309,433,6 74,5% 518,765.2 75.2% 

FSLA provided by lawyers 
contracted by LA centers 

1,160.6 11.7% 22,854.1 57.4% 52,047.0 65.8% 80,218.3 33.1% 104,433.1 36.6% 151,477,9 36,4% 292,217.6 
42.4

% 

LA services provided by 
staff of legal aid centers 

0.0 0.0% 4,602.5 11.5% 6,847.3 8.6% 38,524.4 15.9% 93,113.0 32.7% 157,955,7 38.1% 226,547.6 32.8% 

ADMINISTRATION 2,840.3 28.8% 10,265.7 25.8% 16,431.3 20.8% 56,694.9 23.4% 87,338.6 30.7% 105,795,1 25,5% 171,162.2 
24,8

% 

CAPITAL INVESTMENT, 
including: 

5,883.5 59.5% 2,119.2 5.3% 3,788.6 4.8% 66,931.2 27.6% 0.0 0.0% 0.0 0.0% 0.0 0.0% 

Development of the IIAS 2,190.0 22.2% 656.1 1.7% 2,541.1 3.2% 13,920.8 5.7% 0.00 0.0% 0.00 0.0% 0.00 0.0% 

* In 2012, lawyers’ fees for providing legal aid in criminal proceedings (criminal cases) were paid by the Ministry of Justice 

 

 

 Table 6. Current expenditure structure for the LA system in 2012−2018 

 
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

UAH, 
thousands 

% 
UAH, 

thousands 
% 

UAH, 
thousands 

% 
UAH, 

thousands 
% 

UAH, 
thousands 

% 
UAH, 

thousands 
% 

UAH, 
thousands % 

LA SERVICES 1,160.6 29.0% 27,456.6 72.8% 58,894.3 78.2% 118,742.7 67.7% 197,546.1 69.3% 309,433.6 74.5% 518,765.2 75.2% 

ADMINISTRATION 2,840.3 71.0% 10,265.7 27.2% 16,431.3 21.8% 56,694.9 32.3% 87,338.6 30.7% 105,795.1 25.5% 171,162.2 24.8% 
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2. HUMAN RESOURCE CAPACITY OF THE LEGAL AID SYSTEM  

 

2.1. Legal Framework of Human Resources  

Professional training of LA system employees and lawyers, engaged in the provision of LA, is a key issue to 
support LA system development and quality services for the public. Professional development have been 
addressed in the number of regulations and acts of the CCLAP. The pursuit of excellence is one of the LA 
system values (set in 2016).  

When the LA system was created, it was acknowledged in the Government Targeted Program for the 
Development of the LA System in 2013−2017. One of the main objectives of this Program was to implement a 
mechanism for continuous training, particularly professional training and advanced training of lawyers 
engaged in the provision FSLA services and staff responsible for managing provision of LA. The Program sets 
a package of activities towards accomplishing that task, such as developing and improving relevant training 
programs, and arranging seminars and trainings on different topics, including management trainings for all 
managers of FSLA centers. According to the Government Program, the projected costs of the trainings for 
FSLA lawyers, as well as staff of the CCLAP and FSLA centers was estimated at UAH 36 million per year (from 
alternative sources of funding) and UAH 2.6 million (in public funding).  

No public funding was provided for the trainings referred to above in 2013−2015. So far, contributions from 
international donors have been the main source of funding for the trainings for FSLA lawyers and the FSLA 
system staff.  

During strategic planning sessions hold in 2015, 2016 and 2018, where CCLAP and directors of regional and 
local centers took place, the needs for training and professional development were among the issued which 
were discussed and envisaged in all regional plans and budget proposals. The support for training 
development is envisaged in the Passport of LA system development (where strategic and operational goals 
are set). 

The plans for training were also reflected in the Government Midterm Plan of priority actions for 2017-2020, 
which stated the need for: “creation of the effective system of qualification upgrade (in-training), 
accumulation and dissemination of best practices and ensuring sharing experience for the employees of LA 
system, prosecutors’ offices, internal affairs, court bodies, lawyers-attorneys, NGOs, volunteers` movement, 
local self-government bodies”. 

All these initiatives allowed to allocate some budget money to support some sharing experience events and 
trainings. According to RCs, in 2016, more than a hundred knowledge exchange and in-house training 
activities at the regional level were funded by RCs and LCs pursuant to their annual action plans. But the 
amount of allocated funds is not sufficient yet and the support from donor community is needed. 

To ensure the space for ongoing learning and sharing for CCLAP employees and stakeholders (with the 
decision of MoJ) CCLAP created five (5) Interregional Resource and Information Platforms (now referred to 
as Legal Clubs PRAVOKATOR)46. The preparatory work was initiated in 2015, when the premises were bought 
in all localities (funded from the state budget). The Platforms have been operated since 2018. Platforms are 
the structural units of CCLAP. The legal clubs are strategically located in the five largest cities of Ukraine, 
namely Kyiv, L’viv, Dnipro, Odesa and Kharkiv. Platforms are working with 5 surrounding oblasts each. 
Platforms are intended to serve as strategic capacity building hubs, focal point for sharing of experience and 
dissemination of best practices supporting training and development of the LA staff and community legal 
empowerment, building network and promoting dialogue with key stakeholders (incl. police, prosecutors, 
courts, etc.) to promote improvement and innovations in the field of justice, etc. Since the opening of the 
Legal Clubs the majority of key learning events are held in their premises. 

Besides, pursuant to the Regulations on the Coordination Center (the Regulation of the CMU of 06/06/2012, 
No. 504), the CCLAP “provides methodological and advisory support on matters relating to provision of free 
legal aid to executive agencies and local self-government agencies, as well as specialized institutions and public 

                                                           
46 Essential support have been provided from the donor community to launch the work of Legal Clubs. 
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reception offices set up by them, gives explanations on the application of the relevant legislation,” arranges and 
holds seminars, conferences, trainings, and other events, including international events, and disseminates 
information on matters relating to provision of legal aid. 

Pursuant to the Law of Ukraine On the Bar and the Practice of Law47, all lawyers must improve their 
professional skills on a regular basis. Under the procedure approved by the Ukrainian Bar Council48, every 
lawyer in Ukraine must earn a minimum of 30 credits for completing advanced training activities over a 3-year 
period (a minimum of 10 credits per year), and annually report on their advance training. In case of failure to 
comply with this requirement, disciplinary action can be taken against a lawyer. Several institutions and 
organizations exist, including the Ukrainian National Bar Association − UNBA, and other professional bar 
associations and select higher education institutions, that offer trainings / seminars for lawyers. 

The Memorandum of Cooperation between the UNBA and the Ministry of Justice49 provides for cooperation 
between the two organizations, particularly on advanced training of lawyers providing FSLA services. The 
parties agreed, inter alia, that the CCLAP and FSLA centers would certify and hold trainings for lawyers 
providing FSLA services. This means that training activities arranged by the CCLAP and FSLA centers and 
attended by lawyers qualify as compulsory advanced training (certification) of lawyers.  

43 lawyer trainers were certified in 2013 by the UNBA upon submission from the CCLAP as individual experts 
to conduct trainings on criminal justice for lawyers that are members of the UNBA across the entire Ukraine. 
In 2014, the Ukrainian National Bar Association regularly invited FSLA lawyer trainers to conduct trainings 
held by the UNBA. However, in 2016, when reporting on their training, not all lawyers were given credits for 
attending the training activities held by the CCLAP and FSLA centers in Volyn and Sumy Oblasts, as well as 
parts of Zaporizhzhia and Mykolaiv Oblasts. Pursuant to the Resolution of the UNBA No. 67 of 26/02/2017 
(para. 14), the credits were annulled50, even though Annex 1 to the Procedure for Advanced Training of 
Lawyers in Ukraine, Activities Qualifying as Advanced Training of Lawyers, still listed the CCLAP and FSLA 
centers as accredited legal entities. 

In 2018 the soft skills training and lawyers- trainers, developed with QALA support, were certified by UNBA. 
The certification of the new team of trainers is under discussion by now. 

The Memorandum also provides for exchange of information, i.e. methodological recommendations and 
other learning materials for lawyers developed by one party may be used and even reproduced (at the 
organization’s expense and subject to copyright) by another party51. 

In 2015, amendments were introduced to the Regulation of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine On Approval 
of the Procedures and Conditions for Signing Contracts with Lawyers Providing Free Secondary Legal Aid on a 
Full-Time Basis and Agreements with Lawyers Providing Free Secondary Legal Aid on a Part-Time Basis (para. 5, 
para. 10) imposing a requirement on lawyers engaged in provision of free secondary legal aid to attend 
advanced training activities held by the Coordination Center. The same requirement was also specified in the 
standard form contract. Failure to comply with this requirement can be a reason for rejecting a contract. 

  

                                                           
47 The Law of Ukraine On the Bar and the Practice of Law, No. 5076-VI, Art. 21, of 05/07/2012. 

48 The Resolution No. 85 of the Ukrainian Bar Council of 16/02/2013, as amended by the Resolution No. 219 of 27/09/2013 
(Procedure for Advance Training of Lawyers of Ukraine). 

49 http://legalaid.gov.ua/images/Actual/Memorandum_cooperation_MJU_NAAU.pdf 

50 http://unba.org.ua/assets/uploads/legislation/rishennya/2016-02-26-r-shennya-rau-67_56eacc48350fd.pdf 

51 Later, in 2014, a series of joint round tables were held among regional FSLA centers and regional bar councils to discuss various 

aspects of their cooperation, following which it was agreed to try and engage lawyers without contracts with regional FSLA 

centers in trainings held by the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provisions. In four oblasts, their participation in trainings was 

stipulated by memorandums of cooperation between respective regional centers and regional bar councils, while in others they 

cooperate by agreement. 
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2.2. Lawyers 

The primary source of information about lawyers providing FSLA services is the register of FSLA lawyers 
which, until 2015, was compiled by the CCLAP at the central level and managed by relevant main divisions of 
justice at the local level. In 2015, the Register management function was transferred to the Coordination 
Center and regional centers (pursuant to the order of the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine of 30 April, 2015, No. 
633/6, On Approval of the Procedures for Managing the Register of Lawyers Providing Free Secondary Legal Aid 
by the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision). Currently, there are 5,062 lawyers listed on the register 
who are authorized to provide free legal aid (i.e. lawyers who were selected through a competitive process). 
Of these, 2,680 lawyers were engaged in providing legal aid in criminal proceedings under contracts with 
RCs52. It is important to note that lawyers are not employed by FSLA centers and provide their services on a 
contractual (full-time and / or part-time) basis, and may continue working as private-sector lawyers. 
Nevertheless, when providing FSLA services, lawyers remain professionally independent and follow the 
principles of the rule of law, legality, confidentiality, and avoiding conflicts of interest (as defined by Article 
4 of the Law On the Bar and the Practice of Law). 

Lawyers providing FSLA services in the criminal process were one of the key target audiences of training and 
development when the system was being launched. They participate in trainings and other educational 
activities held by the CCLAP on a pro bono basis, free of charge. Also, there are no restrictions on participation 
of lawyers providing FSLA services in training activities held by other stakeholders, such as the UNBA. 

There are three principal mechanisms used by the CCLAP for developing the capacities of lawyers providing 
FSLA services: 

1) one-off training activities; 

2) comprehensive trainings (trainings for lawyer trainers followed by cascade trainings); 

3) methodological and advisory support. 

With the establishment of the NGO Ukrainian National Association of Lawyers Providing Free Legal Aid in May 
2014, the role of NGOs and lawyer trainers in various training and knowledge exchange activities was 
expected to grow. This NGO is one of the partners, engaged in the delivery of the Tomorrow Lawyers 
program (2016-2019). The NGO members has their own FB group where they share news. 

With the support from the Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project and the Law Enforcement 
Section of the U.S. Embassy to Ukraine, two session meetings on strategic planning of NGO activities were 
held on 26−27 November, 2016 and 28−29 January, 2017 during which the participants discussed, among other 
things, revitalizing trainings in various regions of Ukraine. All 26 managers of standalone NGO divisions from 
every oblast, as well as members of the Board and the Supervisory Board took part in the trainings. CCLAP 
presented their vision of LA system future developments and priorities on these sessions. 

One-off training activities 

One-off training activities mean training activities, including trainings, seminars, round tables etc., that do not 

aim to cover stakeholders across the entire system or every oblast, or to train lawyer trainers. Table 7 below 

shows the information about such training activities held by the CCLAP at the regional level. 

 

                                                           
52 Data as of January 2017. 
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Table 7. One-off training activities for lawyers providing FSLA services  

Activity description Topic Audience 

Series of 4 trainings 

Arranged in partnership with 

the OSCE project coordinator 

in Ukraine and the MoJ  

October – November 2012 

● Support to the Implementation of the Free 

Legal Aid System in Ukraine 

FSLA lawyers from Donetsk 

Oblast, ARC and 

Sevastopol, Odesa Oblast, 

and Lviv Oblast 

Series of 10 round tables 

 

May 2013 

● Experiences of Implementing the Revised 

Criminal Procedure Legislation (in Provision of 

FSLA) 

Groups of 

representatives of 

various stakeholders 

(judges, lawyers, public 

prosecutors, and police 

officers) from different 

regions 

Series of 8 two-day trainings 

 

Arranged in cooperation with 

the American Bar Association 

Rule of Law Initiative, and 

with support from six FSLA 

centers  

 

April – May 2013 

Effective Defense in the Criminal Process 

Including sessions on the following topics: 

● Case-law of the European Court on the 

Application of the Principles of Criminal 

Procedure; 

● Defense Team as a Party in Criminal 

Proceedings. Novelty of the Law of Evidence; 

● Measures to ensure due criminal process. 

Appeals against decisions, actions, or 

omissions by an investigator, public 

prosecutor, or investigating judge;  

● Special procedures for certain investigative 

(search), covert investigative (search), and 

judicial actions 

270 lawyers providing FSLA 

services from six oblasts of 

Ukraine (Poltava, 

Dnipropetrovsk, Sumy, 

Kherson, Vinnytsia, and 

Volyn) 

One-day training  

 

Arranged in partnership with 

the ULAF  

26 December, 2014 

Course of Action for a Defense Lawyer to Ensure 

Access to Adequate Medical Care. The following 

topics were highlighted:  

● Forensic medical examination and types of 

examination;  

● Evidence evaluation. Admissible and 

inadmissible evidence;  

● Scope of competence of a forensic medical 

examiner. Assessment of findings of a 

forensic medical examiner and the 

assessment procedure; 

● Documents required for a forensic medical 

examination; 

● Crime scene reconstruction; 

● Forensic medical examiner’s cooperation with 

a defense lawyer  

60 lawyers providing FSLA 

services (Kyiv) 

2 + 10 two-day trainings  

 

Practical Aspects of the Adversarial Criminal 

Process. The following topics were discussed: 

2014: 

37 lawyers providing FSLA 

services and public 
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With support from the U.S. 

Department of Justice and the 

U.S. Embassy – June 2014  

With support from the 

American Bar Association Rule 

of Law Initiative (ABA ROLI) – 

June – October 2015 

● Sources of Statutory Interpretation of the 

Criminal Procedure Legislation; 

● Admissibility of evidence / general principles 

of admissibility;  

● Presentation of Evidence by the Prosecution 

and the Defense; 

● Evidentiary standards;  

● Witness preparation; 

● Direct examination of witnesses; 

● Principles of effective cross-examination 

prosecutors from two 

oblasts (Lviv and Cherkasy)  

2015: 

120 participants, including 

60 defense lawyers and 60 

public prosecutors 

(took place in Lutsk, 

Kherson, Chernivtsi, and 

Zakarpattia for participants 

from the respective 

regions) 

Series of 10 seminars 

Within the framework of the 

Advocacy and Governmental 

Capacity Building in Migration 

Project53 

With the support from the 

UHHRU and the European 

Union, and assistance from 

the UN High Commissioner for 

Refugees and the 

international organization 

HIAS  

 

February 2015 – February 2016 

Applying the Convention for the Protection of 

Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms in Cases 

Involving Removal, Extradition, and Denial of 

Protection to Asylum Seekers 

● Right to freedom from torture and inhuman 

or degrading treatment or punishment (Art. 3 

of the European Convention for the 

Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental 

Freedoms); 

● Risks: removal, extradition;  

● Right to liberty and security of person 

(Art.5(1)(f) of the ECHR);  

● Right to respect for private and family life 

(Art.8 of the ECHR) 

150 lawyers  

(Trainings took place in 

Vinnytsia, Ivano-Frankivsk, 

Lviv, Kharkiv, Chernihiv, 

Dnipropetrovsk, Kyiv, Kyiv 

Oblast, Sumy, and Poltava) 

Training  

Arranged by the ULAF with 

support from the IRF  

18−19 March, 2016 

Legal Aid to Combatants in Eastern Ukraine  

● Crimes against national security; war crimes; 

● Volunteer military service: recruitment, 

termination; 

● Legal aspect of military bookkeeping during 

the Anti-Terrorist Operation; 

● Applying for a combatant status; 

● Desertion; 

● Social guarantees; 

● Health law. Land and housing issues, labor 

and financial law 

55 lawyers, including 

lawyer trainers 

 

Several workshops at the end of 2017 beginning of 2018 were conducted by CCLAP on Quality Standards of 

FSLA provision in civil, administrative cases and representation in court and a workshop on evaluation of LA 

provision by lawyers (with the support of ULAF and IRF in cooperation with UNBA). 

 

The workshop on Actual issues of forensic psychiatric examination in criminal proceedings was held with 

the support of QALA Project for LA lawyers (August, 2017). 

 

 

                                                           
53 Experts and trainers: Natalia HURKOVSKA, lawyer for the Advocacy and Governmental Capacity Building in Migration Project, 

and Ostap TYMCHYI, lawyer for the Ukrainian National Charitable Foundation Right to Protection. 
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Comprehensive training activities – cascade training model (in criminal proceedings) 

Comprehensive training activities on set topics are held by lawyers-trainers according to schedule in all 

regions in an effort to cover as many lawyers providing FSLA services as possible. In early 2013, given the lack 

of public funding for this type of training, the CCLAP started using an innovative approach that involved 

establishing a network of trainer lawyers providing FSLA across all regions of Ukraine. Selected lawyers 

would have to complete a special training course to become trainers following which they could hold cascade 

trainings for lawyers providing FSLA services in all regions of Ukraine. 

Cascade trainings are training activities for free legal aid lawyers on set topics held concurrently 

across all regions by lawyer trainers. The main purpose of cascade trainings is advanced training 

of lawyers engaged in provision of free secondary legal aid on a full-time basis. Upon completing 

the cascade training program, participants are awarded certificates. 

Lawyer trainers were selected by the CCLAP through a competitive process based on their communication 
skills and experience in criminal law54. Consequently, a network was formed comprising sixty lawyer trainers 
representing every region of Ukraine, i.e. at least two lawyer trainers from each region. 

The plan for the future is to set up groups of lawyer trainers specializing in certain administrative and civil law 
topics that may be selected based on requests to LCs. 

Five new lawyer trainers joined in on the cascade trainings in 2015. 

Overall, nine trainings for lawyer trainings have been held so far (with organizational and expert support 
from the ABA ROLI and the ULAF) followed by 269 cascade trainings across Ukraine. It should be mentioned 
that trainings of trainers were made possible by the financial support from international donors55 while the 
majority of cascade trainings in 2014 were held without any financial support from the government or 
international donors. 

The topics and learning materials from the trainings of trainers and cascade trainings, as well as lists of lawyer 
trainers and brief reports on the trainings can be found on the CCLAP website56. 

The topics and structure of the trainings of trainers and cascade trainings that followed are presented in table 
8 below. 

 

                                                           
54 With support from the Council of Europe. 

55 The trainings of lawyer trainers were made possible by the methodological and financial support from the Council of Europe 

Support to the Criminal Justice Reform in Ukraine, the American Bar Association Rule of Law Initiative, the European Union, the 
International Renaissance Foundation, the U.S. Embassy to Ukraine, and the QALA Project, as well as organizational support from 
the Ukrainian Legal Aid Foundation. 

56 http://legalaid.gov.ua/ua/merezha-obminu-dosvidom/materialy-treninhiv  
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Table 8. Cascade trainings for lawyers providing FSLA services  

Trainings of trainers (held in Kyiv) 
 Regional trainings  

The Revised Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine: 

Its Analysis and Application from the Perspective 

of the ECHR Standards  

(6−8 July, 2013) 

 Topics: 

• Course of action for defense lawyers in 

cases of detention of individuals on 

suspicion of committing a criminal 

offense  

• Course of action for defense lawyers 

when a preventive order is being issued, 

extended, revoked, or modified  

73 trainings were held (September – November 

2013) 

 

1,203 participants 

  

Training method: planning and delivery of 

trainings on applying the revised Criminal 

Procedure Code of Ukraine (5−6 July 2013) 

 

  

Methodological recommendations for lawyers 

providing secondary legal aid  

 (22 August, 2013) 

 

   

Psychology of Interrogation  

(10−11 October, 2013) 

 A number of pilot trainings were held at the oblast 

level57 

   

Course of action for defense lawyers in court 

proceedings (1−3 February and 1−2 March, 2014) 

 The same topic carried over from the training of 

trainers.  

50 trainings were held (March – April 2014) 

1,248 participants from six oblasts of Ukraine  

   

Course of action for defense lawyers in 

connection with measures taken to ensure due 

criminal process, appeals against decisions, 

actions, or omissions by investigators, public 

prosecutors, and investigating judges, and 

reviews of court decisions  

(17−19 May and 21−22 June, 2014) 

 The same topic carried over from the training of 

trainers.  

 

38 trainings were held (June – July 2014) 

1,106 participants 

 

Course of action for hired defense lawyers in 

criminal proceedings in relation to certain 

criminal law enforcement measures and 

ensuring access to adequate medical care58 

(13−15 and 27−28 September, 2014) 

 The same topic carried over from the training of 

trainers.  

40 trainings were held (October 2014) in every 

oblast except Donetsk Oblast. Trainings for 

lawyers from Luhansk Oblast were held in 

Kharkiv Oblast.  

1,270 participants 

 

 

  

                                                           
57 The delivery of cascade trainings was suspended as the trainers were lacking the required special knowledge and skills to 
deliver the training.  

58 In March 2014, the ULAF in cooperation with the International Renaissance Foundation delivered a training on Strengthening 
Legal Capacities of Low-Income Population Groups for 35 lawyers of the Kyiv FSLA center. The learning materials from that training 
were used during the trainings of trainers in September 2014. 
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Trainings of trainers (held in Kyiv) 
 Regional trainings  

The role of a defense lawyer in qualifying certain 

types of criminal offenses, and the course of 

action for a defense lawyer in criminal 

proceedings involving a forensic medical 

examination 

(16−18 May, 2015 – Part 1 of the ToT) 

  

 The role of a defense lawyer in qualifying certain 

types of criminal offenses, and the course of 

action for a defense lawyer in criminal 

proceedings involving a forensic medical 

examination 

 

51 two-day trainings were held (June – early July 

2015) 

52 lawyer trainers were involved 

 

1,575 participants 

  

Course of action for hired defense lawyers in 

criminal proceedings in relation to certain 

criminal law enforcement measures, and 

ensuring access to adequate medical care 

(30−31 May, 2015) 

 
 

 

 

 

   

Special defense procedures in criminal 

proceedings involving crimes against national 

security and war crimes. Defense in criminal 

proceedings involving illicit traffic in narcotic 

drugs. Defense procedures during covert 

investigative (search) actions 

(3−4 October, 2015 – Part 1 of the ToT; 

18−19 October – Part 2) 

 The same topic carried over from the training of 

trainers  

 

54 trainings were held59 (October – November 

2015) 

48 lawyer trainers were involved 

 

1,980 participants  

Trainer capacity building training 

(5 October, 2015) 

  

 

As can be seen from table 8, cascade trainings were mostly focusing on the subject matter and procedural 
aspects of the application of the revised Criminal Procedure Code in the context of the ECHR case-law. 

 

On the other hand, when the team of lawyer trainers was initially being formed, they had an opportunity to 
attend session meetings with foreign experts on the training methods and planning (5−6 July, 2013). As the 
Coordination Center had intended, ToTs in 2015 ran for three days, of which two would be dedicated to legal 
issues and the third one would be dedicated to methodological aspects of trainers’ work. Lawyer trainers 
practiced using public presentation techniques, and attended session meetings on effective public 
communication and making presentations in the prezi format, etc. in May 2015. On 5 October, 2015, with the 
methodological and financial support from the Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project, a one-day 

                                                           
59 In 2015, ToTs and cascade trainings were developed and delivered by the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provisions jointly 
with the NGO Ukrainian National Association of Lawyers Providing Free Legal Aid and regional free secondary legal aid centers. The 
first round of ToTs and cascade trainings in May-July took place with the support from the American Bar Association Rule of Law 
Initiative (ABA ROLI) and in partnership with the Ukrainian Legal Aid Foundation, and the trainings that took place that fall were 
held with the support from the U.S. Embassy to Ukraine. 
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training/knowledge exchange session on trainer capacity building took place where participants discussed 
the special nature of trainings as an interactive form of learning for adults. 

In 2016, with the support from the Council of Europe Project, Strengthening the Human Rights Protection of 
Internally Displaced Persons in Ukraine, three meetings/trainings of lawyer trainers (10 participants) took place 
focusing on Providing Free Legal Aid to Internally Displaced Persons: Meeting the European Standards. The 
meetings took place on 4−5 June, 2016, 18 June, 2016, and 12−13 November, 2016. The focus of the first two 
meetings was on developing learning materials on the human rights protection of internally displaced 
persons. A series of ten trainings delivered by lawyers followed in June-July, which were attended by 198 
lawyers engaged in providing LA from seven regions (particularly Dnipropetrovsk Oblast, Donetsk Oblast, 
Zaporizhzhia Oblast, Kyiv, Kyiv Oblast, Luhansk Oblast, and Kharkiv Oblast). Following the trainings, related 
guidance materials were developed in cooperation with the ULAF on “ATO: Protection of the Rights and 
Legitimate Interests of Members of the Military and Their Families.”60 

During the meeting in November 2016, lawyers discussed a similar program for bureau staff and the 
possibility of its implementation in 2017. 

Another round of cascade training in 2018 is on Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine: implementation through 

the lens of European Standards (with the support if ULAF and Council of Europe Office in Ukraine). 

There were cascade trainings on Land rights protection. Pretrial defense and alternative dispute resolutions 

of land owners and land users (for example, in November 2018 – December 2018 in Kyiv, Mykolajiv and Lviv 

oblast; World Bank Project).  

 

Development of the network of soft skills lawyers-trainers 

Within QALA project and in cooperation with CCLAP two open competitions were announced in 2018 and 

2019 to select lawyers to be trained for delivering training on Development of soft skills necessary to work with 

LA system vulnerable groups of clients. The training and ToT were developed by Canadian and Ukrainian 

experts. 

Two ToTs were conducted in April of 2018 and 2019. 36 lawyers-trainers were trained. As a result, lawyers-

trainers delivered about 75 trainings all over Ukraine, including 35 trainings for 580 employees of LA centers 

(in 2018, May-June and in 2019, June-July) and 40 trainings for LA lawyers, incl. 22 trainings for 320 lawyers in 

July-September of 2018 and 17 trainings in August-September of 2019. 

For the 1st pool of trained lawyers-trainers the training on training development was offered within the QALA 
project. 12 lawyers participated in ToT. After the ToT lawyers developed their own trainings and started to 
deliver them for LA lawyers (with the support of QALA Project) starting in July 2019. The trainings topics were 
approved by CCLAP to meet the lawyer’s needs. The trainings include the following: child friendly 
interrogation, de-toxic communication, appealing within the criminal process, access to identification 
documents and civil status registration documents for stateless people.  

 

                                                           
60 The materials were developed by the Ukrainian Legal Aid Foundation in cooperation with the Coordination Center for Legal 

Aid Provision with the support from the Human Rights and Justice Program Initiative of the International Renaissance 
Foundation. 
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Other initiatives for lawyers’ training and development 

Lawyers are also actively involved in public activities, including round tables and international conferences, 
where they discuss the current challenges related to the application of the CPC that are faced by lawyers, the 
future and lessons of the implementation of quality standards, cooperation with various stakeholders, and 
the international practice of provision of FSLA services61. 

Specifically, in addition to cascade trainings for lawyers, 77 cluster seminars were held in July 2015 across 56 
cities (oblast and district capitals) and towns in almost every region of Ukraine62 to present the quality 
standards and how they are applied by lawyers providing FSLA services. The seminars were held at locations 
as close to lawyers’ offices as possible. Approximately 70 percent of lawyers providing FSLA services learnt 
about the standards during the seminars (of a total of 1,200 lawyers who attended the seminars)63. Quality 
managers also worked individually with lawyers who, for various reasons, could not attend the events. 

In November 2015, lawyers who had been selected through the eighth round of competitive selection had an 
opportunity to take part in the first distance-learning course64, Introduction to the FSLA System, developed 
by the FSLA system experts with the assistance from the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law 
Enforcement Affairs (INL) of the U.S. Embassy to Ukraine within the framework of the project administered 
by the American Bar Association Rule of Law Initiative. Persons wishing to take part in the course can apply 
using the following link: http://e-learning.legalaid.gov.ua.  

The course consists of the following modules:  

1. The basic principles of the free secondary legal aid system in Ukraine.  

2. The procedures and conditions for signing contracts / agreements. 

3. The procedure for cooperation between legal aid centers and lawyers in providing free secondary 

legal aid. 

4. Quality standards: a deliberate requirement. 

5. Fee payments and compensation of expenses of lawyers providing free secondary legal aid. 

In September 2015, a distance-learning course was piloted which revealed both its strong points as well as 
scope for improvement. 12 lawyer trainers (moderators of knowledge exchange between lawyers providing 
free secondary legal aid) had completed the pilot course, and another 12 had completed it partially65.  

In November, the first group of course participants was selected which comprised 73 lawyers, including 13 
lawyers that had previously taken part in a selection process66.  

                                                           
61 The information about these events can be found in Chapter 4. 

62 Except the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, Donetsk Oblast, and Sevastopol. 

63 The seminars were delivered by quality managers who had also previously attended the relevant seminar/training. The 
activities were held with the support from the IMF and the ULAF. 

64 The course is delivered via the e-learning management system (platform) MOODL which is a free web-app that allows users to 
create online learning websites. The e-learning system and the distance learning course are administered by representatives of 
the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision as well as hired professionals and experts. 

65 Also, 35 managers and quality managers of regional centers and 13 local center staff attended the pilot course. 

66 Some lawyers had registered for the course but had not been able to complete it. According to the survey of those lawyers, 
that was due to the lack of free time and workload (61 percent) and problems accessing the Internet (31 percent). Nevertheless, 
93 percent of the lawyers who have not been able to complete the course stated that they would have completed it if given 
another opportunity.  
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It is planned that distance courses based on previously conducted priority cascade trainings will be developed 
in the future.  

A distance learning course on Legal Aid for Victims of Domestic Violence developed with the support from 
the Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project in cooperation with the NGO Women’s Perspective was 
launched in 2017. According to the survey of lawyers engaged in providing FSLA services across 22 oblasts, 
more than 78 percent of the lawyers surveyed (660 persons) would like to attend such a training. In 
December 2015, the training was piloted with quality managers. The course was updated according to the 
changes in legislation in 2018. 

Lawyers also could benefit from the distance course on work with clients, developed within the Quality and 
Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project in 2016.  

Both distance courses are open for anyone after registration and accessible at CCLAP site (http://e-
learning.legalaid.gov.ua/) 

In addition, lawyers are involved in international activities. Particularly, in August 2014, two FSLA lawyers took 
part in a three-week study visit to the U.S.A. to learn about the way the American legal aid system operates. 
The visit was arranged and funded by the OPDAT criminal justice system reform program of the U.S. 
Department of Justice. In June 2015, three lawyer trainers / moderators of knowledge exchange between 
lawyers providing FSLA services took part in a study visit to Strasbourg, France, dedicated to the European 
Convention on Human Rights. During the visit, the participants learnt about the operating principles of the 
European Court and other Council of Europe agencies. The visit was arranged within the framework of the 
Council of Europe project Support of the Criminal Justice Reform in Ukraine, implemented with the financial 
support from the Government of Denmark. In November 2015, two lawyer trainers / moderators of 
knowledge exchange took part in a visit to the U.S.A. arranged by the U.S. Embassy within the framework of 
the Open World project that is funded by the U.S. Congress. During the visit, the LA system representatives 
and other participants learnt about the professional experiences of American lawyers, specific aspects of 
free legal aid provision in the U.S., and the American judicial system. 

In 2018 Platforms (Legal Clubs PRAVOKATOR) started their activities in the field of key LA stakeholders 
capacities strengthening, which include work with LA lawyers (see below). 

 

Tomorrows Lawyer Program  

In late May 2016, the development of a training program called Tomorrows Lawyer was launched. The 
initiative is implemented with the support from the Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project and 
involves cooperation between the Canadian Bureau for International Education, the Ukrainian Bar 
Association (UBA), and the NGO Ukrainian National Association of Lawyers Providing Free Legal Aid, with the 
expert support from the Canadian Bar Association (CBA). The program is intended to help the development 
of free legal aid and advocacy skills to support sustainable development of the legal professional community, 
legal aid, and justice reform in Ukraine. The main focus of the program will be on developing so-called soft 
skills such as effective communication, emotion management, etc. 

The work began with the assessment of the needs of lawyers in Ukraine, conducted by experts of the 
Canadian Bar Association67 in cooperation with the Project and its partners. Meetings with lawyers from 

                                                           
67 The needs assessment was conducted by Kimberly INKSATER, director of international programs at the Canadian Bar 

Association (СВА), and Sarah MacKENZIE, lawyer / coordinator at the Legislation and Law Reform Department of the. During the 
initial stage of the program’s implementation, CEO John HOYLES also visited Ukraine and had meetings with the leading law 
firms in Ukraine as well as the Supreme Court of Ukraine, the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine, the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine, and 
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various regions, FSLA providers or not, took place in Kyiv, Lviv, and Odesa. The experts also attended the 
VIth Western Ukrainian Legal Forum arranged by the Ukrainian Bar Association (UBA). The meeting brought 
together lawyers and representatives of lawyers’ self-governance agencies from across all of Ukraine. The 
participants were discussing the challenges facing lawyers in providing legal aid, what kind of support is 
needed to make their work more effective, and the competences that lawyers should develop to provided 
better quality aid to their clients. Particularly, they were discussing skills needed in working with different 
vulnerable groups, interviewing clients, communicating with both clients and mass media and other 
stakeholders (judges, public prosecutors, etc.), the principles of ethical conduct, designing strategies in court 
cases and comprehensive approaches to solving the problems of their clients, etc. Additionally, the Canadian 
colleagues had an opportunity to meet students and graduates of legal educational institutions and hear 
their thoughts on the quality of legal education and training of legal professionals as well as the needs for 
further development of young professionals.  

Based on the findings of the learning needs assessment and the best international practices, the training 
program was developed which consisted of four interrelated modules: 

▪ Working with clients. 

▪ Lawyer’s interaction with court and other parties in the process. 

▪ Communication in the legal community. 

▪ Communications with the public and mass media. 

In December 2016, based on applications and random interviews of 707 applicants for participation in the 
program, the first one hundred of participants were selected through an open competitive process to 
participate in the piloting of the program in 2017. 

Women make up 50 percent of the program participants. 

Lawyers from all regions of Ukraine will be participating in the pilot. The majority of the selected lawyers will 
be from Kyiv (16 persons, including 9 women), 9 from Odesa and Lviv Oblasts each, 7 from Dnipropetrovsk, 
Zhytomyr, Kyiv, and Kharkiv Oblasts each, 5 from Rivne and Cherkasy Oblasts each, 4 from Khmelnytskyi and 
Donetsk Oblasts each, 3 from Volyn, Vinnytsia, Mykolaiv, Poltava, Sumy, and Chernihiv Oblasts each, 2 from 
Zaporizhzhia, Ivano-Frankivsk, Kirovohrad, Ternopil, and Chernivtsi Oblasts each, and 1 from Zakarpattia, 
Luhansk, and Kherson Oblasts each. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
the Presidential Administration of Ukraine. See: http://qala.org.ua/uk/novini/golova-kanadskoyi-asotsiatsiyi-yuristiv-proviv-
robochi-zustrichi-u-vishhih-derzhavnih-organah-krayini/ 
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Diagram 24. Participants of the Tomorrows Lawyer program by gender and region 

 

The majority of participants (59 percent) of the Tomorrows Lawyer program are ages 31 to 40, 21 percent are 

ages 25−30 , 17 percent are ages 41−50, and 3 percent are age 51 or over. 

 

Diagram 25. Participants of the Tomorrows Lawyer program by age 

 

 

The majority of participants (55 percent) of the Tomorrows Lawyer program have 5 to 10 years of experience 

in the practice of law, 38 percent have 2 to 5 years of experience, and 18 percent have more than 10 years of 

experience. 
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Diagram 26. Participants of the Tomorrow Lawyer program by experience 

 

On December 14 2017 the 1st conference of the TL participants was held for sharing experience and best 

practices of lawyers. At the end of 2017 the 2nd cycle of the Tomorrows Lawyer Program was launched 

and delivered in 2018 with the support of QALA Project and American Embassy in Ukraine. 95 lawyers 

took part in it.  

In June and July 2018 two trainings for Tomorrow Lawyers participants were held by QALA project on 

negotiation (for basic and advanced level) as an additional event within the TL Program. 

The Forum of participants of the 1st and 2nd Program rounds was held on September 28-30 (Lawyers-

attorney`s practice: Secrets of the Success”.  

The third cycle of the Program with the support of American Embassy in Ukraine is continuing in 2019. 

The new module on legal writing is incorporated in the Program. 

 

Methodological and advisory support  

In an effort to disseminate the best practices and ensure continuous training of lawyers providing FSLA 
services, the CCLAP started the development of methodological recommendations for lawyers. The topics of 
the majority of the published methodological recommendations mirror the topics of cascade trainings. 

After consulting other stakeholders, approximately 20 topics were selected for methodological 
recommendations that reflect the training needs of the FSLA lawyers’ community. The tentative list of topics 
of methodological recommendations is provided in table 9. 

The preparation and publication of these guidance materials are overseen by the Ukrainian Legal Aid 
Foundation in close cooperation with lawyers engaged in providing FSLA services. 
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Table 9. Methodological recommendations for FSLA lawyers 

Topics of methodological recommendations 

Developed, printed, and distributed68 

▪ Course of action for defense lawyers in cases of detention of persons on suspicion of committing a 

criminal offense.  

▪ Course of action for defense lawyers when a preventive order is being issued, extended, revoked, or 

modified.  

▪ Course of action for defense lawyers in criminal proceedings in courts of first instance. 

▪ Taking the case: initial course of action for defense lawyers. 

▪ Maintaining a lawyer’s file. 

▪ Course of action for defense lawyers in criminal proceedings involving compulsory medical treatment 

orders. 

▪ ATO: protection of the rights and legitimate interests of the military and their families. 

Forthcoming 

▪ Course of action for defense lawyers in criminal proceedings against minors. 

▪  Course of action for defense lawyers to prove facts at different stages in criminal proceedings (i.e. 

collection of evidence, a defense lawyer’s investigation). 

Currently developed by lawyers providing FSLA services 

▪ Course of action for hired defense lawyers in criminal proceedings. 

▪ Course of action for defense lawyers in connection with appeals against actions, decisions, or omissions 

by public prosecutors, investigators, and investigating judges.  

▪ Course of action for defense lawyers to ensure access to adequate medical care. 

▪ Course of action for defense lawyers in connection with measures taken to ensure due criminal process. 

▪ Course of action for defense lawyers in criminal proceedings in connection with reviews of court 

decisions. 

Possible future entries  

▪ Procedure for application to the ECHR: admissibility criteria. 

▪ Safety of a defense lawyer (hygiene and mental health). Course of action for defense lawyers in criminal 

proceedings against drug-addicted clients. 

▪ Applying the case law of the European Court of Human Rights in criminal proceedings. 

▪ Course of action for defense lawyers in criminal proceedings involving property crimes. 

▪ Course of action for defense lawyers in сriminal proceedings of crimes against life and health. 

▪ Course of action for defense lawyers in criminal proceedings involving sex crimes etc. 

                                                           
68 All collections of methodological recommendations were developed by FSLA lawyers and printed with the support from 

the ULAF, and the financial support from the IMF and the Delegation of the European Union to Ukraine. They are available 

online (on the CCLAP and the ULAF web pages http://ulaf.org.ua/biblioteka/publikacii1/), and printed copies are distributed 

among FSLA lawyers, free of charge. There are also other publications available for lawyers published in cooperation with 

CCLAP with the support of ULAF and IRF in 2013, such as “Guidance for lawyers: The right on free legal aid”, “Guidance for 

lawyers: assurance of early access to LA” ,2013 and “Guidance: the right on information in criminal process”. 
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In addition to the methodological recommendations referred to above, the CCLAP provides extensive 
advisory support to lawyers engaged in providing FSLA services through social media. Particularly, the 
CCLAP moderates several Facebook groups that serve as platforms for knowledge exchange and allow 
the lawyers community to ask questions and receive quick answers from colleagues. 

It is worth mentioning that initially, after the LA system was launched, some managers of FSLA centers 
who were lawyers themselves did provide advice on defense in the criminal process to young lawyers 
working at their centers. Quality managers at RCs also provided such advice. 

In July of 2017 with the support of QALA Project and JURFem 5 round tables in the regions of Ukraine where 

help to discuss the draft of Methodic recommendations to identify cases of discrimination and algorithms of LA 

provision. 116 lawyers and LA system employees took part in their discussion. 

These recommendations, developed by JURFEM, were approved by the CCLAP decision. To support learning 

in the field JURFEM with the support of QALA project developed relevant distance course in 2019. 

 

Activities at the local level (2016) 

Pursuant to action plans of legal aid centers, activities for lawyers were also held at the local level.  

Overall, 47 different events were held across 17 regions in 2016, with approximately 460 lawyers 
participating. The largest number of events for lawyers were held in Kyiv (4), Zhytomyr Oblast (5), Sumy 
and Cherkasy Oblasts (4), Chernivtsi Oblast (3), Ternopil, Odesa,69 and Donetsk Oblasts (2 in each), and 
one event was held in each of the other regions. 

The number of participating lawyers ranged from 3 to 30. Four events were focusing on working with 
the ATO veterans, three on working with IDPs, and another three on working with other populations 
groups (minors, refugees, and war veterans). Nine events were dedicated to client communication, 
including five focusing on communicating with difficult clients, conflict management, and other legal 
issues. 

The lawyers attended the following events: 

▪ Seminar on Safeguarding the Property Rights of IDPs at the Donetsk RC (25/11/2016, 20 

participants); seminar/training on Discussing Legal and Psychological Aspects of Working with IDPs 

and the ATO Veterans at the Donetsk RC (23 March, 2016, 3 participants); training on Access to 

Justice for Internally Displaced Persons and Conflict Victims: the Practical Aspects of the Work of 

Free Secondary Legal Aid Centers in Eastern Ukraine at the Luhansk and Kharkiv RCs (12 December, 

2016, 14 participants); 

▪ Training on Provision of FSLA to the ATO Veterans for lawyers collaborating with the Berdychiv 

LC, Zhytomyr Oblast (10 October, 2016, 6 participants); training on Legal Aid for the ATO Veterans 

at the Lviv RC (05 May, 2016, 9 participants); training for lawyers on Protection of the Rights and 

Social Security Guarantees for the ATO Veterans and Their Families at the Sumy RC (25 October, 

2016, 30 participants); seminar on The Rights of the ATO Veterans, Their Families, and Internally 

Displaced Persons. Their Benefits and Social Guarantees at the Cherkasy RC (16 May, 2016, 6 

participants); 

                                                           
69 One lawyer attended the activities for legal aid center staff  
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▪ Training on International and National Standards for Protection of the Rights of Asylum Seekers and 

Refugees in Ukraine, Chernihiv RC (25 October, 2016, 6 participants); 

▪ Seminar on Protection of the Rights of Minors,70 Kyiv Oblast RC (24 March, 2016, 20 participants); 

▪ Discussion on providing FSLA to persons to whom the Law of Ukraine On the Status of War 

Veterans and Their Social Security Guarantees applies, persons in preventive custody, etc., 

Cherkasy RC (30 December, 2016, 7 participants); 

▪ Establishing Communication between Lawyers and Clients, for lawyers of the Berdychiv LC, 

Zhytomyr Oblast (17 March, 2016, 5 participants); Initial Lawyer-Client Meeting, Odesa RC (27 April, 

2016, 11 participants); Ethics and Etiquette in Lawyer-Client Relationships, Chernivtsi RC (26 August, 

2016, 22 participants); Psychological Aspects of Client Communication, Sumy RC (15 September, 

2016, 6 participants); 

▪ Seminar on Specific Aspects of Working with Difficult Clients (23 June, 2016, 13 participants), and 

seminar on Working with Clients. Conflict Situations and Resolutions (15 June, 2016, 13 

participants), Zakarpattia RC; Specific Aspects of Communicating with Different Population 

Groups,71 Kyiv RC (25 March, 2016, 20 participants); seminar/training on Psychology of Conflict 

(Reasons and Ways to Prevent or Resolve Conflict Situations), Kyiv RC (16 September, 2016, 

8 participants); 

▪ Knowledge exchange seminar on resolving issues with confrontational clients, procedures for 

drawing up and filling out certificates of delivery of FSLA services, and fee payment and 

compensation of expenses of lawyers providing FSLA services, Cherkasy RC (24 March, 2016, 7 

participants); 

▪ Using Mediation for Conflict Resolution, Chernivtsi RC (28 November, 2016, 13 participants); 

▪ Removing Conflict of Interests in Relation to Providing FSLA Services, for lawyers of the Berdychiv 

LC (18 August, 2016, 7 participants), Zhytomyr RC; 

▪ Working meeting with lawyers on Course of Action for Defense Lawyers in Criminal Proceedings 

Involving Issuance of Compulsory Medical Treatment Orders, Dnipropetrovsk RC (08 September, 

2016, 9 participants); 

▪ Trainings held by the Novohrad-Volynskyi local FSLA center on Representation of Victims in 

Criminal Cases, Zhytomyr RC (15 March, 2016, 5 participants);  

▪ Training on Course of Action for Defense Lawyers in Cases of Detention of Persons on Suspicion of 

Committing a Criminal Offense, Chernihiv RC (20 April, 2016, 10 participants); 

▪ Training on Course of Action for Defense Lawyers in Cases of Detention of Persons on Suspicion of 

Committing a Criminal Offense and the Need to Provide Medical Care to Persons Held in Detention 

Facilities, Chernihiv RC (21 June, 2016, 5 participants); 

                                                           
70 Lawyers were introduced to the specific aspects of protection of the rights and freedoms of minors, the general operating 

concept of the Child Service and the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention Sector of the police. A practicing psychologist told them 
about the teenagers’ mindset and the reasons for their antisocial behavior. 

71 According to the organizers, during the event, the difference was explained between major and minor disorders (i.e. 

personality disorders that are common in many people). 
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▪ Arranging Covert Investigations and Using the Findings in Criminal Proceedings, Kyiv RC (09 November, 

2016, 24 participants); 

▪ Special Aspects of Legal Regulation of Forensic Examinations, and Role and Importance of Expert 

Opinions in Judicial Proceedings, Sumy RC (19 May, 2016, 14 participants); 

▪ Discussion of the Practical Aspects of Making an Application to the European Court of Human Rights, 

Chernivtsi RC (20 May, 2016, 32 participants);  

▪ Protecting the Rights of Individuals in Road Traffic Accidents. Compensation for RTAs, including the 

issues of insurance, patrol police, and course of action for defense lawyers, Kyiv RC (18 April, 2016, 18 

participants); 

▪ Seminar on Life Care Contracts and Inheritance Agreements, Odesa RC (10 November, 2016, 

6 participants); 

▪ Training for lawyers on notary matters (special procedures for notary certification of certain types of 

contracts and letters of attorney), Sumy RC (21 April, 2016, 11 participants); 

▪ Protection of Consumer Rights, including legal cases, Ternopil RC (23 December, 2016, 3 

participants); 

▪ Seminar for lawyers on current issues, i.e. certification of copies of procedural and other 

documents annexed to FSLA service delivery invoices, and discussion of proposals for taking 

minutes of initial lawyer-client meetings in civil cases, etc., Mykolaiv RC (16 September, 2016, 12 

participants); 

▪ Knowledge exchange activities: Analysis and Summary of Challenges Arising in the Practice of Law, 

Best Practices Exchange, and Professional Development of Lawyers, Korosten LC, Zhytomyr Oblast 

(20 July, 2016, 3 participants); exchange of best practices among lawyers in civil and 

administrative cases and in criminal proceedings, Zaporizhzhia RC (28 March, 2016, 15 

participants); seminar for lawyers providing FSLA services in Ternopil Oblast (26 April, 2016, 17 

participants); exchange of best practices among lawyers working in the FSLA system in relation 

to the current issues of the criminal, administrative, and civil law, Cherkasy RC (18 March, 2016, 

8 participants); 

▪ Launch of the Legal Aid Bureau: Main Functions and Tasks, an event for lawyers of the Zhytomyr 

LC (30 August 2016, 4 participants). 

Since creation of Legal Clubs PRAVOKATOR they have offered many learning events for lawyers and joint 

events for lawyers and LA staff.  

For example,  

▪ Trainings on protection of electoral rights (in Odesa, February, March, July 2019; Kharkiv, February 

2019; Dnipro, February and March 2019) 

▪ Separate procedural act (CoE Project, Odesa, 26/06/19; Kharkiv 30/05/19) 

▪ Constitutional complaint as a national instrument of human rights protection (CoE Project; Lviv 

07/06/2019; Kharkiv 25/05/19; Dnipro 27/05/19) 

▪ Workshop on Improvement of the quality of legal services for vulnerable groups of women 

(JURFEM, IRF; Odesa, 23/ 04/2019; Kyiv, 19/03/19);  
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▪ Peculiarities of aid provision to those who suffered from family violence and gender based violence 

(NGO La Strada; Kyiv 11-12/06/19; Kharkiv, 20-21/06/19; Dnipro 4-5, 6-7/03/19). 

 

There are learning events which are conducted within the network of all Legal Clubs, like cascading hard 

skills trainings, soft skills trainings, etc and those, which are conducted in one or two legal clubs, depending 

on their regional needs.  

For example, the following trainings and learning events were offered for lawyers and LA employees in 

different legal clubs: 

▪ Development of skills for work and effective communication between Roma people and police 

(NGO Chirikli; Kyiv, 15/07/19; Odesa, 06/08/2019 for LA employees and police); 

▪ Training on application of international standards of nondiscrimination, in particular in work of law 

enforcement bodies with Roma people (Kharkiv, 12/10/18; Odesa, NGO Chirikli, 07/09/18); 

▪ Panel discussion on prevention of offences against national minority representatives (Lviv, in 
cooperation with the Department of human rights protection of National Police of Ukraine; 14/06/18); 

▪ ToT on peculiarities of provision of legal aid by lawyers for those, who suffered from violence 
against worm and family violence (Kyiv, 22-24/04/19; CoE); 

▪ Prevention and combating of family violence. Meeting with local self-government, state bodies, 
Department of internal affairs, NGOs (Dnipro, 15/11/18); 

▪ Panel discussion on complex respond to the family violence cases, access of family violence victims 
to LA (Kharkiv, interagency working group, 24/07/18); 

▪ Round tables. Discussion of cooperation within legal aid provision to children with Children affairs 

Service of Lviv State Administration and Lviv oblast center of social services for families, children 

and youth and police (Lviv, 05/03/2019, 07/03/19); 

▪ Panel discussion. Responsibility for family violence and gender based violence. Novelties of Criminal 

Code of Ukraine…(06/03/19); 

▪ New paradigm of crimes against sexual freedom and sexual inviolability (Dnipro, Youth Council of 

Layers of Dnipro oblast, 28/01/19); 

▪ Workshop for lawyers- participants of the course on protection from discrimination and hate crimes 

(Kyiv, ULAF, 13/04/19); 

▪ Basic skills in mediation (Odesa, Foundation DEJURE», NGO Institute for peace and common 

ground, 03-06/07/19) ; 

▪ Mediation role-play. Mediation with the application of telecommunication (Kharkiv, 18/05/18); 

training on basic skills of mediation with victims and offenders (Kharkiv, 5-8/06/18); 

▪ Ensuring access to mediation of vulnerable groups of people (Ukrainian Association of Mediation, 
QALA Project Odesa, 25-26.04.2); ToT on mediation for LA employees (Odesa, 29-30/08/19); 

▪ Panel discussion on criminal liability of minors and LA centers defense for minors (Lviv, 26/11/18);  

▪ Forum on violation of rights and freedoms, discrimination of people leaving with HIV and tuberculosis 
and other vulnerable group ( Dnipro, 25/06/18); 

▪ Legal support for asylum seekers in the appeal cases (NGO April 10, UNCHR Project, Odesa, 

30/05/19); 

▪ Training on refugees and asylum seekers legal protection (Kharkiv, 29/09/18); 

▪ «Ensuring rights of refuges, asylum seekers, stateless people and social rights of IDPs. Moot court, 

cases (Lviv, 25-26.-3.2019); 
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▪ Workshop on Court practice, cases on refugees status and additional protection in Ukraine (Odesa, 

NGO “May 10”, 27/06/18); 

▪  Protection of stateless people (UNHCR, CF The right for defense, 10/04/19; Kharkiv, 17/09/18; Lviv 

27/07/18); Distance seminar on Protection of stateless people for Dnipro, Odesa and Lviv, 27/07/18); 

▪ ToT Legal protection of refugees (Kyiv, UNHCR, 10-11/04/19); 

▪ Combating international crime in the conditions of war in the East of Ukraine (UCU Law School, 

USAID, Kyiv 13/03/19); 

▪ How to guarantee the electoral right of IDPs (International foundation of electoral systems, NGO 

“The group of impact”, Kharkiv, 22/06/19; Dnipro 15/03/19); 

▪ Training on strengthening competencies of LA employees in LA provision to IDPs (Dnipro, 18-19/12/18) 

▪ Peculiarities of administrative provisions of LA for IDPS (26/10/18); Practical aspects of Legal aid for 
IDPs (Dnipro. ChF “The right for defense”, 14/03/19; 14/06/19); 

▪ Legal support for IDPs, who live in dormitory and communities of Dnipropetrovsk oblast” (NGO 

“League of Ukrainian human right protectors”; 29/03/19); 

▪ IDPs legal protection (in cooperation with Norwegian Council of Refugees, Dnipro, 29/05/18, Legal aid 
for IDPs 23/05/18; Lviv, 23/10/18, Odesa, 20-21/06/18); 

▪ Workshop on practice in ensuring of IDPs` social rights (Kharkiv, 07/11/18;) Webinar on inheritance 
registration, purchase and sales of property in the temporary occupied territories (Kharkiv, 20.07.18; 
training – 08/11/18); 

▪ Regional round table on access to LA of Ukrainian combatants, which are under criminal proceeding 

(Dnipro, 14/08/18); 

▪ Round table Protection of combatants/ military personnel rights (Kharkiv, 21/08/18); 

▪ Round table on cooperation of LA system and Ministry of defense in the interests of military 

personnel rights protection (05/06/18); 

▪ Round table on Justice in the East of Ukraine in the condition of Russian military aggression (Kharkiv, 

11/10/18); 

▪ Improvement of legal awareness of people with disabilities on court protection of their rights and 

interests (workshop for different stakeholders (Kharkiv, 30/03/19) and training for lawyers and LA 

staff (Kharkiv 22/04/19; Sumy 23/04/19; Poltava – 22/05/19) (QALA Project support); 

▪ Round table Eliminating barriers in obtaining identification documents (Kharkiv 26/6/18); 

▪ Panel discussion Lawyers and prosecutors: working together (Kharkiv, 18/05/18); 

▪ Probation in Ukraine: today and in the future (Kharkiv, 27/02/19); 

▪ Best practice in protection from torture and inhuman treatment (Kharkiv 6/12/18; Dnipro, in 

cooperation with NGOs, 12/12/2018); 

▪ Workshop on medical law (UNBA, Kyiv, 16/03/19); 

▪ Medical and pharmaceutical law seminar (Kharkiv, Regional branch of UNBA 05/03/19); 

▪ Medical doctors secrets (Lviv, Regional BAR Council, 06/07/18); 

▪ Legal regulation of land resources management in amalgamated communities (for LA staff and 

local self-government employees; Dnipro, 06/02/19); 

▪ Trainings “Land awareness” for LA system lawyers, local self-government (August, November 2018); 

▪ Mortgage legal issues and practice. Panel discussion (Lviv, 27/02/19); 

▪ Training on transitional law (Dnipro, NGO “Sich”, 15/02/19); 
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▪ Pension as a social standard (Dnipro, 11/04/2018, 6/08/18); 

▪ Panel on changes in legislation on the lawyers activities (the issue of monopoly) (Kharkiv, 23/10/18); 

▪ Judicial reform and the public influence (Lviv, UPLAN, 26/06/18); 

▪ Entering Human rights Convention (Lviv, UNBA, CoE, 30/06/18; 06/10/18); 

▪ Round table on security and safety in the city; cooperation of the community and police (Lviv, EUAM, 
17/07/18; 04/09/18) ;  

▪ Lye Polygraph Detection in lawyers activities (Lviv, 18/07/18);  

▪ Peculiarities of Association with limited liability registration (Lviv, 11/09/18); 

▪ Protection of intellectual rights of bloggers (Lviv, 1/10/18); 

▪ Panel discussion of state registration litigation (Lviv, 10/10/18);  

▪ Presentation of Guidance for integrators on legal awareness events (Lviv, 25/10/18);  

▪ Training Lawyer –Client (Odesa, Regional UNBA Council, 14/09/18); discussion of Ethics in Lawyers 
practice (Odesa, 04/10/18); 

▪ Effective professional communication. Prevention of conflicts and stress tolerance (Dnipro, 16-
17/04/18; Deutsche Gesellschaftfür Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ); 

▪ Public speeches. Be prepared (Dnipro, GIZ, 11-12/03/19); 

▪ Social media marketing (for integrators and communicators) (Dnipro, 5-6/11/18); 

▪ HRM training for FSLACs directors (Dnipro 09-10/07/18); 

▪ Leadership and team management (for judges and CCLAP representatives, Association of judicial 

self-government in Ukraine; Kyiv, 01/03/2019); 

▪ Workshop Emotional burnout in the profession of lawyers (Odessa, 28.02.2019), etc.  
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2.3. Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision 

As of January 2016, the CCLAP had 53 staff members, including 4 top managers (director of the CCLAP and 

three deputy directors). As of June 2019 the CCLAP has 88 staff members72, including 4 top managers 

(director of the CCLAP and four deputy directors). 

In 2013−2014, none of the CCLAP staff were involved in special LA training. On the other hand, the CCLAP 

management had an opportunity to attend, as observers, some trainings held by the CCLAP for lawyer 

trainers and other members of the system staff. 

In 2015, with the support from the Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project, training was held on 

strategic planning and team building, Building the Strategic Capacity of the FSLA System (30−31 January), with 

all members of the CCLAP staff attending.  

During this training for the CCLAP, the work began on defining the values of the LA system and the vision of 

its mission and development. The same issues were also discussed during the trainings for other professional 

communities within the system, such as managers of regional centers, communications specialists, etc. The 

work was completed in 2016, and the definitions of the values, mission, and vision were included in the report 

on Establishment and Development of the Free Legal Aid System: 2011−2015 and available on the web-site. 

On 29–31 July, 2016, another in a series of trainings for the team of the Coordination Center for Legal Aid 

Provision on strengthening the strategic capacity and developing public communication skills took place (also 

made possible with the support from the Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project). Heads of all 

structural units participated in the training. During a three-day session, the participants together analyzed 

how the LA system operates, discussed the opportunities and risks involved in further development of the 

system, priority objectives, new approaches, and challenges in connection with the improved access to LA 

thanks to the launch of legal aid bureaus in the fall of 2017. A number of training sessions were dedicated to 

internal communication and communication during change, including the importance of participation of both 

the system staff and partners. The third day of the training was dedicated to improving public communication 

skills, particularly public speaking and working with mass media. 

To facilitate the selection of bureau managers, a training was held on 22 June, 2017, with the support from 

the QALA Project, on structured interview techniques using behavioral questions, which 27 staff members of 

the Coordination Center attended. The CCLAP staff members not only sat on the selection commissions but 

also provided guidance sessions for members of regional commissions. 

A workshop for the CCLAP on strategic planning was also held on January 26, 2018 (with the support of QALA 

Project); ULAF and IRF supported two more sessions on planning in February of 2018. 

CCLAP employees participates in all strategic sessions, held for all managerial staff of LA system (in 2015, 

2016, 2018) as well as other events for LA system employees on different topics, such as workshop on RBM 

and KPI, design thinking, soft skills trainings, ToTs, etc (organized within the support of QALA Project).  

With the support of QALA Project two trainings on gender issues were conducted on April 19 and July 11, 

2018 to promote gender awareness of CCLAP employees and addressing key gender mainstreaming 

                                                           
72 For information about the organizational structure of the CCLAP as of June, 2019, see Chapter 1.3.1. 
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concepts. The draft of the Gender Strategy for LA system and the future steps needed to enable its 

implementation were discussed during the event.  

There were several workshop meetings on RBM and KPI, held by QALA Project for CCLAP in 2016 and 2018. 

Within the QALA Project support the training on Leading Changes (April 2019) and training on Human 

Resources Management (July 2019) were held for CCLAP managerial staff; HR people and Legal Clubs 

PRAVOKATOR employees took part in training on learning needs assessment (May, 2019). 

The number of events were targeted on Interregional information and resource platforms (Legal Club 

PRAVOKATOR) development. (Pls. see section Joint Activities).  

 

Study visits and other knowledge sharing activities 

In November 2015, head of the legal analysis and legal drafting department of the Coordination Center 

attended the training on Corruption Prevention in Ukraine. Developing and Implementing Anticorruption 

Programs for Government Organizations (Warsaw)73. The training was arranged by the National School of Civil 

Service with the financial support from the Polish Development Assistance Program. 

Additionally, in August 2014, the director of the CCLAP, the deputy director, and the head of the department 

took part in a 3-week study visit to the U.S.A. to learn about the way the American legal aid system operates. 

The visit was arranged and funded by the Office of Overseas Prosecutorial Development, Assistance, and 

Training (OPDAT) of the U.S. Department of Justice. The visit program covered the topics such as budget 

planning, developing quality standards, the work of public defenders at the national, state, and county level, 

etc.  

Following the visit to the U.S. in August 2014, the director of the CCLAP also took part in a one-week mission 

to Ottawa, Canada, arranged by the QALA Project. The mission involved meetings with a number of Canadian 

professionals in the area of free legal aid to consider the options for further cooperation in the area of legal 

aid within the framework of the QALA Project. The program of the mission to Canada included visits to the 

Legal Aid Division of the Department of Justice, the Legal Aid Ontario organization, meetings with duty 

counsels at the Ottawa Courthouse, and visits to the County of Carleton Law Association, and the Canadian 

Bar Association. During the meetings, they discussed Canada’s best practices in quality assurance, the 

benefits of technology for effective management and provision of services, as well as the need and desire to 

continuously invest in the professional development of legal aid providers. 

In June 2015, the deputy director of the CCLAP along with lawyer trainers that provide FSLA services took 

part in a study visit to Strasbourg, France, focusing on the European Convention on Human Rights, and the 

operating principles of the European Court and other Council of Europe agencies. The visit was arranged 

within the framework of the Council of Europe project Support of the Criminal Justice Reform in Ukraine, 

implemented with the financial support from the Government of Denmark. 

                                                           
73 The training participants represented various government agencies (the Ministry of Justice, the Ministry of Defense, the Office 

of the Prosecutor General, the National Civil Service, etc.), the Presidential Administration, the National Security and Defense 
Council, the National Academy of Public Administration under the President of Ukraine, the National Academy of the Interior, 
the National Academy of Public Prosecutors of Ukraine, Kyiv National University, and others. 
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In July 2015, with the organizational and financial support from the QALA Project, the deputy director of the 

Coordination Center (the CCLAP) and the head of the strategic development division of the CCLAP made a 

study visit to Canada to learn about the approaches to the IT support of management and FSLA service 

provision processes and the use of innovative approaches to the development of the integrated 

information/analytical support system for provision of FSLA services. During the visit, they had meetings with 

staff members of Legal Aid Ontario, particularly the Vice-President of Policy, Research & External Relations, and 

heads of units including Innovation, Special Projects and Program Support, and Business Intelligence.  

On 25−29 January, 2016, with the organizational and financial support from the QALA Project and the 

International Renaissance Foundation, a study visit to the Netherlands took place to learn about the legal aid 

system and the way legal services are provided in the Netherlands. The participants included staff of the 

Coordination Center (the deputy director, and heads of the units for access to legal aid, legal analysis and 

legal drafting, and organizational support), and staff of regional and local legal aid centers. During the visit, 

they had meetings with representatives of the Legal Aid Board, Legal Services Counters, The Roadmap to 

Justice Platform, the Center for International Legal Cooperation, the Citizens Advice Bureau, the law firm 

Schakenraad Advocaten, and the Hague Institute for Innovation of Law (HIIL Innovating Justice). 

On 15 January, 2016, a visit to the Council of Europe headquarters in Strasbourg took place to discuss the 

general state of affairs and certain aspects of cooperation between the Council of Europe and Ukraine’s free 

legal aid system. The talks were arranged within the framework of the Council of Europe project Support of 

the Criminal Justice Reform in Ukraine, implemented with the financial support from the Government of 

Denmark. 

From 27 February to 4 March, 2016, a visit to Canada took place with a view to strengthening the Canadian-

Ukrainian dialogue on the rule of law, particularly with regard to access to justice and legal aid, and providing 

members of the Ukrainian delegation a more in-depth and practical look into Canada’s approach to provision 

of legal aid, and different ways and means of involving non-governmental organizations and civil society 

groups in supporting the legal aid system in Canada. The Ukrainian delegation, headed by Minister of Justice 

Pavlo PETRENKO, included the director of the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision Andrii 

VYSHNEVSKYI, head of the Office of the Minister of Justice Vyacheslav VOLOSHYN, and advisor to the 

Minister of Justice Oleksandra ZHURAKHIVSKA. The working visit was arranged within the framework of the 

Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project. 

From 07 to 11 March, 2016, a working visit to Canada took place to establish cooperation with the Canadian 

Bar Association (CBA) and learn about the approaches to management and administration of professional 

bar associations in Canada at the national, regional, and municipal levels. The Ukrainian delegation included 

member of the Ukrainian Bar Association, lawyer Artem STOIANOV, head of the Autonomous Republic of 

Crimea office of the NGO Ukrainian National Association of Lawyers Providing Free Legal Aid, lawyer Iuliia 

LISOVA, and director of the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision Andrii VYSHNEVSKYI.  

From 20 to 23 March, 2016, a visit to the Hague, the Kingdom of the Netherlands, took place during which 

the Hague Convention on Choice of Court Agreements and the Protocol on the Law Applicable to 

Maintenance Obligations were signed. In addition, meetings were held with the Secretary General of the 

Hague Conference on Private International Law and the Minister of Justice and Security of the Kingdom of 

the Netherlands. The visit was made by the delegation of the Ministry of Justice headed by Minister of Justice 

Pavlo PETRENKO. The Ukrainian delegation included First Deputy Minister of Justice Nataliia 

SEVOSTYANOVA, head of the Office of the Minister of Justice Vyacheslav VOLOSHYN, and director of the 

Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision Andrii VYSHNEVSKYI. 
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From 11 to 15 July, 2016, a study visit to Canada took place with a view to learning about the best practices in 

effective communication and building partnerships for provision of services to communities. The participants 

included the head of the division for communications and access to public information, the deputy head of 

the division for coordination of the free legal aid system of the Coordination Center, communications 

specialists from Zhytomyr Oblast, and one integrator from Sumy Oblast74. During the visit, a number of 

working meetings were held with representatives of governmental and non-governmental organizations 

overseeing provision of legal and social services funded from the federal and provincial budgets, and experts 

at consulting organizations providing strategic communications services to the government and non-

governmental organizations. Some of the key issues discussed during the visit were strategic 

communications planning and initiatives for improving public relations and public participation. 

Within the QALA project also: 

▪ Minister of Justice of Ukraine and CCLAP Director visited Canada to learn about LA governance models 

in July 2018 

▪ Study tour to Canada for LA employees to learn about innovations in the legal field in March 2019  

▪ CCLAP delegation visited Legal Services Society (LSS, British Columbia, Canada) in July 2-5, 2019 to 

get in-depth, hands-on learning of the Canadian holistic approach to legal aid information systems 

development and integrating data analysis into evidence-based decision-making, to explore the best 

Canadian practices in conducting evaluations and surveys to collect legal aid data to inform policy 

development and service provision; and to discuss the use of technology in legal aid provision and 

access to justice. 

LA employees participated in study tour on Practice of community justice centers to the US (March 30 – April 

11, 2019, USAID, Open World Leadership Center).  

  
CCLAP, LA system employees, as well as UNBA and NGO representatives participated in study tour on 

quality assurance in LA of England and Wales, on peer review in Scotland (May, 2019) (organized within the 

Council of Europe Project Further support to criminal justice reform in Ukraine).  

CCLAP representatives participated in other study tours together with LA centers’ employees. 

In addition, during 2012−2014, the CCLAP management took part in several international events, including the 

following: the round table held by the Legal Aid Reformers Network (LARN; Tbilisi, Georgia, 14−15 May, 2013), 

attended by politicians, managers of services administering legal aid systems, lawyers, and representatives 

of international non-governmental organizations from Georgia, Moldova, Lithuania, Bulgaria, and Ukraine; 

the round table in Kyrgyzstan and the regional seminar on ensuring access to justice in Moldova (April 2014); 

the working meeting on Ensuring Access to Justice and Human Rights Protection at the Pretrial Stage: the 

Presentation of the Early Access to Legal Aid Handbook by the UN Office on Drugs and Crime / UN 

Development Program (Vienna, Austria, 12 May, 2014); and the International Conference on Access to Legal 

Aid in Criminal Justice Systems (Johannesburg, South Africa, June 2014).  

In 2015, the Coordination Center management also took part in a number of international activities, including 

the following: the 13th UN Congress on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice which prepared a draft Congress 

Declaration including amendments regarding the free legal aid system (Doha, Qatar, April 2015)75; the three-

                                                           
74 The deputy head of the organizational, legal, and informational support department of the Zhytomyr Oblast regional FSLA 

center and the head of the department for cooperation with free primary legal aid providers of the Sumy local center. 
75 The visit took place with the support from the International Renaissance Foundation and the Bureau of International Narcotics 

and Law Enforcement Affairs (INL) of the U.S. Embassy to Ukraine. 
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day expert group meeting on the draft model law on legal aid in criminal justice systems arranged by the UN 

Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC, Vienna, Austria, June 2015); the three-day working meeting on the main 

principles of the legal empowerment system arranged by the Open Society Foundations – New York (OSF) 

during which the participants discussed the development, institutionalization, and implementation of 

policies addressing the legal needs of the most vulnerable (poor and marginalized) population groups by 

improving their access to legal aid, and consequently, access to justice (Istanbul, the Republic of Turkey, 

November 2015); the Kazakhstan Lawyers Forum on Ensuring the Rule of Law. The Balance between the 

Prosecution and the Defense, 100 Steps National Plan (Almaty, November 2015). Also, in June 2015, the deputy 

head of the department for LA quality assurance and professional development of lawyers of the CCLAP 

attended the international conference on Strengthening the Capacity of Lawyers and Human Rights Defenders 

for the Application of the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms and the European 

Social Charter (Revised) in Strasbourg, France. 

In 2016, the Coordination Center management also took part in a number of international activities, including 

the following:  

▪ Seminar on Legal Empowerment Leadership (Budapest, Hungary, 11−14/10/2016) during which the 

participants discussed, among other issues, legal empowerment, ways to differentiate funding of 

activities intended to strengthen the legal capacity of communities, and methods of carrying out 

advocacy and legal awareness raising activities. (The event was arranged by the School of Public 

Policy at Central European University in cooperation with the Open Society Foundations. The visit 

was made possible by the financial support from the International Renaissance Foundation); 

▪ International conference on Strengthening Managerial Accounting. Can Financial Management and 

Control Be a Driving Force for Change? (the Hague, the Kingdom of the Netherlands, 10/06/2016). 

During the conference, the participants discussed country experiences and conditions and factors in 

implementing pilot projects in financial management that strengthen managerial capacity and 

accountability; 

▪ International conference on Future Directions on Access to Justice: Scaling Access to Leave No One 

Behind arranged by the Open Society Justice Initiative program of the Open Society Foundations 

(Ottawa, Canada, 15−16/06/2016). During the conference, the participants discussed expansion and 

institutionalization of access to justice, funding of legal services, and methodologies for assessing 

legal needs, costs, and effectiveness of different strategies for expansion of systems for provision of 

legal services; 

▪ Meeting on National Consultations on Strengthening and Expansion of Free Legal Aid Services through 

Regional Regulations and Budgets (Jakarta, Indonesia, 25−26/08/2016). The meeting was arranged by 

the Agency of National Law Development of the Republic of Indonesia, Tifa Foundation, and the 

Open Society Justice Initiative (OSJI); 

▪ Ministerial panel discussion of country experiences in ensuring access to justice and legal 

empowerment policies (18/09/2016) and expert dialogue on international practices and country 

initiatives for ensuring access to justice and legal empowerment (New York, U.S.A., 19/09/2016) 

during the reception for the first anniversary of the UN Sustainable Development Summit on 

Achieving the Sustainable Development Goals for Balanced Growth: Ensuring Access to Justice for All, 

arranged jointly by the Open Society Foundations and the Organization for Economic Cooperation 

and Development; 

▪ Meeting on Understanding Effective Access to Justice, arranged by the Organization for Economic 

Cooperation and Development and the Open Society Justice Initiative (Paris, France, 3−5/11/2016); 

▪ Second International Conference on Access to Legal Aid in Criminal Justice Systems arranged by the 

Government of the Argentine Republic, the Office of the Federal Public Defender of Argentina, the 

International Legal Foundation, the United Nations Development Program, and the UN Office on 

Drugs and Crime (Buenos-Aires, Argentine Republic, 15–17/11/2016). The main focus of the Conference 
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was on effective strategies for meeting the needs of low-income persons in free legal aid in criminal 

proceedings, and highlighting the key provisions of the UN Principles and Guidelines on Access to 

Free Legal Aid in Criminal Justice Systems, with special emphasis on developing practical and 

achievable solutions.  

▪ 7th Annual Innovating Justice Forum during which international level law and justice innovations were 

presented (the Hague, the Kingdom of the Netherlands, 02/12/2016). The visit was made possible by 

the support from the Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project. 

CCLAP employees participated in many other international events in 2017-2019. 

For example, CCLAP director participated in: 

● Conference “Strengthening Access to Justice and Tracking Progress with National Civil Justice 

Policy and Measurement Frameworks” (New York, September 2018) 

●  international conference "Access to Legal Aid in Criminal Justice Systems" (Tbilisi, Georgia, 

November 2018); 

● International Legal Aid Group (ILAG) Conference (Ottawa, Canada, June 20019). 
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2.4. Regional and Local FSLA Centers  

 

Staffing in LA 

As of June 2019, the network of RCs comprised 23 centers with a total of 467 staff; network of LC − 84 local 

centers with a total of 1925 employees. All together, there are 2392 employees in LA regional and local 

centers. 

During the selection process in 2015, an open competition mechanism based on multi-phase selection of 

applicants was successfully tested, which also involved semi-structured interview techniques using 

behavioral questions: all applicants for vacant positions were asked the same questions in the same order to 

assess certain competences which also ensured a level playing field for all applicants. 

With the methodological support from the Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project, an interview 

toolkit was developed for the competition in 2015 which included defining and describing the key 

competences required for staff in relevant positions (LC directors, ‘integrators’ and ‘communications 

specialists,’ as well as heads of frontline client service units at LCs*76 and heads of organizational, legal, and 

informational support units at RCs*). Accordingly, interview questions were developed for assessing such 

competences. The interview methodology and toolkit were discussed with the participants of the open 

public platform for the development of Ukraine’s free legal aid system. The staff of the CCLAP and RCs and 

members of the Public Platform who were involved in the selection process received necessary advice on 

using interview techniques. 

The CCLAP held open competitions for filling the following vacancies: 

▪ Directors of 100 local centers; 

▪ ‘integrators’ (heads of LC units for cooperation with FPLA providers); 

▪ Deputy heads of organizational, legal, and informational support units (‘communications specialists’) 

at RCs; 

▪ Directors of legal aid bureaus. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
76 Applicants for positions marked with an asterisk (*) were selected by directors of RCs or LCs. The interview questions were 

prepared by the CCLAP in cooperation with the QALA Project based on the competences required for the contested positions, 
and recommended for use by directors.  
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Picture 27. The FSLA system’s vacancies and announcements website 

The CCLAP used the same methodology when selecting a 

chief specialist at the information department at the 

CCLAP. 

To facilitate the selection process, a website was 

launched at http://legalaid-jobs.in.ua/ including 

information about the selection, vacancies, and relevant 

requirements for applicants. 

 

 

The competitive selection of applicants for the positions of LC directors was the first attempt at holding a 

multiphase selection of candidates for vacant positions and conducting semi-structured interviews using 

behavioral questions. It was made possible by the organizational and methodological support from the 

Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project whose experts developed the selection procedure, online 

application form, interview questions, and guidelines for members of the selection commission etc. All the 

documents were discussed with members of the open public platform for the development of Ukraine’s free 

legal aid system and approved by the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision. The members of the 

selection commission included the CCLAP staff, directors of RCs, and chairman and members of the Public 

Platform, including representatives of the QALA Project, the IMF, the ULAF, the UHHRU, and the ABA ROLI. 

The main phases of the selection of applicants for the positions of LC directors included the following: 

▪ Submission of applications for the selection: 470 applications were submitted; 

▪ Review of applications, selection of candidates based on the formal criteria specified in the vacancy 

announcement (122 applicants (26 percent) were rejected as their submitted information did not 

meet the formal requirements specified in the vacancy announcement, including lack of work 

experience in managerial positions or required qualifications) and inviting candidates to an interview; 

▪ Interviews with the selection commission: 348 applicants were invited to an interview, of which 253 

applicants (or 72 percent of all invitees) came to Kyiv for an interview. The selection commission was 

evaluating the following competences: flexibility and innovativeness, human resource and teamwork 

management, focus on performance, effective communication, equal treatment of people, and 

integrity. 

Since none of the candidates were recommended by the selection commission for the director positions at 

some local centers based on the results of the open competition, an additional contest was held during which 

the same structured interview technique was used. 
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Based on the results of the open competition, the commission recommended 179 applicants (38 percent of 

the total number of applicants), including for appointment to other positions. Based on the commission’s 

recommendations, 69 candidates were appointed directors of local centers77. 

Competitive selection for vacant positions of integrators and communications specialists, as well as bureau 

directors, was also conducted using a similar method. The same amount of attention was paid to the 

preparation of the selection process, i.e. the competences required for the positions were defined and 

described, the questions for semi-structured interviews were prepared, member of selection commissions 

were trained etc. The difference was in how interviews were conducted, i.e. in person or via Skype. 

 

Table 10. Competitive selection for vacant positions in 2015−2016 

Positions 
contested through 
an open 
competition 
process  

Directors of 
local FSLA 

centers 

Heads of LC units for 
cooperation with FPLA 

providers  
(‘integrators’) 

‘Communication
s specialists’78 

Directors of legal aid 
bureaus 

Methodological 
support 

QALA Project QALA Project QALA Project QALA Project 

Organizational 
support 

QALA Project ULAF ULAF, QALA 
Project 

QALA Project 

Timeframe March − April 
201579 

June 2015 November − 
December 2015 

June − July 2016 

Number of 
applications 
received 

470 265 131 4,129 

Place and method 
for conducting 
interviews  

Kyiv, face-to-
face interviews; 

Skype 
interviews 

during 
additional 
selection 

In regions, face-to-face 
interviews 

Skype interviews In regions, face-to-
face interviews 

Members of 
selection 
commissions 

CCLAP staff, RC 
directors, 
chairman and 
members of the 
Public Platform 
(representatives 
of QALA Project, 
IMF, ULAF, 
UHHRU, ABA 
ROLI, and 
others) 

CCLAP staff, RC and LC 
directors, chairman and 
members of the Public 
Platform 
(representatives of 
ULAF, IMF, QALA 
Project), 
representatives of the 
NGO Ukrainian National 
Association of Lawyers 
Providing LA Services 

CCLAP staff, RC 
directors, 
chairman and 
members of the 
Public Platform 
(representatives 
of QALA Project, 
ULAF) 

24 regional selection 
commissions were ⅔ 
made up of 
representatives of 
non-governmental 
organizations, as well 
as CCLAP staff and RC 
and LC directors  

Number of 
interviews 
conducted by 
commissions 

253 19480 47+30 201881  

                                                           
77 http://www.legalaid.gov.ua/ua/holovna/traven-2015/promizhnyi-analitychnyi-zvit-shchodo-konkursu-pretendentiv-na-posady-

dyrektoriv-mistsevykh-tsentriv; http://www.legalaid.gov.ua/ua/holovna/cherven-2015/za-rezultatamy-vidkrytoho-konkursu-
vzhe-pryznacheno-maizhe-2-3-dyrektoriv-mistsevykh-tsentriv-z-nadannia-bvpd 

78 Deputy heads of organizational, legal, and informational support units at RCs. 
79 The selection process took place from 13 March to 30 April, 2015, and interviews took place from 20–29/04/2015. 
80 233 applicants were selected for an interview, of which 39 later declined an interview  
81 4,200 candidates applied for 850 positions; in some regions, there 40 candidates for one positions, in others, there were 

from 2 to 5. 
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Number of 
candidates 
recommended by 
commissions 

179 148 (including 
76 recommended for 
the contested positions 
and 72 recommended 
for other positions)  

28 (in 10 oblasts, 
including 

recommendatio
ns for other 
positions) 

915 recommended for 
bureau 

directors/deputy 
directors and 483 
recommended for 
other positions, if 

needed82 

Number of persons 
appointed based 
on the results of 
the selection 
process  

69 49 In 2015:  
8 recommended 
for deputy head 

positions;  
2 recommended 

for other 
positions; 

followed by 
another 17 later 

109 recommended for 
bureau directors, 

277 recommended for 
bureau deputy 

directors, 
208 recommended 

for chief specialists83, 
allowing 402 bureaus 
to launch operations 
starting on 1/09/2016  

In 2016, the selection of ‘communications specialists’ and directors of local centers continued, using the 
developed and tested method. ‘Communications specialists’ were selected for both positions that had not 
previously existed and positions vacated during 2016. Overall, apart from the staff selected through the 
competition process and staff appointed to fill in the vacant positions at RCs, another 30 interviews were 
additionally conducted and 17 RC staff members were selected. As of the end of 2016, 20 such staff members 
were employed by 19 RCs. The selection of communications specialists in other regions continued throughout 
2017. 

Much effort went into the selection of directors of legal aid bureaus (structural units of LCs). The same 
method involving a clear description of the required competences and behavioral interview questions was 
used. On the other hand, what made the selection process special was that it also involved completing a 
distance learning course on the free legal aid system as one of its phases. Completing the course would walk 
the participants through the system. No assessment was involved, but in itself, completing the course was 
important, and only those who had completed it would be eligible for the following stages of the selection 
process.  

To facilitate the selection, training was arranged for the Coordination Center staff (22 June, 2016) delivering 
guidance sessions on the application of the selection methodology for members of regional commissions. 
The competitive selection methodology was also discussed during a working meeting with directors of 
regional free secondary legal aid centers on managing the work of commissions selecting candidates for 
directors of legal aid bureaus (23 June, 2016). Both events were made possible by the support from the 
Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
82 The lists of all recommended candidates were published on the Coordination Center’s website. 
83 As of September 2016. 
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Diagram 28. Selection of candidates for bureau directors at each phase of the process 

 

Number of applicants by competition stages 

 

 

 

 

As far as age, gender, education, and work experience of the candidates recommended for the positions at 

bureaus are concerned, 54 percent of candidates were women; 41 percent of all the candidates 

recommended for the vacant positions were under the age of 30. 84 percent had a higher than a bachelor’s 

degree in Law, and 46 percent of applicants had experience in organization building from the ground up. 

16 percent of applicants had experience working in local self-government agencies, 24 percent had 

experience working in non-governmental organizations (volunteer and action groups) providing legal aid, 

and 13 had experience working in organizations providing social services; 44 had experience working in local 

state administrations (territorial offices of central executive agencies or local self-government agencies or 

institutions funded from the national or local), and 40 had experience working in territorial justice agencies. 

In 2017 the new procedure of CCLAP director appointment was also developed, using the previous CCLAP 

and QALA project experience of open competence based competition84.  

So far, professional capacity building activities have been held for staff of FSLA centers such as directors of 

regional and local FSLA centers, including for the whole managerial staff together, quality managers, heads 

of LC units for cooperation with FPLA providers (integrators), heads of frontline client service unit 

(‘frontliners’) and legal representation unit at local centers and units for supervising provision of free 

secondary legal aid at RCs, and staff of contracts, finance, and accounting units at RCs. 

                                                           
84 The new regulation On the competition procedure for the position of the CCLAP Director is approved by the Order of the 
Ministry of Justice dated 06.09.2017 № 2823/5 - http://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/z1101-17 
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Currently, one or two activities for center staff are planned each year for every professional community, and 

more activities are held for the system’s management, in view of the dynamic development of the free 

secondary legal aid system. 

 

Directors of FSLA centers 

Directors of regional FSLA centers85 were the first and only target audience of the training of all of the FSLA 

center staff in 2012–2013. The first training activity (a three-day orientation training/seminar) for newly 

appointed directors of FSLA centers was held in November 2012 with the support from the IMF Rule of Law 

Program. The seminar included team-building sessions (delivered by the Nordic Training Group); a discussion 

of organizational and legal issues in relation to the establishment and operations of FSLA centers; financial 

aspects of payment of lawyers’ fees; the procedures for reporting cases of detention to FSLA centers, etc. 

The participants included representatives of the Ministry of Justice, the CCLAP, FSLA centers, as well as the 

Main Investigation Directorate, the IMF, and the BCU (UNBA). 

The next training/seminar for directors of regional FSLA centers was held in December 2012 (with the support 

from the IMF) and was focusing on operational and organizational issues, as well as international best 

practice exchange with regard to FSLA centers. The Los Angeles Public Defender office and heads of LA 

services from Georgia and Lithuania spoke at the event. The following issues were discussed: establishing an 

institution for provision of FSLA services in criminal cases, its missions and tasks; cooperation with law 

enforcement agencies, courts, and other actors in the criminal justice system; cooperation between central 

and local agencies in the system; motivating lawyers working for such institutions; ensuring the quality of 

legal aid, its monitoring and assessment; and checking clients for eligibility for legal aid. In addition, Michele 

LEERING, executive director of the Community Advocacy & Legal Center in Ontario, Canada, talked about the 

role of information/analytical systems in supporting provision of LA. 

In June 2013, the CCLAP in cooperation with the Ukrainian Legal Aid Foundation (ULAF), within the 

framework of the Access to Justice through Free Legal Aid and High Quality Standards of Human Rights 

Protection in Ukraine project funded by the European Union, held a two-day seminar for directors of FSLA 

centers on State-Guaranteed Protection: Practice Analysis and Further Development in Bakhchysarai, the 

Autonomous Republic of Crimea. 

Following the seminar, in 2013, a Facebook group was created that brought together directors and deputy 

directors of FSLA centers, as well as the director and deputy directors of the CCLAP, allowing them to 

regularly share information and experiences, discuss current issues of the system development, and 

coordinate their efforts to implement the policy on the LA system.  

During the next eighteen months (July 2013 – December 2014), the CCLAP held another three 

seminars/meetings for RC directors to discuss operational issues in the work of centers and further 

development of the free legal aid system.  

In October 2013, the Ukrainian Legal Aid Foundation with the support from the European Commission held a 

training for directors of regional FSLA centers on Mass Media Relations. 

                                                           
85 72 percent of RC directors are over 50 years of age (particularly, 52 percent are ages 50–59), 16 percent are ages 40–-49, and 

12 percent are ages 30–39; 44 percent of RC directors are women. 
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14 RC directors also participated in a working team meeting of ‘quality managers’ – heads of quality assurance 

units of oblast and city-level free secondary legal aid centers (22–25 October, 2014) during which they 

discussed the lessons learnt and the prospects of development of the quality management system. 

On 11–12 February, 2015, with the support from the Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project, a 

seminar/training was held for directors on the strategy and development of managerial capacity of the FSLA 

system during which they particularly discussed the challenges and opportunities for further development 

of the system86.  

On 20–21 June, 2015, before the launch of FSLA centers, a seminar was held for the management of the LA 

system. More than 150 participants attended the seminar, including directors of regional FSLA centers, 

directors and acting directors of local FSLA centers87, and managers and team members of the CCLAP. The 

event was made possible by the support from the QALA Project and the IMF. 

During the event, the participants discussed cooperation between local centers and other stakeholders, 

effective communication both within the system and in integrating secondary and primary legal aid, the 

gateway approach to working with clients, and activities to improve access to the services provided by 

centers. Additionally, the participants discussed the distribution of functions between regional and local 

centers in relation to working with lawyers, and staff and financial management, particularly the principles 

of internal audits. 

On the next day after the seminar (22 June, 15), representatives of all levels of management of the free legal aid 
system took part in the expanded meeting of the Board of the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine with the participation 
of the Prime Minister of Ukraine. During the meeting, the participants discussed the establishment of local free 
secondary legal aid centers. 

On 10–12 December, 2015, a working meeting of the management of the free secondary legal aid system took 

place (with the support from the Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project and the International 

Renaissance Foundation) during which the participants discussed various aspects and prospects of the 

system’s operation. The meeting involved both presentations of the best practices and group work 

moderated by directors of RCs and LCs. Particularly, the participants discussed the priority objectives of the 

FSLA system for 2016 and the trends in further development, as well as various aspects of operations of local 

centers, including efforts made to ensure access to FSLA, integration of primary and secondary legal aid at 

the territorial community level, functional cooperation between local centers and regional FSLA centers, 

capacity and resource base building at LCs, and performance assessment of local centers. The participants 

included the CCLAP staff, 25 RC directors, 87 LC directors, and representatives of the Project. 

The following events were made possible with the support of the Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine 

Project: 

▪ June 23, 2016 – a working meeting with directors of regional free secondary legal aid centers to discuss 

the organization of the work of commissions selecting candidates for directors of legal aid bureaus; 

▪ September 14, 2016, – a working meeting of the management of the Coordination Center for Legal Aid 

Provision and regional free secondary legal aid centers to discuss the budget planning; 

▪ December 6-8, 2016, – an annual strategic planning session of the management of the free legal aid 

system. Overall, 123 participants attended the event, including directors of all regional and local centers, 

                                                           
86 http://www.legalaid.gov.ua/ua/holovna/liutyi-2015/tsentry-bvpd-posyliuiut-svii-potentsial-ta-zaproshuiut-rady-advokativ-

rehioniv-do-pohlyblennia-spivpratsi 

87 74 percent of LC directors were ages 30–49 (including 38 percent that were ages 30–39), and 21 percent were over 50 years 
of age; 39 percent of LC directors were women. 
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and the Coordination Center staff. During the event, the participants analyzed the performance and 

challenges for the system, including with regard to access to FSLA, and integration of primary and 

secondary legal aid at the territorial community level, which was made possible not only by cooperating 

with other non-governmental organizations and service providers but also establishing legal aid bureaus. 

They also discussed the ways to improve cooperation between local and regional centers, and develop 

the system’s institutional capacity. After the presentation by the director of the Coordination Center of 

the vision of the system’s development and its key priority objectives for 2017, the participants worked 

in groups to analyze necessary changes, options, risks, and priority steps and actions towards urgent 

goals 88; 

▪ July 5–6, 2018 - training on public communication and dealing with media.  

 

In November 2015, two representatives of RCs (together with two lawyer trainers providing FSLA) took part 

in a visit to the U.S.A. during which they learnt about the special features of provision of free legal aid in the 

U.S.A. The visit was arranged by the U.S. Embassy within the framework of the Open World program funded 

by the U.S. Congress. 

‘Quality managers’ 

The positions of quality managers89 were first introduced at regional FSLA centers in 2014. The position is one 

of a kind not only for the LA system but all Ukrainian government institutions in general. The main task of 

quality managers is to monitor the services provided by FSLA lawyers for compliance with the quality 

standards. As of early 2016, there were 24 quality managers working within the system. 54 percent of quality 

managers were women. The majority (54 percent) of quality managers were ages 31–40, 21 percent were 

ages 41 to 50 , 16 percent were under 30, and 1 percent were over 50.  

The events listed below contributed to the development of the professional capacity of quality managers: 

▪ the inaugural seminar/training for 25 quality managers (7–10 June, 2014, in cooperation with the IMF 
and the ULAF) to discuss the shared vision of implementation of the quality standards and activity 
planning for 2014, develop the compliance monitoring toolkit, etc. The seminar also focused on the 
history of the free legal aid system in Ukraine; the quality standards for free legal aid in criminal 
proceedings; quality monitoring methods; and relationships between quality managers and lawyers 
and their roles / functions within FSLA centers. From June to August 2014, quality managers were 
delivering presentations of quality standards for all lawyers providing FSLA across Ukraine. 

▪ Shortly after the inaugural seminar, a Facebook group called LAQMus was created90 which is now 
used extensively by quality managers to share experiences and discuss current issues of quality 
management (QM). 

                                                           
88 For more details, see http://qala.org.ua/uk/novini/za-pidtrimki-proektu-vidbulasya-robocha-zustrich-kerivnogo-skladu-sistemi-
bpd/ 
89 The official title of the position is ‘head of the department for quality assurance of legal aid and professional development of 
lawyers.’ 
90 LAQMus is the name of a Facebook group which stands for Legal Aid Quality Managers. The group was created by the CCLAP 

as an information exchange mechanism for quality managers. 
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▪ A meeting of the working group of heads of quality assurance units at regional free secondary legal aid 
centers91 (22–25/10/2014, Chyhyryn), with 22 quality managers participating92. During the event, the 
participants discussed the first months performance of the quality management (QM) system, the 
effectiveness of QM instruments such as court observations, surveying of lawyers, and random 
verification of personal data provided in questionnaires for consistency with actual personal data; 
and interviewing clients, particularly the mechanism for access to clients in custody for interviewing, 
and standardization of client interviews. They also discussed the draft orders of the CCLAP on QM 
instruments, changes in lawyers’ fees, reporting requirements established by the Regulation of the 
CMU No. 465 of 17 September, 2014, as well as future tasks of quality managers. The event was made 
possible by the support from the American Bar Association Rule of Law Initiative (ABA ROLI) and the 
International Renaissance Foundation, and arranged in cooperation with the ULAF and the UHHRU. 

▪ A training on New Human Rights Protection Instruments in the Work of Quality Managers (12–13 
October, 2015) arranged with the support from the International Renaissance Foundation, the 
Government of Sweden represented by the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency 
(SIDA), and the UHHRU93. 

▪ A training on Legal Aid to Victims of Domestic Violence held on 14–15 December, 2015 (the Quality and 
Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project with the participation of experts of the NGO Women’s 
Perspective). The training was used as a pilot for determining the need for future training of lawyers.  

▪ 23 quality managers took part in the piloting of the first distance learning course called An 

Introduction to the Free Secondary Legal Aid System, six of whom completed it (September 2015). One 

of the quality managers, together with other FSLA system staff, took part in a study visit to the 

Netherland in January 2016. 

 

‘Integrators’ 

When local FSLA centers were launched on 1 July, 2015, the ‘integrator’ position was introduced (i.e. head of 
the department for cooperation with LA providers at local FSLA centers). The key function of this position is 
to orchestrate communication and cooperation between free legal aid providers within the community.  

Candidates for these positions were selected through an open competition process94. 

No similar position existed previously, therefore it was necessary to work out operating mechanisms and 
develop relevant guidance materials. With that in mind, a meeting of expert groups was held that brought 
together both the system staff, including directors of some local centers, and representatives of non-
governmental organizations, particularly legal information and advice centers. The event took place on 9–

                                                           
91 This event was preceded by a meeting of a ‘working group for quality monitoring’ (established pursuant to the order of the CCLAP 

on 26/06/2015) on 26 September, 2014. Among other things discussed during the meeting, the focus was on the agenda for the 
next working meeting of quality managers including preliminary discussions of the challenges faced in the work and during the 
preparation of the agenda of regional round tables on practice analysis of the monitoring of services provided by FSLA lawyers 
for compliance with the quality standards, held in August – September 2014. Some of the other topics that were discussed 
included the organizational aspects of the work of quality managers, monitoring tools, and analysis of individual cases (the best 
examples of successful defense). The participants included five quality managers, the CCLAP representatives, and two RC 
directors. The meeting was held following the cluster seminars for presentation of the quality standards as part of the planning 
of future activities. 

92 The participants of the meeting/seminar also included the CCLAP staff, RC directors, partners representing international 
organizations and projects, and the ULAF. 

93 http://www.legalaid.gov.ua/ua/holovna/zhovten-2015/u-kyievi-rozpochavsia-seminar-treninh-novi-instrumenty-zakhystu-prav-
liudyny-v-roboti-menedzheriv-z-iakosti 

94 As of early 2016, 73 percent of integrators were women, 61 percent worked as heads of units; the majority of integrators 
(73 percent) were under the age of 40 (40 percent were under the age of 30); 45 percent of integrators had a degree in Law; 
61 percent had been employed at territorial agencies of central executive agencies or local self-government agencies prior to 
being hired by LCs (of which 19 percent had been employed at territorial agencies of the MoJ), 34 percent had experience 
working in law offices; 34 had experience working in NGOs, 25 percent had experience working in organizations and volunteer 
groups providing social services, and 19 percent had experience providing legal aid.  
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10 June, 2015, and was arranged with the financial support from the International Renaissance Foundation 
and the organizational participation by the ULAF. During the event, three expert groups were working in 
parallel and developed a number of recommendations. The Canadian-Ukrainian QALA Project provided its 
methodological support to the group working on reception and redirection of clients (between local FSLA 
centers and FPLA providers), cooperation between structural units to ensure proper information 
management, and analysis of the training needs of integrators. The other groups were working on 
recommendations for planning local advocacy campaigns that would facilitate integration of primary and 
secondary aid at the community level, as well as the framework for reporting on the findings of analysis of 
the situation with regard to the right to FPLA, and discussed forming a database of FPLA providers, a 
mechanism and procedures for receiving feedback from clients who were redirected, etc. The groups’ 
groundwork was later used by centers in their own work.  

To facilitate proper orientation and capacity development of integrators selected through an open 
competition, an inaugural seminar was held with the support from the International Renaissance Foundation 
and the ULAF on 7–9 September, 2015, in Kyiv. During the seminar, the focus was made on human rights 
advocacy, cooperation with local self-government agencies, free primary legal aid providers, and mass media, 
fundraising, and knowledge management. To highlight each topic, independent experts, NGO professionals, 
representatives of organizations providing FPLA, as well as directors of local centers were invited to present 
the best practices implemented in their respected regions. 

On January 12, CCLAP in cooperation with ULAF and IRF conducted the workshop on planning of the 
integrators development for the next 3 years. 

 

“Communications specialists at RCs”  

In 2016, with the support from the Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project, two trainings on 

provision of free secondary legal aid were held for communications specialists at RCs. 

During the training on 30 June – 1 July, 2016, the participants discussed the ‘roles’ of communications 

specialists and expectations for their work, the main principles of effective communication, including special 

approaches to media relations, analyzed barriers to communication, the role of perception, as well as 

preparation of news stories and press releases, preparation for public events, etc. The director of the CCLAP 

took part in the event and presented the vision of the system’s development and core values to the 

participants. Another guest of the event was lawyer and author, host of the radio program “Justice Gene,” 

Larysa Denysenko95. 

The participants of the second training held on 25–26 October, 2016, in addition to communications 

specialists at RCs, included integrators from several local FSLA centers, as well as Michel Amar, the Project’s 

communications advisor from Canada. During the training, the participants discussed the core aspects of 

strategic communications planning, including stakeholder analysis, developing key messages, etc.  

With the support of QALA Project the next training for communicators with engagement of integrators was 

held on April 26-27, 2018 and the workshop for sharing experience in May 21-22, 2019. 

 

Heads of frontline client service units (‘frontliners’) 

Since the launch of local centers, much focus has been put on client reception. The gateway approach and 
other aspects of receptions were discussed during the seminar for the management of the LA system held in 
June 2015. As means of improvement, the Methodological Recommendations on Managing Provision of Free 

                                                           
95 http://www.legalaid.gov.ua/ua/holovna/133-lypen-2016/1783-hovoryty-odnym-holosom-abo-shcho-vazhlyvo-dlia-stratehichnoi-
komunikatsii-u-systemi-bpd 
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Secondary Legal Aid by Local Free Secondary Legal Aid Centers were developed and subsequently approved by 
the Order of the CCLAP No. 160 of 26 June, 2015. 

In September, 2015, the Coordination Center in cooperation with the QALA Project surveyed heads of 
frontline client service units (frontliners) to identify areas of concern and training and development needs. 
94 frontliners took part in the survey, 77.9 percent of whom were women96; the majority (76 percent) of the 
frontliners were under 40 years of age97. According to the survey, 77.4 percent of the heads of units talked 
to clients of LCs constantly and 20.4 percent talked to them often98. Prior to working at LCs, 92 percent of 
the frontliners had worked in jobs that involved receiving and providing advice to individuals99, while 
86 percent had experience communicating with vulnerable persons. 46 percent had previously worked in 
managerial positions. Prior to the training provided by the FSLA system, only 10.9 percent were able to 
participate in trainings or seminars on effective communication, 8.9 percent on customer service, and 4.4 
percent on stress management. 

The findings of the survey had been considered during the development of the training held on 25–27 
September, 2015. A total of 125 participants attended, including frontliners and heads of units for access to 
FSLA at regional centers. During the training, the participants discussed the FSLA system’s values and 
requirements for client reception by local centers, and the ‘gateway approach,’ as well as effective 
communication, teamwork, emotion and stress management, etc. During the first two days of the training, 
the participants were working in four groups in parallel. On the third day, the participants, together with the 
Coordination Center staff, had an opportunity to discuss the current issues and prospects of local centers 
(particularly issues such as cooperation between regional and local FSLA centers to ensure access to FSLA, 
practices and procedures for client reception / customer service in local FSLA centers; verification of eligibility 
for FSLA; practices in registration cards and statistical reporting, using an electronic system for registration 
of clients and their applications for FSLA, etc.). The Cabinet of Ministers Commissioner for Liaison with the 
European Court of Human Rights and the director of strategic matters of the Ukrainian Helsinki Human Rights 
Union also talked to the participants about providing legal aid in matters involving violation of the rights 
guaranteed by the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms in the 
occupied territories of the Autonomous Republic of Crimea and the city of Sevastopol and South-Eastern 
Ukraine, particularly on legal aid in lodging applications against the Russian Federation to the European Court 
of Human Rights. The training was made possible by the methodological support from the Canadian-
Ukrainian project Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine (QALA Project), and the financial support from 
the QALA Project and the International Renaissance Foundation. 

In November 2015 and spring 2016, working meetings of a group of heads of frontline client service units 
(‘frontliners’) at local centers and units for supervising provision of free secondary legal aid at regional centers 
were held in Kyiv with the support from the Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project and the 
International Renaissance Foundation. 

On 24 November, 2015, the meeting took place in the form of a discussion moderated by the QALA Project’s 
expert, as well as small group discussions100. During the event, the participants shared their experiences 
following the training and their best practices, including visits to individuals unable to visit a local center due 

                                                           
96 37.9 percent were under 40 years of age, 24.2 percent were ages 26–30, 18.9 percent were ages 41–50, 13.7 percent were under 

25, and 5.3 percent were over 61. 
97 Particularly, 37.9 percent were ages 31–40, 24.2 were ages 26–30, 18.9 percent were ages 41–50, 13.7 percent were under 25, 

and 5.3 percent were over 61. 
98 17 percent of respondents rated their stress levels at work as high, 25 percent – above average, 33 percent – medium 

(14 percent – insignificant, and 11 percent – minor). According to 20 percent of the staff surveyed, for the most effective 
reception and redirection of clients, they needed more information about FPLA providers, 13.7 percent – about pro bono 
secondary legal aid providers, and 15.8 percent – about providers of social and other services.  
99 45.5 percent had worked at the MoJ or its territorial agencies; 21 percent had worked at central executive agencies or their 

territorial agencies; 17 percent had worked at law enforcement agencies or public prosecutor’s offices; 38 had worked at local 

state administrations, local self-government agencies, or institutions funded from the national or local budgets, and 15.5 had 

worked at non-governmental organizations or volunteer and initiative groups providing legal aid. 
100 http://www.legalaid.gov.ua/ua/holovna/lystopad-2015/shliakhy-pidvyshchennia-iakosti-obsluhovuvannia-kliientiv-

rehionalnykh-ta-mistsevykh-tsentriv-z-nadannia-bvpd-obhovoryly-u-kyievi 
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to health or other legitimate reasons. The participants also discussed the challenges, priorities, and possible 
options for addressing the current issues in relation to access to legal aid, particularly the main objectives of 
knowledge sharing and developing the instruments for a future working group to ensure access to LA.  

During the second working group meeting on 31 March – 1 April, 2016, the participants discussed the possibility 
of developing a handbook for frontliners and the key points that should be highlighted in such a handbook. 
Following the meeting, the members of the working group began work on the handbook. From that time, 
several meetings of the working group took place to develop the Handbook. In 2019 the Handbook was 
updated and finalized. It is available on the web-site.  

In January 2016, staff of RCs and LCs took part in a study visit to the Netherlands to learn about the legal aid 
system and the way legal services are provided in the Netherlands. The visit was made possible by the 
organizational and financial support from the QALA Project and the International Renaissance Foundation. 
The participants included staff of the Coordination Center, the director of the Zaporizhzhia Oblast RC, the 
head of the department for supervising provision of FSLA of the Chernivtsi Oblast RC, the head of the legal 
aid quality assurance department of the Ternopil Oblast RC, the director of the LC in Cherkasy, heads of 
frontline client service units at LCs in Lviv, Chervonohrad, and Kyiv, and the head of the department for 
cooperation with primary legal aid providers of the Lubny local legal aid center. During the visit, the 
participants had meetings with representatives of the Legal Aid Board, Legal Services Counters, The Roadmap 
to Justice Platform, the Center for International Legal Cooperation, the Citizens Advice Bureau, the law firm 
Schakenraad Advocaten, and the Hague Institute for Innovation of Law (HiiL Innovating Justice). 

Bureau staff 

In August 2016, several training seminars for newly appointed legal aid bureau staff took place at the regional 
level. During those events, the participants discussed the priority steps to organize the work of bureaus in 
the run-up to their launch on 1 September of that year, and the main tasks facing newly appointed staff and 
their colleagues at regional centers. The participants also learnt about the mission and vision of the free legal 
aid system and the values share by its team. 23 regional seminars were held, with 598 participants attending. 
The events were arranged jointly by LCs and RCs in partnership with representatives of the CCLAP and with 
the support from the QALA Project. 

A distance learning course for bureau staff on Customer Service is being developed with the support from the 
abovementioned QALA Project and was launched in 2017. The course consists of a number of modules 
dedicated to effective communication and emotion and stress management. The course will also be 
beneficial to other professionals within the system involved in working with clients. 

Additionally, a series of ‘cascade trainings’ for bureau staff on provision of FPLA in the criminal process took 
place in 2017. 

Other staff of FSLA centers 

Advisory support is another mechanism used by the CCLAP to improve HR capacity at FSLA centers. For 

example, the CCLAP, especially in the initial stage of the system’s development, consistently provided advice 

to duty staff of regional FSLA centers on working with the information/analytical system (IIAS), to finance 

managers / accountants on financial transactions and analysis of financial reports received from lawyers 

providing FSLA, and to staff of the contact center. The CCLAP also provides explanations to staff of RCs and 

LCs on the procedures for issuance and revocation of assignments to provide FSLA, verification of eligibility 

of individuals for FSLA, execution and certification of letters of attorney issued to lawyers by FSLA grantees, 

the grounds for substitution of a lawyer, etc. 

A training on effective client communication for the contact center staff was arranged with the support from 

the American Bar Association Rule of Law Initiative (ABA ROLI) within the framework of the criminal justice 
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reform program implemented with the financial support from the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law 

Enforcement Affairs (INL) of the U.S. Department of State. 

On 15–22 December, 2015, with the support from the Canadian-Ukrainian Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in 

Ukraine Project, staff of contracts, finance, and accounting units at regional free secondary legal aid centers, 

as well as the Coordination Center staff attended a training on the 1C accounting software. This software is a 

necessary step towards process automation and optimization in finance management. The training was the 

first in a series of activities for accounting and finance staff of FSLA centers that aim to facilitate the 

knowledge exchange and expert discussion of issues relating to finance management and budget planning 

at legal aid centers. The second phase of the training took place on 18–26 January, 2016101. 

On 08–09 December, 2016, another activity was held for chief accountants and heads of finance of RCs. 

During the event, the participants discussed the preparations for the system’s decentralization, developing 

budget programs and securing action plans for the next year. The seminar was also made possible by the 

support from the QALA Project. 

With the support of QALA project the training for trainers was organized to develop the training for LA 

system call center and later on this training was delivered for call center to ensure effective communication 

and quality legal information and consultation provision (September 2019).  

 

Joint activities 

 

As it is evident from the information provided above, some activities were aimed at specific target audiences 

(e.g., lawyers or frontliners), some were aimed at all levels of the system’s management and were focusing 

on lessons learnt and future actions, and some were joint activities for representatives of different 

professional communities in the system.  

For example, on 26 July, 2016, with the support from the QALA Project, a working meeting of representatives 

of the LA team in Ukraine took place to make preparations for regional inaugural seminars for newly 

appointed legal aid bureau staff. The participants discussed the draft agenda of the seminars, the roles of 

their participants, and the main tasks, approaches, and instruments of the free legal aid system in Ukraine 

knowing which had to be a priority for staff of bureaus before their launch on 1 September of the same year. 

The participants included 13 representatives of the CCLAP, 3 representatives of RCs from Zhytomyr, Ternopil, 

and Chernihiv Oblasts, and 17 staff members working in various positions in local centers from Vinnytsia, 

Volyn, Zakarpattia, Lviv, Kirovohrad, Luhansk, Odesa, Sumy, Rivne, and Khmelnytskyi Oblasts and the city of 

Kyiv. 

Notably, staff of the CCLAP and legal aid centers, as well as lawyers providing FSLA, actively participated in 

various public activities, round tables, and conferences, held by the CCLAP in cooperation with various 

partners. During those round tables, the participants discussed the lessons learnt from providing FSLA and 

current challenges to the system’s effective operation, problems and prospects of cooperation with various 

stakeholders, options for improving performance (e.g., implementing quality standards), and international 

experience in providing FSLA (particularly, the international conference held in December 2014 focused on 

the experiences of Moldova, the Netherlands, Canada, and the U.S.A.)102. 

The system staff and lawyers participated in an international conference on Legal Empowerment of 

Communities that took place on 20 and 21 October, 2016, in Kharkiv, with the support from the QALA Project 

                                                           
101 http://legalaid.gov.ua/ua/holovna/hruden-2015/spivrobitnyky-rehionalnykh-tsentriv-z-nadannia-bvpd-proishly-treninh-po-

roboti-z-1s 
102 The information about these events can be found in Chapter 4. 
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and the IMF, as well as the CCLAP. During the conference, practical experts from Ukraine and other countries 

discussed the experiences of communities in defending their rights and interests103. 

Legal Innovation Zone workshop, where there were participants from Platforms, CCLAP, NGOs, etc were held 

with the support of QALA Project on February 28-Mar 1, 2018. According to the participants’ feedback, due 

to the workshop they have seen new approaches and tools of work, which enable consideration of different 

perspectives, building partnership and elaboration of new (innovative) decision to handle clients problem. 

 

116 lawyers and LA system employees took part in 5 round tables , held in July of 2017 with the support of 

QALA Project and JURFEM, to discuss developed by JURFEM draft of Methodic recommendations to identify 

cases of discrimination and algorithms of LA provision104. In July-August of 2019 five workshops was 

organized by JURFEM with the support of QALA Project in different oblasts of Ukraine on “Gender 

Discrimination identification and LA provision algorithm”. 

LA system employees participated in the 1st all-Ukrainian Forum Law& Society, held in parallel in 5 cities 

/ Legal Clubs PRAVOKATOR on April 14, 2019. 

 

New systemic initiatives 

Distance learning  

In 2015, with the assistance from the Bureau of International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs (INL) of 

the U.S. Embassy to Ukraine within the framework of the free legal aid system project administered by the 

American Bar Association Rule of Law Initiative, the distance learning was launched. 

A working group was set up to develop An Introduction to the Free Secondary Legal Aid System, the first in a 

series of training courses, comprising representatives of the Coordination Center and regional FSLA centers, 

lawyers engaged in provision of FSLA, experts, and representatives of the donor community. (For the content 

and structure of the course, see Chapter 2.2.) 

In September 2015, the distance course was piloted, which showed both its strong points and areas for 
improvement. The participants included 35 staff members of regional centers (12 directors and 23 quality 
managers), 13 staff members of local centers, and 24 lawyer trainers. Of those, the pilot course was 
completed by 5 directors and 6 quality managers of RCs, 8 staff members of LCs, and 12 lawyer trainers 
completed the pilot course. The participants were positive about the possibility of distance learning; the 
relevance / importance of the topics highlighted by the course, the opportunities for applying the new 
knowledge in practice, the style and format of the presentation, and the work of the course administrators. 
The pilot helped improve the participant orientation and simplify the presentation of complex information. 
Also, creative assignments were added. 

The first-time enrolment in the course took place in November. Persons wishing to take part in the course 

can apply using the following link: http://e-learning.legalaid.gov.ua:8500/course/. A total of 1,206 participants 

applied for the distance-learning course. 757 participants, including 645 staff members of local centers and 

73 lawyers, have successfully completed it. Besides, many participants have completed select course 

modules and plan to complete the course in the future.  

                                                           
103 For more information about the conference, see Chapter 4. 
104 This recommendations was approved by the CCLAP decision. To support learning in the field JurFem 

with the support of QALA project developed relevant distance course in 2019. 
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The course is delivered via the e-learning management system (platform) MOODLE, a free web-app that 

allows users to create online learning websites. The e-learning system and the distance learning course are 

administered by representatives of the Coordination Center and FSLA centers as well as hired professionals 

and experts. 

Considering the outcomes of the first distance course, the expansion of the free legal aid system, and the 

increasing need for continuous professional development of lawyers and staff, the Coordination Center for 

Legal Aid Provision is planning to further enhance the capacities of the distance learning platform. 

Particularly, the plan is to make the previously held trainings for lawyers available online which will allow 

lawyers who joined the LA system later to have access to relevant information. Distance learning activities 

are also planned for staff of legal aid centers. 

 

In 2016, two distance courses were developed with the support from the QALA Project. Both courses are 

publicly available through the CCLAP for all stakeholders. 

One of the courses, Working with Clients, focused on developing a client-centered service, effective 

communication, and emotion and stress management. The course was based on the training for frontliners 

held in the fall of 2015 by the Project experts with the support from the Project and the International 

Renaissance Foundations. It mainly targeted staff of bureaus and legal information and advice units but can 

be beneficial to other staff as well. The distance course was launched in spring of 2017. The course consists 

of four modules, each consisting of a string of related topical videos. 

The other course, Provision of Legal Aid to Victims of Domestic Violence, was developed within the framework 

of the Project in cooperation with the NGO Women’s Perspective. The course consists of ten modules and is 

based on the pilot course for quality managers that was held in December 2015. The course was updated in 

2018 according to the changes in legislation. 

In 2019 two other distance courses were developed with the support of QALA project: 

●  “Equal Partners: how to make LA system gender sensitive” 

● “Identification of gender discrimination cases and mechanism of LA provision”, developed by 
JURFEM. 

 

Interregional resource and communication platforms (Legal Clubs PRAVOKATOR) 

To facilitate continuous development of lawyers and staff, five interregional resource and information 

resource platforms (called Legal Club PRAVOKATOR) were established in Kyiv, Odesa, Lviv, Dnipro, and 

Kharkiv. The offices were purchased with public funds in 2015. To ensure development of the platforms, a 

joint Action Plan was signed between the U.S. Embassy and the CCLAP. It is expected that the platforms will 

serve as: 1) the foundation of the knowledge management system in the area of legal empowerment of 

territorial communities and provision of legal aid; 2) an open co-working and professional club for lawyers 

providing free secondary legal aid and other stakeholders; 3) a discussion platform and media hub for holding 

trainings and other professional activities for the police, offices of public prosecutors, courts, human rights 

NGOs, local self-government agencies, and professional opinion leaders. 

Donor community supported further human resources development of the Platform. For example, with the 

support of QALA project several learning events were held, such as:  

● the workshop to prepare for learning needs assessment (LNA) (March, 2017);  

● workshop to discuss results of LNA missions and further activities (July 20-21, 2017);  

● on strategic development and planning (November 28-30, 2017 − in cooperation with Council of 

Europe Project and American Embassy).  
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There were also planning sessions, supported by ULAF (June 22-23, 2018). 

QALA project supported also development of soft skills important for legal clubs employees. These 
interventions include: 

● training on legal innovation and design thinking (February 2018); 

● trainings on public communication and dealing with media (September 2018) ; 

● training on project design and project management (October 2018) 

● training on interest based negotiation and facilitation to develop partnership (September 2018); 

● training on training development (ToT, January 2019) and meeting to discuss developed by the 
participants trainings (2019) 

● training on learning needs assessment (May, 2019) 

● training on system problems identification and strategic cases (June, 2019; local centers` and NGO 
representatives, as well as LA lawyers took part in it). 

Legal Clubs managers participated in the QALA trainings on Leading changes and HRM.  

In 2018 Platforms (Legal Clubs PRAVOKATOR) started their activities in the field of LA system human 
resources capacities strengthening. Legal Clubs PRAVOKATOR hold different events at their premises – 
trainings, workshops, seminars, round tables, meetings, lections, moot courts, brainstorm discussions, etc. 
The key target audience is LA centers employees and LA lawyers, but there are also events for stakeholders, 
organized by PRAVOKATORS or other partners. There were learning events for schoolchildren, students, 
legal clinics, paralegals, lawyers, judges, law-enforcement bodies, local self-government bodies and 
amalgamated communities, social workers, etc. 

In 2018 there were 258 different learning and sharing events at Legal clubs PRAVOKATOR for more than 

6200 participants (including, in Dnipro – 52 events, 1220 participants; in Kyiv – 54 events, 1392 participants; 

in Lviv – 48 events, 1061 participants; Kharkiv – 52 events, 1505 participants and in Odessa – 52 events, 1025 

participants. 

Developing a model program for provision of LA and methodological recommendations for 

local self-government agencies  

In 2016, two working group meetings took place to discuss the development of a model program for provision 

of free legal aid (hereinafter – model program) and methodological recommendations for local self-

government agencies (hereinafter – methodological recommendations). The first meeting took place on 23–

24 June, 2016, and the second on 10 and 11 October, 2016. The participants included representatives of non-

governmental organizations, directors of local FSLA centers, heads and chief specialists of units for 

cooperation with FPLA providers, representatives of local self-government agencies, etc. The participants 

discussed the experiences in establishing cooperation between LCs and non-governmental organizations on 

joint development of free legal aid programs and the needs for methodological recommendations for local 

self-government agencies, and determined the steps towards the development of a draft model program. 

Following the second meeting, the participants agreed to the first version of a draft model program and 

methodological recommendations, and assigned the responsibilities within the working group for their 

finalization. The event was arranged by the CCLAP with the support from the QALA Project and the IMF 

Human Rights and Justice program initiative. The Model was developed and published in the Methodic 

recommendations “Program of free legal aid provision: development, planning, implementation, reporting” in 

2017 by CCLAP in cooperation with QALA Project and IRF.  
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ToT and trainings on soft skills development  

The complex initiative took place in 2018 on soft skills development of those who work directly with the LA 

system clients.  

With the support of QALA project and in cooperation with CCLAP there were two open competitions 

announced in 2017 and 2019 to select lawyers who will be trained in delivering of the training on Development 

of Soft skills needed for work with LA system vulnerable groups of clients. 

The training itself was developed by Canadian and Ukrainian experts. The first ToT was conducted in April of 

2018 and the second – in April of 2019. 36 lawyers-trainers were trained. There were also meet up of trainers 

organized to share experience and discuss their lessons learned after the 1st cycles of their trainings (in July 

of 2018 and 2019). 

After ToT lawyers-trainers delivered 75 cascade trainings on soft skills all over Ukraine: 

● 35 trainings for 580 employees of LA centers, incl. 19 trainings for 330 LA system employees in May-

June of 2108 (73% of them – women; 66% − bureau employees, 19% − from the front offices of the local 

centers, 14% − from the units of representation) and 16 trainings for 250 LA local centers employees 

in June-July of 2019; 

●  39 trainings for LA lawyers, incl. 22 trainings for 320 lawyers in July-September of 2018 and 17 

trainings in August-September of 2019.  

12 trainers from the 1st pool of trained lawyers-trainers and Legal Club PRAVOKATOR employees participated 
in trainings on training development, offered within the QALA project in 2019 (in January for lawyers and in { 
for LA system employees). Participants of the ToTs have learned how to design and plan the training, extend 
their knowledge and deepen their trainer’s skills.  

As a result the trainers developed their trainings on the topics agreed with CCLAP to meet the LA system 
needs. Among the trainings there are several which address different aspects of soft skills. For example, 
among the trainings for lawyers there are trainings on “Child friendly interrogation”, De-toxic 
communication. For LA system employees trainers from legal clubs PRAVOKATOR will offer trainings on 
Effective communication with client’s skills, Handling conflicts in work environment; Gender equality and 
gender strategies and others. From July to September 12 trainings for LA staff and 9 trainings for lawyers are 
to be held with the support of QALA Project.  

Supporting database of legal consultations WiKiLegalAid 

WiKiLegalAid was launched in 2015. On December 13, 2018 WiKiLegalAid was opened for the public. During 

the 1st half a year more than 230 thousands people used it. By July 1, 2019 there are 1500 legal consultations 

in the data base. Since January 28, 2018 the use of WiKiLegalAid is compulsory for employees of LA centers 

during the legal consultation provision. 

In 2018 there were a number of trainings aimed at the development of the database of legal consultations 

called WiKiLegalAid, supported by QALA Project. During April – September of 2018 Kyiv Platform (Legal Club 

PRAVOKATOR) in cooperation with other Platforms conducted ten (10) trainings on drafting consultations 

for WiKiLegalAid and 3 trainings for users of WiKiLegalAid. There were 276 participants (including 172 women 

and 104 men) from 14 LA regional and 68 local centers. On August 1–2, 2018 the training on teambuilding and 

development of WiKiLegalAid was held. 23 participants took part in it (incl. 12 women); 4 participants were 

from regional FSLACs, 18 – from local FSLACs. Participants were of different professional groups, such as: 

there were representatives from different professional communities – deputy directors of local FSLACs (3), 

bureau (7), front–line officers (unit of legal information and consultations) (3), units of legal representation 

(3), employees, responsible for contact centers (3); from units of arranging FSLA provision and liaison with 

lawyers (2), unit of organizational work, legal and HR support (1), and unit of LA quality and qualification 
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upgrade (professional development) of LA providers (1). During the training participants discussed actual 

challenges of WiKiLegalAid, taking into consideration the results of the local trainings on writing 

consultations; clarified key aspects and goals for WiKiLegalAid development; practice revision of available 

consultations and set the next steps. Participants were also engaged in exercises, which allow them to see 

importance of clear communication in the team, including peculiarities of written guidance. Due to the 

training the 969 legal consultation were amended, 190 new consultations were created; 202 new employees 

were engaged in its supporting. 

The second training on teambuilding and development of WiKiLegalAid was held with the QALA Project on 

August 8-10, 2018. 4 trainings for WiKiLegalAid authors were also held in September 2019. 

 

Training activities at regional and local level (2016) 

In addition to the events arranged by the CCLAP in cooperation with the partners, FSLA centers also arranged 

various activities for their staff according to action plans. Overall, more than 100 activities for staff of FSLA 

centers were held (including 66 activities targeted exclusively at staff of FSLA centers, and 37 activities in 

which both staff of FSLA centers and lawyers participated). 

The following activities were held for staff of local and regional centers: 

▪ Training on state registration of non-governmental organizations (such as for staff of the 

Pervomaiskyi LC, Kharkiv Oblast); Ensuring Access to the E-Services Provided by the Ministry of Justice 

(e.g., Zhytomyr RC, 20 July, 2016). 

▪ On informational support of local centers (including on key messages for various stakeholders, 

improving news writing skills, and possible errors and weak points in news stories), mass media 

relations (e.g., media reports, and operating procedures for integrators), raising legal awareness, and 

cooperation with NGOs (particularly the responsibilities of units for cooperation with FPLA providers) 

(11 events held in Volyn, Zhytomyr, Zaporizhzhia, Kirovohrad, Poltava, Sumy, Ternopil, Khmelnitsky, and 

Chernihiv Oblasts105). 

▪ General issues of client communication: 

- A lecture on Ethical Standards of Business Communication (Donetsk RC, 14 April, 2016, 19 

participants); 

- Improving the Social and Psychological Capacity of Staff of FSLA Centers for Providing Legal Aid to 

Communities – on the social and psychological aspects of provision of legal aid to clients of FSLA 

centers (Zakarpattia Oblast); 

                                                           
105 These included the following activities: Volyn Oblast – 23/11/2016, a training seminar on informational support of local centers; 

Zhytomyr Oblast – 05042016 and 08/06/2016, The Needs of Local Self-Government Agencies, Government Agencies, Mass Media, and 
Non-Governmental Organizations. Key Messages for Different Target Audiences, for heads of staff, information, and physical 
infrastructure units of the Berdychiv, Zhytomyr, Korosten, and Novohrad-Volynskyi local FSLA centers, and Cooperating with 
NGOs. Possible Errors and Weak Points of News Articles (Zhytomyr RC for LCS); Zaporizhzhia Oblast – a training on the procedure 
for developing LA programs (for legal awareness raising activities), Kirovohrad Oblast – a training on The Art of Communication 
and Mass Media Relations for heads and chief specialists of unjts for legal awareness raising and cooperation of FPLA providers 
at local centers; Poltava Oblast – a discussion of the role of units for cooperation with FPLA providers in terms of the development 
of the free legal aid system; Sumy Oblast – The Operating Procedures for Integrators for Facilitating Media Coverage of Operations 
of FSLA Centers, a training/meeting for integrators at LCs on Some Principles of Media Communications. Training of integrators. 
Information exchange. Preparing monthly media reports (Ternopil RC); The Shaping of Key Messages for Different Categories of 
Stakeholders. Reviewing the Performance Results of Integrators at Local Centers and Addressing the Department’s Current 
Operating Issues (Khmelnytskyi RC); a training/seminar for heads of units for raising legal awareness and cooperation with free 
primary legal aid providers on improving news writing skills, experience sharing, and discussion of problematic issues and way 
to address them (Chernihiv RC); a practical training for staff of the Zolotonosha LC, and officials of local self-government agencies 
and executive agencies on Cooperation between Structural Units of Local Self-government Agencies and Executive Agencies in 
Providing FPLA. 
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- An introduction to the basics of mediation as one of primary legal aid services (Donetsk RC, 17 

November, 2016); 

- Job Burnout (Kyiv); psychological trainings on detecting, preventing, and addressing occupational 

problems/risks: Effective Organization of Work Activities, Psychological Aspects of Client 

Communication, and Goal Setting (Sumy RC), a training seminar on Working with Difficult Clients. 

Preventing Job Burnout (Ternopil RC); 

- An Introduction to Sign Language (Kyiv); 

- A psychological training seminar on «Peculiarities of communication with the client» (Sumy RC); a 

training/seminar on Building Effective Verbal and Non-Verbal Communication between Staff of Legal 

Aid Bureaus and Their Colleagues and Clients106 (Chernihiv RC). 

▪ Working with certain categories of clients and providing LA to vulnerable groups: 

− A training seminar for staff on Social Status, Rights, and Benefits for Vulnerable Populations Groups 

(Odesa RC); 

- A discussion of legal and psychological aspects of working with IDPs and the ATO veterans 

(Donetsk RC, 23 March, 2016); a training seminar on Access to Justice for Internally Displaced Persons 

and Conflict Victims: Practical Aspects of the Work of Free Secondary Legal Aid Centers in Eastern 

Ukraine (Luhansk and Kharkiv RCs); a training seminar for bureau staff on Legal Empowerment of 

the ATO Veterans: LA, Psychological Counseling, and Joint Meetings with Local Self-Government 

Agencies to Discuss the Integration of the ATO Veterans (Khmelnytskyi RC); 

− A seminar on Protecting the Rights of Refugees in Ukraine: Law and Practice (Odesa RC); 

− Training of legal aid staff on the rights and obligations, and social and legal protection of military 

conscripts, reservists, and volunteers. Legislative amendments of May-June 2016 (Sumy RC); 

− A training (seminar) on Protection of Vulnerable Children (Odesa RC); 

− A seminar on Termination of Parental Rights for Child Neglect: a Necessity or an Option (Odesa RC); 

▪ Providing legal aid to persons specified in Article 14 of the Law of Ukraine On Free Legal Aid who 

appear in the criminal process as victims, witnesses, civil claimants, and defendants (Sumy RC). 

▪ The procedures for providing FSLA and managing operations of local centers, particularly in 

connection with the system’s decentralization: 

− On the back of the launch of bureaus across all oblasts and appointment of new bureau directors, 

e.g. in Cherkasy Oblast – a training seminar for staff of legal aid bureaus and legal advice clinics 

established under higher legal education institutions; 

− Development of a reference/information platform for legal advice (Zaporizhzhia RC); 

− Testing the procedure for reviewing applications for LA from individuals and the issues faced by 

staff of frontline client service unit (Lviv Oblast); The Procedures for Reviewing Applications from 

Individuals Submitted to Local Centers (Khmelnytskyi RC); 

− Arrangements and procedures for provision of free legal aid (Khmelnytskyi RC); 

− A practical training seminar for staff of the Zolotonosha LC and officials of local self-government 

agencies and executive agencies on Cooperation between Structural Units of Local Self-

Government Agencies and Executive Agencies in Providing FPLA (Cherkasy RC); 

− A seminar for the RC staff on Special Procedures for Verification of Eligibility for FSLA (Odesa RC); 

                                                           
106 The training focused on communication strategies, active listening, and asking questions as part of providing advice, types 

of clients, and special aspects of working with difficult clients, mistakes and ‘traps’ in interacting with clients, and non-verbal 
communication in providing advice to clients. 
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− Training of staff on Defense and Representation in Court (Sumy RC); 

− Training of staff on The Experiences of LA Systems in Other Countries. Grounds and Procedures for 

Providing FSLA. Grounds and Procedures for Substitution of Lawyers (Sumy RC); 

− A training/internship for LC staff on Improving Admission and Verification of Certificates of Service 

Delivery by Lawyers (Ivano-Frankivsk RC); 

− Libre Office Training for Better Electronic Execution of Documents (Inspection Certificates, District 

Profiles, Help Information, Reports etc.) (Zhytomyr Oblast, Korosten LC, 30/06/2016); 

− Accounting Using 1С Software (Lviv RC); 

- Delegating the Staff Recordkeeping Function to the Local Level. Transfer of Staff Records 

(Zhytomyr RC, 08 July, 2016); 

- Changes in the level of budget management at RCs, and aspects of decentralization at all stages 

of the budget process (Lviv RC). 

▪ Other legal issues: 

- The seminar on Freedom from Torture and Other Forms of Cruel Treatment (Donetsk RC, 14 

December, 2016); 

- The seminar/training for staff of Pervomaiskyi LC on Anticorruption Law: Conflict of Interest 

(Luhansk and Kharkiv RCs), the lecture on Corruption: Types, Forms, and Responsibility 

(Khmelnytskyi RC); 

- The seminar on The Procedure for Court Termination of Marriages between Persons Actually 

Residing Abroad (Odesa RC); 

- The seminar on Gift Agreement vs. Life Care Contract: Main Differences (Odesa RC); 

- The seminar on Practical Aspects of Inheritance (Odesa RC); 

- The seminar on Special Procedures for State Land Title Registration (Odesa RC); 

- The training/seminar on Free Legal Aid in Condominium Co-ownership Matters (Odesa RC); 

- The seminar on Special Procedures for Appealing Decisions, Actions, or Omissions by 

Investigators during Pretrial Investigations (Odesa RC); 

- The review and discussion on Appealing Actions by the Ministry of the Interior Officers (Sumy 

RC). 

Staff members of legal aid centers attended the activities for lawyers in Zhytomyr Oblast (5 activities), Sumy, 

Chernihiv, and Cherkasy Oblasts and the city of Kyiv (4 activities in each), Chernivtsi Oblast (3 activities), 

Donetsk, Zakarpattia, Odesa, and Ternopil Oblasts (2 activities in each), Dnipropetrovsk, Zaporizhzhia, Kyiv, 

Lviv, Mykolaiv, Luhansk, and Kharkiv Oblasts (1 activity in each)107.  

                                                           
107 Particularly, the training on Removing Conflict of Interest in Relation to Providing FSLA Services held in Zhytomyr Oblast, the seminars 

on Specific Aspects of Working with Difficult Clients and Working with Clients. Conflict Situations and Resolutions held in Zaporizhzia Oblast. 
Other activities included The Best in the Practice of Law held in Zaporizhzhia Oblast, Life Care Contracts and Inheritance Agreements held 
in Odesa Oblast, A Discussion of Current Issues: Certifying Copies of Procedural and Other Documents Annexed to FSLA Services Invoices, a 
Discussion of Proposals for Taking Minutes of Initial Lawyer-Client Meetings in Civil Cases, etc. held by the Mykolaiv RC, the seminars on 
Protection of the Rights of Minors, Special Aspects of Communication with Different Population Groups, Protecting the Rights of Individuals 
in Road Traffic Accidents. Compensation for RTAs, and the seminar/training on Psychology of Conflict held in Kyiv, etc. 
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3. INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY OF THE LEGAL AID SYSTEM 

 

This Chapter of the Review focuses on the description of the current state of the institutional capacity of the 

LA system. 

Since the system’s launch, the basic procedures for provision of legal aid have been introduced in the 

following areas: for detainees, suspects, and defendants in criminal proceedings since January 2013; for 

convicts sentenced to imprisonment or restriction of liberty since October 2014; for victims and witnesses in 

criminal proceedings and vulnerable persons in civil and administrative cases since July 2015 . 

LCs (since June 2016) and legal aid bureaus (since their launch on 1 September, 2016) have also been providing 

FPLA services. 

Notably, the decision to transfer the FPLA provision functions to LCs was made based on their first seven 

months performance as the client needs analysis showed that 80 percent of LC clients requesting the services 

of a lawyer only needed primary legal aid, i.e. legal advices, and only 20 percent, in addition to advice, needed 

a lawyer to represent them in court. 

Besides, up until 1 September, 2016, one LC would serve five to eight districts, and access to legal aid was 

very limited due to the need for clients to cover long distances, poor transportation, etc. 

The problem was partially addressed by setting up mobile clinics that were launched almost simultaneously 

with LCs. Currently, such clinics for internally displaced persons, members of the military, and the ATO 

veterans operate in Cherkasy, Poltava, Zhytomyr, Vinnytsia, Odesa, Lviv, and other cities. 

Having set the objective of making legal aid available to each and every citizen of Ukraine, the Cabinet made 

a decision to set up more than 400 legal aid bureaus within 100 LCs in district capitals and small towns 

throughout Ukraine (excluding the temporarily occupied areas). 

Legal aid bureaus, which were launched in September 2016, are compact standalone units of LCs that directly 

provide legal advice, receive applications for FSLA, and represent clients in certain types of cases. Since the 

launch of the bureaus, the number of clients applying for LA every month has increased more than four times. 

LCs, including bureaus, operate as a one-stop shop for the complimentary services provided by the MoJ, as 

well as provide access to the booming e-government services. LCs and bureaus are equipped with computers 

with Internet access allowing clients to use the e-services provided by the MoJ and file an online marriage 

application or obtain a certificate of title. Staff members of LCs/bureaus can assist persons lacking computer 

skills in using e-services. 

Also, in July 2016, LCs started receiving and issuing documents on state registration of non-governmental 

organizations in pilot mode. Up until that time, that type of service was only provided by administrative 

service centers and MTDJs. During the first six months after the launch of the service, LCs provided advice in 

3,428 cases and received 3,067 documents. 

Overall, all of the above is indication that LA and e-government services are being brought closer to every 

person and community. 
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3.1. Regulations Determining the Institutional Framework of the LA System  

The key regulations on the establishment and development of the LA system are the Concept for the 

Development of the Free Legal Aid System in Ukraine enacted by the Presidential Decree of Ukraine No. 509 of 

09 June, 2006, and the Law of Ukraine On Free Legal Aid (No. 3460-VI) adopted on 02/06/2011108. The Concept 

of the Targeted Government Program for the Development of the Free Legal Aid System for 2013–2017, approved 

by the enactment of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine No. 435-р of 04/07/2012, sets the parameters for the 

development of the LA system and potential categories of LA clients. The Targeted Government Program for 

the Development of the Free Legal Aid System for 2013–2017, approved by the Regulation of the Cabinet of 

Ministers of Ukraine No. 394 of 13 February, 2013, is a strategic document that sets the main program 

activities, performance indicators, budget indicators, and funding sources for the period from 2013 to 2017. 

The regulations determining the institutional framework of the LA system include the following: 

▪ The Regulation of the CMU On Establishing the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision and the 

Dissolution of the Center for Legal Reform and Legal Drafting under the Ministry of Justice (No. 504) of 

06 June, 2012; 

▪ The Regulation of the CMU On the Reform of Territorial Agencies of the Ministry of Justice and 

Development of the Free Legal Aid System (No. 99) of 11/02/2016 and the order of the MoJ On the 

Reform of Territorial Agencies of the Ministry of Justice and Development of the Free Legal Aid System 

of 25 December, 2015, No. 2748/5, which provide for the establishment of approximately 400 legal 

aid bureaus within LCs; 

▪ The order of the MoJ On Establishing Free Secondary Legal Aid Centers No. 968/5 of 02 July, 2012, 

pursuant to which 27 regional centers were established109. Pursuant to the order of the CCLAP of 17 

September, 2015, No. 199, and the order of the Chernivtsi Oblast RC of 17 September, 2015, No. 37-

аг, the contact center for the LA center was set up in October 2015 at the Chernivtsi Oblast RC; 

▪ The order of the MoJ On Approval of the Regulations on Free Secondary Legal Aid Centers (No. 967/5) 

of 02 July, 2012; 

▪ The order of the MoJ On the Development of the Free Secondary Legal Aid System No. 331/5 of 10 

March, 2015, pursuant to which 100 LCs were established. Pursuant to the order of the MoJ No. 479/5 

of 19 February, 2016, seven LCs were dissolved in Kharkiv and Luhansk Oblasts and another four LCs 

were established instead, and the RCs in Luhansk and Kharkiv Oblasts were dissolved and a single RC 

for both Luhansk and Kharkiv Oblasts was established. Pursuant to the order of the MoJ of 22 

December, 2016, No. 3753/5, On Optimizing the FSLA System, the RCs in Donetsk and Zaporizhzhia 

Oblasts were dissolved and a single RC for both Donetsk and Zaporizhzhia Oblasts was established. 

Also pursuant to the same order, the Dubno LC was dissolved and the Ostroh LC was established; 

▪ The orders of the MoJ of 11 February 2019: On Optimisation of the FLA System: in Zaporizhia Oblast’ 

No. 391/5; in Mykolaiv Oblast’ No. 392/5; in Kyiv City No. 388/5; in Lviv Oblast’ No. 390/5; in 

Dnipropetrovsk Oblast’ No.389/5; in Poltava Oblast’ No.393/5; in Odesa Oblast’ No. 394/5; in Kharkiv 

Oblast’ No. 395/5 pursuant to which 12 LC (in cities / towns with more than one LC) were re-organised 

by merging with other LC in respective city / town. 

                                                           
108 Since the adoption of the Law of Ukraine On Free Legal Aid, a total of twelve amendments have been introduced to it by 

relevant laws. 
109 As of March 2017, there were 23 operating RCs. Due to the occupation of parts of the territory of Ukraine by the Russian 

Federation, the RCs in the Autonomous Republic of Crimea and Sevastopol are not working, and there were two instances 
where a single RC was established to replace two different RCs, i.e. the FSLA RC in Luhansk and Kharkiv Oblasts (pursuant 
to the order of the Ministry of Justice No. 479/5 of 19/02/2016) and the FSLA RC in Donetsk and Zaporizhzhia Oblasts 
(pursuant to the order of the Ministry of Justice No. 3753/5 of 22/12/2016). 
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For more information about the regulations on the LA system, see Chapter 1.1. 

The key policies and procedures for providing FSLA in criminal, civil, and administrative cases were developed 

and approved. 

Substantial effort was put into the following: 

▪ Achieving a uniform approach to the implementation of the LA system across Ukraine; developing 

the system’s institutional framework and establishing the network of RCs, LCs, and legal aid bureaus; 

▪ Ensuring access to LA for individuals who need it; 

▪ Establishing and improving procedures for engaging lawyers (i.e. competitive selection, registration, 

and terms and conditions of contracts), procedures and fee payments and compensation of 

expenses, professional development, and knowledge sharing; 

▪ Piloting modern staff selection procedures (for LC directors, integrators, communicators etc.) based 

on assessing the competences required for the job during a semi-structured interview; 

▪ Developing the quality standards for FSLA services in criminal proceedings and monitoring 

compliance with the standards. (The work also started on developing the quality standards for FSLA 

services in civil and administrative cases); 

▪ Enhancing the procedures for comprehensive activity planning with the involvement of different 

professional communities within the system; 

▪ Setting the key indicators for performance monitoring of the system and arranging for collection of 

relevant data; efficiency analysis of the system’s performance and developing proposals for 

improved access to the services provided by the system; 

▪ Establishing cooperation with key outside stakeholders (including law enforcement agencies, public 

prosecutor’s offices, courts, the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for Human Rights, the UNBA 

etc.), particularly in reporting cases of detention of individuals to RCs, information exchange, 

professional development of lawyers etc.; as well as establishing cooperation with FPLA providers, 

and giving a start to the integration of primary and secondary legal aid. 

To facilitate data exchange, support is provided to the development of the Integrated Information/Analytical 

System (IIAS). The system is open to external monitoring. 

The priority objectives of the LA system for 2017 were established by the enactment of the CMU On Approval 

of the Medium-Term Priority Action Plan until 2020 and the Cabinet’s Priority Action Plan for 2017 of 03 April, 

2017, No. 275-р., and include the following: 

▪ Refocusing the LA system from providing aid to individuals to strengthening the legal capacities and 

legal capabilities of territorial communities; 

▪ Establishing an effective legal knowledge management system and building the HR capacity of the 

LA system, the legal professional community, and partner LA networks; 

▪ Decentralizing LA services in civil and administrative cases and piloting model public defender offices 

in criminal proceedings; 

▪ Developing the integrated information/analytical system for LA support and implementing other 

state-of-the-art information technologies. 
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3.2. Mechanisms for Access to Legal Aid 

As of 1 March, 2017, the full range of LA services was being offered in Ukraine to all categories of persons 
specified in the Law On Free Legal Aid. 

Access to FPLA 

Pursuant to the Constitution of Ukraine and the Law of Ukraine On Free Legal Aid, all persons under the 

jurisdiction of Ukraine are eligible for FPLA. 

Any person applying to an LC/bureau can receive the following services: 1) legal information; 2) advice and 

explanations on legal matters; 3) preparation of claims, complaints, and other legal documents (except 

procedural documents); 4) access to secondary legal aid and mediation. 

Additionally, the law establishes the procedure for applying for free legal aid to central and local executive 

agencies, and territorial offices of central executive agencies and local self-government agencies, according 

to their competences. Such applications have to be filed by mail or in person by persons of the age of majority 

directly to central and local executive agencies, and territorial offices of central executive agencies and local 

self-government agencies, according to their competences. Applications involving minors have to be filed by 

mail or in person by their legal representatives. Applications involving persons recognized by court as 

incapable or having limited capability have to be filled by their custodians or caretakers. 

After receiving a written application in matters within the scope of their competences, FPLA providers must 

provide such services within 30 calendar days from the date of its receipt. If an applicant only requests 

relevant legal information, such legal aid must be provided within a fifteen-day period from the date of 

application. 

Executive agencies and local self-government agencies are prohibited from charging fees for any FPLA 

services and issuance of blank forms of claims, applications, requests, certificates, and other documents 

required by law for the purpose of protection of human and civil rights and freedoms. 

If the issues raised in applications fall outside the scope of the executive agency or local self-government 

agency being addressed, such agency must, within five calendar days, refer the application to a competent 

agency and duly notify the applicant. 

If a review of an application identifies that the applicant requires FSLA, the reviewing executive agency or 

local self-government agency must explain to the applicant or the applicant’s legal representative the 

procedure for applying for FSLA. 

Applications not relating to provision of FPLA must be reviewed under the procedure established by the 

legislation on public petitions. 

Also, executive agencies and local self-government agencies must personally receive applicants for FPLA if 

the subject matter of their applications falls within the scope of the respective executive agencies or local 

self-government agencies. The reception days and hours must be communicated to the applicants. Executive 

agencies and local self-government agencies must arrange for personal reception of applicants by highly 

qualified staff capable of providing clear explanations of legal provisions and advice on the exercise of human 

and civil rights and freedoms and fulfillment of obligations. If during a personal reception it is identified that 
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the applicant requires FSLA, the interviewing staff member must explain to the applicant the procedure for 

applying for FSLA. 

Based on the needs of the territorial community in the respective administrative territory, local self-

government agencies may establish, under the legally established procedure, special institutions for 

provision of FPLA. The functions and operating procedures of such institutions are determined by the 

Regulations on the FPLA institution that are based on the Model Regulations on FPLA institutions. 

Local self-government agencies may contract legal entities under private law to provide FPLA in the 

respective administrative territory on a full-time or part-time basis provided that they are allowed to provide 

legal aid pursuant to their statutes. The procedures and criteria for local self-government agencies to engage 

legal entities under private law in providing FPLA are subject to approval by the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine. 

Local self-government agencies may hire lawyers or other professionals in relevant areas of law to provide 

FPLA. Lawyers, professionals in relevant areas of law, and legal entities under private law hired to provide 

FPLA on a contractual basis must provide high quality aid to the extent and within the time limits specified in 

their contracts. 

Early access to FSLA 

There is a special procedure that applies in cases of detention of individuals on suspicion of committing a 

crime which involves reporting to a RC and mandatory access of such individuals to a lawyer. The Law of 

Ukraine On Free Legal Aid, as well as the Criminal Procedure Code, establish the procedure for early access of 

detainees and suspects to a lawyer. Early access to a lawyer in cases of detention is considered one of the 

key positive elements of Ukraine’s LA system. Every detainee has the right to counsel. A defense lawyer must 

appear not later than two hours after the detention (six hours in exceptional cases). Legal aid is guaranteed 

to be provided within the first 72 hours after the detention. 

The procedure for reporting cases of detention to FSLA centers is paramount as it: 

▪ Ensures equal and early access of detainees to justice; 

▪ Ensures independent appointment of a lawyer to provide FSLA;  

▪ Prevents an institutional conflict of interests between the public prosecution and the defender. 

When commenting on the findings of a review of human rights organizations conducted in 2015, director of 

Ukraine’s renowned Kharkiv Human Rights Group Yevhen Zakharov stated: “The available access to a free 

lawyer is the second most important factor (after the reduction in the number of detentions) contributing to 

the decrease in unlawful police violence”110.  

When independent FSLA RCs receive detention reports, they commission lawyers to provide FSLA pursuant 

to contracts / agreements between the lawyers and the FSLA centers111 (according to the lawyers’ duty 

schedule and pursuant to the instructions from the RCs). 

                                                           
110 Law and Business, November 2015.  

http://zib.com.ua/ua/print/119828-direktor_harkivskoi_pravozahisnoi_grupi_evgen_zaharov_zasudz.html 

111 For more details about the selection process for lawyers providing FSLA services, see Chapter 3.3. 
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There are currently two mechanisms for reporting cases of detention of individuals to RCs. Both were 

approved by the Regulation of the CMU of 28 December, 2011, No. 1363, On Approval of the Procedure for 

Reporting Cases of Detention, Administrative Arrest, or Preventive Custody to Free Secondary Legal Aid Centers. 

Cases of detention are reported directly to RCs by: 

▪ officers of the competent detention agency (immediately after the actual detention) and / or 

▪ detainees or their families or relatives (see diagram 29). 

 

If a RC receives a report from an officer of a competent detention agency: 

Pursuant to the procedure, immediately after the actual detention of an individual, an authorized officer of 

a competent detention agency must report to a relevant FSLA center by phone, fax, or e-mail, but as a general 

rule, to the free legal aid system’s single hotline number (0-800-213103), the detainee’s personal information, 

the time and grounds for the detention, the address at which a lawyer must appear for a confidential meeting 

with a client, the information about the detaining agency (the type of agency, i.e. the police, public 

prosecutor’s office, state border guard service etc.) and physical address of its location, as well as the name 

of the authorized officer (investigator). The FSLA center’s staff member on duty then logs the report and 

within one hour provides the log reference number to the detaining agency and the lawyer authorized to 

provide FSLA (along with the assignment the copy of which must also be sent to the detaining agency). The 

lawyer authorized to provide FSLA must complete a warrant of attorney form and meet with the detainee 

within one hour (in exceptional cases, a lawyer may take up to six hours). A detainee may refuse free legal 

aid but he/she must do so in the presence of a FSLA lawyer during their initial confidential meeting. The police 

officers in charge of the detainee must log the times of the lawyer’s arrival and the end of the FSLA session. 

If a FSLA fails to appear, an authorized officer must duly notify the FSLA center which then must appoint 

another lawyer. 

 

If a RC receives a report from a detainee or his/her family or relatives: 

After a RC receives a phone call about the detention directly from a detainee or his/her family or relatives, 

the FSLA center’s staff member on duty must make a corresponding entry in a log book, indicating all the 

required information about the detainee. The staff member on duty must immediately verify the information 

by faxing a request to the detaining agency to confirm or deny the information about the detention. If the 

detaining agency confirms the detention, the FSLA center’s staff member on duty must follow the standard 

procedure for assigning a lawyer. 
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Diagram 29. Procedure for reporting cases of detention to RCs  

 

 

FSLA in the criminal process 

Access to FSLA in the criminal process is provided by RCs. The access mechanism is established by Article 49 

of the CPC (see diagram 30). 

Pursuant to that Article, “an investigator or public prosecutor issues an order, and an investigating judge or 

court issues an interim order to a competent agency (institution) authorized by law to provide free legal aid to 

appoint a lawyer for participation by designation and ensure that he/she appears at the time and location 

specified in the (interim) order for participation in the criminal proceedings. An (interim) order to appoint a 

lawyer must be immediately sent to a relevant agency (institution) authorized by law to provide free legal aid 

and immediately implemented.”  
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It is also worth noting that pursuant to Article 53 of the CPC, “an investigator, public prosecutor, investigating 

judge, or court engages a defender for participation in a single procedure under the procedure established by 

Article 49 of the Code in emergency cases only where the procedure needs to move forward without delay and 

participation of a defender is required but the defender who has been notified in advance is unable to participate 

in the procedure or arrange for participation of another defender, or the suspect/defendant has expressed 

his/her intent to use the services of a defender but has not yet managed to secure any or his/her defender of 

choice is unable to appear.”  

Pursuant to the (interim) order, a FSLA center assigns a lawyer to provide FSLA. 

Diagram 30. Access to FSLA in the criminal process  

 

 
 
Civil and administrative cases 

Individuals can apply for FSLA in civil and administrative cases to any local center/bureau (irrespective of 

their actual place of residence). 

The frontline client service department of a LC / staff member of a bureau interviews an applicant to identify 

the subject matter of the application. If the applicant’s issue can be resolved by providing legal advice, such 

kind of FPLA is provided. Clients are also offered complimentary services by partner non-governmental 

organizations, volunteer movements etc. If resolving the applicant’s issue requires representation in court, 

the applicant is checked for eligibility for LA pursuant to the Law. 

The basic procedure for provision of FSLA in similar cases is established by the Law (see diagram 31). 

Applications for FSLA have to be submitted by persons of the age of majority to a FSLA center or territorial 

agency of justice nearest to the actual place of residence of such persons irrespective of their registered 

place of residence or stay. Applications involving minors have to be submitted by their legal representatives 

at the actual place of residence of the child concerned or his/her legal representatives irrespective of their 

registered place of residence or stay. Applications involving persons recognized by court as incapable or 

having limited capability have to be filed by their custodians or caretakers at the actual place of residence 

of such persons or their custodians or caretakers irrespective of the person’s registered place of residence 

or stay. 
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In addition to an application for FSLA, an applicant or an applicant’s legal representative must submit 

documents confirming eligibility for FSLA pursuant to the Law. 

The FSLA center must decide whether to provide FSLA within ten days from the date of receipt of an 

application. 

If a person filed an application to a territorial agency of justice, the latter must within three days from the 

date of submission of an application refer it to a center with the jurisdiction over the respective 

administrative territory. The respective center must then decide whether to provide FSLA within a seven 

day period from the date of receipt of an application. 

If an applicant is eligible for FSLA, the center decides to provide FSLA and duly notifies the applicant or 

his/her legal representative, as well as the court, government agency, or local self-government agency 

where it will represent the applicant, in writing. 

If an applicant is not eligible for FSLA, the center decides to refuse to provide FSLA and sends a copy of the 

decision to the applicant along with explanations of the procedure for appealing against a decision to refuse 

to provide FSLA. 

Diagram 31. LCs: access to FSLA in civil and administrative cases 

 

A person may be refused FSLA on any of the following grounds: 

▪ That person is not eligible for FSLA 

▪ That person has provided false information or fake documents to prove his/her eligibility for FSLA; 

▪ That person’s claims for protection or restoration of his/her rights are unjustified; 

▪ That person has previously received FSLA on the same issue; 

▪ That person has exhausted all domestic remedies in the matter for which FSLA is sought. In this 

case, the decision to refuse FSLA must be accompanied with written explanations of the 
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procedure for applying to relevant international judicial institutions or relevant agencies of 

international organizations of which Ukraine is a member. 

 

Provision of FSLA may be terminated by decision of the FSLA center in the following cases: 

▪ The circumstances or grounds making a person eligible for FSLA have ceased to exist; 

▪ It has been established that the confirmation of the person’s eligibility for FSLA and the decision 

to provide FSLA were based on false information or fake documents provided by that person; 

▪ A person is using the defense services of other defense lawyers in the same matter for which the 

defender has been assigned pursuant to the Law; 

▪ A person has exhausted all domestic remedies in the matter. 

A person who has previously received FSLA pursuant to the Law and has since become ineligible for such 

aid can receive legal aid on a non-preferential basis. 

In case of termination of FSLA for eligibility violation, the FSLA grantee must repay the actual costs of the 

services provided. 

The grant of FSLA is terminated upon full discharge of contractual obligations by a FSLA provider. 

Currently, it is not possible to automate the eligibility verification process, therefore FSLA centers request 

applicants to provide certificates confirming their eligibility. Within ten days from the receipt of submitted 

documents a center must decide whether to provide or refuse to provide FSLA, and issue a corresponding 

order. 

Pursuant to an order of a LC to provide FSLA, the department for supervising provision of FSLA and 

cooperation with lawyers of the LC gives an assignment to a lawyer, following which a lawyer and a client sign 

a letter of attorney and a lawyer takes a case. 

 

Access to FSLA for convicts serving sentences 

The special procedure for access of convicts to FSLA is used due to the fact that they are kept at restricted 

access facilities. A convict may file an application to a RC (in criminal matters) or a LC (in civil or administrative 

matters) which, along with the accompanying letter from the director of the respective penitentiary 

institution, is sent by mail to the respective FSLA Centre. Within ten days from the receipt of such letter a 

FSLA Centre must decide whether to provide or refuse to provide FSLA and, in the case of the former, assign 

a lawyer. The lawyer must appear at the place of imprisonment, have a confidential meeting with the client 

and, after signing an agreement to represent the convict, and start providing FSLA services. 
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3.3. Procedure for Engaging Lawyers in the Legal Aid System 

FSLA providers are lawyers included in the Register of lawyers providing FSLA. Currently, the Register 
includes 6,761 lawyers (22 percent of all lawyers in Ukraine). Lawyers are placed on the Register based on 
competitive selection. 

Up until 2015, lawyers selected through a competitive process would be placed by territorial divisions of 
justice on local registers of FSLA lawyers within a week after the selection. In March 2015, the MoJ issued the 
order On Approval of the Procedures for Managing the Register of Lawyers Providing Free Secondary Legal Aid 
by the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision pursuant to which, the register management and 
maintenance functions were transferred from MTDJs to the CCLAP. 

Up to 2017112 eight competitions were held to select lawyers. The competition procedure was established and 

approved by the regulation of the CMU On Approval of the Competition Procedures and Conditions and 
Requirements for Professional Qualifications of Lawyers Engaged in Provision of Free Secondary Legal 
Aid of 28 December, 2011, No. 1362, and further detailed by several orders of the MoJ (on document formats, 
methodologies etc.). 

After placing the candidates on relevant registers, 

RCs (as well as LCs, since 01 January, 2017) are 

allowed to sign individual contracts/agreements 

with the participants who have successfully 

passed the competition and expressed their 

willingness to provide FSLA (pursuant to the 

regulation of the CMU On Approval of the 

Procedures and Conditions for Signing Contracts 

with Lawyers Providing Free Secondary Legal Aid on 

a Full-Time Basis and Agreements with Lawyers 

Providing Free Secondary Legal Aid on a Part-Time 

Basis of 11 January, 2012, No. 8). Every lawyer 

decides whether to provide FSLA on a full-time or 

part-time basis. 

As of December 2018, 3,320 lawyers (49 percent of 
all lawyers on the register) had contracts with 
FSLA centers for provision of legal aid in criminal and civil cases. Such lawyers were not employed by FSLA 
centers and provided their services on a contractual (full-time and/or part-time) basis. The lawyers could also 
continue working as private sector lawyers. 

When providing FSLA, lawyers must act independently and in compliance with the principles and standards 
of the practice of law, as well as the principles of the rule of law, legality, confidentiality, and avoiding 
conflicts of interest (as established by Article 4 of the Law On the Bar and the Practice of Law). 

Regional and local centers engage lawyers for providing FSLA by issuing relevant orders and giving 
assignments to lawyers. 

                                                           
112 Three more competitions were held since November 2017 according to the changed procedure (amendments to the Regulation 

dated 09 August, 2017). As of December 2018, 3,326 lawyers (49 percent of all lawyers on the register) had contracts with FSLACs. 
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Lawyers are engaged in providing FSLA to detainees, normally according to their duty schedule. Normally, 
lawyers are engaged in providing FSLA in criminal proceedings, and civil and administrative cases under the 
procedure for distribution of cases established by regional centers. Pursuant to Article 21.2 of the Law On 
Free Legal Aid, lawyers must be appointed based on their specialty, work experience, workload, and the level 
of difficulty of cases handled by lawyers. Such conditions are stipulated in contracts between lawyers and 
regional centers where a lawyer defines the geographical area in which he/she will provide legal aid, the 
scope of such aid, types of cases, and other aspects. One of the requirements under a contract between a 
center and a lawyer is that the number of concurrent pending assignments may not exceed thirty. Another 
consideration is the need to ensure continuous defense. 

An important factor in the distribution of cases between lawyers is a greater number of lawyers in large cities 
and a much smaller number in remote areas, sometimes as small as one or two lawyers. The issue of shortage 
of lawyers in remote areas is partially addressed by a mechanism for compensation of transportation 
expenses in rural areas introduced in March 2015. 

The information about the number of assignments given by centers to lawyers and their fees, which is 
updated weekly on the websites of RCs, allows for external monitoring by all stakeholders. 

Up until 1 January, 2017, only RCs and lawyers could be parties to contracts involving provision of FSLA in all 
criminal, civil, and administrative cases. LCs would give assignments to lawyers to provide FSLA in civil and 
administrative cases on the basis of authorization by RC directors of staff members of local centers. Since 1 
January, 2017, contracts for provision of FSLA in civil and administrative cases can be signed between LCs and 
lawyers. 

A lawyer may refuse an assignment for the reasons specified in his/her contract, or for other valid reasons 
(such as illness, participation in court hearings in other cases etc.). If the reasons are not valid, centers make 
records of refusals which may influence the distribution of cases in the future. 

Pursuant to Article 24 of the Law of Ukraine On Free Legal Aid, a lawyer providing FSLA may be substituted in 
one of the following cases:  

1. A lawyer’s illness, full or partial disability, death; 
2. A lawyer’s failure to fulfill contractual obligations; 
3. Failure to follow the procedure for providing FSLA on the grounds prescribed by the law; 
4. Change of a jurisdiction of a case or competence of investigating agency over a case; 
5. Termination of a contract between a lawyer and a FSLA centre; 
6. Pause or cancellation of the right to act as a lawyer; 
7. Removal of a lawyer from the Register of lawyers providing free secondary legal aid. 

 

Competitive selection procedure 

Competitions are arranged by the CCLAP based on the current needs assessment of the FSLA system. The 

CCLAP makes proposals to the MoJ substantiating the need for holding a competitive selection of lawyers, 

including proposals regarding the timeframe for the selection process. The MoJ announces the competition 

and approves the proposed list of questions for a written test examination that is uniform for the entire 

Ukraine and kept secret until the time of examination. The CCLAP provides access to questions from the 

previous examinations available for potential applicants by publishing them on its website. 

In 2012 – 2015 competitive selections (totally 8 selections) were conducted in accordance with the procedure 
approved by the Regulation of the CMU On Approval of the Competition Procedures and Conditions and 
Requirements for Professional Qualifications of Lawyers Engaged in Provision of Free Secondary Legal Aid of 28 
December, 2011, No. 1362. 
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Thus, MTDJs in each region publish the competition announcement in local mass media within the 

established time limits not later than 30 days before the deadline date for admission of applications and set 

up selection commissions in charge of the competition. A selection commission must consist of at least seven 

members, including chairman and secretary representing respective MTDJs. Members of selection 

commissions include representatives of the MoJ, the CCLAP, local self-government agencies, the judiciary, 

and non-governmental organizations from respective regions/oblasts. The aggregated information about the 

members of selection commissions for completed competitions is available on the CCLAP website. 

Commission members participate on a pro bono basis. Commission members must sign a statement of no 

conflict of interest preventing them from participating on the commission, as well as an agreement for non-

disclosure of assessment results. 

Lawyers must file their applications with MTDJ (at the regional level). MTDJs must register every application 

and review the documents to verify the applicants for compliance with the competition’s qualifications 

requirements. 

Table 11. Requirements for professional qualifications of applicants for competitive selection of lawyers to provide 

FSLA113 

Requirements for applicants: 

✔ Eligibility to the practice of law (a certificate); 

✔ Knowledge of the laws and regulations on human rights protection; 

✔ Knowledge of the provisions of the procedural and substantive law; 

✔ Knowledge of and compliance with the rules of professional conduct for 
lawyers; 

✔ Knowledge of the laws on free legal aid; 

✔ Knowledge of the quality standards for provision of free legal aid; 

✔ Ability to complete procedural motions, complaints, and other legal documents; 

✔ Computer skills; 

✔ Proficiency in the state language; 

✔ Proficiency in the English language and/or ethnic minority languages spoken by 

a significant percentage of the population of the respective administrative 

territory is a bonus 

 

The selection process for lawyers to provide FSLA consists of three key assessment stages: 1) review of 
application documents, 2) anonymous written test examination, and 3) interview. 

Stage one: review of application documents 

During stage one, the commission reviews applications and documents submitted by applicants (i.e. checks 
them against the criteria of law practice experience, legal specialty, existence or absence of reports 
(complaints) about the lawyer’s conduct, and disciplinary action taken against the lawyer within the last three 

                                                           
113The Regulation of the CMU On Approval of the Procedures and Conditions of Competitive Selection of Lawyers for Provision of 

Free Secondary Legal Aid No. 1362 of 02/12/2011 as amended by the Regulation of the CMU No. 915 of 10/10/2012, No. 1214 of 

19/12/2012, and the Regulation of the CMU No. 110 of 11/03/2015 
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years, if any). The commission may disqualify an applicant from the competition if it establishes that the 
applicant has filed documents containing false information. Apart from the exceptions for incompliance 
referred to above, all other applicants that meet the qualifications requirement are admitted to participate 
in stage two of the selection process. 

Stage two: written test examination 

An anonymous written test examination takes place during stage two. The approaches to the written test 
were changing as experience was gained. For example, during the first ever competition, the test questions 
were focusing mainly on the knowledge of legislation. During the fifth competition, the tests included 
situational questions. It is required that at least two thirds of the membership of the selection commission 
are present during the written test examination. The test results must be signed by three members of the 
commission. The main assessment criteria at this stage of the competition are thoroughness and 
completeness of answers. Currently, there are no guidelines on the responsibility of other members of the 
commission for evaluating the written test examination answers and no guidelines on the signing of the test 
results by members of the selection commissions. 

Table 12. The selection commission’s criteria for selection of lawyers to provide LA114 

Criteria: 

✔ Law practice experience; 

✔ The lawyer’s specialty; 

✔ A record of disciplinary action against the lawyer during the last year (or lack 
thereof); 

✔ Test examination score; 

✔ Motivation to provide free legal aid; 

✔ Social skills; 

✔ Emotional security; 

✔ The applicant’s ability to provide examples of experience providing legal aid  

Stage three: interview 

Stage three of the selection process involves a one-on-one interview. An interview must take place in the 
presence of at least three members of the commission who evaluate the skills of applicants, including 
motivation to provide free legal aid, social skills, emotional security, and ability to give examples of 
experience providing legal aid115. During this stage, the evaluation focuses on an applicant’s ability to 
verbalize his/her thoughts, tactfulness, ability to analyze problems and interact with persons in need of legal 
aid, willingness to take responsibility, being creative in his/her work, etc. At this stage, lawyers get an 
opportunity to provide additional documents for consideration by the commission which would confirm their 
experience in providing legal aid. Currently, there are no additional methodological guidelines on conducting 
interviews. The interview results must be finalized by a majority vote and the minutes of the interview must 
be signed by members of the commission within three work days from the date of the interview. 

Following the completion of stage three of the competition, a list of applicants with a passing score must be 
compiled and within the next two days mailed to the MTDJ. Up until 2015, MTDJs, based on the results of a 

                                                           
114 The Regulation of the CMU On Approval of the Procedures and Conditions of Competitive Selection of Lawyers for Provision of 

Free Secondary Legal Aid No. 1362 of 02/12/2011 as amended in 2012 and 2015.  

115The order of the MoJ (No. 1520/5 of 15/12/2010) defines presentation skills as an applicant’s ability to provide examples of 

legal aid services provided by him/her.  
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competition, were obligated to place the applicants who had successfully passed a competition on local 
registers of FSLA lawyers. In March 2015, the Ministry of Justice adopted the order On Approval of the 
Procedures for Managing the Register of Lawyers Providing Free Secondary Legal Aid by the Coordination Center 
for Legal Aid Provision pursuant to which, the register management and maintenance functions were 
transferred from MTDJs to the CCLAP. After placing the candidates on relevant registers, FSLA centers are 
allowed to sign individual contracts/agreements with participants who have successfully passed the 
competition and expressed their willingness to provide FSLA. Every lawyer decides whether to provide FSLA 
on a full-time or part-time basis. 

As noted previously, eight competitions have been held so far to select lawyers to provide FSLA. The last four 

competitions also focused on selecting prospective lawyers specializing in the civil and administrative law. 

Approximately 80 percent of all candidates have successfully passed the competitive selection process. 

Notably, the passing score has been progressively increasing from one competition to the next. For example, 

the passing score for the second competition was 3.0 points, 3.5 for the third, and 3.6 for the fourth and fifth. 

The passing score for the sixth, seventh, and eighth competitions was set at 3.7 points. 
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Diagram 33. Competitive selection of lawyers to provide FSLA 

 

Since 2015, there was an ongoing discussion of possible ways to improve the process for engaging lawyer, 

particularly through a distance learning course including the system review taken during a selection 

process. Some of those proposals were made during the round tables116 that were held in the spring of 2015 

by RCs and the NGO Association of Lawyers Providing Free Legal Aid with the participation of representative 

of lawyers’ self-governance agencies and with the support from the International Renaissance Foundation, 

as well as in June – October 2016 during regional discussions on the system of selection of lawyers engaged 

in provision of FSLA and further steps towards the reform of the selection system. 

Such discussions took place in five oblast capitals: Zhytomyr on 13 June, 2016, Odesa on 19 July, 2016, Ivano-

Frankivsk on 27 July, 2016, Dnipro on 17 October, 2016, and Poltava on 28 October 2016. Representatives from 

four to six neighboring regions also participated in the events, thus ensuring representation of the entire 

                                                           
116 For more information about the round tables, see Chapter 4. 
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Ukraine. The participants included representatives of organizations that delegated their members to the 

selection commissions in respective regions, i.e. the bar, divisions of justice, regional FSLA centers, courts, 

and non-governmental organizations. Former commission members were personally invited to attend. 

Overall, 108 commission members from 24 regions took part in the discussions. The participants shared their 

vision of the advantages and issues with the existing selection procedure, and made recommendations for 

the future of the system for selection of lawyers to provide FSLA. Additionally, on 16 November, a focus 

group meeting took place in Kyiv bringing together lawyers collaborating with the LA system, lawyers who, 

for various reasons, had not been able to pass the competitive selection, and lawyers who never participated 

in the selection process. This process provided perspectives from various groups of legal professionals. The 

recommendations were compiled in a report and presented by an advisor to the Council of Europe, lawyer, 

professor of the Chair of Justice of the Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv, ad hoc judge of the 

European Court of Human Rights Oleksandra Yanovska. This event, as well as regional discussions, were 

made possible with the support from the Council of Europe project Continued Support of the Criminal Justice 

Reform in Ukraine, funded by the Government of Denmark. On 12 December, 2016, a follow-up report on the 

regional discussions was presented during a topical round table held in Kyiv. The recommendations 

contained in the report formed the basis of draft amendments to the regulation of the CMU No. 1362 of 02 

December, 2011. 

Significant amendments were introduced to the regulation of the CMU No. 1362 based upon the mentioned-
above recommendations. CMU adopted a new Regulation No. 575 of 9 August, 2017 “On Amendments to 
Some Regulation of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine”. Via this Regulation a new “Order and Conditions of 
a Competition to Select Lawyers for FSLA Provision” was approved. 

Key changes include: 

▪ Online registration of lawyers for the selection process; 

▪ Introduction of a distance training course on the FLA system, key information on cooperation between 
lawyers and FSLA centres, and working with vulnerable groups of clients, instead of written 
test/exam; 

▪ More attention is now paid to a lawyer’s motivation to provide FSLA (see diagram 34). 

Diagram 34. The procedure for competitive selection of lawyers according to amended Order and 
Conditions of a Contest to Select Lawyers for FSLA Provision (since August, 2017) 
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Currently, 3 competitions were held in accordance with a new procedure (November 2017 – January 2018; 

May – June 2018; December 2018 – January 2019). 

 

3.4. Service Fees and Compensation of Expenses of Lawyers Providing FSLA  

The CCLAP develops draft regulations on lawyers’ fees in consultation with the ministries of finance, social 

policy, and economic development and trade. The MoJ submits the draft regulations to the Cabinet of 

Ministers of Ukraine for approval. As of 01 January, 2019, the procedure for fee payment and compensation 

of expenses of lawyers was regulated by the Regulation of the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine of 17 

September, 2014 No. 465 On Fee Payment and Compensation of Expenses of Lawyers Providing Free Secondary 

Legal Aid.  

Since the launch of the FSLA system, the procedure for payment of lawyers’ fees has been amended several 

times to improve it. Particularly, the Regulation referred to above was adopted in September 2014 to replace 

the previous Regulation of 18 April, 2012, No. 305. Amendments to the Regulation No. 465 were made in 

March 2015, December 2016, December 2017 and June 2018. 

One of the most significant changes was the introduction of incentives that increase lawyers’ fee rates for 

achieving favorable results in criminal proceedings for their clients (i.e. acquittal, reducing the charges or the 

number of incidents contained in the charges, etc.); the methodology for calculating fees in civil and 

administrative cases; and added options for compensation of expenses of lawyers in relation to provision of 

FSLA (particularly, compensation of the costs of using their own vehicles in rural areas). 

Important amendments to the Regulation No. 465 were introduced by the Regulation of the Cabinet of 

Ministers of Ukraine of 21 December, 2016, No. 1048. The most significant of them involved increasing the 

lawyer’s hourly fee rate from 2.5 to 5 percent of the living wage applicable to working-age persons effective 

at the time of submission of a report by a lawyer, starting from 1 January, 2018. Additionally, the application 

of certain factors affecting lawyers’ fee rates was optimized. Particularly as in the approach used in the 

criminal process, a lawyer’s fee rate for providing FSLA in civil and administrative cases will from now on be 

determined by whether a FSLA grantee falls under a special needs category. 

The most recent amendments to the Regulation No. 465 were introduced by the Regulation of the Cabinet 

of Ministers of Ukraine of 20 June, 2018, No. 511. In particular, maximum fee payments for certain types of 

cases were defined. For example, maximum lawyer’s fee for the defence provided in court of first instance 

should not exceed 19.5 sizes of the living wage applicable to working-age persons effective as of the time of 

submission of a report by a lawyer (UAH 37,459.5 as of January 1, 2019).  

Generally, the existing methodology distinguishes between fee payments for FSLA services by four 

different types of cases: 

▪ А: administrative detention and/or administrative arrest; initial phase (detention) of criminal 

proceedings; participation in a single procedure in criminal proceedings; criminal proceedings 

involving decisions to extend, modify, or revoke a compulsory medical treatment order and 

procedures involving turnover (extradition) of individuals; 

▪ B: providing defense services during the next phases of criminal proceedings (i.e. pretrial 

investigation and proceedings before courts of first instance, appeals, and cassation, and the 

Supreme Court of Ukraine); 

▪ С: representing clients before courts and/or preparing procedural documents in administrative and 

civil cases; 

▪ D: other cases not covered above. 
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In addition, lawyers are compensated for their expenses in relation to providing legal aid.  

The summary of the information about fee calculations can be found in the tables below. 

Table 13. Lawyers’ fee payment methods: type A and B cases 

Type A cases: 

▪ Administrative detention and/or administrative arrest 

▪ Initial phase (detention) of criminal proceedings 

▪ Participation in a single procedure in criminal proceedings 

▪ Criminal proceedings involving decisions to extend, modify, or revoke a compulsory 
medical treatment order 

▪ Procedures involving turnover (extradition) of individuals 

Main factors taken 

into consideration: 

▪ The number of 

steps taken by a 

lawyer providing 

FSLA; 

▪ The level of 

difficulty of the 

case; 

▪ The outcome for 

the client  

Basic formula: 

R = (2 х Number of visits + N х Index1 x index2 x … IndexN) x 

Min subsistence х 5 %* 

where 

▪ 2 means the average number of hours spent by a lawyer travelling 
to meet with a legal aid grantee, participate in the proceedings, 
and/or collect evidence, and back; 

▪ Number of visits means the number of times a lawyer travelled to 
meet with a legal aid grantee, participate in the proceedings, 
and/or collect evidence; 

▪ N means the average of hours spent by a lawyer to provide 
relevant legal aid; 

▪ Index1, index2, IndexN mean the ratios of the number of steps 
taken by a lawyer, the level of difficulty of the case, and the 
outcome for a client; 

▪ Min subsistence х 5 % means a lawyer’s hourly fee rate which 
equals 5 percent of the living wage applicable to working-age 
persons effective as of the time of submission of a report by a 
lawyer (UAH 96.05 as of 01 January, 2019) 

Type B cases: 

Providing defense services by designation during the next phases of criminal proceedings (i.e. 

pretrial investigation and proceedings before courts of first instance, appeals, and cassation, 

and the Supreme Court of Ukraine) 

Main factors taken 

into consideration: 

▪ The phase of the 
criminal 
proceeding; 

▪ The level of 
difficulty of the 

Basic formula: 

R = 20 х Index1 x index2 x … IndexN x IndexResult x Min 

subsistence х 5 % 

where 

▪ 20 means the minimum number of hours spent by a lawyer 

providing legal aid in the least difficult criminal proceedings 

(reference case) 
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criminal 
proceeding:  

− The gravity of the 
crime; the 
number of 
criminal 
incidents; 

− The number of 
suspects and 
defendants in the 
criminal 
proceedings;  

− Preventive 
custody imposed; 

▪ The outcome for 
the client 

 

 

▪ Index1 x index2 x … IndexN mean the ratios of the length of the 

respective phase of criminal proceedings, the gravity of the crime, 

the number of criminal incidents, the number of 

suspects/defendants in the criminal proceedings, preventive 

custody imposed, and other factors  

▪ IndexResult means the incentive rate based on the outcome for 

the client  

The following outcomes are particularly considered: 

▪ Acquittal or reversal of a guilty verdict and closure of the case by 
a court of first instance, appeals, or cassation, or the Supreme 
Court of Ukraine; 

▪ Closure of the case for lack of elements of a crime, a crime 
incident, or evidence of a crime to prove a person guilty when all 
options to find such evidence have been exhausted; 

▪ Discharge from criminal prosecution due to active repentance, 
reconciliation between the offender and the victim, release on 
bail, change in circumstances, or expiration of the statute of 
limitations; 

▪ Re-qualification of the crime being as having lesser gravity; 

▪ Reduction of charges;  

▪ Release from punishment or parole; 

▪ The least severe of the punishments provided for under a relevant 
article or a milder punishment than that provided for by law;  

▪ The minimum possible punishment (prison term)  

Min subsistence х 5 % means a lawyer’s hourly fee rate  

 
Table 14. Lawyers’ fee payment methods: type C and D cases 

Type С cases: 

● Representing clients before courts and/or preparing of procedural documents in 

administrative and civil cases 

Main factors taken 

into consideration: 

The number of each 

type of steps taken by 

a lawyer  

Basic formula: 

N 

R = ( IndexNi x ActNj) x Min subsistence х 2.5 %, 

i, j = 1  

where 

IndexNi means the number of hours spent by a lawyer to complete a 

certain type of action: 

▪ initial analysis of the case, including examining the case 

materials, interviews, and collecting information and 

documents at the respective stage of the process (proceeding) 

– 6 hours; 

▪ preparing a claim or motion in a separate proceeding (provided 

that the proceeding is pending), counter claim or objection to a 
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claim, an appeal, a cassation appeal, or application for review 

of a court decision by the Supreme Court of Ukraine or based 

on new evidence (provided that the proceeding is pending) or 

an objection – 8 hours; 

▪ participation in a court hearing (including preparing different 

necessary procedural documents not mentioned above): within 

the district where the workplace of a lawyer is located – 6 

hours per each session; outside the district where the 

workplace of a lawyer is located – 10 hours per each session; 

outside the region where the workplace of a lawyer is located – 

26 per each session 

ActNj means the number of each type of steps taken by a lawyer when 

providing legal aid  

Min subsistence х 5 % means a lawyer’s hourly fee rate 

Type D cases: 

● Other cases not covered above 

Main factors taken 

into consideration: 

The number of days 

when a lawyer was 

providing legal aid and 

location  

Basic formula: 

N 

R = ( IndexNi x DaysNj) x Min subsistence х 2.5 % 

 i, j = 1 

where 

IndexNi means the number of hours spent by a lawyer providing legal 

aid during one day: 

 within the district where the assignment was issued – 4 hours; 

 outside the district where the assignment was issued – 8 hours; 

 outside the region where the assignment was issued – 24 hours 

DaysNj means the number of days during which a lawyer was providing 

legal aid in each of the specified geographical areas  

Min subsistence х 2.5 % means a lawyer’s hourly fee rate 

 

A special rate applies to all cases where legal aid is provided to vulnerable clients: 

▪ persons under the age of 18 who are suspected of or charged with a crime, or subject to 

administrative sanctions; 

▪ persons requiring extra care due to physical or mental disability (i.e. mute, deaf, visually impaired 

etc.) and incapable of exercising their right to counsel independently; 

▪ persons who are not proficient in the language of the proceedings; 

▪ persons diagnosed with an infectious disease which is confirmed by an appropriate health certificate. 
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Table 15. Compensation of expenses 

Compensated expenses of lawyers related to provision of legal aid  

▪ use of public transport (except air transport, luxury trains, and maritime and river transport); 

▪ purchases of fuels and lubricants when using own vehicle during night time or in rural areas, or in the 
case of unavailability of public transport, taking into account the distance from the lawyer’s place 
of residence or office to the place of delivery of legal aid and back; 

▪ interregional travel (per diem and accommodation costs) to meet with a client, examine the case 
materials, conduct interviews, and participate in a court hearing, as well as in the case of change in 
jurisdiction over the criminal proceedings or criminal investigation, transfer of the 
suspect/defendant/convict who is a legal aid grantee to a different place of detention/imprisonment  

 

To receive payment for the FSLA services provided, a lawyer must submit to the relevant FSLA center 

(typically the assigning center) a certificate of delivery of legal aid services along with supplemental 

documents using the form approved by the order of the MoJ of 16 2014, No. 1702/5, On Approval of the Form 

of Certificate of Delivery of Free Secondary Legal Aid and Supplemental Documents. The center then verifies the 

certificate, countersigns it, and makes a payment. 

A lawyer is responsible for the data provided in the certificate of delivery of legal aid services. To confirm the 

factors affecting the payment amount, lawyers may submit copies of procedural and other documents that 

are non-privileged and known to all parties to the process. 

Since September 2014, the information about the number of FSLA assignments given to each lawyer as well 

as the amounts paid for services of lawyers has been published on the websites of RCs and updated every 

Monday. 

It should be mentioned that in 2014–2015, there had been instances of delay in the payment of lawyers’ fees 

due to erratic funding from the state budget early on in the budget period (January-March). Unfortunately, 

the situation is typical for Ukraine’s public sector. 

The budget requests of the CCLAP for 2017 and 2018 were not fully satisfied by the Government, that caused 

delays in the payments of lawyers’ fees in the middle of each of mentioned years. To increase the level of 

funding to the necessary volume, during certain fiscal year, at the request of the CCLAP, MoJ and the Cabinet 

of Ministers found the possibilities of re-allocation of funds for relevant budget programme at the expense 

of other budget programmes, and financial commitments before lawyers were met. 

Paying for the services of lawyers is one of the most complex processes within the LA system where reporting 

by lawyers and verification of reports by FSLA centers have not been automated to this day. This is why during 

the development of the terms of reference for upgrading the IIAS, much focus was placed on implementing 

a feature known as the Lawyer’s Personal Account that allows lawyers to report on completed assignments 

and track the report verification and service payment processes online. Relevant features will also be 

available to staff of FSLA centers responsible for verification of reports submitted by lawyers. Automating 

these processes will help significantly speed up the service payment process in general. 
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3.5. LA Quality Management System. Quality Standards for FSLA  

A system for quality management of FSLA in the criminal process has been set up and operating within the 

LA system. 

At the core of the system, there are the Quality Standards for FSLA in the Criminal Process approved by the 

order of the MoJ of 25 February, 2014, No. 368/5, On Approval of the Quality Standards for Free Secondary 

Legal Aid in the Criminal Process, effective since 1 July, 2014. The Standards are attached hereto. 

The draft Standards were developed by a working team of lawyers and approved by the Ukrainian Bar Council 

(pursuant to the Memorandum of Cooperation between the UNBA and the Ministry of Justice)117. Also pursuant 

to the Memorandum, both parties will jointly develop the quality standards for FSLA in civil and 

administrative cases in the future. 

The purpose of the Quality Standards is to ensure timely provision of secondary legal aid, methodological 

support for lawyers and their professional development, and most efficient use of public funds. The 

Standards provide a list of steps to be taken by a lawyer at every phase of a criminal proceedings. These 

requirements are binding upon lawyers providing FSLA. For all other lawyers, the standards serve as 

guidelines. The standards are prescriptive and refer to relevant sources of law (including the case law of the 

ECHR) and other laws and regulations118. The CCLAP encourages lawyers to give their recommendations for 

improving the quality standards. 

The Legal Aid Quality Assurance Division was established within the CCLAP whose function is to coordinate 

the quality monitoring of legal aid across the entire system. 

FSLA centers are obligated to monitor the quality of services provided by the lawyers. Departments for legal 

aid quality assurance and professional development of lawyers have been established at every regional FSLA 

center, and the standard regulations on such departments were approved by the order of the CCLAP of 12 

May, 2015, No. 151, On Approval of the Standard Regulations on Structural Units of Regional Free Secondary 

Legal Aid Centers.  

Heads of such departments are also known as quality managers. Quality managers have been selected from 

among lawyers the majority of whom were providing legal aid within the FSLA system. To prevent conflict of 

interest, the lawyers formerly engaged in provision of FSLA before becoming quality managers must stop 

providing free legal aid but may continue working as private sector lawyers. 

Quality managers have the following responsibilities: 

1) monitoring the compliance of lawyers with the LA quality standards, particularly for future 

assessment, under the established procedure, of the quality, completeness, and timeliness of FSLA 

services provided by lawyers; 

2) arranging for professional development of lawyers providing FSLA; 

3) consolidation, analysis, and sharing of the best practices in the practice of law; 

4) analysis of the level of satisfaction of FSLA grantees with the quality of such aid. 

                                                           
117Resolution No. 267 of the Ukrainian Bar Council (of 17/12/2013) 

118 The sources of law include the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, the Criminal 

Procedure Code of Ukraine, the Law of Ukraine On Free Legal Aid, the Law of Ukraine On the Bar and the Practice of Law, and 
judgments and decisions of the ECHR. 
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The key elements of the system for quality management of FSLA in the criminal process are shown in diagram 

35. 

Diagram 35. The system for quality management in the criminal process  

 

 

Some of the elements are described in other chapters of this report. Particularly, the process of selection of 

lawyers to provide FSLA and signing contracts (agreements) is described in Chapter 3.3, the system of 

professional development of lawyers is described in Chapter 2, and financial incentives in the work of lawyers 

are described in Chapter 3.4. 

It is worth mentioning that the issue of quality was raised as far back as during the first year of operation of 

the system. In the summer of 2013, a peer review mechanism was piloted119, confirming the importance of 

having clear and reasonable assessment criteria/quality standards. The piloting results were the subject of 

discussion during the round table on Ensuring Quality Legal Aid in Criminal Cases (23 July, 2013) held by the 

Ukrainian Helsinki Human Rights Union, the Ukrainian National Bar Association, the Ukrainian Legal Aid 

Foundation, and the International Renaissance Foundation with the support from the MoJ and the CCLAP120. 

The monitoring of lawyers’ compliance with the quality standards for FSLA in the criminal process was 
effectively launched on 1 July, 2015. 

The main stages in the development of the LA quality management system: 

▪ The Quality Standards are approved by the Ukrainian Bar Council (resolution No. 267 of 17 December, 

2013) and enacted by the MoJ (order No. 386/5 of 25 February, 2014). 

                                                           
119 From 11 June to 5 July, 2013, within the framework of the UHHRU’s legal aid system monitoring project (made possible with 

the financial support from the Kingdom of the Netherlands MATRA project in Ukraine). 

120 http://legalaid.gov.ua/images/control/hr-2014-4_fin.pdf#page=1&zoom=auto,-164,680 с.49 
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▪ The organizational structure of FSLA centers changes. Starting from 1 March, 2014, quality assurance 

departments are introduced (along with quality manager positions). The CCLAP develops the quality 

manager job description (including qualifications requirements) which is approved by the order of 

the CCLAP No. 2 of 14 March, 2014. 

▪ The selection of lawyers for quality manager positions (reviews of applications and interviews with 

prospective candidates) takes place and recommendations for appointment of quality managers are 

given to FSLA centers (from April to May 2014). The majority of quality managers took charge in June 

2014, and the selection process was completed before 1 September, 2014. 

▪ The monitoring forms are developed in April 2014 (with the support from the IMF and the ULAF). 

▪ The Concept of the FSLA Quality Management System is developed by FSLA centers, the IMF, and the 

ULAF in May 2014. A working team on FSLA quality monitoring is set up (order of the CCLAP No. 26 

of 26 June, 2014) comprising representatives of the CCLAP, the IMF, the ULAF, and a few directors of 

FSLA centers. 

▪ The development and publication of the standards for lawyers in the form of a notebook for making 

notes on the practical aspects of the application of the quality standards (May-June 2014). 

▪ The inaugural seminar/training121 for quality managers is prepared by the CCLAP in partnership with 
the IMF and the ULAF and held from 7 to 10 June, 2014. The training’s objectives included developing 
a shared vision of the implementation of the quality standards, planning activities for 2014, 
developing tools for monitoring the standards, as well as uniform approaches to holding cluster 
seminars at the regional level. Shortly after the inaugural seminar, a Facebook group called LAQMus 
was created122 which is now used extensively by quality managers to share experiences and discuss 
current issues of quality management (QM). 

▪ The CCLAP develops the Roadmap for the Implementation of the Quality Standards for FSLA in Criminal 

Proceedings based on the outputs of the inaugural seminar/training. This document was distributed 

by the CCLAP among directors and quality managers at FSLA centers by official mail. It was also 

distributed through the LAQMus Facebook group. 

▪ 77 cluster seminars on the implementation of the quality standards at the local level have been held 

since 31 July, 2014, with 1,200 lawyers attending. 

▪ The monitoring of FSLA lawyers for compliance with the quality standards (August-September 2014). 

During this period, quality managers from all FSLA centers attended 252 court hearings and 

monitored the work of 255 lawyers carrying out assignments from FSLA centers to provide defense 

against charges. Overall, quality managers carried out 276 monitoring visits to courts, including 177 

visits to courts of first instance and 99 to courts of appeals. The monitoring covered courts across 112 

localities. 

▪ The meeting (26 September, 2014) of the ‘working group for quality monitoring’ (established pursuant 

to the order of the CCLAP on 26 June, 2015). Among other things discussed during the meeting, the 

                                                           
121 In addition to this training, quality managers also took part in the training on New Instruments for Human Rights Protection in 

the Work of Quality Managers (12–13 October, 2015) held with the support from the International Renaissance Foundation, the 
Government of Sweden represented by the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA), and the UHHRU, 
and the training on Legal Aid to Victims of Domestic Violence held on 14–15 December, 2015 (QALA Project with the participation 
of experts of the NGO Women’s Perspective). 23 quality managers participated in the piloting of the first distance learning course 
called An Introduction to the Free Secondary Legal Aid System, six of whom completed it (September 2015). One of the quality 
managers, together with other FSLA system staff, took part in a study visit to the Netherland in January 2016. 

122 LAQMus is the name of a Facebook group which stands for Legal Aid Quality Managers. The group was created by the CCLAP 

as an information sharing mechanism for quality managers. 
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focus was on the agenda for the next working meeting of quality managers, the challenges faced in 

their work, and during the preparation of the agenda of regional round tables on practice analysis of 

the monitoring of services provided by FSLA lawyers for compliance with the quality standards. Some 

of the other topics that were discussed included the organizational aspects of the work of quality 

managers, monitoring tools, and analysis of individual cases (the best examples of successful 

defense). The participants included five quality managers, the CCLAP representatives, and two RC 

directors. 

▪ The meeting of heads of quality assurance departments at regional FSLA centers (22–25 October, 2014, 
Chyhyryn), with 22 quality managers participating123. During the event, the participants discussed the 
first months performance of the quality management (QM) system, the effectiveness of QM 
instruments such as court observations, surveying of lawyers, and random verification of personal 
data provided in questionnaires for consistency with actual personal data; and interviewing clients, 
particularly the mechanism for access to clients in custody for interviewing, and standardization of 
client interviews. They also discussed the draft orders of the CCLAP on QM instruments, changes in 
lawyers’ fees, reporting requirements established by the Regulation of the CMU No. 465 of 17 
September, 2014, as well as future tasks of quality managers. The event was made possible by the 
support from the American Bar Association Rule of Law Initiative (ABA ROLI) and the International 
Renaissance Foundation, and arranged in cooperation with the ULAF and the UHHRU. 

▪ The CCLAP issues the order of 01 April, 2015, No. 135, On Approval of the Procedure for Free Secondary 

Legal Aid Centers to Make Requests to Commissions for Assessing the Quality, Completeness, and 

Timeliness of Free Legal Aid Services Provided by Lawyers, which formalized the mechanism for 

assessing the quality, completeness, and timeliness of LA services provided by lawyers. Pursuant to the 

Law of Ukraine On the Bar and the Practice of Law, such assessment may only be carried out by 

respective regional councils of the bar which set up commissions to assess the quality, completeness, 

and timeliness of LA services provided by lawyers. 

Pursuant to the order of the CCLAP of 01 April, 2015, No. 135, a FSLA center may make a request to the 

respective quality assurance commission in the following cases: 

▪ In the case of a complaint against a lawyer claiming inadequate defense services (low-quality, 

incomplete, or delayed aid provided by a lawyer assigned by a center) which falls outside the scope 

of the center’s competence; 

▪ Where there is reasonable concern for low-quality, incomplete, or delayed legal aid provided by a 

lawyer assigned by a center; 

▪ upon instruction from the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision. 

▪ The CCLAP issues the order of 06/04/2015, No. 136, On Monitoring of Compliance of Lawyers with the 

Quality Standards for Free Secondary Legal Aid in the Criminal Process. 

▪ The CCLAP issues the order of 12 May, 2015, No. 151, On Approval of the Standard Regulations on 

Structural Units of Regional Free Secondary Legal Aid Centers. That way, the vast majority of 

procedures were improved and formalized in 2015. 

▪ To facilitate systemic analysis and consolidation of reports submitted to the CCLAP since 01 April, 

2016, the Legal Aid Quality Assurance Division has developed and implemented a Google form (in line 

with the requirements of the order of the CCLAP of 06 April, 2015, No. 136). 

                                                           
123 The participants of the meeting/seminar also included the CCLAP staff, RC directors, partners representing international 

organizations and projects, and the ULAF.  
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The order of the CCLAP of 06 April, 2015, No. 136, establishes the following types of monitoring of lawyers 

for compliance with the quality standards for FSLA in the criminal process: 

1) Monitoring of judicial proceedings in courts of first instance and courts of appeals by means of: 

▪ Observation of a lawyer’s work in court,  

▪ Interviewing a client, subject to written consent of the latter only (of which a lawyer must be duly 

notified), (relevant monitoring forms include the observation and interview findings and the 

client’s consent to an interview); 

2) Monitoring of information provided by a lawyer (to verify the information provided by lawyers for 

accuracy ensuring compliance with the quality standards for FSLA in the criminal process) in cases 

were FSLA was provided to: 

▪ Persons under the age of 18 suspected of or charged with committing a crime; 

▪ Persons incapable of exercising their right to counsel independently due to physical or mental 

disability (i.e. mute, deaf, visually impaired etc.); 

▪ Persons who are not proficient in the language of the criminal proceedings; 

▪ Persons eligible for free secondary legal aid from one lawyer during the current budget period in 

the respective district (district-level city); 

3) Anonymous surveying of clients and lawyers (to improve the quality of FSLA and have continuous 

feedback from FSLA grantees and persons entitled to FSLA), introduced on 1 May, 2015, and conducted 

on a biannual basis (starting 1 April and 1 October). 

Also pursuant to this order, quality managers consolidate and disseminate case studies of successful defense 

and the best practices in the practice of law. 

One of the priority objectives of the LA system is the development and approval of the quality standards for 

FSLA in civil and administrative cases, the work on which is underway, as envisaged by several planning 

documents, including the Action Plan for the Implementation of the National Strategy on Human Rights until 

2020. 

 

The findings of the 2016 FSLA quality monitoring  

The 2016 monitoring involved observing 1,251 lawyers at work in 1,478 hearings (including 72 percent in courts 

of first instance and 28 percent in courts of appeals). It revealed 17 instances of non-compliance with the 

Standards by lawyers, including failure to notify a RC of participation of another defender in the criminal 

proceedings, failure to notify a RC of a client’s waiver of a defender, a lawyer not having a case file or record 

of the initial interview with a client, failure to talk to a client and coordinate the legal positions prior to the 

case, failure to review the case, non-compliance with Article 349 of the CPC of Ukraine, and failure to collect 

evidence. 

In 2016, 8,864 certificates of delivery of FSLA services were verified, including serviced delivered to persons 

under the age of 18 suspected of or charged with a crime (over 30 percent), persons incapable of exercising 

their right to counsel independently (over 45 percent), persons not proficient in the language of the criminal 

proceedings (over 10 percent), and persons eligible for free secondary legal aid from one lawyer during the 
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current budget period in the respective district (14 percent). No violations of the Standards by lawyers were 

found. 

To promote the examples of successful defense, 738 such case studies and best practices in the practice of 

law were consolidated and distributed124. Also, some feedback was received from clients (i.e. 1,209 

questionnaires were sent out to clients of which 606 were returned125) and lawyers (4,536 questionnaires 

sent out, 1,873 returned). 

Diagram 36. 2016 quality monitoring of FSLA in the criminal process 

 

 

During 2016, 14 RCs made a total of 66 requests to Quality Commissions, and 7 RCs made a total of 27 requests 

to the Qualifications/Disciplinary Commission of the Bar. In one instance, the commission found that the 

actions of a lawyer had been non-compliant with the Standards and recommended that the RC terminated 

their contract. In three instances, disciplinary sanctions (warnings) were imposed on lawyers. In one instance, 

a lawyer was disbarred. No violations were found or confirmed in nineteen instanced. The findings of other 

reviews are not yet available. 

CLLAP continues the work in the field of the quality standards development in other fields. The quality 

standards of LA provision in civil and administrative processes and representation in criminal process were 

approved by the Order of the Ministry of Justice dated 21 December, 2017 # 3125/5. In summer of 2018 the 

draft of quality standards on primary legal aid provision was developed. 

In December 2018 CCLAP updated the monitoring procedure of the quality standards in criminal process, and 

approved such procedure for civil and administrative processes and representation in criminal process. 

According to the Order of the CCLAP No. 130 of 06 December, 2018 “On Organization of the Monitoring of the 

Legal Aid Provision by Lawyers on Compliance with FSLA Quality Standards in Criminal, Civil and Administrative 

Processes, and Representation in Criminal Process”, the instruments of the monitoring have not been changed 

significantly.  

                                                           
124 Some of the outcomes accomplished by lawyers included the following: release on parole, sentence reduction, criminal case 

closure, pretrial release, acquittal, re-qualification of charges to an offense warranting less severe punishment, criminal case 
closure due to reconciliation with the victim and discharge from criminal prosecution, modification of a preventive order from 
detention to house arrest, release from detention, detention ruled unlawful, and acquittal due to lack of proof of guilt of a 
criminal offense. 

125 When answering the survey questions, the clients pointed out the need to improve the feedback mechanisms for detainees 

and convicts, facilitate access to FSLA, make FSLA available to a broader range of people, and offer FSLA to persons specified 
in Article 14.9 of the Law of Ukraine On Free Legal Aid on other issues beyond their social protection. 
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3.6. Integrated Information/Analytical System (IIAS) 

The concept of the IIAS 

The integrated information/analytical system for LA support (IIAS) is a tool intended to facilitate the 

operation and management of the LA system and serve as the basis for all key processes and procedures, 

including requests for FSLA from competent agencies, human resource management (including contracts 

with lawyers), monitoring and distribution of cases and workload among lawyers, compensation of their 

expenses, etc. Proper operation of the IIAS allows better transparency and accountability of the FSLA system, 

facilitates quality control of legal aid services and general oversight by the CCLAP, as well as timely and 

comprehensive public reporting, ensure the LA system’s high analytical capacity for promptly responding to 

the needs of clients and problems and disproportionate developments within the system. 

The need to establish and build the IIAS was highlighted in the National Targeted Program for 2013–2017: “The 

integrated information/analytical system incorporating elements of artificial intelligence will enable 

consolidation of FSLA centers into one network, automation of legal aid management processes, immediate 

exchange of information between FSLA grantees, competent detention agencies, courts, main divisions of justice 

in the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, oblasts, Kyiv, and Sevastopol, and integration and visualization of 

statistical data with real-time processing and analysis capability.” In addition, the system would support 

development and maintenance of personalized databases of FSLA users, registers of staff of FSLA centers 

and lawyers providing FSLA, and the building of databases for provision of legal aid in administrative and civil 

cases, and criminal proceedings. 

A fully developed IIAS system would help automate the majority of processes and procedures within the legal 

aid system, ensure effective cooperation between stakeholders engaged in provision of legal aid, and serve 

as the key instrument in facilitating efficient and sustainable management and operation of the LA system. 

The need for the IIAS is determined by the following key conditions and factors: 

▪ Significant number of stakeholders, including the CCLAP, more than 500 LA access points, 

approximately 5,000 registered FSLA lawyers, law enforcement agencies (the police, pretrial 

investigation agencies, and public prosecutor’s offices), courts etc., that require most effective 

coordination to ensure timely provision of legal aid; 

▪ Tight procedural time limits for providing legal aid in criminal proceedings (e.g. detention officers 

must report actual cases of detention to FSLA centers immediately; FSLA centers must appoint 

lawyers within one hour after registration of the detention report; an appointed lawyer must appear 

to meet with a detainee within one hour etc.), and willingness to promptly deliver services to clients 

of LCs; 

▪ Significant number of processed documents and phone calls; 

▪ Large service areas covered. (Legal aid must be provided anywhere in Ukraine at any time. Several 

factors must be considered such as different conditions and availability of lawyers across different 

regions and districts. In some cases, the distances to FSLA centers to which lawyers must report may 

be as long as 200 km); 

▪ The need to present all kinds of requested statistical data on the performance of the legal aid system 

in real time to facilitate prompt managerial decision making. 

The concept of the IIAS / LAIAS is shown in the diagram below. 
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Diagram 37. The concept of the integrated information/analytical system (IIAS) 

Phase one: establishment and development of the IIAS (2012–2014) 

The development of the LA system in Ukraine is directly linked to innovative and efficient use of new 

information technologies to support provision of free legal aid. The lack of financial resources to support the 

ongoing development of the IIAS currently presents the following challenges and limitations: 

▪ The problem of processing increasingly more documents of all kinds and other incoming and 

outgoing information across the entire system; 

▪ Unreliable hardware that supports the IIAS’ features which may lead to the loss of information 

previously stored in current databases as well as network malfunctions; 

▪ Limited access to timely information for making sound managerial decisions;  

▪ Large amounts of resources used for preparation and processing of reports, etc. 

In 2012, UAH 2.2 million were allocated from the state budget for the development of the IIAS to ensure its 

basic functionality required for launching the LA system. That initial funding had helped to launch the IIAS on 

1 January, 2013, simultaneously with the launch of the entire legal aid system, including the following 

elements: 

▪ A network of 165 automated workplaces (desktop/laptop computers, 30 at the CCLAP and 135 at 

regional FSLA centers (5 at each center)); 

▪ a VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) network (a dual core processor VoIP server with limited 

functionality, 165 phone systems, and additional software); 
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▪ basic specialized software (that supports registration of reports, issuance and monitoring of 

assignments, registers of lawyers providing legal aid, and associated databases) and a web interface 

operated by a dual core processor server. 

The development of the following IIAS/LAIAS was planned for 2013 (with an initial budget of UAH 15,700 

thousand): 

▪ establishing a data center for centralized data processing and storage using data backup hardware 

and technologies; 

▪ setting up a hybrid telephone network connecting all regional FSLA centers; 

▪ upgrading data transfer networks; 

▪ setting up 135 additional automated workplaces (5 at each center); 

▪ implementing an identification system and eToken technology; 

▪ developing and implementing specialized software modules, i.e. the law office module, an analytical 

module for data processing, analysis, and visualization, the initial phase of the electronic document 

management system, an upgraded web interface, and an authorization and administration module. 

Due to limited financial resources (only UAH 656.1 thousand were received from the state budget in 2013 , 

and the remaining UAH 2,541.1 thousand debt was paid off in 2014), only 12 high-performance blade servers 

required for a failsafe data processing center were purchased. The servers were not connected to the IIAS.  

In 2014, no additional resources were allocated from the state budget for the implementation of the IIAS. 

Taking into account Ukraine’s difficult financial situation, the planned investments into the system were 

suspended due to overall reduction in budget appropriations for central executive agencies. There remains 

a significant need in investments into technical expertise in software development, as well as some 

investment into hardware for connecting the equipment previously purchased by the CCLAP, as noted above. 

Phase two: expansion of the IIAS due to the launch of 100 LCs and legal aid bureaus (2015–2016) 

In 2015, UAH 13,920.8 thousand were allocated for upgrading the IIAS system. Particularly, the funding was 

used as follows: 

▪ 885 automated workplaces were set up; 

▪ An IP telephone system was installed on the basis of a network of 26 IP telephone switching 

systems which helped significantly reduce communications costs, connect centers, regardless of 

their location, to an integrated telephone network using a unified numbering scheme, and made it 

possible to log phone call details for their faster processing and analysis;  

▪ 126 switchboards were installed which allowed to connect all available equipment at centers to 

integrated networks. 

Also with the support from the Quality and Accessible Legal Aid (QALA) Project, an IIAS module was developed 

and implemented for automating the operations of local centers that helped combine and streamline the 

following operating processes: 

▪ Registration of clients and their legal representatives; 

▪ Preparation and storage of documents on client registration, application reviews, and adopted 

decisions; 

▪ Integration of IIASs at regional centers into the current system; 
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▪ Storage and processing of the system’s databases using external software. 

Since September 2016, the module has also been used by legal aid bureaus. 

 

IIAS interface module for LCs  

 

In 2015, an expert group of the QALA Project conducted an analysis of business processes within the LA 
system, the system’s capability needs, and the available technical infrastructure, and developed a roadmap 
for the IIAS development and technical requirements for developing technical specifications and future 
upgrade of software used by the IIAS system. A working team was set up consisting of staff members of the 
CCLAP and the QALA Project, and in September-October 2015, a company (Qoderoom) was selected through 
a tender process to develop the technical specifications, and the work is currently in progress. 

In 2016, the Qoderoom experts in partnership with the CCLAP staff and with the support from the Quality 
and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project developed the terms of reference for the upgrade of the integrated 
information/analytical system (IIAS). The work on the terms of reference commenced in November 2015 and 
lasted through May 2016. From June-September, some modifications were made to the terms of reference 
to reflect the changes in the LA system, particularly the system’s decentralization and the broader range of 
persons eligible for FSLA. By November 2016, the work on the terms of reference was completed. The work 
is currently underway to find a service provider to implement the terms of reference and develop associated 
software. 

As of October 2018, the first module of new IIAS software is operational and is being used by all local legal 

aid centers and bureaus for in-take purpose in civil and administrative cases. IIAS software allowed to 

improve many business processes related to clients registration, document check, assignment of a lawyer as 

well as reporting on legal aid clients’ cases. Among new features of the first module are dashboards for 

front/back office, lawyer’s cabinet, on-line submission and review of lawyers’ reports, etc.  
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In December 2018 second IIAS module on statistics and data analysis was launched. Since January 01, 2019 

CCLAP retrieve data from IIAS system via templated statistical reports or using direct SQL requests to 

database. 

Third module – legal aid provision in criminal cases – is under development, including such an important 

improvements as lawyer’s cabinet, calendar of lawyers’ activities, electronic signature of reporting 

documents and automatic lawyers’ appointment system. 

IIAS development in 2014-2019  
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3.7. Internal Monitoring System for Legal Aid Services  

 

The CCLAP has introduced some elements of an internal monitoring system, including data collection on a 

regular basis and publishing quarterly and annual information briefs on the CCLAP website. 

Currently, FSLA centers collect and send data to the CCLAP on a daily and monthly basis. As of March 2017, 

data was collected on a regular basis for approximately 300 indicators. However, the capacities and practices 

in the analysis and use of information are limited. 

The system of indicators and reporting forms was revised several times. A large amount of data was collected 

during the first year of the system’s operation. In late 2013, new statistical indicators were introduced and 

new statistical report forms were developed. At that time, FSLA centers had not yet been consulted on more 

effective data collection and staff of those FSLA centers had not yet been trained to collect, consolidate, and 

report data. 

The system of indicators was revised in late 2014. In particular: 

▪ the number of monitored indicators was reduced; 

▪ the reporting frequency was changed (with only daily and monthly reporting remaining); 

▪ semi-automated data reporting forms were developed and implemented. 

The system of statistical performance indicators for LCs was modified based on the established practices. A 

standard form for daily reporting on key indicators was established for LCs. Performance assessment of LCs 

is based on absolute and relative indicators of access to LA. 

Table 16. Key statistical indicators for regional centers  

Accessibility indicators 

▪ Number of detainees (monthly) 

▪ Number of assignments to provide aid to persons under administrative detention (daily/monthly) 

▪ Number of assignments to provide aid by designation (daily/monthly) 

▪ Number of assignments to participate in a single procedure (daily/monthly) 

▪ Number of assignments to provide aid to convicts (daily/monthly) 

Quality indicators 

▪ Lawyer effectiveness (monthly) 

▪ Number of waivers of the services of a defense lawyer (monthly) 

System indicators 

▪ Staff of the LA system by gender and age (monthly) 

▪ LA clients by gender and age (monthly/annually) 

▪ Financial aspects of lawyers’ fee payment arrangements (weekly) 

In addition, in September 2014 the CCLAP and FSLA centers began collecting the information about the fees 
of every lawyer in every region (oblast), including service fees and compensation of expenses in relation to 
every assignment received from respective FSLA centers, and publishing it on their websites. 
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Table 17. Key statistical indicators for local centers 

Accessibility indicators: 

▪ Number of client applications 

▪ Number of assignments to provide aid to clients 

▪ Number of consultations provided  
▪ Number of times clients were redirected to partner organizations 

▪ Breakdown of applications by types of matters and issues  
▪ Breakdown of clients by categories of persons eligible for FSLA  
▪ Number of certificates of delivery of services received from lawyers assigned by RCs and LCs  

Experience has shown that there is a need to discuss with staff members the indicator data being collected 

to ensure that there is a common understanding of what is being collected and why. Such communication 

also helps in avoiding errors in the process of data collection. This explains why individual consultations with 

RC directors began in 2014, and a series of presentations of the approach to statistical data collection were 

held in 2015 (including the seminar for the management of the LA system (20–21 June, 2015) and the training 

for frontliners (27 September, 2015). Priority performance indicators were also the subject of discussion 

during activity planning meetings of the system’s management in December 2015 and 2016. 

In 2016, with the support from the Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project, a discussion began on 

uniform system performance indicators that would make it possible to assess accomplishment of strategic 

goals of the system’s development and implement the best practices. The initial working group meeting (20–

21 April, 2016) was attended by representatives of various professional communities within the FSLA system 

(i.e. directors and heads of structural units of RC and LCs, and staff members of the CCLAP). Canadian experts, 

namely the Vice President of Strategic Planning and Compliance at Legal Aid Ontario Roderick Strain and 

director of special projects, innovation, and program support at Legal Aid Ontario Rodney Smith, as well as 

the Project experts, also participated in the discussion and exchange of experiences. 

The key performance indicators for the LA system are published on the official website of the CCLAP under 

the heading FSLA System’s Performance Statistics, including key performance indicators for legal aid centers 

and lawyers presented in tabular and graphical form, as well as complete consolidated data from statistical 

reports organized by year and type of legal aid center. 

Publication of statistical data on the CCLAP website  

 
 

Based on these outputs and contributions and with the support from the project, a report on Establishment 
and Development of the Free Legal Aid System: 2011-2015 was prepared and published in October 2016. It 
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covered the key performance indicators for FSLA centers from 2013 through 2015. 
The report is available in Ukrainian and in English. 

The statistical performance indicators for 2016 were also published on the 
website126. 

Those documents presented the yearly data on the following: 

▪ The system’s institutional structure; 

▪ Human resources (the number of staff members, the number of selected lawyers, the number of 
lawyers registered as FSLA providers, the number of contracts and agreements with lawyers, the 
number of training events for staff members and the number of participants, and the number of 
cascade trainings for lawyers and their participants); 

▪ Provision of LA (the number of LA applications, the number of persons who have received legal 
advice, the number of decisions to provide FSLA, the number of persons redirected to partner 
institutions and organizations to receive aid, and the information about clients grouped by categories 
of persons eligible for FSLA and types of issues on which FSLA was provided); 

▪ Provision of FSLA (the number of instances of providing defense services to persons detained on 
suspicion of committing a crime, the number of instances of providing defense services to persons 
under administrative detention or arrest, the number of instances of providing defense services in 
criminal proceedings by designation, the number of instances of providing defense services to 
convicts sentenced to imprisonment, the number of instances of imposing a less severe preventive 
order than detention requested by the prosecution, the number of instances of release on parole, 
the number of instances of reduction of charges, the number of instances of closure of criminal cases, 
the number of instances of imposing the minimum possible punishment or less severe punishment 
than provided for by law, and the number of acquittal verdicts); 

▪ The system’s funding (LA services, system administration, capital investment) etc. 

 

Publication of the LA system performance data. Reports 

 

 

 
 

                                                           
126 The report and performance indicators for 2016 were published on the CCLAP website under the heading Transparency in 

the Management System in the LA System Performance reports section: http://www.legalaid.gov.ua/ua/kontrol-za-diialnistiu-
systemy-bpd/zvity-pro-diialnist-systemy-bpdhttp://www.legalaid.gov.ua/images/docs/infogtaf_2016_final.pdf 
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CCLAP also published the Report “Legal Aid: system development and work results in 2017”, which contains 
key infographics on LA system, LA provision, quality monitoring of LA in criminal process, data on clients 
profile, community legal empowerment, human resources development and communication activities. 

Internal audits 

One of internal monitoring activities in the FSLA system are scheduled and ad hoc internal audits conducted 

by the CCLAP at FSLA centers, including financial audits and compliance audits, as well as efficiency audits. 

Audits are conducted in compliance with the Internal Audit Standards as approved by the order Ministry of 

Finance of Ukraine of 04 October, 2011, No. 1247, and the Budget Code of Ukraine (Art. 26). In January 2015, 

a dedicated structural unit responsible for conducting audits was established within the CCLAP. Scheduled 

audits based on risk analysis were launched in February 2015. 

The purpose of conducting an internal audit is to improve the management system, prevent unlawful, 

inefficient, and ineffective public spending, prevent errors or other shortcomings in the operations of FSLA 

centers, as well as improve performance-based internal control to ensure that the set goal, objectives, plans, 

and requirements are met. The audits assess the sustainability of budget planning and its actual execution, 

compliance with the legislation applicable to payment of service fees and compensation of expenses of 

lawyers providing FSLA, lawfulness and fairness of wage rates and payments, compliance with the legislation 

applicable to contracts and agreements, etc. 

Individual audit programs are developed for each FSLA center individually based on previous risk analysis and 

are subject to approval by the CCLAP. Based on the findings of internal audits, recommendations are made 

to centers (that are also published on the CCLAP website), approved by the CCLAP, and implemented by RCs. 

As of 01 January, 2017, both scheduled and ad hoc internal audits had been conducted in Volyn, 

Dnipropetrovsk, Zhytomyr, Zakarpattia, Zaporizhzhia, Kyiv, Kirovohrad, Mykolaiv, Odesa, Poltava, Rivne, 

Kharkiv, Kherson, Cherkasy, Chernivtsi, and Chernihiv Oblasts, as well as in Kyiv. 
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3.8. Independent External Monitoring of the Legal Aid System  

 

An independent (public) external monitoring of the LA system is paramount. In 2014, the Open Public 
Platform for the Development of Ukraine’s Free Legal Aid System (Public Platform) was established. The 
Public Platform has brought together a broad representation of non-governmental organizations, including 
the Center of Policy and Legal Reform (CPLR), the Euromaidan-SOS initiative, the International Renaissance 
Foundation, the Ukrainian Helsinki Human Rights Union, the Ukrainian Legal Aid Foundation, the UNDP 
Without Borders project, and independent lawyers. One of the goals of the Public Platform is public control 
of the operation of the LA system. 

The first independent analysis of the operation of the FSLA system was 
conducted in 2013 by several NGOs (the ULAF, the UHHRU, and the CPLR) with 
the support from the International Renaissance Foundation and partially funded 
by MATRA. The report was published in late September 2014127. The assessment 
include experts analysis of the relevant legislation and surveys of various 
stakeholders, including the following: a survey on public awareness of the right 
to LA conducted across five oblasts, focus groups with lawyers engaged in 
provision of FSLA, interviews with private sector lawyers not engaged in 
provision of FSLA, interviews with investigators and duty officers at police 
stations, public prosecutors, and judges, and pilot interviews with clients of the 
FSLA system. Pilot consultations and peer reviews were also held among the 
system’s lawyers. The experts from the ULAF and the CPLR prepared a report on 
the findings of the survey and presented it for consideration of the Public Platform. The feedback received 
was incorporated into the final report which contained a number of recommendations for improving access 
to the LA, the quality of FSLA services, and the management of the FSLA system. During the Public Platform 
meeting, the discussion focused on the possibility of conducting similar surveys in a few years (taking into 
account the scope of research, and the resources and time required to implement the recommendations). It 
was also pointed out, however, that in the next few years, it would be worthwhile to prepare a review of the 
performance of the FSLA system based on the key performance indicators for the FSLA system and any 
changes compared to the 2013 review. 

An overview of the FSLA system in Ukraine was prepared by the Quality and 
Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project in cooperation with the CCLAP and 
published in early 2015128. It presented the key elements and accomplishments 
of the FSLA system as of 01 January, 2015, and organized information about 
three areas: human resource capacity, systems, and communications and 
awareness raising. The overview of the system was a logical extension of the 
previous review. The second Overview, presenting the key initiatives and 
developments in the LA field was published in March of 2018 (in Ukrainian). 
English version of this Overview became available recently.  

Within the framework of the Council of Europe project Continued Support of the 
Criminal Justice Reform in Ukraine, an independent comprehensive assessment 
of FSLA services provided by Ukraine’s FSLA system in criminal proceedings, as 
well as in cases of administrative detention or arrest, was conducted in 2016. Based on the findings of the 
assessment, recommendations were made for further improving the quality and access to legal aid. The main 
focus was on the following issues: access to legal aid, procedures for appointing and substituting lawyers, 

                                                           
127 The assessment if availbale in Ukrainian and English on the web sites of CCLAP - http://legalaid.gov.ua/ua/kontrol-za-

diialnistiu-systemy-bpd/kontrol-za-diialnistiu-systemy-bpd-zi-storony-hromadskykh-ta-blahodiinykh-orhanizatsii and 
https://issuu.com/irf_ua/docs/hr-2014-4_fin_engl 

128The Overview is availavle in Ukrainian and English on the web sites of CCLAP and QALA Project 

http://legalaid.gov.ua/ua/kontrol-za-diialnistiu-systemy-bpd/kontrol-za-diialnistiu-systemy-bpd-zi-storony-inozemnykh-i-
mizhnarodnykh-orhanizatsii 
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quality assurance and quality control mechanisms, lawyers’ fees, independence 
of agencies responsible for provision of LA, etc. 

The assessment was conducted by independent international and domestic 
experts129 using methods such as desk review, data collection and analysis, 
including interviews and group discussions with various stakeholders, particularly 
experts of the CCLAP, the QALA Project, the International Renaissance 
Foundation, the ULAF, and others (held in Kyiv and oblasts in February 2016). In 
May 2016, a discussion of the draft report took place, followed by its further 
revision, translation, and publication. The report on The Assessment of the LA 
System of Ukraine in the Light of Council of Europe Standards and Best Practices 
was published on the CCLAP website in both Ukrainian and English130. 

There were also other reports relating to the FA system, such as the monitoring report by the CPLR on the 
implementation of the CPC, the Council of Europe report on the Maidan events, the UN report on the human 
rights situation in Ukraine, the Ombudsman’s reports etc. 

In 2014–15, with the support from the International Renaissance Foundation in partnership with Open Society 

Justice Initiative (Budapest) and national Open Society Foundations of Moldova and Georgia, and the 

University of the West of England, a study was conducted on Procedural Safeguards for Suspects131 focusing 

on safeguarding the rights of suspects (also conducted in Georgia and Moldova), which involved a review of 

the right to information, counsel, and LA, the right to remain silent during questioning, and medical care and 

protection of suspects falling under vulnerable groups. The study included a desk review of available 

information and legislation, observations at police stations (in 5 oblasts/cities), and interviews. Several 

lawyers providing FSLA were involved in the review. 

Additionally, two external audits of the system’s performance were conducted. A qualified opinion was given 

based on the findings of the financial audit and compliance audit of the CCLAP (covering the period 01 April, 

2014 through 30 September, 2016) conducted by the Internal Audit Department of the MoJ. The efficiency 

audit of public spending on the development and operation of the LA system (covering the period 2015 – 1st 

semester of 2016) was conducted by the Accounting Chamber of Ukraine at the CCLAP and RCs in Vinnytsia, 

Lviv, Odesa, and Kharkiv Oblasts as well as Kyiv. No evidence of unlawful or inappropriate public spending 

was found.  

                                                           
129 The assessment was conducted by Council of Europe experts including Peter van den BIGGELAAR (ex-CEO of the Legal Aid Board of 

the Kingdom of the Netherlands), prof. Alan PATERSON (Chair of the International Legal Aid Group, Director of the Center for 
Professional Legal Studies at Strathclyde University, Scotland), Nadejda HRIPTIEVSCHI (Program Director at Legal Resources Center 
(Republic of Moldova), member of the European Commission against Racism and Intolerance), Oleksandr BANCHUK (Candidate of Law, 
the Center of Policy and Legal Reform expert, research assistant at the Volodymyr Koretskyi Institute of State and Law of the National 
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine), and Hennadii TOKAREV (lawyer, Director of the Strategic Litigation Center at the Kharkiv Human Rights 
Group). 
130 http://www.legalaid.gov.ua/images/docs/FSLA_A4_UKR.pdf 
131 According to the reviews, a common problem in Ukraine in connection with safeguarding the rights of detainees was unlawful 

detention (i.e. concealment of instances of detention and not granting a detainee status) effectively making it impossible to ensure 
compliance with the procedural safeguards for detainees. The rights of detainees are not explained to them, and there are instances of 
failure to notify the inner circle of detainees of their detention and current location. Law enforcement officers often purposely do not 
explain the right to legal aid and conditions for eligibility for free legal aid to detainees properly. There have been documented instances 
of delayed reporting of cases of detention to regional FSLA centers by agencies of the Interior (particularly, there have been instances 
of reporting cases of detention directly to lawyers cooperating with the Center). There have been multiple instances of lawyers being 
unable to examine the criminal case file prior to the initial questioning of the detainee (most often because of refusal by officers of the 
Interior to provide lawyers with criminal case files in violation of Article 221 of the CPC of Ukraine). The lack of proper conditions for 
confidential meetings between lawyers and detainees. Blatantly short time limits for having an initial meeting between a lawyer and a 
detainee. Detainees are subjected to psychological pressure to prevent them from using their right to silence (officers of the Interior 
often explain to detainees that their use of the right to silence will inevitably have a negative impact on the outcome of their case), etc. 
http://www.irf.ua/knowledgebase/news/doslidzhennya_protsesualni_garantii_pidozryuvanikh_osib/ 
Human Rights behind Closed Doors. “Procedural Safeguards for Detainees” Study Report – 
http://www.irf.ua/knowledgebase/publications/zvit_za_rezultatami_doslidzhennya_protsesualni_garantii_zatrimanikh_osib/ 
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4. COMMUNICATION AND AWARENESS RAISING CAPACITY OF THE LEGAL 
AID SYSTEM  

4.1. Legal Framework 

The Government Targeted Program for the Development of the Free Legal Aid System for 2013–2017 envisages 
a campaign to raise awareness in support of its main objectives. The campaign should be targeted at persons 
eligible for LA, lawyers, and competent detention agencies, as well as local self-government agencies and 
NGOs, etc. 

The government program defines the objectives of the awareness campaign as follows: 

▪ Increasing the awareness of persons eligible for free legal aid, lawyers, competent detention 
agencies, local self-government agencies, and NGOs about their respective rights and obligations; 

▪ Increasing the awareness of the entities referred to above about the general development and 
operating principles of the free legal aid system; 

▪ Delivering trainings for representatives of NGOs working with free legal aid grantees, publishing 
books and booklets on legal aid, etc.  

The proposed activities to implement these objectives include the following: publishing and distributing a 
variety of information materials (i.e. booklets, leaflets, free legal aid hotline number stickers, posters, etc.), 
delivering trainings for volunteers and NGOs, holding round tables at the regional level to discuss the current 
issues of the development and operation of the LA system, installing legal aid information booths, etc. 

Pursuant to law, the CCLAP is allowed to establish printed media outlets, publish and distribute books and 
other printed materials, and produce and distribute public service advertisements, video, and audio content. 

Pursuant to the regulations on FSLA centers, LCs, in pursuance of their responsibilities: 

1) distribute information about protection of the rights, freedoms, and legitimate interests of 
individuals, and provision of free legal aid; 

2) hold topical seminars and lectures, particularly at educational institutions, afterschool education 
institutions, postgraduate education institutions, educational institutions for orphaned children and 
children without parental care, as well as for select population groups, particularly retirees, persons 
with disabilities, the anti-terrorist operation veterans, youths, civic activists, teachers and educational 
staff, health professionals, and other vulnerable social groups to raise the level of legal awareness, 
culture, and education of the public, and prevent crime. 

According to the Government Targeted Program for the Development of the Free Legal Aid System, 
approximately UAH 151.5 million had to be allocated for raising awareness activities (including UAH 139.1 
million allocated from the state budget and UAH 12.4 million raised from other sources), of which UAH 137.6 
million had to be allocated for 2013–2016. However, during the 48 months of the LA system’s operation (i.e. 
from January 2013 through December 2016), no public funding for the campaign to raise awareness on the 
LA system was provided from the general fund of the state budget. All financial support for activities to raise 
awareness during this period (approximately UAH 10.5 million, or 7.6 percent of the total amount specified 
in the Government Program) was provided by donors. 
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4.2. Developing Approaches to Awareness Raising and Communication 

Many communication activities have taken place since the launch of the free legal aid system to raise 

awareness of the public and key stakeholders about the various aspects of the system’s operation. The 

dynamic development of the LA system had an impact on raising awareness and communication activities 

which have been consistently improving and gaining momentum as well. 

Given that during the first two and a half years of operation of the LA system legal aid was only available in 

the criminal process, communication activities was for the most part dedicated specifically to the provision 

of legal aid in the criminal process. Following the launch of local centers in 2015, activities to raise awareness 

of available FSLA services provided in civil and administrative disputes were launched. Following the launch 

of legal aid bureaus in September 2016, efforts were made at the national and local levels to raise awareness 

of the expansion of the network of LA access points and legal services available through bureaus. 

Generally, much focus is placed on collecting and distributing information not only about available FPLA and 

FSLA services but also the system’s operations, its accomplishments, particularly success stories of providing 

legal aid, best practices of lawyers in providing FSLA, and practices used by legal aid centers in providing FSLA 

and FPLA and cooperating with partner communities.  

Because of the launch of bureaus and new objectives of legal empowerment of communities being set, more 

focus was placed on providing legal information (i.e. legal advice). Such information is published in printed 

media and on the Internet, broadcast on TV and radio, and distributed as booklets or guides.  

Several key phases may be distinguished in the development of raising awareness and communication 
activities, particularly the following: 

▪ Orientation activities to raise public awareness of the launch of the LA system, including creating the 
website of the Coordination Center and a Facebook page, first publications on free legal aid in the 
trade press and presentations in mass media (2012); 

▪ National and regional activities to raise awareness of the general public, lawyers, and detention 
agencies about the FSLA system’s operating mechanisms in the criminal process (2013 – early 2014), 
particularly the following: 

− designing a logo; 

− designing, publishing, and distributing booklets, stickers, and posters; 

− making videos; 

− providing information during the Revolution of Dignity; 

− presentations by the management of the CCLAP and RCs in mass media132 and at various 
events and meetings with key stakeholders; 

− creating the CCLAP’s YouTube channel and Google+ account; 

▪ developing a framework for strategic communication with the public and stakeholders on FSLA and 
integration of primary and secondary legal aid (2014–2015): 

− creating websites and website content for RCs (August 2014 р.), creating Facebook pages for 
RCs and LCs, and giving recommendations for the CCLAP on working with social media; 

− creating the LA system information digest (fall 2014);  

                                                           
132 The CCLAP website has information about 23 publications on free legal aid in 2013. 
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− creating a Twitter account @legalaid.gov.ua (2015); 

− establishing a framework for developing a communications strategy and 
organizational/structural communications needs; selecting and training candidates for key 
positions at RCs (‘communicators’) and LCs (‘integrators’); 

− launching monitoring of information activities and initial surveying of clients of FSLA centers 
on sources of information about LA (2015); 

− presentations by staff members of the CCLAP, RCs, and LCs in mass media and at various 
events, and holding special awareness raising events, including street-by-street awareness 
raising activities; 

− radio programs “Justice DNA” (2015–2016) and “Countering Family Violence” (2016) on 
Hromadske Radio; 

− public service advertisements featuring the Minister of Justice and clients of the free legal 
aid system (2015–2016); 

▪ strengthening the system’s strategic communication capacity (2016): 

− continuing selection and training candidates for key positions at RCs (‘communicators’) and 
LCs (‘integrators’); 

− improving the quality of awareness raising activities using the communication channels 
available to the CCLAP, RCs, and LCs (own media resources and media resources of partner 
organizations and mass media outlets); strengthening the monitoring of the system’s media 
activities and media presence at both the national and regional levels, building the capacity 
of regional communications specialists for planning information activities and creating 
newsworthy events in partnership with integrators LCs, particularly based on the findings of 
the analysis of sources of information about LA used by the system’s clients;  

− launching the development of the LA system’s communication strategy including the shaping 
of key messages, stakeholder analysis, and monitoring and assessment of the effectiveness 
of communication. 

At each stage, a number of public events involving various stakeholders took place to highlight the launch 

and expansion of the system, enhanced awareness raising mechanisms, the introduction of the quality 

standards for FSLA in the criminal process, the launch of local centers and legal aid bureaus, etc.133 

In 2016, as in previous years, staff members of the CCLAP, RCs, and LCS spoke in mass media and at various 

communication events; more targeted activities to raise awareness took place, particularly visits to different 

communities and target audiences in those communities to raise awareness of available LA services and 

explain some practical issues relating to their needs. In 2015–2016, the CCLAP held a number of briefings and 

                                                           
133 The information about the round tables, conferences, and communication activities can be found further in this chapter. 
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press conferences, to inform about the new initiatives134 and dispel some false information about the FSLA 

system135. 

Ever since the launch of the system, it has been acknowledged that there is a need to strengthen the efforts 

to raise the awareness of the public and key stakeholders. According to the survey conducted across five 

oblasts of Ukraine in 2013, the majority of the general public was unaware of their right to FSLA and its 

availability, did not know the difference between primary and legal aid, and only 12.5 percent of respondents 

said they knew about free legal aid, but even then, one third of respondents did not know where they could 

receive it136. As a result, in the second half of 2013, an awareness raising campaign was carried out in 

cooperation with other stake holders and with the support from donors to develop and distribute 

information products about FSLA, including topical videos. 

It is worth pointing out that from 2012 through mid-2014, awareness raising activities were held 

sporadically/randomly because of the necessity to focus mainly on the organizational aspects of the system’s 

implementation and to establish cooperation both within the system and with key stakeholders, including 

competent detention agencies, prospective FSLA lawyers, etc. Also during this period there was a lack of 

resources for raising awareness activities and neither the CCLAP nor RCs had competent structural units of 

professionals responsible for such activities. 

In mid-2014, a structural unit was established at the CCLAP137 (consisting of two staff members) responsible 

for the planning and support of the CCLAP’s awareness raising activities, satisfying the information needs of 

                                                           
134 For example: 

The briefing held at the Ukrainian Media Center dedicated to the launch of 100 local FSLA centers: 
http://www.legalaid.gov.ua/ua/component/content/article/117-novyny/lypen-2015/1375-bezoplatna-pravova-dopomoha-
masshtabnyi-uriadovyi-sotsialnyi-proekt-shcho-realizuietsia-iak-proekt-derzhavnoi-ustanovy-iz-novym-oblychchiam-andrii-
vyshnevskyi 
The briefing held at the Government House dedicated to the initiatives to make FSLA available to a broader range of vulnerable 
population groups: http://www.legalaid.gov.ua/ua/holovna/119-veresen-2015/1447-kabinet-ministriv-proponuie-rozshyryty-kolo-
osib-iaki-mozhut-otrymaty-bezoplatnu-pravovu-dopomohu-za-rakhunok-derzhavy  
The presentation by the CCLAP director held at America House (Kyiv) dedicated to the experiences of Ukraine’s free legal aid 
system in combatting corruption and preventing torture and human rights violations: 
http://www.legalaid.gov.ua/ua/holovna/127-berezen-2016/1693-my-postupovo-perekhodymo-vid-modeli-legal-aid-chystoi-
pravovoi-dopomohy-do-modeli-legal-empowerment-posylennia-pravovoi-spromozhnosti-terytorialnykh-hromad-andrii-
vyshnevskyi 
The briefing held at the Ukrainian Crisis Media Center dedicated to the competitive selection of candidates for directors of legal 
aid bureaus as part of the efforts to improve access to LA by establishing legal aid bureaus: 
http://www.legalaid.gov.ua/ua/holovna/129-kviten-2016/1740-min-iust-zaproshuie-iurystiv-vziaty-uchast-u-konkursi-na-posady-
kerivnykiv-biuro-pravovoi-dopomohy 
The press conference held in Kherson Oblast on available locations and options for receiving LA in the oblast: 
http://www.legalaid.gov.ua/ua/component/content/article/139-novyny/lystopad-2016/1883-ersontsiam-rozpovily-pro-te-de-ta-
iak-otrymaty-bezoplatnu-pravovu-dopomohu-v-oblasti 
Participation in a media-covered session meeting of the Skadovsk City Council during the deliberations on the future of the city’s 
communal institution Free Primary Legal Aid Center at the Skadovsk City Council, Skadovsk District, Kherson Oblast, and its possible 
dissolution. Owing to the active support to the institution from the local community, human rights activists, legal aid provider 
institutions, the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine, the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision and its territorial offices in Kherson 
Oblast (including those highlighted in mass media), the institution’s dissolution was removed from the agenda. Currently, the 
institution continues to operate. Details can be found at: http://www.legalaid.gov.ua/ua/holovna/139-lystopad-2016/1884-min-
iust-ta-koordynatsiinyi-tsentr-vitaiut-skadovsku-miskradu-u-rishenni-pidtrymaty-isnuvannia-komunalnoi-ustanovy-tsentr-z-
nadannia-bezoplatnoi-pervynnoi-pravovoi-dopomohy  
 
135 The briefing held at the Ukrainian Media Center on 24 September, 2015, to debunk the false information spread by the UNBA 

about the operation of the free legal aid system in Ukraine: http://www.legalaid.gov.ua/ua/component/content/article/119-
novyny/veresen-2015/1485-my-proponuiemo-naau-mozhlyvist-realizuvaty-na-praktytsi-ti-blahorodni-namiry-iaki-deklaruie-
sohodni-ii-kerivnytstvo-andrii-vyshnevskyi  
136 The Free Legal Aid System in Ukraine. An overview of the first year performance: http://legalaid.gov.ua/ua/kontrol-za-

diialnistiu-systemy-bpd/kontrol-za-diialnistiu-systemy-bpd-zi-storony-hromadskykh-ta-blahodiinykh-orhanizatsii  
137 Later on, the department was renamed the ‘communications department,’ and in January 2016, the standalone Division of 

Communications and Access to Public Information was established that consisted of two departments, i.e. the communications 
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the public in relation to the exercise of the right to publicly funded legal aid, and the monitoring of awareness 

raising and communication activities carried out by RCs. At that time, informational support of the operation 

of RCs was the responsibility of their IT professionals. In 2015, structural units were established both in 

regional and new local centers and put in charge of conducting awareness raising and communication 

activities at the regional level (this function was assigned to one of two deputy heads of the unit for 

organizational, legal, and informational support at RCs and ‘integrators’ at LCs, within the scope of their 

competences). That way, communication activities were formalized and arrangements were made for 

engaging competent professionals at all levels of the LA system. Also in 2015, the procedure for exchange of 

information about the activities of the CCLAP and FSLA centers was enacted138.  

In 2016, communication activities at the CCLAP were strengthened by establishing a standalone division of 

communications and access to public information consisting of two units. Some of the main tasks of the 

division included the following: developing and implementing an awareness raising and communication 

strategy of the LA system in Ukraine, building and promoting the positive image of the LA system, addressing 

the needs of the general public for information about the availability of publicly-funded legal aid, providing 

informational support to the CCLAP’s activities and review of applications and public requests from 

individuals regarding LA, and coordinating the activities in specific areas carried out by territorial divisions of 

the CCLAP, which are free secondary legal aid centers.  

Over the course of 2016, RCs and LCs were restructured accordingly. The unit for cooperation with free 

primary legal aid providers at LCs was renamed as a unit for legal awareness raising and relations with free 

primary legal aid providers (with their responsibilities and functions revised accordingly)139. It was decided 

that standalone structural units responsible for handling communications would be established within RCs, 

namely units of communications and access to public information140.  

Diagram 38. The LA system’s structural units within responsible for external communications  

as of 31/12/2016 

 

 

This institutionalization of communication activities across the entire system has laid a framework for 

strategic communication, i.e. targeted planning and implementation of communication activities and media 

                                                           
department and the department for application review and access to public information. Later on, in August 2017 this Division 
was divided into two separate divisions. The new Division of Communications consists of two departments: department for 
publications and department for informing the public.. 

138 The Order of the Coordination Center On Approval of the Procedure for Exchange of Information Materials between Regional 

and Local Free Secondary Legal Aid Centers and the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision No. 158 of 25/06/2015 (as amended 
by the order of the Coordination Center of 20 July, 2016, No. 170). 
139 The order of the CCLAP On Approval of the Standard Regulations on Structural Units of Free Secondary Legal Aid Centers and 

Revocation of Certain Orders of the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision of 22 September, 2016, No. 181.  
140 The Order of the CCLAP On Approval of the Standard Structure of Regional Free Secondary Legal Aid Centers of 23 December, 

2016, No. 198. 
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relations at both the national and local levels, as well as developing a comprehensive communication 

strategy of the LA system in Ukraine.  

Beginning in mid-2014 and throughout 2015, a series of strategic planning meetings and sessions took place 

bringing together the management and communications specialists from the CCLAP, representatives of the 

Quality and Accessible Legal Aid Project and the International Renaissance Foundation, and independent 

experts in communications consulting and media relations. Their work resulted in determining the key 

objectives of raising the public awareness of the right to LA, developing several information briefs for staff 

on awareness raising activities dedicated to the FSLA system in Ukraine and explaining its operating 

principles, and defining the concept for selection of communications specialists at RC using the competence-

based approach, which started later that same year. 

From 27 October – 30 November, 2015, the CCLAP and the Open Public Platform for the Development of 

Ukraine’s Free Legal Aid System held an open competitive selection of candidates for deputy heads of 

departments for organizational, legal, and informational support at RCs (communications specialists, also 

known as ‘communicators’)141. Using the same methodology, the selection continued through the rest of 

2015 and throughout 2016 for positions that had not previously existed and positions vacated during 2016142. 

Notably, owing to increasingly better understanding by RCs of expectations for competences of such 

professionals that had taken shape during the selection process, the search for new candidates proceeded 

quickly. As of the end of 2016, 20 communicators were employed by 19 RCs143. The selection of 

communications specialists in other regions continued throughout 2017.  

The main responsibilities of communicators include managing cooperation with regional media (including 

establishing contacts, planning and implementing communication activities for media representatives, 

responding to information requests and challenges, and monitoring the system’s media presence), 

distributing information and analytical materials on the operations of the free legal aid system among 

stakeholders, regularly updating the content on websites of RCs, etc. Communicators work together with 

integrators at local centers and coordinate the work of integrators in cooperation with media and planning 

and arranging related communication activities. 

It is worth noting that the selection of integrators at LCs (i.e. professionals responsible for raising awareness 

at the local level) took place earlier, however, a similar approach was also used (including semi-structured 

interviews for assessing competences required for the job)144. As of the end of 2016, 88 percent of local 

centers had their integrators (a total of 103). 

The Coordination center acknowledges the need for proper training and methodological recommendations 

to assist communicators and integrators in their work. Following the selection of integrators, on 7–9 

                                                           
141 131 applications were submitted for the competition. 56 applicants who met the job requirements were invited for an 

interview and 48 applicants from 20 oblasts and the city of Kyiv were interviewed via Skype. Following the interviews, 

recommendations were made for appointing deputy heads in ten oblasts.  
142 Overall, apart from the staff selected through the competition process and considering appointments at RC for the positions 

where employees quit the job, another 30 interviews were additionally conducted and 17 RC staff members were selected. At 

various points in 2016, six communications specialists resigned in Zakarpattia, Ternopil, Sumy, Vinnytsia, and Mykolaiv Oblasts. 

New employees were selected and appointed in all mentioned oblasts, with the exception of Mykolaiv Oblast. 
143 Specifically, at regional centers in Zakarpattia, Donetsk, Lviv, Ternopil, Sumy, Volyn, Chernivtsi, Khmelnytskyi, Rivne, 

Kirovohrad, Zhytomyr, Vinnytsia, Zaporizhzhia, Odesa, Dnipropetrovsk, Poltava, and Kherson Oblasts, as well as in Kyiv. In 

Chernihiv Oblast, another communications specialist was appointed earlier at the recommendation of the selection commission 

made following the selection of integrators that took place in May-June 2015. Two candidates were recommended and appointed 

to the positions in Donetsk Oblast, namely the deputy head of unit and chief specialist at the same unit, due to the region’s 

proximity to the frontline and the need to significantly strengthen the efforts to raise the awareness of the region’s people about 

their rights, particularly the right for defence. Unfortunately, communicators were not selected in Luhansk Oblast in 2016. Also, 

as of early 2017, there were no communication specialists in Ivano-Frankivsk, Kyiv, Kharkiv, Luhansk, and Mykolaiv Oblasts. 
144 For more information about the procedure for selection of integrators, see Chapter 2.  
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September, 2015, the CCLAP jointly with the ULAF and with the support from the International Renaissance 

Foundation held a seminar for integrators to discuss, among other things, the approaches to informational 

support of the work of LCs. In 2016, two training sessions were held with the organizational and expert 

support from the Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project for communications specialists within the 

LA system, i.e. communicators at RCs as well as communicators and integrators at LCs together145. 

Additionally, from 11 to 15 July, 2016, with the support from the Quality and Accessible Legal Aid Project, a 

study visit to Canada took place to learn about the best practices in effective communication and building 

partnerships for providing services to communities146. The communications specialists were given a number 

of recommendations for more effective external communication. 

In late 2015, regional and local centers started developing joint annual plans147 for providing free legal aid in 

each particular region. One set of measures under those plans included the detailed planning of media 

communication activities in each region for each specific center, local or regional, based on available 

communication channels in each respective region, and the planning of the target number of publications in 

the press, interviews on TV, radio, or regional web resources, etc. The detailed planning of media 

communication activities were elaborated by newly appointed communicators from RCs jointly with 

integrators from LCs. The joint planning of the year’s activities of legal aid centers continued in 2016 

(including developing regional plans for providing LA and separate plans for every FSLA center)148. 

Communicators, together with integrators, are responsible for the planning of activities focusing on 

information sharing, communication, legal awareness raising, building a network of partners and 

independent LA providers, and establishing cooperation with them (see Section 1 of the regional plans for 

2017, Refocusing the LA system from providing aid to individuals to strengthening the legal capacities and legal 

capabilities of territorial communities)149. 

Another important element of awareness raising and communication activities is the monitoring of 

awareness raising and communication activities, particularly media presence, and analysis of quantitative and 

                                                           
145 The first training aimed to help in the development of the new network of communications specialists and a shared vision of 

the values of the free legal aid system. During the training, the participants discussed the elements of communication activities 

and strategic communication within the free legal aid system, i.e. the ‘role’ of communications specialists and their 

‘environment,’ the impacts of communications, communication barriers and the effect of perception, developing key messages, 

and working with different, particularly ‘sensitive,’ target audiences. Much focus was also placed on the methods of working 

with communication ‘tools’ such as news items and press releases, practical advice for engaging media outlets in future 

cooperation, etc. The second training, in which integrators from LCs and communications advisor to the Quality and Accessible 

Legal Aid in Ukraine Project Michele AMAR also participated, aimed to provide support to the team work of communications 

specialists and strengthen the strategic communication of the free legal aid system in line with the vision of its development, 

and the system’s mission and values. Like during the first training, special focus was placed on the importance of establishing 

cooperation between stakeholders both within the system and with other partners, which requires exactly the understanding 

that they share the same values and one goal. During the training, the participants discussed the key elements of strategic 

planning of communications, particularly the goals of communications that must always match the goals of the organization, 

key messages, stakeholder analysis, and monitoring and effectiveness assessment of communications. The first training, held 

on 30 June – 1 July, was attended by 16 communicators from RCs. The second training, held on 25–26 October, was attended by 

20 communicators from RCs and 8 integrators from LCs.  
146 The Ukrainian delegation consisted of four representatives of the LA system, including two representatives of the 

communications area at the Coordination Center, one communicator from a RC, and one integrator from a LC. During the mission, 
the Ukrainian delegates had several working meetings with representatives of governmental and non-governmental 
organizations overseeing provision of legal and social services and are funded from the federal and provincial budgets, as well 
as with experts from consulting organizations providing services in the area of strategic communications to the government and 

non-governmental organizations. 
147 The need for developing such plans and their key elements were discussed during the working meeting of the management 

of the free secondary legal aid system (10–12 December, 2015) that was made possible by the support from the Quality and 
Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project and the International Renaissance Foundation. 
148 On 6–8 December in Kyiv, directors of regional and local FSLA centers with the participation of the CCLAP team summed up 

the accomplishments of the centers in 2016, and jointly planned regional activities for 2017. The event was made possible by the 
support from the Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project. 
149 All regional plans are publicly available on the CCLAP website under the System management transparency/Plans and reports 

section 
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qualitative indicators. Communicators at RCs jointly with integrators at LCs began work on this in late 2015150, 

significantly strengthening such activities in 2016. Currently, media presence is monitored on a regular basis.  

It should be pointed out that in all regions that have communicators, media maps have been made and are 

regularly updated, and their web resources such as websites and pages on social media improved both in 

terms of appearance and content. In most regions that had their own communicators, agreements were 

reached to broadcast topical programs and publish newspaper columns on issues relating to LA on a regular 

basis. The number of media appearances in regions that had their own communicators increased 

significantly. That, in turn, helped increase the coverage of free legal aid in Ukraine’s media environment as 

a whole as well as gave an impetus to analysis of such coverage to make it more effective in the future. In 

some regions, however, this area of work still needs to be strengthened. 

As a result by the end of 2016, the LA system had almost managed to complete the development of the 

communication network and establish (by adopting relevant administrative documents) the operating 

principles for all professionals responsible for communications at the CCLAP, RCs, and LCs, strengthened the 

communication capacity of the LA system, and started implementing a systemic approach to the planning 

and implementation of communication and awareness raising activities. 

  

                                                           
150 This became one of the responsibilities of communications specialists. The institutional framework for such work was laid 

down in the regional plans for provision of FSLA in 2016 which, among other things, includes a monitoring, as well as the letter 
from the CCLAP No. 25-296 of 15/02/2016 proposing a convenient online data capture form with google.docs. During 2016, data 
on newsworthy events and media coverage of LA were collected, consolidated, and analyzed by communications specialists at 
regional RCs as well as experts at the Division of Communications and Access to Information of the CCLAP. 
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4.3. Branding / Visualization 

One of the first steps in the awareness raising campaign was designing a logo that would be used in all 
informational and promotional materials. The logo and its colors were designed and approved in early 2013. 
The logo represents the two special aspects of the legal aid system: 1) a court proceeding with the 
prosecutor and the defender at the opposite sides, and 2) the hands of a lawyer defending a client. The space 
inside the logo resembles a cross which embodies help. 

Currently, the logo is widely used in all informational materials of the CCLAP and FSLA centers as their official 
logo. 

The official logo and colors of the LA system  
(in Ukrainian, English, and Russian) 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Examples of branding in informational products of the LA system  
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4.4. Public Awareness Raising Activities  

Maidan events 

The events of the Revolution of Dignity (November 2013 – February 2014) proved to be a crucial test for the 

free legal aid system in Ukraine, as well as a one-of-a-kind opportunity to raise public awareness and build 

public confidence in the LA system.  

Multiple cases of human rights violations151 put the issue of independent protection of the rights of the public 

under systemic political abuse of power by the national government back on the agenda. During the 

Revolution of Dignity, a great number of stickers and booklets with information about the right to FSLA were 

distributed, which helped increase the public awareness of the system. Even though the role of lawyers 

providing FSLA services was highly important during the crisis, the public would often question whether 

lawyers working for the government-funded legal aid system would actually defend their clients. To address 

this issue, Maidan activists held a press conference where families of detainees who had received defense 

services from lawyers providing FSLA told about their stories of working with the lawyers and their impartial 

and professional manner in which they had defended Maidan activists. That was a turning point in the 

public’s perception of the free legal aid system in Ukraine. Firstly, many people found out about the system 

all at one time. Secondly, the negativity and prejudice were negated by the positive feedback from both the 

families of detainees and proactive civic associations such as Euromaidan SOS and others that provided aid 

to detained activists on a pro bono basis. 

Adequate legal aid was provided to 277 detained Maidan protesters152. The system had proven its political 

neutrality, high level of professionalism, and capacity for promptly providing services to all detainees and 

ensuring due process.  

Later on, several high profile cases, such as the case of the soldiers of the 51st Independent Mechanized 

Brigade who withdrew from their position, crossed the border, were captured, and later turned over to 

Ukraine153, the case of the commander of the 5th territorial defense battalion Prykarpattia who deserted his 

position near Ilovaisk and went to his permanent duty station in Ivano-Frankivsk Oblast154, and others, 

confirmed the professional independence of lawyers providing free secondary legal aid who acted in 

compliance with the principles of legality and the rule of law. The participation of defense lawyers in each 

and every case was a crucial factor in ensuring compliance with the provisions of the legislation of Ukraine in 

                                                           
151 As noted above, during the events of the Revolution of Dignity, “multiple instances of arbitrary arrests, kidnappings of protest 
participants, torture and ill-treatment by law-enforcement and affiliated criminal groups were documented,” as well as violations 
of the rights to fair trial, including violations of the principles of judicial impartiality, territoriality, the right to a public trial, 
presumption of innocence, and the right to counsel (in multiple instances, “suspects were denied unsolicited communication with 
their representatives,” and “it [was] impossible to determine the exact number of detainees because of deliberate violations of the 
procedure for proper registration of detainees.” See: The Price of Freedom. A report by human rights organizations on crimes 
against humanity during Euromaidan (November 2013 – February 2014) –  
http://www.irf.ua/knowledgebase/publications/zvit_pravozakhisnikh_organizatsiy_pro_zlochini_proti_lyudyanosti_skoeni_pid
_chas_evromaydanu/  
152 Despite the numerous instances of failure to report or delayed reporting of cases of detention by law-enforcement agencies, 
FSLA received 389 reports of detention of individuals and provided FSLA lawyers. After the lawyers assigned by FSLA centers 
arrived at the location, 112 persons (or 29 percent of all detainees) waived the services of the LA system’s lawyers.  
153 Defense services were provided to 33 soldiers by lawyers of the regional FSLA center in Zaporizhzhia Oblast. Only three 
defendants waived the services of a public defender. At the request of the LA system’s lawyers, the Zhovtnevyi District Court of 
Zaporizhzhia ordered to release all 33 members of the military on their personal recognizance instead of preventive detention 
(as requested by the prosecution). 
154 As a result of the efforts of the lawyer providing FSLA, the bail was reduced to 50 minimum wages (or UAH 60,900). As the 
RC in Odesa later found out, volunteers had managed to raise the bail money in one day. 
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the criminal process, particularly with regard to the right to counsel and appropriateness and proportionality 

of punishment of guilty persons. 

Printed materials 

The first awareness raising campaign dedicated to free secondary legal aid in criminal proceedings was in 

2013 and was made possible with the methodological and financial support from the U.S. Agency for 

International Development FAIR Justice Project and the ULAF. The main focus of the campaign involved 

production and distribution of printed materials (i.e. booklets, posters, and stickers) promoting free legal aid 

and available FSLA services in criminal cases, particularly in cases of detention. 

Of note, according to the estimates of the U.S. Agency for International Development, the amount of printed 

materials (booklets, posters, and stickers) needed was at least ten times greater than the number of copies 

that were printed and distributed. 

Stickers and posters promoting free legal aid in Ukraine (2013–2014)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Additionally, 3,500 posters bearing information about FSLA and the free legal aid hotline number, and 60,000 

stickers with basic information about the right to FSLA were printed. A limited run of an additional 20,000 

promotional posters were printed with the financial support from the Embassy of France in Ukraine.  

It was expected that the posters and stickers would be available through police stations, offices of 

investigations, pretrial detention facilities, and prison transport vehicles. For a long time, competent 

detention agencies strongly resisted the distribution of promotional materials and information for detainees 

about their right to LA. Only when the Memorandum of Cooperation between the MoJ and the National 

Police was signed in early 2016 was there hope that the situation would improve, as the Ministry of the 

Interior officers also started to show their interest in those printed materials.  

Consequently, in May 2016, a run of 1,570 posters and 17,860 stickers with the rights of detainees printed on 

them was produced with the support from the Council of Europe Continued Support of the Criminal Justice 

Reform Project. The posters and stickers were intended to be placed in offices of police agencies, units, and 
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special institutions, as well as special police vehicles, to promote cooperation in pursuance of the 

abovementioned memorandum155. 

Stickers and posters promoting free legal aid in Ukraine (2016) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Booklets and their number of copies printed in 2013–2014: 

▪ Detention on Suspicion of Committing a Crime (39,000 copies); 

▪ Types of Preventive Orders in the Criminal Process (39,000 copies); 

▪ A Settlement Agreement/Admission of Guilt and Its Consequences (39,000 copies); 

▪ The Right to Free Legal Aid in the Criminal Process (90,000 copies plus an additional run of 72,000 

copies printed with the support from the Ukrainian Helsinki Human Rights Union). 

The booklets were distributed through FSLA centers, offices of human rights organizations and NGOs, notary 

offices, offices of private sector lawyers, and lawyers engaged in provision of FSLA. As already noted, a 

significant number of posters, booklets, and stickers were distributed among the protesters during the 

Maidan events in November 2013 – February 2014. 

  

                                                           
155In pursuance of the Memorandum and paragraph 12 of the Joint Action Plan, the Coordination Center developed a draft joint 

order of the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine and the Ministry of the Interior of Ukraine On Approval of the Procedure for Placing 
Printed Materials with Information about the Rights of Individuals to Counsel and Free Legal Aid at the National Police Agencies and 
Units. The draft order was submitted to the National Police of Ukraine for approval, to which Deputy Head of the National Police 
of Ukraine Kostiantyn BUSHUIEV responded with the letter of 16 December, 2016, No. 13839/03/37-2016, containing proposals 
and suggestions, which were later incorporated into the revised draft. As of early 2017, the draft order had been unconditionally 
approved by two line departments of the Ministry of Justice and submitted for approval to the Ministry of the Interior of Ukraine. 
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Booklets promoting free legal aid in Ukraine (2013–2014) 

 

In October 2015, another information booklet was published with the support from the Canadian-Ukrainian 

Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project, entitled What Is Free Secondary Legal Aid and How to Obtain 

It, which targeted clients in civil and administrative processes (150 thousand copies). In December of the 

same year, an additional run of 150 thousand copies of the booklet was published with the support from the 

Council of Europe Consolidating Ukraine’s Justice Sector Reform Project funded by the European Union and 

the Council of Europe. The copies of the booklet were sent to every FSLA center, regional and local. The 

booklets were distributed by LCs among visiting clients or during street awareness raising activities and 

outreach clinics, as well as by partner organizations. 

A promotional booklet about free legal aid in Ukraine (2015) 
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Also, on the back of the launch of legal aid bureaus, a run of 500 thousand copies of the information booklet 

entitled A Legal Aid Bureau: Your Legal Guide was published with the support from the Quality and Accessible 

Legal Aid in Ukraine Project in 2016. The booklet provided information about what the bureaus are, what 

services they offer, and who is eligible for such services. The copies were sent to regional free secondary 

legal aid centers for distribution by bureau staff among the communities. 

A promotional booklet about free legal aid in Ukraine (2016)  

 

 

In April 2016, the CCLAP jointly with the ULAF and with the support from the International Renaissance 

Foundation developed a series of five awareness-raising booklets for the ATO veterans. 178,331 copies of the 

booklets were printed and distributed among local FSLA centers to assist them in their work with the relevant 

target audience, i.e. the ATO veterans, their families, and other members of the military. 

The series covers the following topics: 

▪ The course of action for the conscripted ATO veterans who have debt. The course of action for the 

wrongfully dismissed ATO veterans  

▪ Supplying medicines to the ATO veterans 

▪ Access of the ATO veterans to land and housing  

▪ Benefits for combatants and persons of equivalent status 

▪ Conclusion and termination of contracts by members of the military during the ATO  
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The booklets for the ATO veterans (2016) 

 

A run of 6,000 copies of the Handbook for the ATO Lawyers: Protecting the 

Rights and Legitimate Interests of Members of the Military and Their Families was 

also published in November 2016. The materials were developed by the ULAF 

in cooperation with the CCLAP and with the support from the International 

Renaissance Foundation. Some copies were sent to LCs for distribution among 

their collaborating lawyers as well as for use by in-house lawyers. 

 

 

 

In 2017 CCLAP in cooperation with QALA Project 

published 12 booklets (1,6 mil copies), addressing 

key concerns of LA clients in different legal fields. In 

2018 – there was a publication of 13 booklets on 

different legal issues and a booklet “Free legal by 

the aid guaranteed state” (totally – 1,2 mil copies). 

 

The topics of the booklets are the following156: 

1. Your rights – your defence: legal guidance for every child (2017, 2nd edition in 2018) 

2. Deprivation of paternal rights: grounds and the procedure of consideration (2017) 

3. Identification of the fact of family relations (2017) 

4. Large family: confirmation of the status and privileges (2018) 

5. Countering domestic violence: urgent restraining and protection orders (2018) 

6. Conditions for assigning and payment of the birth welfare (2017) 

7. Parents alimony: duty of adult daughter, son to support their parents and its fulfilment (2018) 

8. Procedure of the marriage dissolution (2017) 

                                                           
156 The booklets are available on the web-sites of CCLAP (http://legalaid.gov.ua/ua/pres-tsentr/mediafiles/biblioteka) and the 

QALA Project (http://qala.org.ua/uk/informatsijni-bukleti/ and http://qala.org.ua/uk/elektronna-biblioteka/publikatsiyi/) 
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9. Identification of the fact of title documents belonging to a person (2017) 

10. De-registration from the place of residence (2017) 

11. Expulsion from an apartment without provision of other accommodation (2017) 

12. Deprivation of a right to use residential premises (2017) 

13. Inheritance acceptance, including immovable property if heirs do not have title documents to the 

property (2017) 

14. Inheritance acceptance: inheritance procedure, determination of an additional deadline for 

inheritance acceptance, taxation of the inheritance (2018) 

15. Free transfer of a land plot to individuals from state and communal owned land (2017, 2nd edition in 

2018) 

16. Permanent alimony agreement (2018) 

17. Age pension: conditions of assignment and calculation (2018) 

18. Support of needy families: the procedure of assignment and payment of state social welfare to 

needy families (2018) 

19. Assignment of temporary state social welfare for an unemployed person who has not acquired 

rights to pension payments (2018) 

20. Collection of the calculated but unpaid salary (2017) 

21. Restoration at the workplace of an unlawfully fired employee (2017) 

22. Credit agreement debt before a bank that is being liquidated (2018) 

 

In 2018 the booklets on LA were printed in braille. The booklets, 

presenting information about the LA services and how to get them, 

were developed and published (30 000 copies) by the Ukrainian 

Association of Blind People in cooperation with CCLAP and support of 

QALA Project. The Association distribute them among their regional 

branches, educational centers for children with visual deficiencies, 

rehabilitation and information centers, libraries for the visually 

impaired all over Ukraine. 

The booklet “Free Legal Aid to Refugees 

and Persons in need of subsidiary or 

temporary protection” was issued in 

Russian, English, Arabic and Farsi with 

the support of EU and UNHCR. 

  

 

In 2019 under the support of QALA project and in Cooperation with NGO “Medical Project Center” three 

booklets in the field of medical law (concerning health protection and services) were prepared and 

published. Those covered the following topics: 
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1. Safe blood donation 

2. The right for rehabilitation in sanatorium and resort 

facilities 

3. Psychological Aid and Psychological Rehab for ATO 

combatants and Participants of the Revolution of Dignity  

The total volume of booklets (168 300 copies) was 

disseminated to FSLA centres across Ukraine. Two 

additional volumes of the booklet Safe blood donation 

(10 000 copies each) was published and disseminated under 

the QALA project support to Kyiv City Blood Centre upon its 

request. 

Also in 2019, a series of booklets for people with disabilities on the following topics was prepared and 

published (about 400 000 copies): 

1. Disability status registration 

2. Preparation of an individual program of 

rehabilitation of persons with disabilities 

3. Provision of technical and other means of 

rehabilitation to persons with disabilities 

4. Installation of a ramp for a disabled person 

5. Education for persons with special educational 

needs: education for persons with disabilities 

6. Education for persons with special educational 

needs: inclusive education 

7. Exercise of the right to work by a person with a 

disability 

8. Rights and responsibilities of persons with disabilities regarding maintenance 

9. Assistance to a person living together with a person with a disability of group I or II due to a mental 

disorder which, according to the opinion of the medical commission of the medical institution, requires 

permanent outside care, for its care 

10. Childcare allowance for children with disabilities and children with disabilities 

 
In addition, QALA project supported the translation of the information booklet «Legal Aid: State-guaranteed 
legal assistance» in languages of 15 nationalities, which was printed and distributed to FSLA centres across 
Ukraine (about 170 000 copies). 

In 2015 the Handbook Organisation of Primary Legal Aid Provision in Communities, 2nd edition157 was published 

by International Renaissance Foundation in cooperation with UNDP and CCLAP, aiming at legal 

empowerment and fostering access to primary legal aid at the community level. The Handbook presents the 

5 years’ experience of Centers of Legal Information and Consultations, established with the support of IRF. 

The Handbook contains description of legal requirements for PLA provision at local level, procedures and 

standards, practical recommendations, as well as real examples of documents necessary for establishment 

of communal agencies for FPLA provision, engagement of private law legal entities and other experts in the 

field of law. It also contain information about CCLAP and provision of FSLA by LA centers. 

                                                           
157 http://www.irf.ua/knowledgebase/publications/organizatsiya_nadannya_bezoplatnoi_pravovoi_dopomogi_u_gromadakh/  

The 1st edition of the handbook System Creation for Legal Aid Provision in Communities was published in 2013. It also 
addressed different aspects of clients registering, evaluation of FPLA provision and reporting to the community/ - 
https://issuu.com/irf_ua/docs/hr-2014-2 
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Methodological recommendations (guidelines) “Program of free 

legal aid provision: development, planning, implementation, 

reporting” were produced in 2017 by CCLAP in cooperation with 

QALA Project and IRF. LA system employees, experts, 

representatives of state and NGO organisations, local self-

government, who have the experience in implementation of such a 

programs participated in the development of the Methodological 

recommendations (guidelines). It addresses the need to develop 

the local programs to respond to the identified legal needs of the 

community and contain the description of the different types of 

targeted programs and their structure, development procedure and 

key stages from initiation to results evaluation, legislative 

framework, typical mistakes and challenges during the development and implementation, etc. The 

handbook also present typical (model) program, which could be used for the programs development. 

In the fall of 2016, a run of 11,000 copies of the five year performance report on 

the free legal aid system in Ukraine entitled The Establishment and Development 

of the System: 2011–2015 was published in English and Ukrainian with the support 

from the Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project. The report was 

distributed among FSLA centers, central executive agencies, other government 

and local self-government agencies, partner organizations, law enforcement 

agencies, and courts. The report was also presented and distributed at 

international events such as the high-level reception to celebrate the first 

anniversary of the UN Summit on sustainable development dedicated to 

Achieving the Sustainable Development Goals: Access to Justice for All (New York 

City, USA, 18 September, 2016) and the Second International Conference on 

Access to Legal Aid in Criminal Justice Systems (Buenos Aires, Argentine 

Republic, 15–17 November, 2016) where the experiences of Ukraine’s LA system 

were presented as one of the examples of the successful organization of the world’s free legal aid systems. 

 In 2017 CCLAP with the support of QALA Project 

prepared and published the Report “Legal Aid: 

system development and work results in 2016”, which 

contain key information on current institutional 

structure and results on legal aid provision; 

informing the public, legal empowerment initiatives, 

legislative changes concerning FLA provision, human 

resources and knowledge management in the LA 

system; public finances, transparency and 

accountability of the 

system, as well as an 

overview of external 

assessment of the LA system progress and its strategic priorities. The report was 

prepared in the full version as well as shorten infographics version. 

CCLAP with the support of QALA Project also published the Report “Legal Aid: 

system development and work results in 2017”, which contain key infographics on 

LA system, LA provision, quality monitoring of LA in criminal process, data on 

clients profile, community legal empowerment, human resources development 

and communication activities 
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Mass media 

General information about media releases 

In 2014, the Coordination Center staff created 60 news pecs, and generated 126 unique news pecs in 2015158, 
and 473 news pecs in 2016. 

Activities to raise public awareness of the LA system and FSLA centers are ongoing at the regional and local 
levels. The system uses the monitoring of information activities carried out by FSLA centers since 2015 and 
on a permanent basis since 2016 for analysis of its communication activities. The findings of the regional 
monitoring in 2016, which tracked newsworthy events created by RCs and LCs, show that FSLA centers use 
various communication channels, and 9,578 media releases represent the LA system’s presence in Ukrainian 
media.  

Overall, there were a total of 10,051 media coverages of the system. 

Table 18. Media releases (generated by the CCLAP, RCs, and LCs) 

 CCLAP, 2015 CCLAP, 2016 RCs and LCs, 2016 

Press publications  23 32 2,627 

TV spots 19 57 669 

Online publications 77 317 5,641 

Radio spots 7 67 551 

Outdoor advertising  - - 67 

Other159   23 

 Total 10,051 
  

Diagram 39. The trends in media releases, RCs and LCs in 2016  

 

The number of media releases varied in different regions: 

                                                           
158 This means coverage of one unique newsworthy event on a separate communication channel, excluding multiple 

republications, articles and news stories on the same subject, some of which, particularly in online media, can be republished as 
many as a hundred times. For example, according to the media monitoring, an information event on the occasion of the launch 
of local legal aid centers that took place in Kyiv on 1 July, 2015, and was attended by the Prime Minister of Ukraine, the Minister 
of Justice, the Ambassador of Canada to Ukraine, and the CCLAP management, was covered on 115 media channels, including 18 
videos. 

159 The 23 publications in regional media put under the heading ‘Other’ (0.24 percent) are online publications. They were not 

counted as digital publications as they were announcements of the selection of candidates for directors of legal aid bureaus 
placed on job search websites. 
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▪ The smallest were in the city of Kyiv (62) and Ivano-Frankivsk Oblast (87);  

▪ The greatest were in Poltava Oblast (945), Lviv Oblast (762), Odesa Oblast (676), and Rivne Oblast 
(671); 

▪ 526 coverages were made in Chernivtsi Oblast, 517 coverages were made in Dnipropetrovsk and 
Zhytomyr Oblasts each;  

▪ Between 400 and 500 coverages were made in 5 regions (Zaporizhzhia, Volyn, Khmelnytskyi, 
Vinnytsia, and Ternopil Oblast);  

▪ Between 313 and 353 coverages were made in 6 regions (Sumy, Kirovohrad, Donetsk, Kyiv, 
Zakarpattia, and Cherkasy Oblasts);  

▪ Less than 200 coverages were made in 5 regions (Ivano-Frankivsk, Luhansk, Kharkiv, Kherson, 
Mykolaiv, and Chernihiv Oblasts, and the city of Kyiv). 

The increase in media presence in 2016 compared to 2015 should be attributed to the efforts of competent 
communications specialists at RCs and their improved capacities through experience, relevant professional 
recommendations, and training. 

Diagram 40. Media releases generated by RCs and LCs by region (2016)

 

Diagram 41. Breakdown of media releases generated by RCs and LCs by type of media (2016) 

 

 

Not identified - 23; 

0,24%

Outdoors advertisements 

- 67; 0,70%

Radio -551; 5,75%

TV - 669; 6,98%

Printed media -

2627; 27,43%Internet - 5641; 

58,90%
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The tone of media was predominantly positive to neutral160: 

Diagram 42. The tone of media releases generated by RCs and LCs (2016) 

 

It is worth mentioning that one of the important elements of the strategic planning of FSLA centers’ media 

relations is analyzing the LA clients’ sources of information about the services provided by the centers to 

know the percentage of media among those sources, and what types of media deliver information about LA 

to the target audience more effectively. 

As noted previously, surveys of clients of FSLA centers were introduced in 2015 to identify their sources of 

information about LA161. Specifically, since their launch in July 2015, LCs have been keeping a record of where 

their clients found their information about the centers. Staff members of LCs would ask that question when 

first meeting new clients. The survey showed that the majority (36 percent) of clients were coming to LCs 

on the recommendation of other persons and that the location affected the level of public awareness to a 

degree. Particularly, the effectiveness of certain communication channels depended on whether a LC was 

located in a oblast or district capital.  

For example, in 2015, the majority of clients of LCs located in district capitals were coming on the advice of 

other persons, i.e. 41.8 percent of all new clients of LCs in district capitals vs. 30.5 percent of clients of LCs in 

oblast capitals. Clients redirected to LC by government agencies made up 19.7 percent of the clients surveyed 

in district capitals vs. 26.3 percent in oblast capitals. Clients who found out about LCs from newspapers and 

magazines made up 12.7 percent in district capitals vs. 5.5 in oblast capitals. Apparently, radio and television 

had a greater impact in oblast capitals and newspapers and magazines had a greater impact at the district 

level, as can be seen in the diagram below. 

  

                                                           
160 It should be pointed out, however, that the focus of the monitoring of media coverages and related newsworthy events 
generated by the LA system itself (i.e. communicators at RCs and integrators at LCs). In the future, particularly in 2017, the media 
monitoring will also focus on LA-related newsworthy events created by other parties which, in addition to not only an increase 
in the media presence stats, will likely see a change in tone. 
161 The first such a survey was conducted by the CCLAP with the support from the ULAF in December 2015 among the 
integrators at LCs. 

Negative - 3; 

0,03% Neutral -3711; 

38,75%

Positive - 5864; 

61,22%
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Diagram 43. Sources of information about FSLA centers for clients in district and oblast capitals (2015) 

 

The analysis of sources of information about LA continued in 2016. All clients of LCs (including clients of 

bureaus after their launch in September 2016) were asked to answer the questions and the answers were 

placed on record. The data can be seen in the diagram below162. 

Diagram 44. Clients broken down by their sources of information about FSLA centers, in percentages (2016) 

 

To sum up, the majority of clients of the LA system were coming to legal aid centers on the advice from other 

persons (45.78 percent). The second largest group were clients redirected by government or local self-

government agencies. As far as media are concerned, the leading source of information about LA were 

printed media (10.56 percent). Radio and television scored 5.43 percent. 4.29 percent of clients were getting 

their information about LA online (including the websites of the CCLAP and RCs).  

Comparing this set of data with the information about the presence of RCs and LCs in various types of media 

in 2016 suggested that the LA system’s communications network (i.e. communicators and integrators) first 

and foremost needed to strengthen cooperation with printed media, radio, and television, which was 

                                                           
162 Data as of December 2016 
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specifically addressed when planning the media relations activities of FSLA centers for 2017 and specified in 

relevant regional plans for provision of LA. 

Internet and social media 

The Internet is a key source of information about the LA system in Ukraine. Detailed information about the 

LA system and guidelines on receiving legal aid services can be found on the official websites of the Ministry 

of Justice and main regional divisions of justice, as well as web resources of civic organizations/NGOs, etc. All 

legal periodicals that have been publishing information about FSLA also have their online versions and 

regularly publish articles, news stories, and interviews related to provision of free legal aid in Ukraine and the 

work of the CCLAP and FSLA centers on their web resources (i.e. websites and pages on social media).  

One of the most comprehensive online resources on the LA system in Ukraine is the official website of the 

CCLAP at www.legalaid.gov.ua. The scope and content of information made available on the website to the 

general public have been consistently expanding since its launch in February 2012. In September 2014, the 

website was integrated with Google Analytics, which showed the following data as of 31 December, 2016163:  

▪ Number of visits – 2,042,349;  

▪ Number of unique visitors – 333,182; 

▪ Page depth164 – 2.3;  

▪ Average session duration – 3 minutes,  

▪ Bounce rate (percentage of single-page sessions) – 52 percent165.
 

The average number of pages visitors viewed in one session was 2.34, and the average length of visit was 3 

minutes.  

The CCLAP website contains not only exhaustive information about the free legal aid system, including 

contact information, guidelines on how to get access to LA and information about the latest developments 

in provision of LA, relevant legislation, selection of lawyers, statistical data on FSLA services provided, 

including information about lawyers’ fees, as well as many archived content such as publications and audio 

and video materials on LA166, overviews and reports on external assessment of the system, audits of the 

CCLAP and RCs, etc. The information is updated fairly often. The website is available in English and Ukrainian. 

The content of the English language version of the website is currently limited due to the lack of resources 

for its support. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
163 For the period from 11/09/2015 to 31/12/2016. 

164 Page depth means the average number of pages on the website viewed by visitors during one session (visit). 

165 Bounce rate means the percentage of sessions in which visitors viewed only a single page, i.e. leaving the website from the 
landing page. A 52 percent bounce rate suggests that one in two visitors viewed only the home page before leaving the website 
as opposed to the rest who continued browsing. According to analytical resources on Google Analytics metrics, such rate is 
considered normal for purely informational, subject-specific, non-pay-per-view websites and is rather a testament to the 
effectiveness of the website’s content. 

166 http://legalaid.gov.ua/ua/pres-tsentr/mediafiles/publikatsii  
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The website of the Coordination Center 

 

In August 2014, the websites of regional FSLA centers were launched as primary resources of information 

about the operations of the LA system at the regional level. They can be accessed through the CCLAP website 

by clicking on the ‘Websites of regional centers’ link or selecting the region on the map of ‘Websites of regional 

centers’ on the main page of the CCLAP website.  

A website of a regional center 

 

Every RC website is essentially an exclusive free legal aid web portal for the respective region. It contains all 

the information about the operations of centers at the regional and local levels, news, success stories of 

lawyers providing FSLA, etc. (general news feed). Websites of RCs contain the contact information of LCs 

and legal aid bureaus in the region, maps of RCs, LCs, and bureaus, information about their jurisdictions, etc.  

Since February 2012, the CCLAP has been running its own Facebook page167 with active support from the 

CCLAP staff that contains the latest updates on LA activities in Ukraine. As of July 2014, the page had 860 

followers. By 31 December, 2015, the number of followers increased to almost 4,000. As of 31 December, 

2016, the number of followers was over 6,500. The page does not use any marketing tools such as targeted 

advertising to get more followers168. 

                                                           
167https://www.facebook.com/Centre.4.Legal.Aid 
168 As of July 2019 the number of followers increased to 17,900. 
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In February 2013, the CCLAP launched its YouTube channel169 that contains several promotional videos on 

access to justice in Ukraine as well as hundreds of news videos and videos made by the CCLAP and FSLA 

centers on available free legal aid services, various aspects of operation of the LA system in Ukraine, etc. 

Since its launch, the channel has got 19,938 views. Since July 2014, the CCLAP could be found on Google+ 

Circles170, and the official Twitter account of the Coordination Center was created in April 2015171. In addition, 

RCs and LCs could be found on Facebook since mid-2015172. 

Several closed Facebook groups were created where members can discuss the pressing issues related to 

provision of legal aid. Some of these groups are run by lawyers providing free secondary legal aid, lawyer 

trainers, LA quality managers, directors of FSLA centers, frontliners, integrators at LCs, communicators at 

RCs, and lawyers at the CCLAP and local centers, allowing them to share their experiences in providing legal 

advice etc. Also, an open group called Free Legal Professional Aid was created in late 2016173. Any Facebook 

user can become a member of the group and be regularly updated on the LA situation in Ukraine, participate 

in discussions, and/or post questions on LA and receive answers. 

It is worth pointing out that while the popularity of the Internet in Ukraine has been growing exponentially, 

the number of users, especially among the vulnerable population groups, remains quite limited. As shown in 

the diagrams above, according to the 2015 data, only 5 percent of clients of LCs reported finding information 

about the LA system online (of which 2 percent had found it on the CCLAP website). Notably, if we compare 

LCs in district capitals against LCs in oblast capitals, the percentage of clients who had found information 

about LCs online was one third higher in oblast capitals (6.2 percent) than in district capitals (4.4 percent). 

According to the 2016 data, only 4.29 percent of clients reported finding information about the LA system 

online (including 1.2 percent who had found it on the CCLAP website and/or websites of RCs). This is why the 

Internet is currently viewed more as a secondary communication tool for raising awareness of potential 

clients. However, it is crucial for ensuring the system’s transparency and exchange of information with key 

stakeholders.  

The LA System Information Digest 

To improve the updates on key facts in events involving the LA system, and exchange of best practices of 

both lawyers and managers, in the fall of 2014, the Coordination Center jointly with FSLA centers and lawyers 

engaged in provision of FSLA started compiling and publishing a periodical called LA System Information 

Digest. The initiative aimed to create a corporate information environment within the system, facilitate 

dissemination of information about the development and implementation of the government policy on LA 

and key facts and events within the system, best practice exchange, acknowledge and celebrate lawyers 

engaged in provision of FSLA for their professional achievements, etc. The information digest became an 

                                                           
169https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClkNq0TCpHGT0vo6GyXxWSw 

170https://plus.google.com/113492411826641418250/posts 

171 https://twitter.com/legalaid_gov_ua  

172 Following the launch of the pages on social media, it became apparent that managers responsible for their content and 

maintenance were lacking the skills for doing the work effectively. The pages looked more like information platforms with 
content targeted at users within the system rather than potential clients. In view of that, the Coordination Center experts 
developed and distributed relevant recommendations for professionals at the regional level. Later on, with the support from the 
Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Projects and with the assistance of social media marketing experts, the 
recommendations were significantly elaborated, expanded, and distributed among professionals at the regional level. Since April 
2016, there has been a steady trend towards improved quality of such pages, now with a greater focus on valuable information 
targeted specifically at clients. 

173 https://www.facebook.com/groups/legalaid.ukraine  
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essential element of the LA system’s organizational culture, as it unites all stakeholders behind shared values 

and operating principles, particularly focus on the client, teamwork, drive for continuous improvement, etc.  

The information digest is published on a regular basis. From September 2014 to December 2016, twenty 

issues of the information digest were published. There were also 11 issues in 2017, 10 in 2018, and 6 in 2019(as 

of July 2019).  

The digest consists of features on the following topics: 

▪ Free legal aid in Ukraine: the system’s development and context 

▪ Legal advice 

▪ Facts and events 

▪ Examples of successful defense by lawyers providing free legal aid 

▪ Good practices in the work of FSLA centers  

The last feature also includes a regular column called European Practice of 

Human Rights Protection produced jointly with the Ukrainian Helsinki 

Human Rights Union. 

All issues of the digest are available on the main pages of the websites of 

the CCLAP and RCs (under the heading Information Digest). The first 

fifteen issues of the digest were released in pdf format. Starting with 

issue 16, for the convenience of the reader and more appealing modern 

look, the digests have been produced in a digital form as a platform with 

a collection of articles. Additionally, the digest is distributed in the form 

of an email newsletter among staff members of the LA system in Ukraine, 

lawyers providing FSLA, partner organizations, and mass media outlets. 

Trade publications sometimes reference analytical articles published in 

the digest in their own publications174. 

 

Radio and television 

Even though the free legal aid system in Ukraine was officially launched on 1 January, 2013, the system had 

been mentioned in Ukrainian media since as far back as early 2012 (including on the Ukrainian Radio First 

Channel, the Voice of Kyiv Radio, Era FM etc.). At that time, the free legal aid model in Ukraine was new and 

not yet finished, the information about it was often sketchy.  

In the system’s early days (i.e. 2013), interviews and TV broadcasts were considered a fast and convenient 

channel for communicating key information about the new LA system to the general public in Ukraine. The 

managers of the CCLAP and RCs spoke on radio and television and explained the goals of the free legal aid 

system in Ukraine and the opportunities it offered. The presence on local TV and radio especially increased 

in 2015, when local FSLA centers were launched.  

                                                           
174 E.g., the publication entitled On a Treasure Hunt in Law and Business (zib.com.ua), No. 28 (1222) 11/07—17/07/2015 
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During 2015–2016, dozens of TV shows and news spots about free legal aid involving representatives of the 

Coordination Center, lawyers providing FSLA, and their clients aired on nationwide TV channels such as Tonis 

(TV show Social Status), 5 Channel, ICTV, 112 Channel, NTN, UBR, 1+1, Espreso.TV, UTR, TV channel Ukraine, 24 

Channel, ATR, information and legal center Our Right, Kyiv, Central Channel, etc. 

The majority of the videos originally broadcast on both regional and nationwide TV have been uploaded and 

are available for viewing and distribution at the official YouTube channel of the Coordination Center. 

In mid-2013, within the framework of the U.S. Agency for International Development project FAIR Justice, two 

videos were made based on true stories of a man who died in prison and a man who was wrongfully 

imprisoned. The videos aimed to highlight the need for free legal aid and encourage those who need a 

defender to call the legal aid hotline. Between August 2013 and June 2014, the videos aired on nationwide 

and regional TV channels approximately 53 thousand times, free of charge. Both videos can be found on the 

websites of the CCLAP and RCs. Despite the recommendation of the Ukrainian National Interdepartmental 

Coordination and Guidance Council for Raising Legal Awareness of the Public (2013) that videos about the 

right to publicly funded defense services should be aired as part of television programs produced with the 

participation and/or on the instruction of the Ministry of the Interior, the Ministry for a long time showed no 

interest in neither producing nor distributing video and printed materials on FSLA175.  

In September 2015, a public service advertising video about publicly-funded free legal aid available to the 

public featuring Minister of Justice of Ukraine Pavlo Petrenko was aired by Ukrainian nationwide television 

channels as well as by oblast-level public TV and radio companies. The video can be found on the websites of 

the MoJ, the CCLAP, and RCs. 

In the fall of 2016, a public service advertising video about publicly-funded free legal aid available to the public 

featuring the Minister of Justice of Ukraine and clients of FSLA centers was aired by Ukrainian nationwide 

television channels as well as by oblast-level public TV and radio companies. 

Videos on the right to free legal aid 

  

  

                                                           
175 As of the end of 2016, despite the Memorandum of Cooperation between the Ministry of Justice and the National Police 

signed in early 2016, their cooperation has not been established.  
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6 social videos and relevant posters (37 000 copies) based on real LA system clients were presented in 2018. 

Videos (having longer and shorter versions) and posters are created with the financial support of the QALA 

Project in cooperation with Molodiya International Social Advertising Festival. Videos – titled “Fight for the 

rights and dignity of ATO combatants”, “Disabilities do not restrict rights”, 

“Protect children’s rights and future”, “Demand fair utility rates” “ Protect 

yourself from unlawful dismissal” and “Protect your rights to appropriate 

utility services” – tell the stories, where access to justice has been 

achieved and vulnerable clients have managed to resolve their legal issues 

through the legal aid system in Ukraine. During the period of May – 

September 2018 videos were broadcasted on 3 national and 14 regional 

TV channels of National Public Broadcasting Company of Ukraine. Videos 

in Ukrainian with English subtitles are available on the web-sites of CCLAP (legalaid.gov.ua) and Project 

(http://qala.org.ua/en/e-library/video-gallery/). 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

In 2019 under the support of QALA project in cooperation with Molodiya International Social Advertising 

Festival the following video materials were created to support informational activities of CCLAP and FSLA 

centres: 

1) 3 short social videos concerning the possibility of receiving legal aid through LA system in the cases 

of domestic violence, bulling and overcoming various complicated legal issues. 
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2) Informational video concerning LA and possibilities to receive it in Ukraine (based on infographics).  

 

 

Videos are available on the web-sites of CCLAP (legalaid.gov.ua) and QALA Project (http://qala.org.ua/en/e-

library/video-gallery/). 

Radio is another communication channel used extensively for raising awareness of the LA system. As far 

back as in 2012, the management of the CCLAP could be heard on the Ukrainian Radio First Channel, the Voice 

of Kyiv Radio, Era FM, Radio Liberty etc.  

To raise public awareness of the right to FSLA, the radio series 

called Your Right was aired on the Ukrainian Radio First Channel 

from September 2015 through the first quarter of 2016. The 

program aired weekly and featured Minister of Justice Pavlo 

Petrenko. The program focused on discussing the pressing 

issues that most often bring Ukrainians to FSLA centers. The 

legal advice provided by the Minister of Justice was developed 

by the CCLAP experts in cooperation with RCs and LCs based on 

the analysis of typical client requests to such centers. 

Additionally, special sections were created on the official 

websites of the Ministry of Justice and the Coordination Center 

where that legal advice could be found176.  

Within the framework of and with the financial support from the Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine 

Project, Hromadske Radio produced a special series of weekly programs called The Justice DNA dedicated to 

various aspects of provision of LA in Ukraine. The program aimed to raise public awareness of the right to 

free legal aid and update the general public on important events and initiatives in the area of LA. 

Over the course of the series, its host, Ukrainian author, lawyer, and human rights activist Larysa Denysenko 

interviewed representatives of the Ministry of Justice of Ukraine, the Coordination Center, and regional and 

local FSLA centers, lawyers providing FSLA services, their clients, representatives of lawyers’ self-governance 

agencies, civic activists, human rights activists, international experts, volunteers etc. From March 2015 to 

December 2016, 68 episodes were aired, including two (2) episodes dedicated to the events of the 

Revolution of Dignity, fifteen (15) episodes featuring valuable information for the ATO veterans, and thirteen 

(13) episodes featuring valuable information for internally displaced persons. All of them are available for 

listening on the website of the Coordination Center under the Justice DNA section and on the website of 

Hromadske Radio177. So far, the website of Hromadske Radio has had over 30,000 podcast downloads and 

                                                           
176 https://minjust.gov.ua/ua/news/category/4 and http://www.legalaid.gov.ua/ua/pres-tsentr/mediafiles/1648-yurydychni-

konsultatsii-ministra-iustytsii-pavla-petrenk-a 

177 http://hromadskeradio.org/programs/gen-spravedlyvosti  
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the website of the Coordination Center has had over 

2,500. The Program with the support of QALA Project 

continued to be broadcasted in 2017 (20 interviews), in 

2018 (24 interviews), in 2019 (16 interviews) 

The program became more than just a source of up-to-

date information about the LA system but a one-of-a-kind 

human rights resource guide where listeners can find 

valuable information about their options for protecting 

their rights, hear true stories of real people and their 

defenders, i.e. lawyers who provided free legal aid services, find out about special aspects of legal protection 

of vulnerable population groups, etc. 

 

In 2016, Hromadske Radio with the support from the Quality and 

Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project first released a program about 

preventing domestic violence highlighting cases of lawyers providing 

FSLA and other good practices. A total of 28 episodes in this series 

were aired in 2016. 

From late 2015 and throughout 2016, regional radio stations aired a 

series of programs (including as part of special features) dedicated to LA. These aimed mainly to raise 

awareness of territorial communities about local FSLA centers and services offered by such centers. 

The collection “The Justice DNA” (1000 copies), based on 112 interviews within the 

Justice DNA and 28 interviews within Countering Family Violence radio programs, 

presenting different stories of LA provision to vulnerable clients, including those 

who suffer from gender based violence, ATO combatants and IDPs – was 

presented in April 2019.  

The collection consists of 6 sections: 

- Justice DNA 

- The rights of ATO combatants, members of their families, families of deceased 

soldiers 

- Social and legal guarantees for internally displaced persons 

- Countering Domestic Violence 

- The rights of women, fight against discrimination and gender-based violence 

- Expert Interviews 

All interviews in the collection contain legal comments reflecting the actual legislative changes that took 

place during 2015-2018. 

With the support of QALA Project, the Collection was distributed to FSLA centres across Ukraine. 

The collection is available to download on the QALA Project website178. 

 

Printed media 

Starting from 2012, all leading nationwide legal periodicals (such as Law and Business, Ukrainian Lawyer, Legal 

Gazette, Judicial and Legal Gazette, Legal Practice, and Law Weekly) have been publishing information about 

                                                           
178 http://qala.org.ua/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Gen_Spravedlyvosti_full.pdf 
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the LA system, including interviews with representatives of the Coordination Center179. Publications about 

provision of LA services can also be found in the Minister of Justice Bulletin, the UNBA Newsletter, the UBA 

Newsletter, the High Qualifications and Disciplinary Commission Newsletter, and newspapers such as 

Government Courier, Khreshchatyk, Kyivpost, Voice of Ukraine, etc.  

Since mid-2015, when local centers were launched, there was an increase in the number of publications in 

regional periodicals about free legal aid and FSLA centers. During the first few months after the launch of 

LCs, their teams conducted public awareness raising activities concurrently, particularly helping with 

relevant publications in the regional press. During 2016, within the framework of regional plans for provision 

of FSLA, more work was done to publish information about LA in the regional press (particularly in the form 

of special features/columns). Owing to such efforts, the press has become the principal source of 

information about LA for 10.56 percent of clients, as noted previously. 

Special media projects 

 The publication of a collection entitled ‘About Us. Against 

Violence’ was published in 2016. This was a media project 

dedicated to human rights protection and implemented by 

Hromadske Radio and the Coordination Center with the support 

from the Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project. The 

collection was a literary social action project aiming to highlight 

and address the problem of domestic violence. The collection 

can be of value for those who have been or can become victims 

and/or witnesses of domestic violence, those concerned about 

the problem, those who want and are able to help, contribute to 

tackling the problem, and support victims of violence. What 

makes the collection special is that each short story that 

addresses a specific type of violence is followed by a 

commentary from professional psychologists representing the 

network of the women’s human rights organization La Strada – Ukraine as well as legal advice from experts 

of the NGO Women’s Perspective and even sample legal documents, including sample police reports that 

could be used by victims of violence or anyone aware of cases of violence against other persons. The 

collection contains the contact information for victim support organizations, including information about 

free legal aid services available through the network of FSLA centers. 

The contributing authors included Pauline Rankin, Kateryna Levchenko, Olha Herasynyuk, Sofia 

Andrukhovych, Anastasia Korenkova, Artem Chapay, Marianna Kiianovska, Kateryna Borozdina, Yurii 

Makarov, Halyna Vdovychenko, Natalka Sniadanko, Liudmyla Nykonenko, Yevhenia Kononenko, Serhii 

Osoka, Larysa Denysenko, Yurii Andrukhovych, Aliona Zubchenko, Aliona Kryvuliak, Khrystyna Kit, Halyna 

Fedkovych, and Marta Chumalo. 

The collection was distributed among RCs and LCs where both staff members directly interacting with clients 

and clients themselves could read it. Also, it can be obtained for free through the Hromadske Radio office in 

Kyiv at 26 Khreschatyk street as well as offices of the network of the women’s human rights organization La 

Strada – Ukraine.  

                                                           
179 Select archived publications and issues can be found on the CCLAP website, including 9 publications from 2012, 23 

publications from 2013, 18 from 2014, 20 from2015, and 17 from 2016.  
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The 2nd edition of the collection “About Us. Against Violence” was published 

in 2018 (5000 copies). It was revised based on changes in legislation. This 

edition was translated into English. Both collections, as well as English 

version, can be accessed on the websites of the QALA Project180 as well as 

the CCLAP (under the Library section which also contains a link to the 

Project’s website). 

The audiobook “About Us. Against Violence” (1100 discs) 

was also produced in 2018 with the support of QALA 

Project. The key idea of having an audiobook is to 

increase access to information in it, especially for 

visually impaired people. The audio book was produced 

in cooperation with the Ukrainian Association of Blind people, who will disseminate discs 

among interested parties. The audio book can be listened to and downloaded from the 

QALA web-site. 

Directory of Domestic Violence Victim Support Organizations  

An electronic Directory of Domestic Violence Victim Support Organizations was 

developed with the support from the Quality and Accessible Legal Aid Project and 

in cooperation with the NGO Women’s Perspective. The directory contains 

contact information for competent organizations in every oblast of Ukraine as 

well as a summary of myths about domestic violence and basic guidance on 

communicating with victims of violence. The directory was distributed among 

the key client service professionals such as frontliners and lawyers using the LA 

system’s resources, and published on the website of the Quality and Accessible 

Legal Aid in Ukraine Project181 as well as on the CCLAP website under the Library 

section which also contains a link to the Project’s website. 

  

                                                           
180 http://qala.org.ua/uk/elektronna-biblioteka/ 
181 http://qala.org.ua/uk/elektronna-biblioteka/ 
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Women rights in the field of health protection and health services: special printed publications 

In 2019 two publications concerning women rights in 

the field of health protection and health services has 

been released. Those are: 

- Manual "Women's Health in Ukraine: Rights, 

Opportunities and Recommendations" 

The manual contains information on the current health 

protection and services system in Ukraine, important 

aspects of legislative regulation of the field of health 

care and services in Ukraine, as well as health care 

advices. 

- Handbook “Organizations assisting and advising women in the field of health protection" 

The handbook contains contact information about institutions of state and non-state ownership, public 

organizations, charitable foundations, etc., whose purpose is to protect rights and provide support 

and assistance in the field of health care. The focus of the handbook is, in particular, those institutions 

and organizations that provide such support and assistance to women. 

The publications were developed by experts of NGO “Medical Project Center”. Work on their preparation, as 

well as publication (1000 copies each), became possible with the support of the QALA Project. Manual and 

Handbook contains information about LA System in Ukraine and possibilities of receiving legal aid services 

through the system. Manual and Handbook have been distributed to the FSLA centres across Ukraine. Both 

publications placed and can be freely uploaded on the QALA Project website182.  

Nationwide Legal Awareness Project “I Have a Right” 

 Nationwide legal awareness project “I HAVE A 
RIGHT!” is implemented (starting from 2017) by the 
Ministry of Justice of Ukraine in partnership with the 
Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision and 
territorial departments of justice, with the support of 
legal clinics, international donors and partners. The 
goal of the project is to contribute into raising legal 

awareness of people in Ukraine, forming a legal culture in society.  

Since 2017 various informational campaigns have been implemented within the project183. In 2018 QALA 
Project supported production and release of 8 episodes of TV Program “I Have a Right”. The goal of the TV 
program is to increase the legal literacy of Ukrainians and to contribute into legal empowerment of the 
society. The TV program is intended to not only inform the citizens about their legal and human rights, but 
also to educate them, in a simple and easy to understand language, on how to protect these rights. One of 
the key elements of the TV program is the promotion of free legal aid. The TV Program was broadcasted on 
the “5 channel” nationwide channel. 

In 2018 QALA Project also supported development and dissemination of 800 000 various information 

campaign materials “I HAVE A RIGHT” (posters, flyers, booklets).  

Before the presidential election in Ukraine in March 2019 in the framework of “I HAVE A RIGHT PROJECT” the 

initiative for youth «Goose is voting» was launched under the support of QALA Project. Relevant 

informational materials, developed within the campaign, focused on election rights, including 

                                                           
182 http://qala.org.ua/uk/elektronna-biblioteka/ 
183 More details about “I HAVE A RIGHT project” and its informational campaigns can be found at 
https://pravo.minjust.gov.ua/en  
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instruments/ways of protection of such rights. 5 videos, 5 posters and 1 booklet have been developed within 

the campaign under the QALA Project support. 

 

Outdoor advertising 

In 2016, LCs and RCs began using promotional outdoor advertising (including urban advertising) to raise 

awareness of LA access points. Outdoor advertising billboards, citylights, and lightboxes were installed in 

cities across several oblasts of Ukraine (Zaporizhzhia, Lviv, Rivne, and Mykolaiv Oblasts) as well as in Kyiv. 
 

Examples of LA outdoor ads  

 

 

This outdoor advertising campaign was made possible by the well-coordinated partnership between RCs and 

LCs, on one side, and local self-government agencies, on the other, and conducted as public service 

advertising184. 

Additional mechanisms for raising public awareness 

The launch of the Ukrainian national contact center for the free legal aid system in October 2015 in 

Chernivtsi (within the Chernivtsi RC) was another milestone for the LA system. The contact center operates 

a 24/7, toll-free hotline at 0 800 213 103. It is a powerful tool for providing stakeholders with information and 

advice on available LA services, making them more accessible. It also allows for immediate receipt of 

information about cases of detention of individuals as well as feedback on matters involving provision of 

free secondary legal aid, including complaints against FSLA centers and lawyers, etc. 

                                                           
184 Pursuant to Article 12 of the Law of Ukraine On Advertising, public service advertisements are distributed free of charge. 
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During the fifteen months since its launch, the contact center has received 

168,885 incoming calls. One third (40 percent) of the incoming calls 

received by the contact center involved requests for information about the 

location, contacts, and working hours schedules of bureaus and local and 

regional free secondary legal aid centers, as well as advice on free legal aid 

services (i.e. types of LA, provision procedures, eligibility for different types 

of LA, complaints against FSLA centers and lawyers, etc). 17 percent of all 

calls received by the contact center since its launch involved reports of 

detention of individuals and orders/interim orders to appoint lawyers to provide defense services by 

designation. Such reports were redirected by the contact center’s operators to relevant RCs which would 

promptly provide the services. All other calls (excluding a small percentage of calls that got cut off) were 

made by persons seeking information on a wide range of social protection issues, such as applying for 

subsidized housing, the ATO veteran’s benefits, pensions, land issues, consumer protection, and other civil 

rights violations, etc. Within their competence and based on available information, the contact center staff 

would explain to callers what government agencies or organizations they should contact for resolving their 

issues, including the nearest legal aid bureaus that could provide relevant legal advice. Some of the other 

calls involved internally displaced persons and refugees, people missing in the ATO zone, and volunteering 

in the ATO zone. In such cases, the contact center’s operators give the contact information (hotline 

numbers) of competent institutions and organizations.  

In 2017 the 2nd contact center as a structural unit of Sumy region FSLA centre was established. Currently 

there are 9 employees (4 of them are women), who are lawyers. This contact centre operates working hours 

ever day and is specialized directly in providing legal information to the clients on various legal issues. 

To increase the awareness of the public about their right to FSLA, local centers started using various direct 

communication methods such as ‘street by street’ awareness raising activities, skype clinics, and mobile clinics, 

including remote and mobile legal clinics for the ATO veterans and IDPs.  

A remote free legal aid access point means a permanent free legal aid access point operating 
according to schedule on the premises of an institution, organization, or establishment and 
providing services for individuals who need free legal aid but are unable to go to a local free 
secondary legal aid (legal aid bureau) due to various reasons (i.e. geographic remoteness, lack 
of time etc.).  

A mobile free legal aid access point means a free legal aid access point set up during scheduled 
trips to geographically remote, hard-to-reach areas, as well as at the actual place of residence 
of individuals with special needs or at the location of specialized institutions (i.e. hospitals, 
assisted living facilities, geriatric facilities etc). Such clinics are set up based on the assessment 
of the needs of communities for free legal aid. They can be set up by local centers unassisted 
as well as by assigning staff members of local centers to mobile clinics set up by other 
institutions (such as social service centers for families, children, and youth), executive 
agencies, and local self-government agencies. 

During the ‘street by street’ awareness raising activities that were launched in the fall of 2015, staff members 

of FSLA centers were telling people in the streets of cities, town, and villages (particularly in public places 

such as post offices, public transport stops, railway stations, marketplaces, dormitories etc.) about their 

right to LA and the civil and administrative law services offered by LCs. In 2016, such ‘street by street’ 

awareness raising activities continued, in part prompted by the launch of legal aid bureaus, particularly in 

localities where legal aid bureaus were launched recently. During those activities, staff members of LCs were 

also giving away information materials about LA access points in respective regions.  
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Currently, such awareness raising activities are held by center on a regular basis, mainly in places with high 

concentration of potential clients of local centers, such as geriatric assisted living facilities, dormitories, 

boarding schools, compact settlements of refugees, military treatment facilities, military bases etc. 

‘Street by street’ awareness raising activities 

 
Rivne Oblast 

 
Kherson Oblast 

 

Volyn Oblast 

 

Dnipropetrovsk Oblast 

  

Khmelnytskyi Oblast Lviv Oblast 

Also, local centers introduced and implemented online legal consultations (via Skype) for the public within 

the framework of the BiblioBridge Project. Skype consultations were made possible by the collaboration 

between LCs and local libraries which, within the framework of the BiblioBridge Project, were equipped with 

computers and connected to the Internet. They jointly developed and regularly update a consultation 

schedule which can be found on the websites of respective RCs and in libraries. 
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A Skype consultation by a staff member of the 
Berdiansk LC (Zaporizhzhia Oblast) 

A Skype consultation by a staff member of the 
Liubeshiv legal aid bureau (Volyn Oblast) 

 

In the fall of 2015, the first of 5 mobile legal advice clinics for the ATO veterans and internally displaced persons 

were set up (in Cherkasy, Poltava, Vinnytsia, and Zhytomyr). The clinics were set up at military treatment 

facilities and in compact settlements of IDPs.  

 

The opening of a mobile legal advice clinic at the 

Rehabilitation Center for the ATO Veterans, 

Cherkasy Oblast Hospital for the War-Disabled, 

Cherkasy, 15/10/2015 

The opening of a mobile legal advice clinic at 

the Military Treatment Center in Vinnytsia, 

31/10/2015 

  

Local FSLA centers continued this work throughout 2016, expanding the outreach of mobile clinics and 

setting up remote LA access points on a permanent basis at local self-government agencies, administrative 

service centers, geriatric assisted living facilities, social security directorates, employment centers, pension 

fund directorates, and other public service agencies, as well as security checkpoints in the delimitation zone 

in Eastern Ukraine, etc.  

This meant that a nationwide network of mobile and remote LA access points was established in Ukraine in 

2016. In 2016, 1,371 remote LA access points were set up and operational and 7,444 visits were made by 

mobile legal advice clinics across the territory of Ukraine. These remote and mobile access points providing 

legal information, advice, explanations on legal issues, and assistance in preparation of motions, complaints, 

and other legal documents were set up and operate at local executive agencies (district and city state 

administrations), local self-government agencies (village, town, city, and district councils), non-

governmental and pro bono organizations, social services institutions, administrative services centers, 

healthcare facilities etc. A total of 36,228 people requested advice and explanations on legal issues from 
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remote access points and mobile legal advice clinics in 2016. The plan for the future is to strengthen these 

efforts.  

  

Remote legal advice clinic at Checkpoint Mayorsk 
(Donetsk Oblast) 

Remote legal advice clinic at the Lviv 
Administrative Services Center (Lviv Oblast) 

 

 
 

Mobile legal advice clinic at the city festival 
(Mykolaiv) 

Client home visit (‘targeted legal aid’) (Poltava 
Oblast) 

 

Some FSLA centers have managed to establish cooperation with certain detention facilities to raise 

awareness of convicts about their right to FSLA and available FSLA mechanisms.  

Particularly, in 2015, meetings with convicts took place in a number of penal institutions of the State 

Penitentiary Service and pretrial detention facilities in Chernihiv and Sumy Oblasts185. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
185 Chernihiv correctional facility # 44, Mensk correctional facility № 91 of the Chernihiv Oblast Directorate of the State 

Penitentiary Service of Ukraine, Novhorod-Siverskyiv penal institution # 91 of the Chernihiv Oblast Directorate of the State 
Penitentiary Service of Ukraine, Konotop correctional center # 130 of the Sumy Oblast Directorate of the State Penitentiary 
Service, Sumy pretrial detention facility of the Sumy Oblast Directorate of the State Penitentiary Service, and Romny correctional 
facility # 56 of the Sumy Oblast Directorate of the State Penitentiary Service. 
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A meeting with convicts at the Mensk correctional facility # 91 to explain their rights to free secondary legal aid, 08/04/2015, 

Chernihiv Oblast 

  

A meeting with convicts at the Konotop correctional center # 130 on 12 May, 2015, and a meeting with convicts at the 

Romny correctional facility # 56 on 28 May, 2015, Sumy Oblast 

  

In 2016, staff members of FSLA centers visited 19 corrections inspectorates of the state penitentiary 

service and penal institutions. As a matter of fact, mobile legal advice clinics for convicts were set up at 

those institutions (i.e. arrangements were made with their administrations with regard to the number 

and schedule of visits, on-demand visits, etc.). 

 

  

A legal advice clinic for convicts at the Berdiansk 
correctional facility # 77, Zaporizhzhia Oblast 

A legal advice clinic for convicts at the Raiky 
correctional facility # 73, Zhytomyr Oblast 

 

Also, in late 2015, FSLA centers in some regions established successful cooperation with law enforcement 

agencies and courts to raise awareness of LA. Particularly, FSLA centers in Volyn, Rivne, and Zhytomyr Oblasts 

and local courts agreed to place posters and stickers with information about the right of individuals to FSLA 

in oblast courts as well as district police stations in Lutsk.  
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However, it should be noted that such practices are usually the result of private arrangements and good 

professional relationships between managers of penal institutions / the penitentiary service and courts and 

directors of RCs.  

Information materials 

  

Kivertsi District Court, Volyn Oblast Horokhiv District Court, Volyn Oblast 

  

Korostyshiv district police station, Zhytomyr 

Oblast Directorate of the Interior  

Ostroh city police station, Rivne Oblast Directorate 

of the Interior  
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4.5. Gender Equality Promotion and Relevant Initiatives Support 

While providing comprehensive support to the development of the legal aid system in Ukraine, QALA Project 

pays particular attention to promotion of gender equality, equal opportunities and protection of the rights 

of women and girls from vulnerable groups. 

QALA Project has provided advisory support and input to the development of the Gender Strategy for the 

Legal Aid System in Ukraine – “Equal Partners”. In 2018 QALA Project organized and conducted two missions 

(in April and July) of Canadian gender equality expert Pauline Rankin to Ukraine in order to develop the 

gender strategy for the Ukrainian Legal Aid System. In the framework of the mission relevant meetings with 

representatives CCLAP) Ministry of Justice of Ukraine, Government Commissioner for Gender Policy, key 

international and Ukrainian organisations (in the field of protection of women’s rights, gender equality and 

combating domestic violence) have been organized by QALA project. The Gender Strategy is focused on the 

needs of women and vulnerable groups who may encounter complex forms of discrimination. It also seeks 

to address gender-based and domestic violence, incorporation of gender-mainstreaming into all areas of the 

legal aid system’s operations. 

The strategy identifies five goals for strengthening CCLAP’s approaches to gender equality: 

1. Catalyze change in policies and practices within CCLAP; 

2. Lead comprehensive, system-wide gender mainstreaming within legal aid centers; 

3. Communicate knowledge about legal aid and gender equality; 

4. Develop and implement a strategy for legal aid to combat gender-based and domestic 

violence; and 

5. Adopt monitoring and evaluation plans that support the gender mainstreaming agenda. 

  

Press conference dedicated to the launch of the “Equal Partners” gender strategy for Ukrainian Legal Aid System. 
Kyiv, November 2018 

 

Implementation of the gender strategy is anticipated to increase opportunities to introduce innovative 

approaches to legal aid provision for women and girls from vulnerable groups. It also aims to create openness 

and knowledge for legal aid system staff across all three levels (central, regional and local) to integrate 

gender equality into their work. 

To implement the gender equality strategy, the QALA Project is developing a distance learning course 

targeting multiple professional groups across the legal aid system. The course aims to incorporate gender-

mainstreaming into all areas of the legal aid system’s operations. It is expected to launch in September 2019. 

The course will be available on the LA system distance learning web-portal:  

https://e-learning.legalaid.gov.ua  

In 2018 – 2019 QALA Project supported a series of cascade training sessions for specialists of legal aid centers 

and bureau. The trainings were aimed at development of soft skills of working with vulnerable groups of 
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Ukrainian Legal Aid System clients. In particular, with those women who suffer from various forms of 

violence. Three series of cascade training were held: 

1) May – June 2018: 19 training sessions with 320 participants in total. 

2) July – October 2018: 22 training sessions with 320 participants in total. 

3) June – July 2019: 16 training sessions with more than 250 participants in total. 

  

Cascade training in Kyiv, June 2019  Cascade training in Kharkiv, July 2019 

 

All three cascade training sessions were held by lawyer-trainers – the lawyers from different parts of Ukraine 

with at least three years of lawyer's experience, including attorneys who provide free secondary legal aid. All 

of them were previously trained with the methodological support of QALA project. 

QALA Project supported initiatives of civil society organizations aimed at promotion of gender equality. Thus, 

in 2018 QALA Project supported the First Ukrainian National Forum of Women Lawyers organized by 

Ukrainian Women Lawyers Association “JurFem”. About 200 women lawyers, including 5 from Canada, 

participated in the event. In 2018 QALA Project also supported the first JurFem Summer School for Female 

Law Students, which gathered 30 future female lawyer from across Ukraine. In 2019 QALA supported the 

Second All-Ukrainian Forum of Women Lawyers with about 200 participants, including lawyers, judges, 

notaries, representatives of the system of the Ukrainian Legal Aid System, police, human rights activists and 

others. All three events discussed challenges in access to justice for women from vulnerable groups, 

particularly those who suffered from domestic and gender-based violence, sexual harassment, and other 

forms of discrimination. 

 

Summer School for Female Law Students 
August, 2018 

Second All-Ukrainian Forum of Women Lawyers  
Kyiv, June 2019 

 

In March 2019 QALA Project supports 3 partner NGOs and PRAVOKATOR legal clubs in the implementation 

of project "Comprehensive help in family relations". The project is aimed to help vulnerable groups in Ukraine 

in obtaining legal and other types of services needed. In particular, for those who suffer from domestic and 

gender- based violence. 
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Under the support of QALA Project, the Association of Women-Lawyers of 

Ukraine “JurFem” in 2019 has developed "Methodological Recommendations on 

the Identification of Cases of Gender Discrimination and the Legal Aid 

Mechanism". The methodological recommendations are based on real cases of 

clients and take into account the best practice of countering gender 

discrimination, in particular the practice of the European Court of Human Rights. 

While working on the draft of the methodological recommendations JurFem has 

organized on the basis of legal clubs PRAVOKATOR 5 discussions with over 100 

experts representing CCLAP and lawyers who provide secondary legal aid 

services. The methodical recommendations are intended to serve as a benchmark 

for lawyers and specialists of legal aid centers in providing services to clients. 

In 2019 two special publications concerning women rights in the field of health protection and health services 

has been released. Those are: Manual "Women's Health in Ukraine: Rights, Opportunities and 

Recommendations" and Handbook “Organizations assisting and advising women in the field of health 

protection". The publications were developed by experts of NGO “Medical Project Center”. Work on their 

preparation, as well as publication (1000 copies each), became possible with the support of the QALA 

Project186. Manual and Handbook have been distributed to the FSLA centres across Ukraine. 

In 2018 and 2019 QALA project supported weekly radio program the Justice DNA on Hromadske radio, the 

series of which has been dedicated to the issues of gender equality promotion, protection the rights of 

women, fight against discrimination and gender-based violence187. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
186 More details concerning these publications can be found in Chapter 4.4. Public Awareness Raising Activities 
187 More details concerning the Justice DNA radio program can be found in Chapter 4.4. Public Awareness Raising Activities 
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4.6. Round Tables and Conferences 

To discuss the current issues of accessibility and quality of LA in Ukraine, the Coordination Center in 

cooperation with various partners held many public events, such as the following: 

▪ 10 interregional round tables on Experiences of Implementing the Revised Criminal Procedure 

Legislation (in Provision of Free Secondary Legal Aid) (May 2013) and other round tables on the 

application of the Law On Free Legal Aid and the revised CPC arranged by RCs and other agencies in 

cooperation with the CCLAP; 

▪ The national round table on Ensuring Quality of Legal Aid in Criminal Cases (July 2013); 

▪ 23 regional round tables on Cooperation for Quality of Free Legal Aid, and the expert round table on 

Society’s New Expectations for Professional Conduct of Lawyers and Quality of Their Services held in 

Kyiv (October − November 2014); 

▪ Two international conferences on Quality of Free Legal Aid (December 2014) and Legal Empowerment 

of Communities (October 2016) 

▪ 23 regional round tables on enhanced cooperation between FSLA centers and lawyers’ self-governance 

agencies at the regional level (March – April 2015); 

▪ 21 press conferences and 67 regional round tables on the occasion of the launch of free secondary 

legal aid centers in cities of Ukraine (July 2015)  

▪ More than 320 round tables, almost 500 presentations, and approximately 180 press conferences on 

the occasion of the launch of legal aid bureaus.  

Particularly, in May 2013, the Coordination Center jointly with the ULAF (within the framework of the USAID 

FAIR Justice Project under the grant program Encouraging Public Participation in the Implementation of the 

Free Legal Aid System) held nine interregional round tables188 to discuss the problems identified in interactions 

with the LA system (Experiences of Implementing the Revised Criminal Procedure Legislation (in Provision of 

Free Secondary Legal Aid). Another round table with a similar agenda was held in Chernivtsi by the Chernivtsi 

regional office of the Ukrainian Bar Association189. A total of 341 participants attended the round tables, 

including representatives of the High Specialized Court of Ukraine for Civil and Criminal Cases, the Office of 

the Ukrainian Parliament Human Rights Commissioner (the Ombudsman), the Ministry of Justice, courts, 

public prosecutor’s offices, police, other law enforcement agencies, lawyers providing FSLA, human rights 

organizations and criminal law experts, and representatives of the CCLAP and FSLA centers.  

Following the discussions, there was a marked decrease in incidence of violations of the rights convicts, as 

well as failure to report cases of detention of individuals to FSLA centers, compared to early 2013. After this 

event, the partners held more public events in other locations to discuss the law on LA and the CPS, which a 

representative of the LA system also attended190.  

                                                           
188 22 May, 2013 – Vinnytsia (representing Vinnytsia and Zhytomyr Oblasts) and Kirovohrad (representing Kirovohrad and 

Cherkasy Oblasts); 24 May, 2013 – Kherson (representing Kherson and Mykolaiv Oblasts); 29 May, 2013 – Uzhhorod (representing 

Zakarpattia Oblast) and Donetsk (representing Donetsk and Luhansk Oblasts); 31 May, 2013 – Rivne (representing Rivne and 

Volyn Oblasts), Ivano-Frankivsk (representing Ivano-Frankivsk and Ternopil Oblasts), Kharkiv (representing Kharkiv and Sumy 

Oblasts), and Simferopol (representing the Autonomous Republic of Crimea and Sevastopol). 

189 The round table on Special Aspects of the Practical Application of the Provisions of the Revised Criminal Procedure Code and the 
Law of Ukraine On Legal Aid. Amendments to the CPC with Regard to Responsibility of Legal Entities took place on 31/05/2013. 

190 For example, on 31 May, 2013, the round table on Special Aspects of the Practical Application of the Provisions of the Revised 

Criminal Procedure Code and the Law of Ukraine On Legal Aid. Amendments to the CPC with Regard to Responsibility of Legal Entities 

was held in Chernivtsi by the Chernivtsi regional office of the Union of Lawyers of Ukraine.  
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Beginning in mid-2013, regional centers held many round tables at the local level. Particularly, on 18 October, 

2013, the round table on The Rights of Individuals to Free Legal Aid was held in Simferopol by the Autonomous 

Republic of Crimea FSLA center. On 28 November, 2013, the Kyiv City FSLA Center jointly with the Kyiv city 

organization of the Union of Lawyers of Ukraine and the Kyiv Bar Council held a round table on The Practice 

of Application of the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine. Exercising the Right to Counsel: Problems and Possible 

Solutions, during which the participants discussed a number of challenges in the practical application of the 

revised criminal procedure legislation from the perspective of judges, investigators, lawyers, researchers, 

justice agencies, and FSLA centers. On 04 December, 2013, the round table on Improving Cooperation 

between Stakeholders in the Free Secondary Legal Aid Process in Criminal Cases was held at the Chernihiv 

Oblast FSLA Center. On 26 December, 2013, the presentation on Developing the Best Practices in Defense in 

the Criminal Process was held in Kyiv with support from the International Renaissance Foundation and the 

Ukrainian Legal Aid Foundation, during which the draft quality standards for free secondary legal aid in the 

criminal process were presented. 

On 23 July, 2013, a national round table on Ensuring Quality of Legal Aid in Criminal Cases191 was held by the 

Ukrainian National Bar Association, the Ukrainian Helsinki Human Rights Union, the Ukrainian Legal Aid 

Foundation, and the International Renaissance Foundation, with support from the Ministry of Justice of 

Ukraine and the Coordination Center. In addition to representatives of these organizations, the participants 

also included staff members of RCs, legal researchers, international experts192, and lawyers engaged in 

provision of FSLA who had participated in the pilot peer review. This round table gave an impetus to the 

development and implementation of quality standards for lawyers in the criminal process. 

On 16 October, 2014, an expert round table on Society’s New Expectations of Professional Conduct of Lawyers 

and Quality of Their Services was held with the support from the UHHRU and the Swedish International 

Development Agency (SIDA). The participants of the round table included representatives of the CCLAP, 

leading lawyers, experts, human rights activists, and civic activists. The participants of the event discussed 

the role of lawyers in modern society. According to the participants, the level of public confidence in lawyers 

was currently not much higher than in law enforcement officers, judges, or civil servants. Every lawyer must 

be socially responsible. That way, the legal professional community would become a factor in successful 

reforms in Ukraine. The participants expressed their opinion that the rules of professional conduct and 

quality standards should become a safeguard against engaging lawyers in corrupt practices. 

In November 2014, a series of 23 regional round tables on Cooperation for Quality of Free Legal Aid were held 

with financial support from the American Bar Association Rule of Law Initiative and in cooperation with the 

International Renaissance Foundation and the ULAF. The round tables were attended by more than 500 

participants, including representatives of oblast courts, public prosecutor’s offices, agencies of the Interior, 

directorates of the State Penitentiary Service, regional representatives of the Ukrainian Parliament Human 

Rights Commissioner and the Cabinet of Ministers Commissioner for Liaison with the European Court of 

Human Rights, oblast-level representatives of the Main Division of Justice, representatives of lawyers’ self-

governance agencies, the Qualifications/Disciplinary Commission of the Bar, lawyers, and representatives of 

non-governmental organizations.  

During the round tables, quality managers from RCs presented the quality standards for secondary legal aid 

in the criminal process193 and updated the participants on the implementation activities, including the 

findings of the monitoring of lawyers in court hearings (conducted from July-September 2014). Also, the 

participants discussed the current issues of cooperation with law enforcement agencies (particularly 

                                                           
191 http://legalaid.gov.ua/ua/holovna/81-lypen-2013/464-vidbuvsia-natsionalnyi-kruhlyi-stil-prysviachenyi-iakosti-pravovoi-
dopomohy  

192 The event was attended by Roger SMITH, director of the JUSTICE organization, United Kingdom, and Nadejda HRIPTIEVSCHI, 
a lawyer from Moldova known as an expert on quality standards for legal aid. 
193 Booklets on Quality Standards for Free Legal Aid in the Criminal Process printed with the support from the ABA ROLI were also 
distributed during the round tables. 
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safeguarding the rights of detainees, suspects, defendants, and convicts to FSLA, improper reporting of 

detention of individuals to RCs, and providing defense lawyers with unimpeded access to detainees both 

during the day and night and an opportunity to have a confidential meeting). Regional centers raised the 

issue with the other participants of the round table of placing informational products explaining the rights 

of detainees to LA inside the buildings of courts and law enforcement agencies194. Another point of 

discussion was more effective cooperation between the centers and the judiciary195. 

In March-April 2015, 23 round tables on enhanced cooperation between FSLA centers and lawyers’ self-

governance agencies were held across the regions of Ukraine. The round tables were arranged by RCs in 

cooperation with standalone departments of the NGO Ukrainian National Association of Lawyers Providing 

Free Legal Aid196. 

The participants of the meetings included regional representatives to the Ukrainian Bar Council and the 

Ukrainian High Qualifications/Disciplinary Commission of the Bar, chairmen of councils of the bar and 

regional qualifications/disciplinary commissions of the bar, chairmen of commissions for assessing the 

quality, completeness, and timeliness of free legal aid provided by lawyers, and heads of standalone divisions 

of the NGO Ukrainian National Association of Lawyers Providing Free Legal Aid. Overall, the round tables were 

attended by 299 participants. 

The round tables aimed to promote the regional initiatives for the implementation of the Memorandum of 

Cooperation in the Area of LA between the Ukrainian National Bar Association and the Ministry of Justice of 

Ukraine. Various issues relating to the practice of law were discussed during the round tables, such as 

compliance with the rules of professional conduct of lawyers, lawyer independence (particularly of lawyers 

engaged in provision of FSLA), re-registration of the Donetsk Oblast Bar Council in Mariupol or Kramatorsk, 

improving the mechanism for participation of a defense lawyer in a single procedure, free choice of a defense 

lawyer, preventing investigators from engaging ‘pro-police lawyers’ in criminal proceedings, the procedure 

and conditions for competitive selection of lawyers engaged in provision of FSLA, contracts between 

lawyers and legal aid centers, transparent distribution of cases among lawyers, response from legal aid 

centers to complaints against lawyers, the practices of commissions for assessing the quality, completeness, 

and timeliness of FSLA services provided by lawyers, the prospects for developing the quality standards for 

LA services in civil and administrative cases, possible use of the LA system’s cascade training model and 

                                                           
194 For example, the participants of the round table in Chernihiv agreed to “assist FSLA centers and lawyers in placing information 

stands explaining the rights of detainees to free legal aid inside buildings of judicial and law enforcement agencies.” During the 
round table held in Kherson, the representatives of the State Penitentiary Service agreed to “provide information about the 
number of visits by lawyers to their clients at places of detention and assist in raising awareness of detainees about their right to free 
legal aid.” In Zaporizhzhia and Dnipropetrovsk, it was agreed to “adopt a joint resolution which would be sent to the participants 
in the discussion and competent agencies for implementation.” Following the round table, the Ternopil Oblast FSLA Center 
proposed the Memorandum of Cooperation between all regional actors in the area of justice for consideration by the 
participants.  

195 In this regard, the discussion touched upon the need for investigating judges to review reports of violations of the law during 

detention of individuals by competent agencies and determine the lawfulness and necessity of detention as soon as possible 
(including on holidays and days off), safeguarding the right of a defense lawyer to access minutes of court hearings and obtain 
copies thereof, if needed, and the need for a mechanism for FSLA centers to obtain, free of charge, copies of minutes and audio 
recordings of court hearings in which FSLA lawyers participated as a means of ensuring and monitoring the quality of FSLA 
services, as well as an opportunity to interview judges to receive feedback on the quality of FSLA services provided by the 
system’s lawyers, etc. 

196 The events took place in the following cities: Rivne, Kherson (12/03/15), Lviv (17/03/15), Zhytomyr (18/03/15), Sumy, Chernivtsi 

(19/03/15), Lutsk (21/03/15), Chernihiv (24/03/15), Cherkasy, Dnipropetrovsk (25/03/15), Zaporizhzhia (26/03/15), Kyiv, Kirovohrad, 

Uzhhorod, Mariupol (27/03/15), Mykolaiv, Ternopil (31/03/15), Kharkiv (01/04/15), Ivano-Frankivsk, Khmelnytskyi (03/04/15), 

Vinnytsia (07/04/15), and Odesa (09/04/15). In Luhansk Oblast, a Skype conference was held instead (6/04/2015). 
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resources by regional bar councils in the advanced training of lawyers, the need for a joint campaign effort 

for providing office spaces for lawyers, primarily in buildings of courts, etc. 

The discussions during the round tables helped identify a number of issues where consensus was reached as 

well as issues where opinions differed which could be the subject of discussion during the future joint 

activities.  

This and previous round tables were extensively highlighted in regional press, online media, and television. 

The news reports originally aired by Ukrainian regional TV channels and publications in printed and online 

media can be found on the official website of the Coordination Center and its pages on social media.  

In July 2015, a series of presentation and communication events were held across all regions of Ukraine, 

including 21 press conferences and 67 round tables on the occasion of the launch of local FSLA centers in cities 

of Ukraine. Press conferences were held in large cities and oblast capitals which have a larger number of 

media outlets. Round tables with the participation of media representatives were held mainly in district 

capitals. The events were attended by representatives of local self-government agencies, territorial units of 

central executive agencies, representatives of non-governmental human rights organizations and 

associations, international organizations, lawyers, representatives of lawyers’ self-governance agencies, etc.  

In addition to information about the local centers, their functions and capabilities, and procedures for 

receiving FSLA, the discussions during the events also touched upon improving the cooperation between 

the centers, local territorial communities, and institutions and organizations providing various types of legal 

services to residents of the territorial communities. 

From February-October 2016, and in some regions, throughout the remainder of 2016, communication 

events were held on the occasion of the launch of legal aid bureaus. The events included over 300 round tables 

(attended by more than 4,300 participants), close to 500 presentations (attended by more than 9,100 

participants), and over 180 press conferences at various levels attended by more than 2,100 participants. The 

events were attended by representatives of executive agencies, local self-government agencies, FSLA centers, 

partner non-governmental human rights organizations, lawyers, media representatives, etc. More than 50 of 

such events were attended by representatives of the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision. The main 

subject of discussion during these communication activities was the reform of the justice system and the 

launch of more than 400 new free legal aid access points, i.e. legal aid bureaus in small towns and villages, 

their functions and responsibilities, and available services. 

Some of the events were also attended by Minister of Justice Pavlo Petrenko. On 19 August, 2016, Justice 

Minister Pavlo Petrenko had a meeting with newly appointed directors of legal aid bureaus in Lviv Oblast 

attended by the management of the CCLAP, RCs, LCs, MDJs, oblast and district state administrations, and 

oblast, district, and city councils of Lviv Oblast. On 13 October, 2016, the Minister took part in the opening 

ceremony of the Khmelnytskyi Legal Aid Bureau (Vinnytsia Oblast). 

On 12-13 December, 2014, the International Conference on the Quality of Free Legal Aid took place in Kyiv197. 

The conference was preceded by an official reception held on the occasion of the launch of the Canadian-

Ukrainian Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project198. 

                                                           
197 http://legalaid.gov.ua/images/Materials/12_13_12_14_conf/10_12_14_Agenda_conf_ukr.pdf; 

http://legalaid.gov.ua/ua/holovna/105-hruden-2014/1055-bezoplatna-pravova-dopomoha-partnerstvo-zarady-iakosti; 
http://www.coe.int/uk/web/kyiv/news-event/news/-/asset_publisher/9W803G4ii38m/content/results-of-the-international-
conference-quality-of-free-legal-aid-  

198 The event was attended by Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of Canada to Ukraine Roman WASCHUK, heads of 

law societies in the Canadian provinces of Ontario and Alberta, representatives of the CCLAP and FSLA centers, lawyers providing 
free legal aid, representatives of other donor and non-governmental organizations, and media. 
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During the two-day conference, the participants had an opportunity to discuss the international experiences 

and lessons learnt from the implementation of the LA system in Ukraine, the impact of the public prosecution 

reform on the system’s development, the future of cooperation with the National Preventive Mechanism, 

challenges in cooperating with law enforcement agencies, ways to improve the quality of legal aid, 

mechanisms for selection of lawyers and their continuing professional development, ways to improve 

cooperation between stakeholders to safeguard the right to a fair trial, etc. The conference was arranged 

by the Coordination Center with support from the International Renaissance Foundation, the Ukrainian Legal 

Aid Foundation, the American Bar Association Rule of Law Initiative, the Council of Europe project Support of 

the Criminal Justice Reform in Ukraine, and the EU Delegation to Ukraine. 

The conference was attended by 150 participants, including representatives of the national criminal justice 

system and leading international experts in the field. In their welcome speeches, honorable ambassadors 

Vladimir Ristovski (Ambassador, Head of Office of the Council of Europe in Ukraine) and Roman Waschuk 

(Ambassador of Canada to Ukraine), and Head of Law Enforcement Section of the U.S. Embassy to Ukraine 

Christopher Smith stressed the importance of LA as a safeguard of the fundamental human rights and the 

country’s democratic development. Ukrainian Parliament Human Rights Commissioner Valeriia Lutkovska, 

Chair of the Ukrainian National Bar Association Lidiia Izovitova, and Executive Director of the International 

Renaissance Foundation Yevhen Bystryskyi also gave welcome speeches to the participants.  

In addition to the LA system staff and lawyers engaged in provision of FSLA, the conference was attended 

by judges of the Supreme Court of Ukraine, representatives of the Office of the Prosecutor General of 

Ukraine and the Ministry of the Interior of Ukraine, representatives of the Ukrainian National Bar 

Association, the International Renaissance Foundation, international human rights and criminal justice 

projects, diplomats, and heads of LA services, particularly from the Netherlands (Pieter van den Biggelaar, 

executive director of the Dutch Legal Aid Board), Canada (David McKillop, Vice President of Policy, Research, 

and External Relations at Legal Aid Ontario, and Suzanne Polkosnik, President and Chief Executive Officer at 

Legal Aid Alberta), the U.S.A. (Judge Abishi C. Cunnigham, public defender, Cook County, Illinois, and Sarah 

E. Turberville, senior counsel at the Constitution Project), and Moldova (Victor Zaharia, Chairman of the 

National Legal Aid Council), who talked about the history of development, operation, and quality monitoring 

of LA in their respective countries.  

On 20-21 October, 2016, the international conference on Legal Empowerment of Communities, jointly 

arranged by the Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project, the International Renaissance Foundation, 

and the Coordination Center, took place in Kharkiv. During the conference, expert practitioners from Ukraine 

and other countries (including Canada, the U.S.A., South Africa, and Pakistan) discussed the experiences of 

communities in defending their rights and legitimate interests, why it is important to empower Ukrainian 

communities, what this means in the context of Ukraine’s LA system, why it is necessary, and what 

international experiences Ukraine could borrow from to make the process more effective. All relevant 

information can be found on the conference’s website at www.lep.in.ua. 
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The conference was moderated by Andrii Kulikov, a well-known journalist and TV and radio host. The 

speakers during the conference’s first plenary session included First Deputy Minister of Justice of Ukraine 

Nataliia Sevostyanova, Director, Head of Development Cooperation at the Canadian Embassy to Ukraine 

Karim Morcos, director of the Coordination Center for Legal Aid Provision Andriy Vyshnevkyi, Project 

Director, Vice President at Canadian Bureau for International Education Larissa Bezo, and director of the 

International Renaissance Foundation Yevhen Bystrytskyi. The concept of legal empowerment of 

communities was presented by expert, former Deputy Commissioner of Strategic Policy and Planning, Public 

Affairs and Communication Services of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police Ewa Kmieczyk, and from the 

Ukrainian perspective, by expert, director of the practical policy program at the Institute of Political 

Education Oleksandr Solontai.  

After that, the conference participants proceeded to work in five thematic groups which focused on the 

following topics: 

▪ Engaging communities in the quality change process (moderated by Aider Khalilov and Oleksandra 

Tselishcheva) 

▪ Tackling the traditions of corruption (moderated by Vitalii Kasko and Kateryna Khilchevska) 

▪ Settling disputes out of court and legal empowerment of vulnerable population groups (moderated 

by Roman Koval)  

▪ Legal empowerment of vulnerable groups (moderated by Irena Fedorovych and Olha Halytska) 

▪ Resolving legal matters without the help of lawyers (moderated by Larysa Denysenko and Oleksandr 

Hryb).  

The solutions developed by each section separately were presented and discussed during the plenary 

session on the second day of the conference.  
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The members of the first section argued that “people can be a real driving force for change which leads to 

improved quality of life, including security and sustainable development.” The experts shared examples of 

extensive use of mechanisms for participation and protection of the rights provided by law in Ukraine, as well 

as stories of initiatives by activists and volunteers that had helped resolve or prevent serious problems or 

improve the quality of people’s lives. Still, many people do not realize the importance public participation, 

have no faith in it, and do not seem to care about inefficient management or corrupt practices, or the future 

of their communities and their own future. Former Deputy Commissioner of Strategic Policy and Planning, 

Public Affairs and Communication Services of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police Ewa Kmieczyk, executive 

director at a community legal clinic (Ontario, Canada) Hugh Tye, and Iqbal Sarwar of the Sarhad Rural Support 

Program (Pakistan) talked about possible ways to address this and the experiences of their own countries. 

The section on tackling the tradition of corruption talked about how “legal empowerment of communities, 

that know how to defend their rights and are ready to do so, can be another effective way to prevent dishonest 

practices and corruption. Experience shows that public concern and public control over government agencies 

help substantially increase transparency and accountability and reduce opportunities for corrupt practices. 

Using alternative while still effective mechanisms for resolving issues is an important factor in tackling the 

traditions of corruption that exist in society. People have to understand what they are missing when they engage 

in corrupt practices, and the gains to be had if they reject it. A lot depends on communities and the things that 

people are willing to close their eyes to, the things they are willing to tolerate and the things they consider 

unacceptable.” Ukrainian experts talked about what a consolidated community can do to prevent corrupt 

practices (such as bribery, abuse of office etc.) and the alternatives to the established corrupt practices that 

are available, and shared some examples such as funds set up in schools to manage the money of parents’ 

committees to prevent corrupt practices, online services provided by the Ministry of Justice as a way to offset 

corrupt practices at the grassroots level, the campaign by the community of Mykilska Slobidka against 

preventing the public from access to the bank of the Dnipro River, etc. Vivek MARU of the NAMATI 

movement in India talked via videoconference about NAMATI’s experience of helping more than 40 

thousands residents of local communities in Africa, Central and Eastern Asia, and North and South America 

through their legal empowerment in defending their rights, particularly land, environmental, and healthcare 

rights.  

“Alternative dispute resolution, i.e. out of court settlement, usually allows to resolve conflicts quicker and 

cheaper. Besides, during the mediation, the parties can choose the kind of resolution that meets the interests 

and needs of all parties to the conflict. Statistics show that settlement agreements reached through mediation 

are implemented much more responsibly than court decisions,” claimed the members of the third thematic 

group. Domestic experts discussed Ukraine’s examples of mediation in courts and schools, use of dialogue 

approach by communities for reintegration of IDPs and the ATO veterans, and conciliation agreements in the 

criminal process. Michele Leering of the Community Advocacy & Legal Center in Ontario, Canada, also shared 

her experiences with the participants.  

Vulnerable population groups require special care and treatment by the state and the community, as the 

members of the conference’s thematic section noted. The first step towards addressing the needs of 

vulnerable groups should be identifying them and developing targeted help services for specific population 

groups. There are many examples of this type of aid, including humanitarian aid to IDPs and free healthcare 

services. However, the targeted aid resources are finite. The main purpose of legal empowerment of 

vulnerable population groups is to teach them to defend their own rights and mobilize their communities to 

promote quality change. David McKillop, Vice President at Legal Aid Ontario, Canada, talked about practical 

examples of legal empowerment of vulnerable groups in the province of Ontario. Harry Slade, Justice of the 

British Columbia Supreme Court (Canada), talked about the practice of legal empowerment of aboriginal 

people in Canada and their participation in conflict resolution. Domestic experts presented Ukraine’s 

experience of working with vulnerable groups such as Roma communities, people with HIV and their families, 

domestic violence victims, etc. 
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The section for resolving legal matters without the help of lawyers made a statement that “the lawyer 

population in Ukraine is fairly high, new professionals graduate high education institutions every year, and 

numerous ‘attorney’ signs can be seen in almost every city. However, many communities do not have free access 

to those professionals, such as remote mountain villages, settlements in outer areas, ‘dying’ rural areas, and low-

income persons. This situation calls for cooperation between multiple stakeholders which in fact should extend 

beyond the law system and involve various other professionals contributing to advising the public and raising 

the awareness of the public about their rights and capabilities.” Nonboniso Nangu Macbela of the NGO 

paralegal network in South Africa talked about the fifty years work of the country’s paralegals who had 

formed a powerful network that received support from the government at the national level. Professor Reem 

Bahdi of the University of Windsor (Ontario, Canada) shared some practical examples of development of the 

judicial training system and legal empowerment in Palestine. The members of the working group determined 

the roles and competences of paralegals, their advantages, and potential obstacles. The discussion also 

touched upon cooperation between the public system and non-governmental free legal aid providers, rural 

activists as ‘legal assistants’ to communities, and other mechanisms for improving access to justice for people 

in areas without lawyers. 

During the second day of the conference, the participants also discussed other issues, such as assessing the 

legal empowerment needs of communities and economic impact of such empowerment, using modern 

information technology for legal empowerment, and relevant experiences of Canada (presented by former 

Attorney General of Ontario, Managing Director of the Legal Innovation Zone at Ryerson University Chris 

Bentley) and the U.S. (presented by Director of the Immigration Advocates Network Matthew Burnett). The 

conference also included a number of accompanying activities to present the initiatives, instruments, and 

campaigns (particularly awareness raising campaigns) to promote human rights and legal empowerment of 

communities. During one such event, First Deputy Director of the Coordination Center Myroslav Lavrinok 

presented a five-year overview of the establishment and development of the LA system in Ukraine that was 

prepared and published with support from the Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project. Also, the 

conference experts and participants had an opportunity to view an exhibition of the finalists of the Legal 

Empowerment public service advertising contest and vote for winners who were announced during the 

conference. Several posters submitted for the contest were later used in the design of 2017 calendars printed 

with the support from the Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project. The calendars are used as 

another awareness raising tool by placing them in FSLA centers and offices of partner organizations. 

The winning posters of the Legal Empowerment public service advertising contest  
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4.7. Cooperation with Partners 
 

4.7.1. Cooperation with Key Stakeholders at the National Level  
 

The LA system has many internal and external stakeholders all of which have different roles in promoting 

access to LA and the system’s image in general.  

Particularly, in the system’s early days, the detention agencies’ lack of motivation to cooperate and poor 

knowledge of procedures for proper cooperation with the LA system was a problem manifesting itself in 

numerous instances of failure to report or delayed reporting of detention of individuals to FSLA centers. The 

survey of lawyers providing FSLA, conducted by the Coordination Center in May 2013, revealed a number of 

problems encountered when providing FSLA in the criminal process, particularly the following: restricted 

access to persons held in pretrial detention facilities, especially at night time and on days off and holidays, 

impeding the right to have a confidential meeting with FSLA grantees, and the absence of adequate rooms 

for having such meetings, instances of physical and/or psychological pressure on detainees to make them 

waive their right to legal aid or provide incriminating information, failure to report or incomplete reporting 

of grounds of detention, etc. The same problems were also identified in the overview of the system’s first 

year performance made possible by the support from the International Renaissance Foundation199 and other 

studies200. Unfortunately, they can still be encountered to this day.  

In view of this situation, it is highly important to increase the awareness of stakeholders of their roles and 

responsibilities, particularly in connection with the rights of detainees to public defense, etc. This prompts 

the need to develop a communication platform for key stakeholders to focus on the existing challenges and 

problems in safeguarding human rights and join their efforts to tackle them.  

Since the launch of the LA system in 2013, several external stakeholders has made LA support their new 

objective.  

Particularly, the Memorandum of Cooperation between the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner for Human 

Rights (the Ombudsman) and the Coordination Center was signed in December 2013. Pursuant to this 

document, both parties agreed to consolidate their efforts to prevent violations of human rights and 

freedoms, particularly the right of individuals to FSLA, and facilitate equal and free access of individuals to 

public legal aid in criminal proceedings. The document was based on the provisions of the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the Convention for the 

Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, other international treaties recognized by the 

Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine as binding, the Constitution of Ukraine, the Law On the Ukrainian Parliament 

Commissioner for Human Rights, and the Law On Free Legal Aid.  

On 12 December, 2014, during the conference on Quality Free Legal Aid, an addendum201 to the memorandum 

referred to above was signed, broadening cooperation between the parties, particularly on developing 

methods for preventing and combating detention of individuals without granting them a proper status, 

introducing mechanisms for cooperation on preventing torture and cruel treatment of detainees, and 

                                                           
199 The Free Legal Aid System in Ukraine. An overview of the first year performance. http://legalaid.gov.ua/ua/kontrol-za-

diialnistiu-systemy-bpd/kontrol-za-diialnistiu-systemy-bpd-zi-storony-hromadskykh-ta-blahodiinykh-orhanizatsii  

200 Human Rights behind Closed Doors. Procedural Safeguards for Detainees Study Report 

http://www.irf.ua/knowledgebase/publications/zvit_za_rezultatami_doslidzhennya_protsesualni_garantii_zatrimanikh_osi

b/  
201 http://www.legalaid.gov.ua/images/legislation/Memorandums/Memo_CCLAP_Omb_add_12_12_14.pdf 
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reporting poor quality of FSLA services detected by the Office of the Ombudsman during the parliamentary 

oversight of compliance with human rights and freedoms to FSLA centers. The National Preventive 

Mechanism against Torture also provides support to persons held in pretrial detention facilities. 

The Memorandum of Cooperation between the UNBA and the Ministry of Justice202 was signed in November 

2013. One of the areas of cooperation is effective communication203 which involves immediate publication of 

information that may be a public interest disclosure on relevant websites, communicating information about 

the right of an individual to counsel through all available media channels, particularly through public service 

advertising, awareness raising activities by local self-government agencies to engage lawyers, lawyer 

bureaus, and bar associations in provision of free primary legal aid under the established procedure, carrying 

out activities to encourage lawyers to participate in the selection for provision of FSLA, etc204.  

The Memorandum of Cooperation between the American Bar Association Rule of Law Initiative (ABA ROLI) and 

the Coordination Center205 was signed in June 2015. The Memorandum lays down the terms and conditions of 

cooperation under the international technical assistance project on Establishment of a European Compliant 

Bar Association and a System for Strengthening the Skill Level of Criminal Defense Attorneys that is 

implemented within the framework of the Justice Sector Reform Program aimed to increase the legal 

capacity of lawyers for competent representation of their clients under the new criminal justice system. The 

Program’s main objectives are improving the knowledge and skills of lawyers for practicing law in 

compliance with the CPC of Ukraine, improving the qualifications level of FSLA professionals, and providing 

support in the application of technology tools that enhance the capacity of lawyers for defending their 

clients.  

The Memorandum of Cooperation between the Ministry of Justice and the National Police206 was signed in 

February 2016, with the main focus on consolidating the efforts of the MoJ and the police to prevent 

violations of the rights of detainees to counsel, torture, inhuman treatment of detainees, wrongful 

convictions, and violations of safeguards for lawyers. 

In April 2016, the Ukrainian Helsinki Human Rights Union and the Coordination Center signed the Memorandum 

of Cooperation207 with a view to joining their efforts for positive change in the area of human rights 

protection in Ukraine. The Memorandum envisages responding to violations of the Convention for the 

Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. The main area of cooperation will be jointly 

focusing on strategic lawsuits involving the most serious human rights violations. It was agreed that every 

lawyer providing FSLA may apply for assistance in their clients’ cases as strategic ones. The UHHRU will verify 

whether an application is in line with the priority objectives. The Coordination Center and the UHHRU will 

then jointly decide whether to provide assistance if the case is identified as strategic. In the cases qualifying 

for assistance, the UHHRU will develop the case strategy plan, subject to approval by the lawyer and the 

                                                           
202 http://legalaid.gov.ua/images/Actual/Memorandum_cooperation_MJU_NAAU.pdf 

203 Other areas of cooperation included ensuring compliance with safeguards for lawyers and protection of the professional 

rights of lawyers, developing, enacting, and implementing the quality standards for free legal aid, quality monitoring and 
assessment of free legal aid services provided by lawyers, and professional development of lawyers. 

204 Effective communication also involves developing the hardware and/or software required for automatic, real time updating 

of registers of lawyers providing free secondary legal aid with information retrieved from the Ukrainian National Register of 
Lawyers including their office address, type of legal practice, suspension or termination of licenses to practice law, and other 
information. 

205 http://www.legalaid.gov.ua/images/legislation/Memorandums/Memorandum%20ABA%20ROLI%20CC.pdf 
206 http://www.legalaid.gov.ua/images/pdfs/Memorandum_pro_spivpratsyu_btwn_police_mj.pdf 
207 http://www.legalaid.gov.ua/images/memo_UGSPL.pdf 
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client. Also, if all domestic remedies have been exhausted, the parties will decide whether to use the outputs 

in the development of draft laws and regulations. 

The Memorandum between the Coordination Center, the International Renaissance Foundation, and the Law 

Enforcement Section of the U.S. Embassy to Ukraine for HR capacity building in the LA system208 was signed in 

July 2016. The purpose of the Memorandum was to facilitate the continuing development of lawyers, local 

self-government officials, members of non-governmental organizations, staff members of the Coordination 

Center and its territorial offices providing LA, and other stakeholders. 

The Memorandum of Cooperation between the State Employment Service and the Coordination Center209 was 

signed in November 2016, envisaging setting up offices of staff members of FSLA centers and/or legal aid 

bureaus in each and every employment center across Ukraine so that visitors could receive legal advice and 

other kinds of legal assistance. In pursuance of the Memorandum, the parties agreed that staff members of 

the State Employment Service and the LA system would hold activities to raise awareness for legal 

empowerment of the unemployed. 

The Memorandum of Cooperation between the Non-Governmental Organization Ukrainian National Association 

of the ATO Veterans UKRAINIANS UNITED! and the Coordination Center210 was signed in December 2016, for the 

cooperation on safeguarding the rights and social security guarantees of the ATO combatants who fought 

for Ukraine’s independence, sovereignty, and territorial integrity, their families, other persons to whom the 

Law of Ukraine On the Status of War Veterans and Their Social Security Guarantees applies, and persons 

adversely affected by the ATO. 

One of the key initiatives creating additional opportunities to increase the awareness of all stakeholders of 

LA was the launch of the open public platform for the development of Ukraine’s free legal aid system211. As 

noted previously, the Public Platform is a pro bono initiative bringing together civic activists and experts in 

the area of human rights, rule of law, and criminal justice in Ukraine. Members of the public platform include 

lawyers, human rights activists, representatives of the Center of Policy and Legal Reform, the UN Without 

Borders Program, the Ukrainian Helsinki Human Rights Union, the non-governmental organization Center for 

Civil Liberties, the International Renaissance Foundation, the Ukrainian Legal Aid Foundation, and the 

Community Healthcare Advisory Board in Ukraine. The chairperson of the Public Platform is Larysa 

Denysenko, well-known Ukrainian author, lawyer, human rights activist, and TV and radio host. The purpose 

of the Public Platform is to provide comprehensive support for the development of the free legal aid system 

in Ukraine. 

The platform’s objectives with the regard to the LA system include the following: 

▪ Increasing the level of public awareness of the development of the LA system; 

▪ Coordinating and consolidating the efforts of civic activists and experts, and their intellectual, 
organizational, and communicational capacities, particularly in the areas of information, research, 
and awareness raising, to improve the public awareness of the right to LA; 

▪ Strengthening the cooperation between the public, the government, and the bar on promoting 
the operation and development of the LA system; 

                                                           
208 http://www.legalaid.gov.ua/images/legislation/Memorandums/10-08-16_Memorandum_US_IRF_CC_ukr.pdf 
209 Меморандум 
210 http://www.legalaid.gov.ua/images/docs/16122619_01_024678document_scan.pdf 
211 http://www.legalaid.gov.ua/ua/kontrol-za-diialnistiu-systemy-bpd/hromadska-platforma 
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▪ Facilitating the implementation of the best international practices of providing LA by the 
Coordination Center, and promoting Ukraine’s best practices of providing LA at the national and 
international levels; 

▪ Promoting the professional dialogue on the administrative challenges encountered in provision of 
LA, and innovative operating principles and values of the LA system. 

The Ukrainian National Non-Governmental Organization of Lawyers Providing Free Legal Aid whose mission is, 

inter alia, to increase the public awareness of civil rights and their exercise was established in 2014. The NGO 

brings together lawyers providing FSLA. The Memorandum of Cooperation between the NGO Ukrainian Bar 

Association and the NGO Ukrainian National Association of Lawyers Providing Free Legal Aid was signed on 17 

December, 2014. 

 

4.7.2 Integration of Primary and Secondary Legal Aid Grant Program  

In fall 2015, with the support from the Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project and the International 

Renaissance Foundation, and in cooperation with the CCLAP, a competitive selection of NGO projects took 

place to facilitate the integration of primary and secondary legal aid at the territorial community level by 

establishing and expanding the cooperation between local free secondary legal aid centers, non-

governmental organizations, and local government/self-government agencies. The maximum grant aid 

award is UAH 100 thousand. The maximum project duration was 12 months. 

The priority selection requirements included, among other things, the following: 

▪ Establishing trilateral cooperation between local centers, non-governmental organizations, 

and local government/self-government agencies providing free primary legal aid to improve 

access of vulnerable community members to justice, particularly quality free legal aid, based 

on the community’s existing needs; 

▪ Developing an innovative mechanism for resolution of legal issues specific to the territorial 

community; 

▪ Building and strengthening the institutional capacity of non-governmental organizations and 

local government/self-government agencies for providing quality free primary legal aid to 

community residents; 

▪ Supporting the systemic cooperation between local self-government agencies to promote 

the best practices in establishing and managing free primary legal aid models in communities 

in line with the Law On Free Legal Aid, the Standard Regulations on a Primary Legal Aid 

Institution, and the Procedures and Criteria for Local Self-Government Agencies to Engage 

Entities under Private Law; 

▪ Engaging regional lawyers’ self-governance agencies in supervising provision of free legal 

aid, within their competence. 

The competition was announced on 9 October, 2015, and included several phases: 

▪ Submission of standard-form project concepts before 09 November, 2015, their verification for 

compliance with the competition’s requirements, evaluation by the competition commission, and 

selecting the best proposals for the second phase;  

▪ Submission of projects (application forms including detailed budget estimates) before 02 December, 

2015 and their evaluation by the competition commission.  

The completion received 250 concepts, of which 26 failed to meet the competition’s requirements. The 

remaining 224 project concepts (including 31 concepts submitted by members of the Legal Information and 

Advice Centers Network and 19 concepts submitted by non-governmental organizations of lawyers) were 
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evaluated by the competition commission. The competition commission approved 81 project concepts for 

the second phase of the competition.  

 

Diagram 45. Project concepts submitted for the competition and selected for the 2nd phase of the competition 

 

Ultimately, 36 grant projects from 20 regions of Ukraine were selected through the competition process. 

QALA funded 18 projects (UAH 1,581,458 total budget) and 18 projects were funded by the IMF (UAH 

1,754,464 total budget). The projects were launched in February 2016. 

In October 2016, monitoring visits were made, jointly with Canadian experts (the Quality and Accessible Legal 

Aid in Ukraine Project), to project implementers in three oblasts (Zhytomyr, Rivne, and Vinnytsia). 
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Diagram 46. The results of the competitive selection of projects for Integration of Primary and Secondary LA at the 

Territorial Community Level  

 

The projects are expected to improve access to legal aid for vulnerable population groups, particularly in 

remote areas, including territorial communities in rural and mountain areas.  

Some of the winning projects target retirees, low-income persons, unemployed (or temporarily 

unemployed), migrant workers, stateless persons, particularly in rural communities, war veterans, the ATO 

combatants (or their families, in the case of death of the ATO combatants), people with special needs, 

orphaned children, children deprived of parental care, adoptive parents and caretakers, etc. The projects also 

involved cooperation with staff members of legal aid centers, non-governmental organizations, and local 

self-government agencies, as well as youth activists and lawyers. 

In 2016, more than 30 educational and awareness raising activities were held for orphaned children, adoptive 

parents and caretakers, and children in boarding schools in Zaporizhzhia212 and Dnipropetrovsk213 Oblasts. 

Over 1,000 legal consultations were provided, including consultation visits to remote areas, with several 

clients being redirected to FSLA center for receiving secondary legal aid. The majority of the people’s 

requests involved land issues, inheritance matters, reporting of road traffic accidents, employment 

reinstatement, deprivation of parental rights, alimony collection, housing cooperative procedures, etc. 

Some of the projects presented their outputs during the international conference on Legal Empowerment of 

Communities that took place in October 2016. For example, the Carmel Charitable Organization project 

                                                           
212 The events were held by the NGO Egida-Zaporizhzhia jointly with the Zaporizhzhia Oblast Regional Free Secondary Legal Aid 
Center, the Zaporizhzhia Local Free Secondary Legal Aid Center #2, and the Child Smile Charitable Fund. 

213 The events were held by the Dnipropetrovsk office of the NGO Ukrainian National Association of Lawyers Providing Free Legal 
Aid jointly with Dnipropetrovsk Oblast’s legal aid centers. 
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Everyone’s Right. Social and Legal Aid to People with Disabilities in Berdychiv presented the booklet called 

Accessibility Map. Berdychiv without Barriers. 

A study of accessibility and quality of free legal aid was conducted within the framework of the project 

implemented in Rivne by surveying clients of legal aid centers and city residents214 as well as creating the 

software and the Internet portal for their monitoring. The findings of the survey and their analysis were 

presented during the round table that was held at the oblast state administration as well as during the 

conference. The plan for future action and cooperation to ensure quality free legal aid in the region was also 

discussed during those events. 

For example, within the framework of the project Everyone’s Right. Social and Legal Aid to People with 

Disabilities in Berdychiv, the Carmel Charitable Organization in partnership with the Berdychiv Local FSLA 

Center held training sessions on working with people with special needs (such as the seminar on Accessibility 

and Communication in Working with People with Disabilities) which, among other things, focused on 

stereotypes and myths about people with special needs and the need for their special treatment.  

Also, a number of activities were held within the framework of the project Accessible Legal Aid in the 

Zaporizhzhia Community implemented in cooperation with the NGO Egida-Zaporizhzhia, the Child Smile 

Charitable Fund, and the Zaporizhzhia LC #2, including seminars for adoptive parents and custodial 

parents/caretakers on protecting and safeguarding the rights of children raised in a family environment, 

seminars for raising the legal awareness of children (for grade 6-7 students of the Vilniansk specialized 

secondary boarding school, grade 5-7 students of the Vasylivka secondary boarding school, and the Berdiansk 

level І-ІІІ community secondary sanatorium boarding school), the seminar for residents of the public 

dormitory in Melitopol on Preventing Human Trafficking during which the participants learnt about the 

indicators of human trafficking, common recruitment methods, and safety guidelines for travel and work 

abroad, legal education and activities to raise awareness of 62 grade 5-9 foster students of the Zaporizhzhia 

community secondary boarding school Svitanok administered by the Zaporizhzhia Oblast Council215, and the 

round table with the project implementers and partners on Raising the Legal Awareness of Children in Difficult 

Life Circumstances as a Way to Tackle Problems among the Youth during which the participants discussed the 

need to incorporate civic education, including legal education and awareness raising activities, into the 

education development programs of oblasts and cities. 

Within the framework of the project implemented by the City of Mykolaiv Development Foundation, free 

legal aid was provided to 1,154 people (both in person or online), particularly on land issues (256), inheritance 

(395), quality of public utility services and housing cooperatives (401), as well as human rights violations (102). 

Six cases were identified as strategic and, jointly with the partners, taken to the European Court of Human 

Rights. Also, 17 activities were held to raise the legal awareness of the public. To document human rights 

violations caused by the situation in the Donbas, a survey was taken of IDPs, former hostages and prisoners 

of war, persons wounded in war, and families and friends of persons who were dead or missing. 

Within the framework of the project Bridging the Civil Law Abyss in Rural Land Relations implemented by the 

Odesa Oblast organization of the Ukrainian National NGO Committee of Voters of Ukraine jointly with the 

Kotovskyi Local Free Secondary Legal Aid Center, 36 consultation visits were made to rural areas and free 

legal aid on land issues was provided to 499 residents of the Northern districts of Odesa Oblast. Free aid by 

a lawyer, i.e. preparation of procedural documents and representation in courts, was provided in more than 

                                                           
214 325 people were surveyed from March to April 2016, and another 917 respondents took the survey online. The majority of the 
population of Rivne Oblast (57 percent of respondents) were largely uninformed of available free legal aid, while 61 percent of 
respondents did not consider such aid accessible. 
215The events were arranged by the following partner organizations: the Young Lawyers Coordination Council under the 
Zaporizhzhia Oblast Main Territorial Division of Justice in cooperation with the Regional Information and Analytical Center 
Education and Civil Society, the Zaporizhzhia Oblast Community Post-Graduate Teacher Education Institute administered by the 
Zaporizhzhia Oblast Council, and the Juvenile Delinquency Prevention Department of the Prevention Directorate of the Main 
Directorate of the National Police in Zaporizhzhia Oblast. 
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25 instances. Some of the cases were settled out of court, such as a case of non-payment of rent. To facilitate 

systemic cooperation and communication between different stakeholders on land titling, the 2nd Civil Law 

Land Forum216 for the Northern region of Odesa Oblast was held in Balta on 14 December, 2016. It was 

attended by approximately 30 participants, including members of district, village, and town councils, 

representatives of executive and local self-government agencies, representatives of non-governmental 

organizations, activist, lawyers, law practitioners, and media representatives.  

Within the framework of the project Improving the Capacity of Farming Advice Services for Providing Legal Aid 

to Rural Population, the National Association of Farming Advice Services of Ukraine and its partners, including 

the Stryi District State Administration, the Stryi Local Free Secondary Legal Aid Center, the Charitable 

Organization Lviv Farming Advice Service, and the Agricultural Development Department of the Lviv Oblast 

State Administration, held a number of seminars on providing legal aid to rural population. Several activist 

groups were set up to distribute information about the right to FSLA and available FSLA services and 

redirecting people to the Stryi LC.  

The Competition “Innovative approaches and partnerships to improve access and quality of legal aid and 

legal empowerment of vulnerable groups» was announced by QALA in November 2018 for civil society 

organizations and legal clubs PRAVOKATOR. PRAVOKATOR legal clubs in cooperation with a partner 

organizations had the opportunity to develop several project concepts within the competition. 

QALA Project received 18 concepts, 4 out of 18 projects were supported. The projects were launched in March 

2019 and will be completed by September 2019. The maximum amount of funding was three hundred 

thousand UAH. 

The main tasks of the Initiative of legal club PRAVOKATOR Kharkiv and Regional Public Charitable Foundation 

“Law and Democracy” «Improving legal awareness of persons with disabilities about judicial protection of 

their rights and interests» are the following: 

• to conduct a survey on challenges lawyers face in their work with disabled people; develop a training 
program based on survey results; 

• to select trainers and experts who will conduct training for representatives of NGOs and lawyers;  

• to develop a training program and training materials, prepare and conduct a training (ToT) for experts 
and trainers; 

• to organize several pilot seminars for representatives of NGOs and lawyers on the basis of legal club 
PRAVOKATOR Kharkiv. 

The main tasks of the Initiative of legal club PRAVOKATOR Odessa and Ukrainian Academy of Mediation 
«Ensuring access to mediation in family and inheritance disputes for vulnerable groups» are the following: 

• to increase awareness of vulnerable groups about the possibility of alternative dispute resolution 
methods in family and inheritance cases due to mediation; 

                                                           
216The main topics of reports and discussions were land law: innovation, practice, and expert opinions; successful 

law practices in land dispute resolution; addressing the civil law challenges in common land disputes: course of 

action, step-by-step guides, and roadmaps; the results of the Bridging the Civil Law Abyss in Rural Land Relations 

initiative implemented in the Northern areas of Odesa Oblast. 
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• mediation promotion; to develop capacity of LA system employees in identification of cases for 
mediation, especially for vulnerable groups, as well as training of trainers to ensure sustainability of the 
project;  

• to improve access to justice for vulnerable groups due to mediation and conciliation in family and 
inheritance cases. 

The main tasks of the Initiative of legal club PRAVOKATOR Kyiv and DEJURE Foundation «Child-friendly justice 
system: humanization of litigation and non-traumatic methods of interviewing» are the following: 

• development of training programs on child rights protection for those who work in the field of justice 
(judges, lawyers, prosecutors, investigators); 

• development of partnership in multidisciplinary groups with the aim to promote provision of complex 
and effective legal aid for children, and to increase access to justice for children; 

• increasing the professional awareness of those who work with children, who violate the law, children 
witnesses or those who suffer from domestic violence as well as with intellectual disabilities. 

The main tasks of the Initiative of legal club PRAVOKATOR Odessa and NGO Human Rights Roma Center 
«Countering bullying in the school environment» are the following: 

• to develop skills of school employees and specialists who work in educational field in dealing with 
conflict situations; 

• to increase awareness of schoolchildren and school employees, as well as those related to the field 
on bullying and legal liability for it;  

• to encourage schoolchildren, school employees and specialists who work in educational field to take 
active action against bullying; 

• to improve social skills including empathy of schoolchildren, school employees and specialists who 
work in educational field which is the basis for their interpersonal relationships at all stages of life. 

Also it was supported the partnership Initiative of all legal clubs PRAVOKATOR, NGO «Human rights» and 
«Women's Perspectives Center», the Legion of Light Charitable Foundation, local legal aid centers and other 
stakeholders – «Comprehensive help in family relationships». The grant aid award is UAH 850 thousand. 

The partnership initiative aimed to assist vulnerable groups in comprehensively receiving legal and other 
assistance to protect violated rights in family relations, as well as to encourage persons affected by domestic 
violence or gender-based violence to protect their rights.  

The main tasks of the partnership initiative are the following: 

• Specialization of 5 Local Free Secondary Legal Aid Centers (Vinnytsia, Brovary, Sumy, Dnipro and Lviv) 
in the provision of legal aid assistance in family relationships; 

• development of knowledge, skills and competences of employees of specialized Local FSLAC and 
employees of other stakeholders, whose activity is aimed at clients' rights protecting in family relationships;  

• incensement of capacity of specialized Local FSLAC to analyze and identify systemic problems in the 
family relationships; 

• consolidation of actions of stakeholders, whose activity is aimed at human' rights protection in family 
relationships, including the development of an algorithm of mutually agreed actions which may contribute 
to the timely access to legal, psychological, medical, social assistance, information and other services, 
preventing and combating family violence and gender-based violence. 
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4.7.3. Cooperation with Foreign and International Partners 
 

Diagram 47. Cooperation with foreign and international partners 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Coordination Center is involved in extensive cooperation with many international organizations, 

international technical assistance projects, and non-governmental organizations. 

Ever since the launch of the LA system, the Coordination Center has been 

cooperating with the International Renaissance Foundation on improving access to 

justice. The memorandum of cooperation217 was signed in late 2012. The goal of the 

Human Rights and Justice Program Initiative is to prevent human rights violations, 

promote the implementation of effective antidiscrimination laws and practices in 

Ukraine, and facilitate access to justice and legal aid for low-income and vulnerable 

groups218. For the last ten years, within the framework of the Program, the 

Foundation, in particular, has been assisting in the development of the free legal 

aid system at the community level by providing support to non-governmental organizations in establishing 

and administering Legal Information and Advice Centers (LIACs), public defender’s offices, and legal advice 

clinics. In 2005–2006, the Foundation provided support to criminal defense lawyers who set up three public 

defender’s offices where the then new standards for access to a lawyer from the outset of detention were 

piloted. Public defender’s offices became the prototypes for future regional FSLA centers. In cooperation 

with the CCLAP, the Foundation contributes to the capacity building of LA providers, for example, by 

providing support to various knowledge exchange activities. The Foundation provided its support to the LA 

system’s first year performance review219.  

                                                           
217 The Memorandum of Cooperation between the Coordination Center, the International Renaissance Foundation, and the 

Ukrainian Legal Aid Foundation, 11/10/2012. 

218 http://www.irf.ua/programs/human_rights/ 

219 The pilot peer review was conducted by the UHHRU with the financial support from the Kingdom of the Netherlands 

MATRA Project in Ukraine in the summer of 2013.  
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The Quality and Accessible Legal Aid in Ukraine Project220, 

funded by Global Affairs Canada and implemented by the 

Canadian Bureau for International Education221, is one of 

the Coordination Center’s key partners. The Memorandum 

of Cooperation was signed in 2014. The Project was officially launched shortly before the international 

conference on Quality Free Legal Aid in December 2014. The Project aims to improve equal access to justice 

for Ukrainian people (especially vulnerable population groups) by providing support to the implementation 

of the LA system and raising public awareness to their right to legal aid. First and foremost, the Project 

focuses on HR capacity building (by arranging relevant knowledge sharing activities and trainings for various 

professionals, including the CCLAP staff, directors of legal aid centers, frontliners, communicators, 

integrators, quality managers, accountants, and lawyers engaged in provision of LA222, study visits, 

particularly to Canada, for the system staff and key stakeholders, implementing new staff selection 

procedures,223 etc.). Secondly, the Project provides expert support in developing operating mechanisms and 

procedures, including an information system. In addition, the Project aims to strengthen the system’s 

awareness raising and communications capacity. The Project supported the publication of the booklets on 

the right to FSLA in civil and administrative cases, as well as the booklets entitled A Legal Aid Bureau: Your 

Legal Guide, launched and supported the production of the “Justice DNA” (2015–2016) and “Countering Family 

Violence” (2016) programs on Hromadske Radio dedicated to various issues related to provision of legal aid 

in Ukraine, etc. Also within the framework of the Project, two overviews of the system’s performance were 

prepared in 2014 and 2016. 

In 2016, the Project supported the launch of the Tomorrows Lawyers Initiative224 aimed to promote the 

development of the lawyer community, legal aid, and justice reform in Ukraine.  

The Project, in partnership with the International Renaissance Foundation, supported a series of training 

activities for various groups of professionals within the free legal aid system, including the study visit to the 

Netherlands arranged in cooperation with the Legal Aid Board, launched work on the communications 

strategy, and held the first competition for mini grants aiming to facilitate the integration of primary and 

secondary legal aid at the territorial community level. The competitive process selected 36 projects that were 

launched in January 2016. In June and October 2016, the working group meetings took place in Kyiv (attended 

by representatives of non-governmental organizations, local FSLA centers, and the Coordination Center) to 

develop a model program for provision of free legal aid and methodological recommendations for their 

development and implementation.  

Since April 2013, the Coordination Center has been cooperating with the Bureau of 

International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs (INL)225 of the U.S. Embassy to 

Ukraine, particularly within the framework of the projects that, before 2016, were 

administered by the American Bar Association Rule of Law Initiative (ABA ROLI). 

During those years, the Bureau provided assistance in the development of the 

advanced training system for lawyers providing FSLA and quality managers at RCs. In 2015, a distance learning 

platform for lawyers and staff members of the free legal aid system was jointly created and the first distance 

                                                           
220 www.QALA.org.ua  
221 http://cbie-bcei.ca/  

222 Since the launch of the Project, 33 training events have been held that have been attended by more than two thousand 

participants.  
223 http://legalaid-jobs.in.ua/ For more details, see Chapter 2.  

224 The Initiative envisages cooperation between the Canadian Bureau for International Education, the Ukrainian Legal 

Professional Association, and the NGO Ukrainian National Association of Lawyers Providing Free Legal Aid with the expert 
support from the Canadian Bar Association (CBA). 
225 https://www.state.gov/j/inl/ 
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learning course was developed and launched. In addition, the Bureau was instrumental in the launch of the 

Ukrainian nationwide contact center for the LA system operating a legal advice hotline.  

The three-year Action Plan was signed with the Bureau in 2015 which envisages, among other things, 
providing assistance to the free legal aid system in infrastructure and HR capacity 
building, including the launch of five regional resource platforms. In pursuance of the 
plan, on 31 March, 2017, Minister of Justice of Ukraine Pavlo Petrenko and Ambassador 
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the United States of America to Ukraine Marie 
Jovanovic signed the Joint Action Plan for the implementation of the international 
technical assistance project called Strengthening Defense Advocacy in Ukraine which 
aims to strengthen the capacity of lawyers providing defense services in criminal 
proceedings by facilitating the professional development of lawyers as well as 

Ukrainian non-governmental organizations providing support to the free legal aid system. The project was 
scheduled to commence on 1 March, 2017, and be implemented through 30 September, 2018. 

The Office of Overseas Prosecutorial Development, Assistance, and Training (OPDAT) 

of the U.S. Department of Justice226 focused its efforts on the legislative reform, 

particularly the revised Criminal Procedure Code, and held trainings on the subject for 

judges and public prosecutors. In 2014, OPDAT jointly with the American Bar Association 

held trainings for public prosecutors and lawyers providing FSLA on the practical 

aspects of the adversarial process in criminal proceedings.  

The Council of Europe actively supports the development of the LA system and the 

capacity of the key actors in the criminal justice system. Particularly, starting from May 

2013, with the support from the Council of Europe Project Support to the Criminal 

Justice Reform in Ukraine227, a two-tier advanced criminal justice education system was 

established that now covers all lawyers engaged in provision of FSLA. Within the 

framework of the project, lawyer trainers/moderators of knowledge exchange 

between lawyers providing FSLA were selected, and training sessions were held for this group of trainers on 

various aspects of the criminal process and teaching adults. The project provided the equipment required to 

conduct the training sessions, including computers with office and multimedia software, which were supplied 

to regional centers, thus substantially improving the quality of the advanced training of lawyers. Also, the 

project, together with other donors, supported the International Conference on Quality Legal Aid held in 

December 2014. The follow-up project, Continued Support of the Criminal Justice Reform in Ukraine, was 

launched in 2015. 

In 2016, the assessment of the LA system in Ukraine in the light of Council of Europe standards and best 

practices was carried out and the findings and recommendations were presented228. It noted the significant 

progress was made in the relatively short time period since the system’s launch and offered 

recommendations for improving its operating procedures and cooperation with other actors within the 

justice system in the future.  

In 2012, several events were held within the framework of the international 

technical assistance project Promoting the Development of the Legal Aid System 

implemented with the support from OSCE, including a working group meeting on 

                                                           
226 https://www.justice.gov/criminal-opdat  
227 The project runs from September 2015 through February 2019. http://www.coe.int/uk/web/criminal-justice-reform/home  

228 http://www.legalaid.gov.ua/images/docs/FSLA_A4_UKR.pdf  
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ways to improve the legislation on free legal aid, four regional-level trainings, and a round table on free legal 

aid. 

The EU Support to Justice Sector Reforms in Ukraine Project229 aims to provide assistance 

in the development of the general justice sector reform strategy. In 2014, the Project 

supported the training of lawyer trainers/moderators of knowledge exchange between 

lawyers providing FSLA. The Project in cooperation with the Ukrainian National Bar 

Association includes a series of seminars on strategic planning to set out the phases of the implementation 

of legal and procedural activities to facilitate the adversarial process of litigation.  

With the financial support from the International Renaissance Foundation and the Delegation of the European 

Union to Ukraine, and in cooperation with the ULAF, the Project developed and published the 

methodological recommendations (guidelines) for lawyers on the course of action for defense lawyers in 

cases involving detention of persons on suspicion of committing a crime, decisions to impose, extend, 

revoke, or modify a preventive order in criminal proceedings in court of first instance, and the initial course 

of action when taking a case and compiling a legal case file. 

In 2015, within the framework of the Advocacy and Governmental Capacity Building in 
Migration Project230, with the financial support from the European Union, and in 
partnership with the UN High Commissioner for Refugees and the international 
organization HIAS (in cooperation with the UHHRU231 and the Ukrainian National 

Charitable Foundation Right to Protection), several training sessions were held for lawyers providing free 
secondary legal aid on protecting the rights of refugees and asylum seekers. 

The Council of Europe Consolidating Ukraine’s Justice Sector Reform Project cooperated with the free legal 
aid system, particularly on raising the public awareness of the right to free legal aid. Particularly, the Project 
supported the publication of an additional run of the information booklets entitled What Is Free Secondary 
Legal Aid and How to Obtain It232. 

Another partner of the Coordination Center is the Council of Europe Strengthening the Human Rights 
Protection of Internally Displaced Persons in Ukraine Project233. Within the framework of the Project, an 
agreement was made to hold advanced training activities for lawyers providing free secondary legal aid and 
staff members of free secondary legal aid centers, focusing on the protection of internally displaced persons, 
support of creating and feeding a database of online consultations given to such persons, and conducting an 
awareness raising campaign. In 2016, three meetings/trainings of lawyer trainers (10 participants) on 
Providing Free Legal Aid to Internally Displaced Persons: Meeting the European Standards took place with the 
support from the Project, during which the participants discussed developing training materials and activities 
for lawyers and staff members of bureaus. In June-July, with the support from the Project, lawyers held ten 
trainings for lawyers from seven oblasts of Ukraine.  

                                                           
229 The project ran from 2014 through 2016. http://www.justicereformukraine.eu/uk/about-us/project-description/ 

230 http://www.migrants.org.ua/about 

231 The Ukrainian Helsinki Human Rights Union is one of the leading human rights organizations in Ukraine. The Human Rights 

above All Else Project, implemented by the UHHRU and funded by Global Affairs Canada, envisages cooperating with the CCLAP 

in strategic lawsuits involving the most serious human rights violations. 

232 The project ran until 2016. http://pjp-eu.coe.int/uk/web/consolidation-justice-ukraine/about-the-project 

233 The project runs from July 2015 through December 2017. http://www.coe.int/uk/web/kyiv/idps 
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The New Justice Project234, funded by the U.S. Agency for 

International Development (USAID), was implemented in Ukraine 

from October 2011 through 2019, helping establish a fair, 

independent, and transparent judiciary. The project, jointly with the 

ULAF, supported an extensive awareness raising campaign within the free legal aid system on the rights of 

detainees. In 2013, a series of booklets, posters and stickers about free legal aid and available FSLA in criminal 

cases, particularly during detention, were designed and published. Also, two videos based on true stories 

were made to raise awareness of the right to counsel. 

 

                                                           
234 The project aims to promote Ukraine’s democratic development and economic growth by helping establish a fair, 

independent, and transparent judiciary. The project seeks to improve the key judicial reform legislation and judicial policies and 
procedures, increase the awareness of the public and media about the judicial reform process, etc. 
http://www.fair.org.ua/index.php/index/text/about 


